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RURAL HEALTH AND HEALTH REFORM

MONDAY, MAY 3, 1993

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a.m., in room

485, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. David Pryor (Chairman
of the Committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Pryor.
Also present: Kate Kellenberg, investigator; Bonnie Hogue, pro-

fessional staff; Mary Berry Gerwin, minority staff director; and
Priscilla Hanley, minority professional staff.

[This workshop was co-sponsored by the Senate Rural
Health Caucus]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAVID PRYOR, CHAIRMAN

The CHAIRMAN. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I started to
begin our meeting by saying welcome to this hearing, but this is
not a hearing.

We chose a workshop format for our gathering this morning be-
cause we wanted to hear from a wider group of individuals, and we
have a very splendid group today who have come from all over the
country to testify and share their points of view. We will later
allow questions from the audience, which, of course, during a for-
malized hearing we don't normally do.

This is one in a series of workshops and hearings on rural health
that the Aging Committee has held in the last several years.

With the proposals now about to come from the White House re-
lating to health care and health care reform, I don't think a work-
shop like this could be any more timely.

Many of the proposals actually made in these sessions have led
to the passage of legislation that has helped rural communities
keep their doctors and keep their hospitals open.

For example, the Finance Committee, upon which I also serve,
has modified Medicare payment policies almost every year to be
more fair to rural doctors and hospitals following the advice re-
ceived at workshops just such as this.

There will be a full transcript of this hearing, and, by the way,
we appreciate very much our friends at C-Span deciding to televise
this session.

I regret that I cannot stay with you today. I've also just been in-
formed that Senator Cohen will not be able to attend our workshop,
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but I'm certain that he too will be interested in the transcript and
his staff is representing him at the meeting this morning.

This workshop will focus on proposals that may improve access
to medical care in rural communities. By way of introduction to
this subject we've prepared some charts that I'll share with you in
just a moment.

Recently the city of Little Rock was the site of a National Rural
Health Summit sponsored by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
and the Arkansas Department of Health that brought together
more than 100 experts from across the country to talk about rural
health care. These experts prepared recommendations for us on
how to make health care reform work in rural areas. This morn-
ing's session will address these recommendations.

During this afternoon's session we're going to be considering an
issue of considerable interest to me and one which has been dis-
cussed at the summit in Little Rock, and oftentimes in the Aging
Committee. We'll be asking how we graduate more of the primary
care doctors we need so desperately in rural America.

Our first chart shows that 84 percent of primary care physicians
practice in urban areas. Only 16 percent of these doctors practice
in rural areas.



Percent of Primary Care Physicians Practicing
in Urban and Rural Areas

84%

16%

% MDs in
Urban Areas

Source: Office of Technology Assessment (1988 data)

% MDs in
Rural Areas
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This massive disparity in the distribution of primary care physi-
cians must be addressed now.

Recently, the Physician Payment Review Commission made a
far-reaching recommendation that we revamp all graduate medical
education to get more medical school graduates into primary care.
We'll be asking this morning whether we really need to go this far
at this time.

Let's look at chart two, Jeff, if we could. This is a very revealing
chart. The interest of medical school graduates in generalist ca-
reers has waned, and so what we're seeing is that in 1981, 38 per-
cent of those graduating from medical school were going into pri-
mary-or what we call generalist-careers in medicine. There were
38 percent in 1981; by 1986, the number sharply drops to 30 per-
cent; and by 1992, the number of graduates going into generalist
careers in medicine has plummeted to 14 percent.



Interest of Medical School Graduates in
Generalist Careers Has Waned

38%

30%

14%

1981 1986 1992

Source: MMC
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Now this is to me a very, very alarming figure. It is a problem
I think too, if we could look at chart three, that most other coun-
tries are already solving. And I don't know quite why we're not
solving it, but if we would look at the United Kingdom for general-
ists as a percentage of physicians, 73 percent are generalists. In
Germany, 54 percent are generalists; Belgium, 53 percent; Canada,
47 percent; The Netherlands, 38 percent; and, finally, the United
States where a mere 34 percent of doctors are generalists.



Generalists as a Percentage of Physicians:

73%

54% 53%
I- _ _ 47%

38% 3 4%O

"am.

United Germany Belgium Canada Netherlands U.S.
Kingdom

Source: JAMA, 252:373-84.
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Even if we start to reform graduate medical education now, it's
going to take a long time to fix this problem because it has taken
a long time to get this bad.

This, by the way, is Jeff Human. He is on loan from the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services to the Aging Committee. He
has been with us for several months, and, Jeff, I don't know how
we got by without you for so long. You've done a great job, and
we're going to turn the moderating challenge over to Jeff in a mo-
ment.

Looking at our next chart we see that in approximately 1962 the
number of primary care physicians and the number of specialists
was just about even. Through discussions with Jeff I've learned
that a massive amount of new technology began to come to the
forefront about that time. We then saw the number of specialists
rise dramatically up until 1965 and on up to 1980. If we look at
the lower line on this chart we see the percentage of primary care
doctors go down just as dramatically as the percentage of special-
ists rose during that period of time. And now we see a huge dif-
ference-the last figure is 1989, I believe, between the percentage
of specialist and primary care physicians.



A Steady Decrease in Primary Care M.D.s*
compared to other specialties, 1960-1989
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Our last chart shows that a higher percentage of primary carephysicians leads to lower health care costs. We see the percentageof physicians in primary care; Great Britain at 70 percent-theyonly spend 6 percent of their GNP for health care-and you can seein Canada, it's 50 percent of primary care physicians and 9 percentof GNP is spent for health care.



A Higher Percentage of Primary Care Physicians
Leads to Lower Health Care Costs

Percent of Physicians
in Primary Care
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Here we are with 34 percent of our physicians in primary health
care and we're spending 11.5-and I imagine it's 12 percent by
now-of our GNP on health care. We can see that the more pri-
mary care physicians a nation has, the lower percentage of health
care as a percent of the Gross National Product expenditure.

One of our presenters this afternoon is Charles Cranford of the
University of Arkansas Medical School. Would Charles stand?
Charles is representing Dr. Harry Ward, the Chancellor of the Uni-
versity of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. These are people whose
advice I have long valued over the years, and I am very glad that
Charles could be with us.

Two people who could not be with us today in addition to our
friend and colleague, Senator Cohen, are Senators Tom Harkin and
Bob Dole, co-chairs of the Senate Rural Health Caucus. They both
convey their regrets.

It's a little out of the ordinary, I might just add, generally for
there to be hearing or a workshop on a Monday morning like this
because so many of our colleagues are traveling and are getting
back into town.

Once again, I've asked Jeff Human to moderate the workshop for
me. Jeff, as I've said, is on loan to us. I hope we can keep him as
long as we possibly can. He conducted a similar workshop for us
recently on undergraduate medical education, and I appreciate his
expertise and assistance.

Jeff, may I ask you to come up, and open our morning session?
WELCOMING STATEMENT OF JEFF HUMAN, MODERATOR

Mr. HUMAN. Thank you very much, Senator, and welcome again
to everybody.

Just to put this in a little bit of perspective, we have a general
problem in rural health in this country that goes even beyond the
doctor problem.

During the 1980's, 10 percent of all of America's rural hospitals
closed, and, with respect to doctors, we found on a per capita basis
in the smaller communities we had less than half as many doctors
as we did in the urban areas. And it was a problem that also
reached into many other areas as well and continues to.

Rural occupations, such as farming and timbering, mining, are
the most dangerous occupations in America, and the health haz-
ards to rural farmers and others are very, very high. And this is
a problem that also is more than a health problem. Just as surely
as the hospitals are closing and the doctors are leaving, well, gro-
cery stores are closing and schools were consolidating and closing,
and so on.

So, as a result, we have a general problem in maintaining the
viability of rural America, and, in particular, health services and
other services, which would make it attractive for people to stay in
rural communities and for people to move there.

And that is the context in which we had a rural health summit
that was held in Little Rock to consider these issues. For this
morning's session I am going to ask Nancy Barrand to bring with
her the group of people who provided the leadership for setting up
this summit to report back to us the findings of that summit and
what's really important to deal with, given that we have a problem
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now and we have a new situation confronting us-the possibility of
health care reform, which could either help solve these problems or
exacerbate them. And so Nancy and her group will be providing
their advice to the Committee and to the Senate generally.

Nancy is a Senior Program Officer at the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation, and she's been deeply involved in questions of rural
health care for some years. She has also served as a staff person
in the U.S. Senate, and for the California General Assembly, and
with the Institute for Health Policy Studies at the University of
California at San Francisco.

So, Nancy, if you and your group could come forward, we will be
glad to let you take over.

STATEMENT OF NANCY BARRAND, ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON
FOUNDATION

Ms. BARRAND. Well, thank you. I want to thank Senator Pryor
for the opportunity for us to come and talk to you about the meet-
ing that we had in Little Rock to look at health care reform in
rural areas.

Too often rural health care tends to be an oversight or an after-
thought in our policy process, and our purpose in sponsoring this
meeting was to look at rural health care under health care reform
scenarios and to give visibility to some of the issues about how
health care reform needs to address the problems that we have in
rural areas.

I want to start by introducing my colleagues who are here with
me today at the table. Starting from the right:

Dan Campion is an associate at the Alpha Center. The Alpha
Center is a nonprofit policy institute here in Washington, D.C., and
they have a grant from the Foundation to provide technical assist-
ance under the Federal Rural Each-Peach Program. Dan is in
charge of that program and the Alpha Center conducted and orga-
nized the meeting that we held in Little Rock last month.

Next to Dan is Dr. John Coombs. Dr. John Coombs is the Associ-
ate Dean for Regional Affairs and Rural Health at the University
of Washington School of Medicine. He was a participant and one
of the work group leaders at the meeting, and you'll be hearing
from him a little bit later on when we walk through some of the
specific recommendations.

Next to John is Dr. Ira Moscovice. Dr. Moscovice is the Professor
and Associate Director at the Institute for Health Services Re-
search at the University of Minnesota School of Public Health.

Next to me is David Helms, President of the Alpha Center.
Again, the Alpha Center conducted and organized this meeting for
us.

Sitting next to me is Charles McGrew who is the Director of the
Section of Health Facilities Services and Systems at the Arkansas
Department of Health. The Arkansas Department of Health co-
sponsored and hosted this meeting along with the Foundation. It
was Charles who first brought to our attention the need for this
meeting to occur. In a minute I'm going to ask Charles to make
some opening remarks.

I also want to point out that in the audience we also have Linda
Goldsmith, who is the Director of the Office of Rural Health at the
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Arkansas Department of Health who was also very much involved
with the meeting as well as Don Dickey who is also with the Rob-
ert Wood Johnson Foundation.

Let me give you a little bit of overview of the meeting. This was
a 2-day meeting that we held in March. The first day was devoted
to looking at various health care reform scenarios and how they
might play out in rural areas, and you'll hear a little bit later on
about some of the assumptions that we made as we looked at what
health care reform might include.

We had, as Senator Pryor mentioned, 100 participants who rep-
resented researchers, health care providers, and health policy ex-
perts from across the country and really represented a diversity of
opinion, as well as diversity of experience in rural health care is-
sues.

On the second day of the meeting, we broke the 100 participants
into eight working groups, focusing on specific topics of rural
health care, and those are listed in the report that we've handed
out. The work groups focused on service areas, supply of human re-
sources, and network structure and formation, network financing,
and network operations. You're going to hear a lot about rural
health care networks and the importance of the formation and op-
eration of these networks to creating the types of linkages that are
necessary to provide access to health care in rural areas. Other
work groups, focused on public health and State roles; State roles
in organizing the service delivery system, as well as what the State
role should be in allocating resources.

These eight work groups were asked to identify what they saw
as the key issues for implementing health care reform in rural
areas and to develop recommendations for how those issues might
be addressed. These are the recommendations that we're going to
talk to you about today.

I want to mention at the outset that the recommendations that
we're going to be talking about do not necessarily in all cases rep-
resent the consensus of the 100 participants at the meeting. They
do very much represent the tone and the discussion at the meeting
and, in some cases, did represent the consensus of the group. But,
as you'll see, there was debate and some diversity of opinion about
these various recommendations, and I think you'll even see that
represented on this panel up here.

I want to leave you with three themes that came up over and
over again at this meeting, and you'll hear them again as we go
through the report.

The first is that health care reform seems to represent a real op-
portunity to begin to address some of the issues that we all know
persist in rural areas.

Second, however, is that there is some concern that health care
reform may only address the financing side and may not address
what is the critical issue in rural areas, which is the delivery sys-
tem. In rural areas, health care reform means delivery system re-
form, and I can't over emphasize that.

As Senator Pryor was going through the charts, the problems of
undersupply of providers, the problems of a lack of infrastructure,
are problems that we all know too well exist in rural areas. And
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health care reform is seen by rural residents as an opportunity to
address some of these issues.

And, finally, the last theme I want to leave you with is the issue
of flexibility. It is critical that there be some flexibility in how
health care reform is implemented if we are going to address some
of the special needs in rural areas.

The solution for how to address access in rural North Carolina
may not be the solution for how we address similar problems in
rural Montana. So, therefore, there is a need to look at how health
care reform is implemented in rural areas and to allow as much
flexibility as possible to take into account some of the special con-
siderations in these areas.

With that, I'd like to turn it over to Charles McGrew to add his
opening remarks.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES McGREW, ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH

Mr. McGREw. Thank you.
I'd like to thank the Foundation and the Alpha Center for the

support and all the really hard work that went into making the
conference what I think was a real success.

I'd like to et into the recommendations as quickly as possible,
but I would like to repeat something I said earlier this morning be-
cause in talking to my colleagues around the country who work on
rural health care issues at the State and local level on a daily basis
and have been trying to come up with some solutions over the last
several years to some of the problems that we face, one message
that's really clear I think from everyone who is in the business out
there is that what rural is not is urban health care in miniature.
And I think that that's a message that people in rural America who
are working in the system, are concerned about the system, would
like to make sure that's clear.

You can take all the problems that you face in an urban environ-
ment and then overlay them with the fact-we talked about earlier
and it certainly will be discussed here this afternoon-that we have
a huge problem with providers. It's going to get worse instead of
better, I think, as we get into network formation because it would
be pulling some of the primary care physicians from rural areas
into those urban networks.

We have massive problems in rural areas with transportation,
we have folks that don't make as much money, percentagewise-
fewer of those people have health insurance, all kinds of issues that
are different when you're dealing in that rural environment.

So that's an issue and a focus that my rural colleagues would
really like for you to keep in mind. With that, I'd really like to get
into the recommendations so as to allow time for questions at the
end.

Ms. BARRAND. We're going to ask David Helms to walk us
through the cross-cutting themes from the meeting, and then he
will moderate our discussion of the specific recommendations.

STATEMENT OF DAVID HELMS, ALPHA CENTER DIRECTOR
Mr. HELMS. Thank you, Nancy.
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This was, I think, a very important opportunity for the rural
community to come together. Health care reform was certainly well
underway. They saw this as a tremendous opportunity to get their
input into the process, and this report, as it has been developed,
has been shared with the White House Working Group, and we
have briefed the House of Representatives as well. I'll just start by
saying that the rural participants see health care reform as a criti-
calopportunty for addressing the fundamental problems in the
rural delivery sy stem.

You've already heard this morning about the acute shortage of
primary care physicians, you've heard some about the financial
problems facing small rural hospitals. Therefore, we see this rural
reform as an opportunity to acknowledge that many parts of our
country, the rural are underserved, and we're going to need to
build a rural infrastructure, and we're going to have to build capac-
ity in rural areas.

Secondly, you've heard that flexibility is very important. One
area in rural America is not the same as another area in rural
America. They are represented by as much diversity as may be
there exist between urban and rural.

So as we think about health care reform, we'll need a range of
options so that we can implement the reform and achieve the objec-
tives and meet the very diverse local needs and utilize those tre-
mendous local resources that are out there.

This diversity is going to require that States and communities
then have flexibility to fashion systems in response to their unique
circumstances. We've also learned from this meeting that the rural
participants very much want to have a role and be meaningfully
represented in efforts at the State level to ensure that they have
a voice in how we implement health care reform.

Rural residents are often characterized by independence and a
desire to maintain control over their local institutions, but we've
also found that given information and resources, rural residents
have the ingenuity and commitment to find solutions to their prob-
lems.

The fourth theme was the development of regional health care
networks, which would deliver primary care through locally based
providers, should be a fundamental strategy for restructuring the
rural health care delivery system.

Rural residents are not particularly interested in having the
urban-based systems ride out to rural areas and now take some in-
terest in them, so they would like very much to have rural net-
works based with rural primary care providers, where they exist,
as the fundamental building blocks in developing these systems.
These systems would help use resources more efficiently and
strengthen the practice of medicine in rural areas. Also, priority
needs to be given to providing primary and preventive service lo-
cally.

The fifth cost-cutting theme is that the development of these net-
works will require a variety of approaches. You've heard a lot about
managed competition, and there may be a few areas where we can
really use the concept of managed competition. But I think most of
rural America will be needing to adopt the concept of managed co-
operation, and this will mean that we will have to find ways to
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bring together the rural providers by providing better backup serv-
ice, on-call service, providing better peer support, using tele-
communication linkages-truly building systems that will link and
support the rural providers that we do have.

Now dramatic changes are going to be needed if we're going to
have an adequate supply of primary care in rural areas. Frankly,
health care reform presents a real threat to rural areas. As our
urban based systems discover the need and value for more general-
ist physicians, rural communities fear that they will be the victim
of rural primary care physicians being recruited out of rural areas
and into urban areas.

So we need to dramatically improve the supply of primary care
physicians, and I think we'll have to worry about not having the
ones we do have in rural areas moving into the urban systems.

So the health care infrastructure in theme number seven means
that the people, the structures, and the systems need to be
strengthened to assure access to essential health services. That will
mean capital financing for some rural facilities and systems,
human resources and even some additional capital resources to
build and improve the transportation system. In some instances,
we won't be able to take the services to the people. There, we'll
have to build a transportation that will move the people to the
services.

Clearly, we're going to have to upgrade emergency medical serv-
ices and improve the telecommunication systems, and we're going
to need managers sensitive to the needs of rural areas, to design
those systems, and to involve rural residents in their operation.

Additionally, we're going to need some planning at the State and
regional level to be sure that we have the adequate resources to
build that infrastructure.

And, last, we think States should play a major role in imple-
menting health care reform in rural areas. The States understand
the diversity of their various communities, and we think they
should be given considerable flexibility as we implement health
care reform.

Now we have 13 recommendations, which we're going to share
with you. I'm going to ask Ira to begin, and then I'll be calling on
Dr. John Coombs to talk about some of the health personnel sys-
tems.

But, Ira, why don't you begin by talking about the criteria that
we'll need for defining whether competition can work in a given
area.

STATEMENT OF IRA MOSCOVICE, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Mr. MoscovicE. The first two recommendations came out of the

service area work group at the Little Rock conference. The first rec-
ommendation is define criteria for identifying areas where competi-
tion will or will not achieve the desired results.

At the workshop I heard the term geographically challenged to
represent these kinds of areas. There was a real feeling that al-
though health care reform offered a tremendous opportunity to
help build up the infrastructure that David and Nancy mentioned
earlier, there were going to be some areas where it would be very
difficult to create a competitive market. And the feeling was that
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it would be helpful if we could develop some guidelines, perhaps at
the Federal level, that would help identify areas up front that are
going to have a hard time developing a competitive market.

The notion was that they would just be guidelines and that de-
terminations would be made at the State level, so that we're not
envisioning a national standard.

Some people from New Mexico had already started doing work
on that issue, and started identifying areas ranging from frontier
and high poverty areas, to low density areas, to small city, to small
MSAs, to major metropolitan areas.

The first recommendation suggests that we may be able to iden-
tify some areas that require special initiatives under health care
reform.

The second recommendation suggests that States should have
the responsibility for determining the geographic area served by
health insurance purchasing cooperatives. The feeling here was
that States really do understand their local markets and their
rural areas better than the representatives from the Federal level
and that it should be up to the States to make decisions such as
whether they want one purchasing cooperative for the whole State,
as several people have suggested might be appropriate in States
like Wyoming? Or they want four or five areas designated, as
seems to be the case, under health care reform at the State level
in Washington or seven areas, as has been suggested, in New York
State?

The issue is that there are a variety of ways that States might
carve up their geographic areas, and that can be best accomplished
by policymakers at the State level. This also would help us deal
with border problems, which are going to arise under any kind of
reform package that involves the development of networks.

Mr. HELMS. John, why don't you talk to us about the three major
recommendations regarding health personnel.

STATEMENT OF JOHN COOMBS, M.D., UNIVERSITY OF
WASHINGTON

Dr. CoOMBs. The next three recommendations, three through
five, really tried to shed some light on the direction of health care
personnel as it relates to meeting future needs of rural health. The
third, to establish national and State health personnel policy goals
and to allocate training funds to assure that there would be an
adequate supply of primary care providers for the future of rural
health.

When we talk about, first of all, some definitions, when we talk
about primary care providers, we are certainly talking about family
physicians, and general internists, and pediatricians. But we're
also talking about the so-called mid-level practitioners, the ad-
vanced registered nurse practitioners, the physician assistants, as
well as the certified nurse midwives, in addition to both dental and
mental health professionals.

So when you hear us say primary providers, we're really talking
about that whole group of people.

Clearly, as was demonstrated earlier, we're looking at a signifi-
cant gap in terms of primary providers for the future. The esti-
mates are that the newly designed system may require as much as
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50 percent. Again, maybe even 100 percent, again, what currently
exists in terms of primary providers. And so how are we going to
do that? And, clearly, it requires that all of the policies that are
developed in terms of training and in terms of defining State needs
within rural communities be directed in that direction.

I think the critical issues when we look at this though are also
the removal of disincentives, and, hopefully, the introduction of in-
centives to move the work force in the direction of rural America.
We're talking about the development, again, of a level playing field
in terms of reimbursement. Clearly, there has been disincentives to
providers moving into rural communities in the past, and that is
something that clearly needs to be addressed for the future-that
the goals have to be consistent with the needs of the population
within a rural community, and that's not something that given the
fragile nature of the infrastructure for health care delivery within
rural communities, that has always been the case.

We also felt that in terms of-that the development of support
for this, that those who benefit should pay. In the past, the funds,
training funds, have largely come from the Federal Government in
terms of the direct reimbursement-the Medicare passthroughs, as
well as some of the Title VII, et cetera, funds.

We looked at instead the AHPs, as we were calling them then,
the Accountable Health Plans. And, clearly, things have changed.
We now might call those the health care alliances. We're going to
hear of some changes in definitions, but it was the feeling at the
conference that a mechanism should be developed, so, again, those
who benefitted from the practitioners being there should also con-
tribute to their training.

Along those lines, you haven't heard a lot about academic medi-
cal centers and where they should be positioned in terms of health
care reform, and, clearly, they have to be part of the system so that
the access to training activities and whatnot can be assured for the
future.

The fourth recommendation was to re-orient medical education to
focus on primary care and to provide clinical experience in rural
practices. I heard the other day, for instance, that you can take the
boy out of the country but you can't take the country out of the boy
unless you send him to medical school. That, I think, calls for the
need that we begin to look at rural opportunities, rural track train-
ing, if you will, so that during the course of medical school and into
graduate medical education that opportunity can be there.

The focus has to be within the schools in terms of the medical
schools on primary care training. There has to be shift away from
the hospital base into the ambulatory setting also, and that the re-
imbursement or allocation of training funds must follow that. That
was the consensus, I feel, of the people who were together in Little
Rock.

As well, there has to be attention paid to the graduate medical
education slots as they exist now, which, clearly, there is an abun-
dance of focus specialists within the setting. We saw that earlier
from Senator Pryor's charts, the direction since 1960. That's some-
thing that clearly needs to be looked at, perhaps, by the regulation
of graduate medical education slots as well as still the attention to
it in terms of the regional nature of that. We don't need to train
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all the focus specialists in one community, for instance, within the
United States but that has to be regionally distributed in some
fashion.

You know, we talk a lot about primary care, but it's also some-
thing where we do need to pay attention to the focus specialties.
Clearly, they need to be sensitized to the needs of rural commu-
nities and exposure to rural training, both in terms of direct as
well as the indirect benefits of that, as well as their role in terms
of outreach and some of the things that have been devised within
the current system need to be paid attention to.

Finally, in this section on the recommendations, recommendation
number 5 took on the issue of the inconsistency between States of
scope of practice laws and some of the regulations around mid-level
practitioners. It was the consensus of the group, which I facilitated
in terms of human resources, that there needs to be Federal guide-
lines to assure consistency on a State-to-State basis of scope of
practice as well as that the basic level of training would in fact
lead to entrance level qualifications for mid-level practitioners.

This isn't the case at the present time. Not every State has facili-
ties to train mid-level practitioners, and, consequently, the training
which might occur in one State does not necessarily prepare them
for entrance level or to be qualified for the scope of practice that
might be allowed in another State.

Likewise, there has to be incentives to create movement of these
trained people into the needed areas within rural communities.
You'll see in the recommendation that it says, "to practice semi-
independently." That was a difficult word for, I think, the group to
come to. But, clearly, there are areas within the rural America, es-
pecially in frontier areas, where the remote placement of mid-levels
in relationship to physicians who might also be overseeing or pro-
viding continuity for that individual that there needs to be some
lead way created within the guidelines in the future.

Mr. HELMS. Thank you, John.
Already you know that health care reform is complicated. We

have a Federal Government that we expect will be defining a mini-
mum benefit package and standard benefit package that all Ameri-
cans would have access to and would be establishing the rules for
how the system would operate.

We know we have State governments and we fully expect that
States will have a major role to play in operating this system. But
now we have purchasing cooperatives, and you need to know that
when we met in March, the language was health insurance pur-
chasing cooperatives, and our report continues to use that language
but some way to organize the market by pooling together the em-
ployees of small firms, public employees, the Medicaid program, et
cetera.

We also are talking about building more integrated delivery sys-
tems, and at our meeting we were talking about accountable health
plans, as it's been described by the Jackson Hull group. But what-
ever the language that comes out here, I think you need to think
about we have States being a player, we have purchasing arrange-
ments, health alliances at work, and we also have delivery systems
being structured and developed into more integrated networks.
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So we're now going to ask Ira, if he would, to talk about what
would an accountable health plan serving a rural region need to be.

Ira.
Mr. MOSCOVICE. What the participants at the work group de-

cided was that these kinds of accountable health plans would agree
to make available the full range of services for all people in a des-
ignated geographic service area, providing the appropriate level of
services, particularly primary care and preventive services, through
locally based providers whenever feasible. I believe the key words
in the recommendation are full range of services, all people, and lo-
cally based providers.

What is it going to mean when we say we're going to provide the
full range of services for all people living in rural areas? If you
think about a particularly isolated rural area, clearly, the full
range of services are not going to be able to be provided at that
local level. And this is where networks come in, the development
of what are termed vertically integrated networks, where local
rural providers are linked with other providers in larger rural
areas or in urban based areas.

When we say all people, we're referring to people in rural areas
that are very close to urban or metropolitan areas, and also people
who are in isolated frontier areas very far away from urban areas.
To do that, we will probably need to provide some incentives and
structure to give health plans the ability to provide those kinds of
services to all rural individuals while maintaining reasonable costs.

And, finally, we feel that locally based providers need to be taken
advantage of in terms of their incorporation into the system when-
ever possible. We believe that under managed competition, health
plans will want to take advantage of local providers who are doing
a good job out in rural areas and they will become an integral part
of any kind of network that's developed.

The focus of control of health care decisionmaking is going to
need to remain out in rural areas if any kind of health care reform
package is going to be acceptable to the residents of those areas.
And that holds whether we develop top down, or urban based, net-
works that are appropriately linked with rural areas or we develop
locally based networks that reach out to urban areas.

In either scenario, we feel it's going to be very important for the
decisionmaking for health care to remain in rural America.

Mr. HELMS. We have heard that underserved areas are the hall-
mark of much of rural America. There is considerable scarcity.
We're also very much worried about the fragility of the system that
exists in rural areas, and one of our recommendations deals with
the vulnerability of rural providers. We'll ask John to tell us a little
bit about how we might protect rural providers.

Dr. CooMms. Our seventh recommendation was given the vulner-
ability of some rural providers, rules should be established to pro-
tect them from unreasonable financial risk.

I think it's clear that as we look at mechanisms for financing the
new system, capitation, and putting the provider at risk has been
mentioned quite a bit. Rural providers, for the most part, have
been pretty much immune from managed care systems. If we look
at-perhaps, only 30 percent of providers in rural communities and
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most of those are adjacent to metropolitan areas, or, in fact famil-
iar with HMOs or familiar with the managed care mechanisms.

So, clearly, dropping something on them suddenly where they are
put at financial risk is something which potentially is fraught with
danger of the system collapsing, and David alluded to the fragility
of it.

An overabundance of risk then will potentially force their depar-
ture. We've heard about the fact that primary care is at a pre-
mium, that it's something where there are going to be many, many
jobs in urban communities. Many of those are going to be much
more secure, much more structured. The potential is there then if,
again, we increase the risk, increase the vulnerability of rural com-
munities that we may see those providers who are there escape to
go back to a more secure situation where in fact the risk is spread
more broadly.

We need to ramp into that in terms of financial risk, we need to
utilize mechanisms potentially, such as the area health education
centers and our academic medical centers, again, to train rural
practitioners who are there about the principles of managed care
and how to in fact thrive in that situation.

That was the feeling of, again, our group in Little Rock that this
needed to be done.

To ensure that, there's going to need to be an investment, I
think, in that infrastructure. And I think that's going to be some-
thing that utilizing the mechanisms I mentioned as far as the AICs
and the academic medical centers will perhaps allow us to move
into that situation.

Mr. HELMS. One of the most hotly debated issues at our Little
Rock conference was will we need to provide exclusive franchise ar-
rangements for those provider systems that serve rural areas.

Ira, how did the group come down on that issue?
Mr. MOSCOVICE. The recommendation was that some areas will

require exclusive franchising arrangements for alternative health
plans, and/or provider network serving rural areas. While these
kinds of franchises may be necessary, particularly in more remote
or underserved areas, they are not necessarily going to be the vehi-
cle or the dominant model in all rural areas.

Although some people at the conference in Little Rock felt that
exclusive franchise arrangements made sense for many rural areas,
the vast majority of people there said what we want to do is really
not use these franchises as protection for local providers, but use
them to help create incentives for special situations so that health
plans will go out into an isolated area and develop a full range of
services that are accessible.

We see this as being important to protect vulnerable populations
that currently are receiving services, such as migrant farm work-
ers. These arrangements would be time limited; they wouldn't nec-
essarily be awarded once and then remain forever, instead there
would be a limit on the amount of time that local providers would
have an exclusive option on providing services to residents of their
region.

The next recommendation suggests the following:
Without the ability to include populations covered under Medi-

care, Medicaid, and the Federal Employee Health Benefits Pro-
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gram, many rural areas will have an inadequate population base
to provide sufficient leverage on providers to participate in health
plans or other provider arrangements under contract to purchasing
cooperatives.

We know that we have hundreds of Medicare dependent hos-
pitals in rural areas, and that in many of these areas we have at
last half, if not more, of the population being served under Medi-
care. The concern is that if the Medicare population is not included
up front in the reform package then a large part of the population
base in some rural areas will not be covered under health care re-
form.

Rural providers in those areas might decide to opt out of the sys-
tem and develop special programs to provide services to exempted
payer populations. However, most rural providers may find it hard
to opt out of the program because they serve just one population.

If a fee for service option or preferred provider arrangement op-
tion is going to be available as an option, providers who opt out of
the program would be participating under health care reform either
through a fee for service vehicle or a preferred provider arrange-
ment.

Finally, a recommendation for rural providers who decide to opt
out of health plans, was to subject them to regulatory oversight on
prices and/or capacity. The concern was that we need to make sure
that we contain cost in those environments where providers are de-
ciding to opt out of health plans.

We don't want this regulatory oversight to be punitive though be-
cause providers-particularly those in frontier isolated areas-may
decide that enough is enough and they'll stop practicing and locat-
ing in those areas and move on to other rural areas or other urban
areas.

Mr. HELMS. Ira has now summarized the recommendations that
we have about networks, how those networks are structured with
purchasing cooperatives, what about the issue of franchise and opt-
ing out.

We said at the outset that States were very important and that
they would play key roles in implementing reform, but we have two
specific recommendations for things that States will need to do to
assure that rural areas have adequate resources.

What were they, Ira?
Mr. MOSCOVICE. The first was that States should oversee the al-

location of health care capital to support rural infrastructure devel-
opment. The reason myself and others are very positive about how
health care reform can play out in rural areas is that it is a tre-
mendous opportunity to build up the rural infrastructure that's
necessary for appropriate health care delivery. There was a strong
feeling at the Little Rock workshop that there's going to have to
be a separate capital financing pool that's available to help support
the development of rural infrastructure for health care.

This separate pool could include capital from State bonding au-
thorities, from Medicare capital payments, and from the portion of
payments made by other insurers to cover provider's capital ex-
penses. The States could best make the decisions in terms of allo-
cating capital.
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There was a suggestion that there's also going to be a need to
protect new networks up front, particularly those who have as-
sumed risk in any way, shape, or form. We could accomplish that
through re-insurance vehicles.

And, finally, there was a strong feeling that to ensure that anti-
trust laws are not an undue hindrance or rural network develop-
ment, changes in Federal and/or State statutes and supervision
may be needed.

There was a concern that the literal application of antitrust laws
may represent a threat to the availability of services in rural areas.
Many of the lawyers that I've spoken to-some who were at the
conference and others in States that I've visited-feel that antitrust
laws are not a major barrier. They should not be a major barrier
to the basic thrust of health care reform.

In Minnesota, the State implemented a State action immunity
clause with its health care reform package. And up front in the leg-
islative package that was passed, there was a clear statement that
providers who would be dealing appropriately with each other in
terms of developing integrated service networks would be exempt
from the antitrust laws. However, it might be cumbersome to do
this State by State. We need to look at Federal antitrust law to see
if that could be changed if necessary.

The key issue is insuring that the public interest is met when
we look at overcoming any antitrust barriers. States are going to
need to clearly articulate what kind of policy they are going to be
implementing that is not going to be supporting a competitive envi-
ronment. And they need to clearly indicate how they are going to
monitor and oversee any resulting organization arrangement that
develops in such a scenario.

Mr. HELMS. Well, the participants in Little Rock were aware that
the President would be introducing legislation calling for a national
service program, and they didn't want to miss an opportunity. So
our last recommendation would provide rural areas an opportunity
to take advantage of that, and John is going to summarize that rec-
ommendation.

Dr. COOMBS. I think again this brought us back in terms of for-
mulating this recommendation to the basic principle that we are
dealing with a fragile infrastructure and that a service approach to
this, a national service program, should be put in place to strength-
en that so that the goals of it should be consistent with the other
strong themes that we saw going through the conference.

One of those, of course, is that we get back to the basic issue,
which is community focus; in other words, as well as local controls
and a local control of that system because really what the whole
principle of managed competition-the way it is being developed-
is that it's a real top-down kind of activity. Instead, we are suggest-
ing that the infrastructure within rural America depends upon that
local control and the community focus to assure that the diversity
of rural is met in terms of any system which is devised.

The one last thing that I would mention again is the theme that
health care within rural America is very, very closely tied to the
economic development also of the community. So it's something
where when we hear about people saying that we need to central-
ize, we need to build bigger and faster ambulances and deal with
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the issues in that respect, that isn't going to play well in terms of
public health; it's not going to play well in terms of prevention;
and, it's something that also is going to potentially erode at the
economic infrastructure of rural America in which 25 percent of our
population currently reside.

Mr. HELMS. We're about to go to your questions, and they've
asked me to ask you to go to the microphone and identify your-
selves. While you're coming in droves, I know, to ask your ques-
tions, I would ask Dan Campion to talk just for a minute about a
program that already exists-passed by your Federal Govern-
ment-called the Essential Access Community Hospital Program,
which is about the task of building networks.

Dan, tell us about the EACH program.
Mr. CAMPION. One of the major fundamental themes coming out

of the Little Rock conference, as you've just heard, is that regional
rural health networks should be a fundamental strategy for re-
structuring the delivery system. And there is one Federal program
that is making a start at the development of networks.

It is called the Essential Access Community Hospital Program,
sometimes known as the EACH program. And the EACH program
seeks to create networks in rural areas that consists of small rural
primary care hospitals. It's a new category of hospital design just
for this program, and these small hospitals would have a limited
service capacity and be linked to a hub hospital, which would be
the essential access hospital. So it's a hub-n-spoke design.

Major elements of the program are grant programs that assist
rural areas in developing telecommunication systems, emergency
medical systems, kinds of linkages that are needed to create net-
works. And there is a significant focus on the role of the State in
this program. The program actually is considered a Federal-State
partnership; States are given resources to create rural health plans
under the program, and it's a program that can be viewed in this
context of health reform as a model for how we can begin to use
Federal incentives and a Federal program to work within the con-
text of State governments doing planning that reach down to the
community level and involve local decisionmaking.

So it is an important program to watch. There is a report in your
briefing packet about networking for rural health, discussing this
program. We're at an important point in the program's develop-
ment in that within the next few weeks we anticipate that Sec-
retary Shalala will be releasing the implementing regulations for
this program.

So it's at a crucial point, and you can be in touch with the Alpha
Center in producing more materials describing the seven States
that are now in the program and the 30 networks that are being
developed.

Mr. HELMS. Thank you, Dan.
We have some time for questions.

PETER REINECKE, STAFF PERSON FOR SENATOR TOM
HARBIN

Mr. REINECKE. Peter Reinecke with Senator Tom Harkin who co-
chairs the Senate Rural Health Caucus.
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One thing that you all didn't talk about, and I was wondering,
is whether there was much discussion at the conference on more
of a short-term focus and that is the status of a lot of our rural hos-
pitals and other providers.

Senator Harkin has introduced legislation, Senator Dole has in-
troduced legislation as well, that would extend the Medicare-de-
pendent hospital program that provides a little bit extra payment
to a lot of our smaller rural hospitals that are dependent on Medi-
care so heavily.

And the fact that so many of our rural hospitals are really right,
as of today, teetering on the edge financially.

I was wondering if there was any discussion about the short-term
needs and also potential impact of short-term cost containment
measures as part of health care reform on rural providers.

Mr. HELMS. I'm going to ask Ira and John in a second if they
have a response to your question. I think in fairness we went off
to Little Rock to try to understand what the grand design for
health care reform, as we knew it then, might have for rural areas,
but we understood your point that the rural health infrastructure
was on the brink and was in very fragile state. And that's one of
the reasons why you see in these recommendations coming out a
need to protect the fragility of the existing system so we'll we have
something to build on.

So while I don't think we spent a lot of time dealing with the
very immediate issues, I think these recommendations would give
support for anything that preserves the existing capacity, so that
we'll have capacity to start to build and develop those networks.

But let me ask if either John or Ira would like to comment.
Mr. MOSCOVICE. I couldn't have said it better, but the only thing

I would add would be that there's a feeling that we wouldn't nec-
essarily be maintaining the status-quo vis-a-vis rural hospitals. For
instance, the EACH program that Dan just described may support
the use of capital for rural infrastructure projects.

I agree with David that many of the recommendations support
new opportunities and new roles for rural hospitals, as well as
maintaining and preserving those hospitals that are able to meet
the inpatient needs of rural populations.

Dr. CoOmS. I would just add a couple of comments to those, and
I agree with the previous comments.

There was, I think, a fair amount of trepidation in terms of put-
ting together recommendations because of the fragile nature of
things. I had mentioned earlier in my remarks about concern that
in fact things will look more attractive now in urban areas poten-
tially as networks come together. We know that, for instance, 60
percent-as was reported by The New York Times recently-60
percent of people who are graduating from medical school now and
are under the age of 35 are now looking for employed jobs. They
are in fact employed physicians, and, consequently, I think we're
going to potentially have lots of good jobs which come to bear.

When we talked about short-term fixes though I think that there
needs to be even more attention paid to that in the short-term as
far as what was mentioned. A recent study that we just completed
looked at the margins of rural hospitals, and to our alarm when we
broke it down according to if the community was proximate to a
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metropolitan area, or if it was isolated, or if the county was grow-
ing or not growing, the average on all of those hospitals were nega-
tive margins. And, consequently, I think that the effects, some of
the ill-effects, of prospective payment over the past 10 years have
really put many of the hospitals that are still alive in a very jeop-
ardized kind of position.

So I would strongly support the initiatives you mentioned to ad-
dress the immediate-now-so that as we look at the ramp up that
I expect is going to occur perhaps over the next 3 to 5 years in the
big fix that we can maintain what already exists in satisfactory
shape.

Mr. HELMS. Okay, other questions?
Yes, sir. If you'll come to the microphone and again identify your-

self?

DARRYL LEONG, M.D., NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS

Dr. LEONG. Okay, my name is Darryl Leong from the National
Association of Community Health Centers.

My question has to do with whether these new networks would
indeed stabilize the system to prevent unevenness or crises in cer-
tain essential service, and I would mention OB services as an ex-
ample in rural areas where one or two physicians-if one leaves,
and the other physician wants to leave and in some areas that
have chronic shortage, how that system would assure that there
would be some continuity of service? If you're pregnant now, you
can be assured that you would deliver your baby at a local commu-
nity.

The second one is a question for Dr. McGrew-
Mr. HELMS. How about if I take these questions one at a time.

We'll come right back to you.
I think your point does illustrate thought and it underscores

Nancy's point in the beginning. When we talk about health care re-
form, well often talk about financing and how we're going to
change the financing system. When we start talking about rural,
we're talking about real problems that exist in the availability of
service and how those services are structured.

But maybe I will ask John, if he would, to comment on that.
Dr. COOMBS. Two comments on that. I think one of the things

we've seen in the whole HPSA approach and looking at filling un-
derserved areas is that frequently they fill up or at least they get
to that critical mass and then suddenly they're no longer HPSA so
that the scenario you just mentioned suddenly becomes on which
throws the community into a crisis.

Just this past 2 weeks, I have been dealing with an issue in Sew-
ard, Alaska, for instance, where three family physicians, all doing
OB, one was forced to leave because of problems; the two were left
and they said, I'm sorry, we just can't continue to deliver babies.
You're going to have to go to Anchorage, and if you've ever driven
to Anchorage from Seward, you'll know that that's probably not
something that's real exciting when you're two centimeters and
about to have a baby.

What do we do about that? I think there are two things that I
would suggest:
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First of all, we have to have, I think, some local common sense,
if that's possible, through organizations like HCVA where when we
have a HPSA and it's filled up, we can make a decision that maybe
just a little bit more to create a little less jeopardy for that commu-
nity might be a good idea.

So adjusting what we're talking about in terms of critical need
or shortage areas I think becomes important.

The second-
Mr. HELMS. John, there's great interest out here in knowing

what a HPSA is-a Health Profession's Shortage Area.
Dr. COOMBS. Health Professional Shortage Area, previously

known as HMSA, or Health Manpower Shortage Area and revised
terminology. Thank you.

The second comment I think, and it becomes a State issue, is
locum tenens. There needs to be some short-term relief of people
to come in and to be paid a reasonable wage and some provisions
made to in fact-for that to occur.

I know we've seen States that have successfully done that; it's
difficult. I know that the University of West Virginia, for instance,
has put in a program through their academic medical center and
in talking to the Dean there I find that the problem is that they
don't have enough capacity. They can't keep up with the need as
they arise.

So there has to be, I think, some investment in that kind of sys-
tem so that when fragile systems are put in jeopardy like you de-
scribe that we can have a SWAT team, if you will, come in and res-
cue it until more long-lasting relief can be found.

Mr. HELMS. Ira also had a comment.
Mr. MOSCOVICE. I think that's where networks can help. We've

just finished a study in Minnesota of physicians who have stopped
practicing obstetrics. The primary reason they stopped practicing
OB was not malpractice concerns. The primary reason was simply
the amount of time it took to practice OB and the burden on them.
The development of integrated service networks, where you're link-
ing rural providers with other providers outside the area, can facili-
tate locum tenens arrangements and other kinds of support struc-
tures for rural providers.

We also finished a study in Colorado that suggests that most
rural primary care physicians in that State are in solo practice and
are not linked very well with other providers. We think health care
reform and network development can help support OB services in
rural areas.

Mr. HELMS. You had a second question?
Mr. LEONG. Yes, the second question has to do with the standard

care in a similar issue over Mr. McGrew's opening comments about
not being driven by urban standards. And, again, I think that-I've
worked in both areas where the standard would be that you'd have
to have a crash C-section in 30 minutes in a rural hospital, and,
again, that kind of standard would not necessarily be malpractice-
again, from a medical standpoint-might drive you away from
doing OB.

Dr. COOMBS. Just a comment. I agree and I think this question
is asked frequently-are there two standards of care; in other
words, is there a standard for urban and a standard for rural?
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I've always answered that by saying that I don't think so. I think
there's only one standard of care, but there are modifiers to that
standard which clearly the geographic barriers and a variety of
other things-access to technology-will modify how that is deliv-
ered in any given community. That's a tough one though when you
start talking about malpractice, and something that needs to be
taken into consideration.

Mr. HELMS. Other questions? If not, I'll turn this back to Nancy
Barrand for any closing comments.

Do any of you want to ask your questions?
Mr. HAWKINGS. Yes, sir.

DAVID HAWKINGS, THOMPSON NEWSPAPERS

Mr. HAWKINGS. I am David Hawkings with Thompson News-
papers. I know I came in late, but are any of you willing to venture
a prediction as to how many of the recommendations from Little
Rock will be included?

Mr. HELMS. Oh, I suppose that's my job.
I think that all of them will be given very serious consideration

because rural is a very important component of this country, and
I think even politically it's going to be hard to sell health care re-
form to this country without addressing adequately some of the
rural infrastructure issues.

We were joined in Little Rock by Secretary Shalala and Carol
Rascoe, and they made it very clear-certainly from the Adminis-
tration's point of view-and as we have met with Members of Con-
gress and did these briefings on the Hill, we understand that rural
is a central issue and will have to be addressed. And I think we're
beginning to see that, as this concept evolves, as we try to re-orga-
nize markets and try to build integrated delivery systems, we're
going to have to do some different things in rural. But that doesn't
mean that these recommendations won't be understood and taken
advantage of, and I can say from our meetings even with the White
House task force that there's considerable understanding of these
issues.

Mr. CAMPION. I would just add that the implications of these rec-
ommendations are not just short-term. There's a lot of long-term
work to be done. We're talking about infrastructure development,
network development, which will require not only capital invest-
ment and personnel policy goals being developed to get the right
amount of personnel in rural areas, but also the development of re-
lationships. Networking requires that providers come to know their
colleagues who have other specialties and expertise who require
rural residents understanding that maybe the local rural hospital
has now a different role within a network setting.

So there are a lot of educational relationship components to this
so that it's a long-term process to include in the rural system.

Mr. HELMS. The one issue to watch fairly closely, and I probably
wouldn't predict that this one might be taken, but that will be this
issue of how large the population base is for the purchasing cooper-
ative that affects rural areas and whether or not they permit the
Medicare program to be the provider network and the population
served by the Medicare program, whether they can be given some

72-182 95 - 2
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kind of a waiver or exemption and to be brought into that purchas-
ing cooperative in rural areas.

I think that will be a very hot issue. Some believe that that's es-
sential; others not. But you can watch that one closely.

Ms. BARRAND. I think, as you've heard, health care reform is
going to be difficult to implement. It may be particularly difficult
to implement in rural areas, and these recommendations are really
offered as a way to begin to address some of the issues that might
play out as we see health care reform being implemented in rural
areas.

On behalf of my colleagues here, I'd like to thank you for the op-
portunity for having us present this meeting and I'll turn it back
over to Jeffrey Human.

Mr. HUMAN. Thank you very much. And on behalf of Senator
Pryor and Senator Cohen and the rest of the members of the Aging
Committee, I'd certainly like to thank all of you for a very illu-
minating presentation this morning.

Before we break for lunch, I'd like to make just a few announce-
ments:

First of all, since we've got an audience here who's interested in
health care, I'd like to let you know about an upcoming event later
this week and that is a Senate Aging Committee hearing on pre-
ventive health: "An Ounce of Prevention Saves a Pound of Cure,"
that will be held at 10 a.m. on May 6 in room 562 of the Senate
Dirksen Building. This hearing will explore how lifestyle choices
about tobacco, alcohol, and nutrition affect the aging process and
health care costs. And we will be exploring how Federal policy can
reduce those costs.

I'd also like to acknowledge the presence of some of the members
of the staff of the Aging Committee who are with us this morning:

On Senator Cohen's staff, the Minority Staff Director, Mary
Berry Gerwin, and Priscilla Hanley, who are in the back. If you can
raise your hand or stand for just a second. We are real glad to have
you with us. We've already said that Senator Cohen regretted that
he couldn't be with us.

Kate Kellenberg, of Senator Pryor's staff is with us. Please stand
for a moment. Kate is taking over rural health activities for the
Committee.

And Bonnie Hogue, who is in the audience, if you can stand for
a moment, Bonnie. Bonnie also handles health activities for the
Committee.

If there is any way to summarize some of the recommendations
of this Committee and what happened at the summit in a little dif-
ferent way, it is around the concepts of equity and self-sufficiency.

When the century began, 60 percent of the people of America
lived in rural areas and now that percentage is 25 percent and fall-
ing. And I think people in rural areas need to feel that when the
Nation designs any new program, that it is designed for them as
well as for the people who live in the urban areas.

By the principle of equity, I mean that if we're talking about
health care, at a minimum, they should have access to primary
care.

In terms of self-sufficiency, I think that people who live in the
smaller communities of America feel that if they are to sustain the
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populations in rural areas and the services that they need to keep
their communities alive and viable, then they need a measure of
control over what happens as well. And I think we've come back
to that again and again this morning, a request that self-sufficiency
in health care would be respected as we design a new system.

And those recommendations that we have heard this morning I
think are consistent with those principles of equity and self-suffi-
ciency.

With that, we'll now break until 1:30 when we will be back
again.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the Committee recessed to reconvene

at 1:30 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION-1:36 P.M.

Mr. HUMAN. On behalf of the Senate Special Committee on
Aging, I would like to welcome you folks back to today's workshop
on rural health care and health care reform.

This morning we looked at the problems the residents of the Na-
tion's smaller communities currently have in getting necessary
health services. We heard a report from a National Rural Health
summit recently held in Little Rock on how to address these prob-
lems if health care reform is enacted, as President Clinton has pro-
posed.

This afternoon we're going to look at perhaps the single biggest
problem facing rural areas: the shortage of primary care physicians
and one important way that it can be addressed, by reform of grad-
uate medical education.

Can we reform graduate medical education in such a way as to
lead to more primary care physicians and less specialists.

I'm conscious that some of you folks who are watching this on C-
Span may need a few definitions to help you follow this as we go
along. When we speak of primary care or generalist physicians, we
ordinarily mean three kinds of doctors-family physicians, general
internists, and general pediatricians.

These are the doctors with the broadest training, the doctors we
see at the onset of not feeling well. If our problem is serious, they
may refer us to a specialist, but they can provide the bulk of all
of the health care that we are going to need, all by themselves.

Now Senator Pryor left us with a chart* this morning that shows
that the percentage of doctors who are in primary care, the blue
line on the chart there, is only 34 percent and is continuing to de-
cline. The rest of the doctors in America today are represented by
the rising red line. They are the specialists.

He also told us that of the primary care doctors who are serving
in this country today, 84 percent are located in urban areas and
only 16 percent in rural areas. So we're short of primary care doc-
tors to begin with, and we're particularly short in rural areas.

Now there are many ways to address this problem, and we prob-
ably have to try a lot of approaches all at once.

'See p. 3.
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Right now, for example, under Medicare we pay rural physicians
less than we pay urban physicians, and we pay primary care physi-
cians less than we pay specialists.

Senator Pryor has introduced legislation to give tax breaks to
physicians who serve rural areas, as one type of a remedy, and I
believe that it will help.

We need also to reform undergraduate medical education, the 4
years that would-be physicians spend in medical schools, so that we
place more emphasis on community practice and less in hospital
practice. We need to send medical students out into communities
to practice who are more comfortable with community practice and
are more likely to serve local communities as primary care physi-
cians.

But today we are going to consider the 3 years that usually fol-
low medical school. This is what we call graduate-medical edu-
cation, and our speaker who is going to introduce this subject, and
also make a rather far-reaching proposal for our consideration in
the Senate, and in the Nation, is Anne Schwartz.

Anne is a Senior Analyst with the Physician Payment Review
Commission. This is an advisory commission to the U.S. Congress
that looks at how doctors ought to be paid under Medicare. It is
a commission that has made a number of recommendations to the
Congress that have been accepted and resulted in better pay for
primary care physicians and better pay for rural physicians, even
though we still have not achieved the equality that we need to
greatly increase the supply of physicians in rural areas.

Anne holds a master's degree and is working toward a doctorate
in health policy from Johns Hopkins University. She has worked as
a staff member in the U.S. House of Representatives for the Select
Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, and she has worked
for a Member of the House of Representatives as well.

Her work at the Physician Payment Review Commission has ad-
dressed graduate medical education and physician supply, physi-
cian payment, and access to care under Medicaid and beneficiary
issues as well.

STATEMENT OF ANNE SCHWARTZ, SENIOR ANALYST,
PHYSICIAN PAYMENT REVIEW COMMISSION

Ms. SCHWARTZ. Thanks, Jeff.
What I'm going to talk about today are the recommendations of

the PPRC made in our March 31st report to Congress on Graduate
Medical Education Financing. I also have a very brief disclaimer,
which is that when we were designing this policy we did not spe-
cifically look at the problems of rural America, although I think
that the policy is sufficiently flexible that rural interests can cer-
tainly be accommodated.

Let me also say that these recommendations really sketch out a
vision of a new system of graduate medical education financing,
and there are some places in which our vision may not be blurred
but we have some blind spots. There are many details that still
need to be filled in, and we're going to be working on that-both
at the Commission level and in dialogue with various groups that
are interested in our work.
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So if you see a glaring omission here, do not fret; let us know,
and we would like to figure how to address those omissions.

Let me just say a little bit about the PPRC and what we're doing
in the area of GME financing.

Most people know us as the group that brought you the Medicare
fee schedule. But in 1990 our mandate was substantially expanded
to include a number of other topics, which include physician sup-
ply, specialty distribution, and financing of graduate medical edu-
cation.

So it is in our mandate to look at this issue, and the impetus for
the mandate, as we understand it, is a concern by Members of Con-
gress about the rising expenditures for health care, both for the
Medicare program and for the Nation, and how both physician sup-
ply and specialty distribution influence expenditures; also a real-
ization that for years we've been tinkering with several millions of
dollars of public health service moneys by giving grants for family
practice, general internal medicine, and general pediatrics, while
the Medicare program is currently spending about $5 billion in
payments to teaching hospitals which support graduate medical
education in one way or another.

So our directive from Congress was to look at the potential of
using Medicare money spent on graduate medical education financ-
ing as a way to influence broader changes in physician supply and
specialty distribution.

We started our work in graduate medical education about 2
years ago, and we did what we always did well, which is read a
lot, talk to a lot of people, and figure out the lay of the land before
we start making recommendations. And we came up with three
working assumptions on which we would base our work.

The first relates to physician supply, and our assumption was
that physician supply right now is just about right or will soon ex-
ceed that required to meet national health care needs. The Com-
mission's view is that physician supply, if unchecked, if the growth
continues to exceed the growth of the population, this growth will
undermine other efforts to bring health care costs under control.
We don't know particularly why that may be. It may be because
physicians will be serving patients whose demands were currently
unmet, or whether because physicians are able to continue demand
for their services even as prices increase.

But, in any case, the Commission felt that it was not a need to
increase supply-if anything there was a need to hold the line
where we are.

Our second goal relates to specialty distribution, as Jeff just said,
and the Commission assumed that there are too many medical sub-
specialists-And by medical subspecialists, I mean specialized
fields of internal medicine, such as cardiology, gastroenterology,
and endocrinology.-And too many specialists in some of the sur-
gical specialties relative to the number of primary care physicians.
The availability of graduate medical education financing has been
part of the problem in getting us to the specialty distribution that
we have now.

And, finally, our third assumption is that because of the con-
centration of GME financing in the hospitals, many physicians are
getting their entire training in the hospital and lack the appro-
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priate training experiences that will prepare them for practice in
ambulatory settings. This is particularly important now as over the
last 10 years we've seen more and more care move out of the hos-
pital while training has pretty much stayed in the pattern that it's
been since the beginning of the century.

We've started this work before health system reform seemed like
it might be a possibility, but we're very pleased about that develop-
ment because it presents new opportunities for changes for grad-
uate medical education financing, and it certainly creates an oppor-
tunity to coordinate the policies affecting physician training with
those affecting physician payment and the organization delivery of
health services.

As a bit of a prelude before I get into the policy, let me just give
you a feel for how residency training is structured in this country
and how it's financed.

First of all, the creation of residency programs is within the
hands of the medical profession which accredits residency positions
and decides whether a position can open in a particular hospital in
whatever field. The financing is provided almost entirely through
hospital patient care revenues, but most of this is not explicitly
designated as money for graduate medical education financing.

The Medicare program, however, does have an explicit payment
for GME financing. In fact, it has two payments:

The first is called the direct payment, and that's the payment
made to hospitals to cover what they call direct costs-resident sal-
aries, faculty supervision, and administrative overhead-and those
are per-resident payments to hospitals.

The second is the indirect costs, indirect payment, which is an
extra additional payment to teaching hospitals to recognize the
higher cost of providing care in teaching hospitals. Because that
latter factor is not explicitly for training costs but just the fact that
teaching hospitals cost more, the Commission has primarily fo-
cused on mechanisms that affect the direct cost.

In any case, these two together are about $5 billion annually for
the Medicare program. Nobody has a really good handle on what
the total cost of graduate medical education is because it's buried
in multiple places. It's buried in the fees that are paid to faculty
physicians, it's buried in the charges paid to teaching hospitals, it's
buried in research grants, but it's probably somewhere between $8
and $12 billion.

That's about as good as we can get.
Looking at this world, what were the goals that the Commission

came to as it started its work?
Our first goal would be limit future growth in resident supply.

Right now there are about 86,000 residents in training. Enrollment
in medical schools has been relatively flat over the past decade
while training for residents has grown by about 25 or 30 percent.

Our second goal would be to rationalize the allocation of resi-
dency positions to achieve the goals of specialty distribution and
potentially to better serve rural areas.

And, third, to make institutions sponsoring training programs
more accountable to the Nation's health care needs so that the
focus of training should not just be on the needs of a particular
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teaching hospital, but on what should be the supply and distribu-
tion of physicians more broadly.

We've come up with a five point plan for changes in the financing
of graduate medical education under health system reform. It's a
mixed public-private model, meaning that there are roles both for
the Federal Government and for the private sector. And what I'd
like to do is go through each of these five points and give you the
highlights of each.

The first point is that there would be a congressionally set limit
on the number of residencies to be funded. Right now, as I've said,
there is no limit as Medicare will pay for as many positions that
could be created. Our goal is that the number of first year positions
would be set to equal the number of U.S. medical graduates plus
10 percent, and we see those reductions are being sequenced in
over successive classes of first year residents. So you wouldn't have
a situation where someone was in their second or third year of
training and then suddenly that residency slot didn't exist any-
more. We tried to structure a policy that would avoid pulling the
rug out of students already in training.

Let me just give you a sense of what this 110 percent limit would
mean.

For the class of residents that started last year on July 1, this
would have meant 2,500 fewer slots and over time it would lead to
reduction of about 11,000 residents. And that's on the base of
86,000 that I mentioned earlier.

One flaw of this policy is that it's based on whatever current
medical school enrollment is, so certainly it could be subverted if
medical schools continue to increase their enrollments. We have
some concern about that, but there are very few policy levers af-
fecting medical school class size. It just might affect what the deci-
sion-the limit might be.

Once Congress sets this limit in statute, we see the creation of
a Federal commission created for this purpose to determine the dis-
tribution of those slots by specialty. We see this body using objec-
tive data and input from interested parties, having a research,
evaluation, and planning function so over time the decisions could
be informed by changes in the health system. So you could think
about, well, what is the growth of managed care and organized sys-
tems of care? What does that do to the demand of residents and
for physicians in different specialties? What is the availability of a
new surgical technique or a new diagnostic tool that now allows us
to treat or diagnose a condition that we couldn't before? How does
that affect the demand for physicians in different specialties?

We have no explicit recommendation on where this commission
should be placed within the Federal Government. It could be a con-
gressional commission, it could be within the Department of Health
and Human Services, it could be an independent Federal agency,
or, alternatively, if as a part of health system reform a national
health board is created, it could be a sub-board of that board.

The third point of this model is where the private sector comes
in. We see the decisions of which slots to fund being made by the
accrediting bodies that exist already within the medical profession.
And they would select the slots to be funded based on educational
quality.
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Let me just give an example of how this might work.
There's 110 percent limit and the Federal commission gets to de-

cide how to divvy up that number of slots among each of the spe-
cialties. So say dermatology gets 100 positions that will be funded;
this is communicated to the accrediting body that governs der-
matology residencies.

Well, say there are 130 dermatology slots out there right now. It
would be up to that accrediting body to figure out which 100 of the
130 should be funded and primarily should be based on educational
quality but it also could be based on some other considerations that
might be specified in the legislation, such as commitment to train-
ing underrepresented minorities or perhaps the record of graduates
at the program locating in underserved areas-rural or urban.

These accrediting bodies have information to make these deci-
sions. At one point there was some discussion within the Commis-
sion about why don't we just have a Federal agency do this and ev-
erybody would submit information and we would make a grant?

But it was thought that the residency programs were already
having to submit this information on a regular basis anyway about
their faculty, their facilities, the volume of services they provide,
their patient population. Why not just make this one process? It
also creates a less intrusive role for the Federal Government. It
keeps the Federal Government out of specifying what the content
of training should be. There's clearly a need, however, to ensure
some accountability so that the accrediting bodies do their work in
a way that's consistent with Federal policy goals.

On to the fourth point, how do you make this stick? And the an-
swer, of course, is money. The fourth point of our policy is that pay-
ment for direct costs of graduate medical education would be made
from a national financing pool from which all payers, not just Med-
icare, would contribute a percentage of premiums or payments for
medical care.

For example, a 1-percent contribution would add up to about $8
billion, which falls in the range that I mentioned earlier.

A second component of this financing would be an option for the
payments not just to be made to hospitals as they are now, but to
other bodies as well. For example, the payment could be made to
the residency program itself.

This is a key point for encouraging ambulatory training because
you have a situation now where the hospital is really the home for
all residency programs and this effects the extent to which pro-
grams can get students into outpatient training. They are always
in a sense cheating off their hospital base. If you give the money
to the program, instead you could have the ambulatory site be the
home base and then have the hospital training, which is, of course,
an integral part of medical training, be a supplement to their home
base on the ambulatory side.

We see this as being an option. It could be to the hospital, to the
medical school, or to the program, where appropriate. And different
things will work in different regions and in different specialties.

And, finally, the third component of our financing recommenda-
tion is that there would be a standardized prospective payment for
each resident. Right now, as I mentioned earlier, the per resident
payments are based on historical costs so you have a situation
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where some hospitals are getting paid $11,000 to $15,000 for resi-
dents and others are being paid $100,000.

Now that's not the salary for the resident; that reflects a lot of
other costs. But it's the view of the Commission that a standard-
ized prospective payment, perhaps with some variation based on
geographic area, would be appropriate.

And, finally, the fifth point of our policy is what we call a transi-
tional relief mechanism. Every time that you go out and talk about
getting rid of residents, or reducing the number of residents, or
taking residents out of the hospitals and putting them on the out-
patient side, the hospitals say, well, how are we going to take care
of our patients? What are we going to do with-how are we going
to take care of people and w at are we going to do for profes-
sionals? And these are clearly essential service needs that teaching
hospitals have, and any policy that's going to have any chance has
to be able to accommodate these needs.

We've talked to a number of people around the country in dif-
ferent types of institutions that have had a lot of success with a
number of different types of approaches. In some places, it's hiring
nonphysician practitioners such as nurse practitioners and PAs to
help cover when the residents are moved off the teaching service;
in other places, it's requiring more commitment and responsibility
on the part of the attending physicians; in other places, it's hiring
more staff physicians; in some places, it's reconfiguring or simply
closing a few services.

We view the transitional relief mechanism as essentially a grant
that would be available to teaching hospitals on a time limited
basis, and, hopefully, with preferential consideration for institu-
tions serving the poor. We did one estimate of what this would
mean, where would the money come for it, and we found that
under the Medicare program, the 110-percent limit would save
about a half a billion in Medicare payments, which could then be
funneled back to teaching hospitals for these transitional relief
grants.

So what are the implications of the recommendations? Well, I see
a couple that are both pluses and minuses.

On the plus side, this policy for the first time tries to link the
decisions about financing with those determining the supply and
mix of residency positions.

On the other hand, there's a potential problem of physicians
funded outside the system from other sources of revenue. The Com-
mission is going to look at some different options that might be
available because we clearly don't want to have a policy that just
creates incentives for people to figure out a way to get around it.

A third implication is the need for complementary policies affect-
ing medical education and practice environment.

Just prior to coming over here this afternoon, I was speaking
with a group of medical students and their view was any policy
that limits the number of subspecialty residencies will only make
those positions more attractive, more competitive and make pri-
mary care less desirable. And I think their views reflect the fact
that as students, they are being told from the day they step in the
door in medical school and maybe even as undergraduates that pri-
mary care is not the place to go if you're smart and ambitious.
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So clearly there's a need for other policies affecting medical edu-
cation and the practice environment that sends a message that pri-
mary care is intellectually challenging, that it can be financially re-
warding, and that we value it as a society.

Work that the Commission is doing in other areas such as broad-
er adoption of the Medicare fee schedule, changes in the resource
base practice expense component of the fee schedule, support for
the National Health Service Corps, and support for primary care
research are all components of improving the undergraduate expe-
rience and the practice environment.

And, finally, is the issue of how effective would this policy be
given the length of the pipeline? If you think about it, the average
35-year-old physician can expect another 35 years of active prac-
tice, and this means it will take a very long time for any policy af-
fecting today's first year residents, to affecting the entire physician
population.

One suggestion that has come out is opportunity for specialists
to retrain, get better training in primary care, and be re-tooled.
And we would use the talent and resources of the physician com-
munity that's out there to help us address these problems. One of
the things the Commission will be looking at over the next year
will be how could you restructure retraining, what would it take for
a physician to re-tool, what are the incentives that would be avail-
able, and what would be the appropriate levers to encourage such
retraining?

And that's our policy, and I'm happy to take any questions on it.
Mr. HUMAN. Anne, I'm going to put off the questions for a little

while, and I'd like you to stay up with us because now that we've
heard from you, what I'd like to do is bring up the first of three
panels that will be responding to your proposal today. And then
we'll try to work a little time after each panel to discuss with the
audience involved as well.

So if the first panel could come forward, Bob Dickler, Marc Rivo,
Bob D'Alessandri, and Charles Cranford.

We're going to start with Bob Dickler as the first response, and
when I say response, that's perhaps too narrow a word because
these folks have been asked to comment on the PPRC proposal but
also to advance any proposals they might have. The idea here this
afternoon is to give the Senate Special Committee on Aging mem-
bers and the Members of the Senate generally advice on whether
we have to go as far as the PPRC approach to get more of the pri-
mary care physicians that we need in this country or whether there
are other approaches that we should be considering as well.

Now Bob Dickler is very well qualified to do this. He is Vice
President for Clinic Services at the Association of American Medi-
cal Colleges, which means the 126th allopathic medical schools in
this country-most of the medical schools in this country. We will
talk about 14 more a little bit later on in the program.

Among other things at the Association, he is responsible for the
analysis of public policies affecting hospitals and physicians. Mr.
Dickler received a master's degree in hospital and health care ad-
ministration and pursued doctoral studies at the University of Min-
nesota. He has been chief executive officer of the University of Col-
orado Hospitals. He has also been at the University of Minnesota,
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the assistant vice president of the Health Sciences Center and Gen-
eral Director of the hospital.

So Bob Dickler has a distinguished background that he has
brought with him and continues with the Association of American
Medical Colleges.

STATEMENT OF BOB DICKLER, VICE PRESIDENT, DIVISION OF
CLINICAL SERVICES, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL
COLLEGES, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. DICKLER. Thank you. On behalf of the Association of Amer-

ican Medical Colleges, we appreciate this opportunity to comment
on not only the PPRC report but the issues of primary care/gener-
alist physicians, and, of course, rural health care.

Before commenting specifically on the PPRC report, I would like
to make some general comments. Most of these are contained in
our written testimony which I'll try to abstract in my comments
rather than reading through it.

As Ms. Schwartz has already noted, the PPRC report does not
focus specifically on rural health care issues. It is a vexing problem
which all of us have been struggling with for a number of years.

I would like to call your attention to a compendium that the As-
sociation put together several years ago on physician supply in
rural areas and academic center initiatives. This reviews the ef-
forts-some 250 within 65 academic centers that have been work-
ing to increase physician supply and the supply of generalists in
rural areas. We're updating that and would be happy to provide
copies to any who might like it.

The AAMC has also recognized that this country clearly has an
imbalance between generalists and specialists, and, in fact, that
problem is growing worse as that chart indicates. Studies by the
AAMC have indicated that there has been a declining interest in
going into the generalist arena on the part of medical school grad-
uates.

As the national association representing medical schools, the As-
sociation recently looked at this problem in detail and developed a
policy statement which advocates moving toward a majority of
medical school graduates entering the generalists arena as soon as
possible, and, hopefully, by the turn of the century.

In that report, we have outlined a number of changes which need
to occur, in our estimation, for this imbalance to be corrected. Most
of those changes are not in the financing or structure of graduate
medical education. As noted by Dr. Human earlier, they are fun-
damentally intermingled into the whole structure of health care de-
livery, and we are focusing on the experience in undergraduate
medical education, graduate medical education, and things that
need to occur in reimbursement and the infrastructure of health
care.

A final general comment before going to the PPRC report is to
caution all of us to remember that producing more generalists is
not synonymous with their practicing in rural America. We need to
be cautious because previous efforts in this regard have often dem-
onstrated that while we have been able to some degree to affect the
production of manpower in certain specialty and generalist areas,
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that has not always led to changes in the distribution of that man-
power, which is something that we clearly need to address.

The Prospective Payment Review Commission report on graduate
medical education is, in our estimation, superb. It is well-thought-
out, it is well-documented, and it presents a stimulating and
thoughtful proposal which we believe all facets of medical edu-
cation need to respond to. It is clear-and we agree with the PPRC
on this-that the financing and organization of graduate medical
education may need to be changed. However, we are not nec-
essarily in total concurrence with the changes that they have pro-
posed, and we currently have a panel that is looking at some pro-
posals that cover many of the topics related to the PPRC proposal.

So I'm in the unenviable position of not being able to state a
clear position on behalf of the Association, but in some ways that
may be helpful because it permits me to make some brief com-
ments on some of the discussions that we've had relating to the key
proposals that the PPRC has come forth with.

First, looking at financing, the Association is clearly supportive
that graduate medical education be supported by all facets of the
health care system. An all-payer pool has been historically the
means for financing graduate medical education.

The payment mechanism has been explicit in Medicare, it has
been explicit in some Medicaid programs, but it has not been ex-
plicit in most other payment mechanisms and has been simply
through the charges that teaching hospitals were able to set and
were therefore able to get an extra amount for that educational ac-
tivity.

In advocating an all-payer pool and trying to develop one, the
AAMC is concerned that a separate pool of the magnitude we're
speaking about-even if it dealt only with direct medical education
(whatever the range is that you may talk about, my figures differ
a little from Anne's because we only talk about the direct medical
education component), makes it very vulnerable at the Federal
level. And I think we're all concerned that when you designate a
sum of money for a singular purpose, and face difficult budgetary
and financing issues, those purposes may fall to the side.

So in an attempt to stabilize and enhance the ability to finance
graduate medical education, at least some of our membership ex-
presses concern that we may jeopardize it at the same time.

The control system proposed by the PPRC has three facets, as
Ms. Schwartz has reviewed: congressional limits on the number of
total residents, a national body to allocate those to various special-
ties, and an allocation within specialties by the accrediting commis-
sion on graduate medical education.

We are concerned about congressionally established limits. First,
we're not quite certain that these should be set at the Federal level
nor are we convinced that we know what level they should be set
at-105 percent, 110 percent, etc.

We need to remember that when medical students enter their
first year of residency, they are pursuing, in many cases, different
tracks than they later choose. Some are pursuing in their first year
the residency and specialty they want to go into-including gener-
alist arenas, some are entering it as a transitional year for only a
1-year experience before going on to other types of specialization or
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general training, and some are entering without being sure what
they want to do.

So when we begin to set limits on that first year slot, it presents
some problems.

We also have concerns that we may be intermingling a presump-
tion that a limit on the number of first year residency positions,
with a priority for generalists, would rebalance generalists and spe-
cialists. I know this is dealt with in the national body proposed by
the PPRC, but that's not necessarily correct either.

Finally, there is a question of the International Medical Grad-
uate, the IMG. That is one which many of our communities are de-
pendent upon, both urban and rural. If we are targeting U.S. grad-
uates, we are limiting foreign graduates. We're not speaking for or
against this but we need to recognize the implications of this limi-
tation and what source of medical manpower will be most affected.

From an allocation standpoint, the proposal for a body to divide
positions among the specialties is one which is very controversial
in our deliberations. There are many in our Association who are at
the medical schools and teaching hospitals, who are convinced that
the changes proposed in health care reform-at least as far as we
understand it today and the experience we've seen in California,
Minnesota, and other communities-are in fact resulting in a tran-
sition to more and more graduates pursuing generalist medicine.

We have seen rises in income levels for first year, post residency
training, generalists entering practice; we have seen demands from
physicians in practice for opportunities to go into generalist prac-
tice. And, as always, one is faced with the issue here of whether
in fact we may see market forces being as effective, or more effec-
tive, than any singular national planning process.

The final elements of the control structure, the ACGME, is one
that there is a historical Association policy on. We do not believe
that the accreditation commission should be in the business of
manpower allocation in terms of numbers. There are very serious
philosophical issues with intermingling monitoring and quality as-
sessment with the allocation of the positions based upon some top-
down process.

I cannot sit here and say this could not work. I simply want to
make you aware that those are important issues and ones which,
in our view, are very limiting. We also would like to comment, in
terms of the ACGME, that it needs to be brought to closure in
terms of its structure if we're going to go on with this proposal.

There are many other comments I could make on who receives
the funding, ambulatory settings, and so on, but in the interest of
time, let me end there and respond to any questions that there
may be.

Mr. HUMAN. Thanks, Anne. I'd like to next have the other three
presentations and then we'll open it up for a broader discussion.

Now let's turn to Marc Rivo. Dr. Marc Rivo is a family doctor
who directs the Division of Medicine in the Department of Health
and Human Services and also serves as Executive Secretary to the
Council on Graduate Medical Education.

All the folks you're hearing from in this first panel are involved
in the graduate medical education business to some extent, either
providing advice to it or being a direct part of it. And the Council
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on Graduate Medical Education has been supplying recommenda-
tions in this area for years.

Dr. Rivo, in addition to working full time at the Department of
Health and Human Services and providing grants to medical
schools for good purposes, such as maintaining departments of fam-
ily medicine, is also on the medical teaching staff at George Wash-
ington and Georgetown Universities. He is an Associate Editor for
the American Family of Physicians, the Nation's most widely read
medical journal for primary care physicians. He continues to see
patients once a week, and is generally an enlightened type of per-
son with the necessary energy to do things at once, and do them
well.

STATEMENT OF MARC RIVO, M.D., COUNCIL ON GRADUATE
MEDICAL EDUCATION

Dr. Rivo. I am delighted to be here to speak on behalf of the
Council on Graduate Medical Education and to bring greetings
from the Chair of the Council, Dr. David Satcher, who is the presi-
dent of Meharry Medical College and was the convener of the proc-
ess that led to the Council's third report. The Council's third report
was released in October 1992. Its title is "Improving Access to
Health Care Through Physician Workforce Reform: Directions for
the 21st Century."* I'll be speaking from the Council's report in re-
sponse to the PPRC's report.

In June, the Council will be building upon this report by consid-
ering a series of implementation recommendations that could be of
use to policymakers and the public in order to implement the key
workforce goals.

For those of you who are interested in receiving the report, it is
available. We could mail it to you if you would call the COGME at
(301) 443-6326.

Overall, the Council on Graduate Medical Education applauds
the Physician Payment Review Commission for really an excellent
report, an important set of conclusions and recommendations as to
how the physician workforce can match the health care needs of
this country.

The Council has a number of similar conclusions and rec-
ommendations, and I will walk through some of the general think-
ing that led the Council to its conclusions and point out one or two
small differences between what the Council on Graduate Medical
Education came up with compared with the Physician Payment Re-
view Commission.

The first conclusion, which I think is now being recognized wide-
ly by the public and policymakers, is that the physician workforce
does not match up well with health care needs, and that is of par-
ticular concern as we try to provide universal health care to all citi-
zens, especially underserved rural communities. Specifically, this
country has too few family doctors, general internists, and general
pediatricians; conversely, too many non-primary care specialists
and subspecialists; its doctors are poorly geographically distributed
both in our Nation's inner cities, and particularly in rural areas;
we are facing a perplexing oversupply of physicians in this country;

* See appendix.
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and that simply training more doctors but not changing the incen-
tives for them to choose to be a family physician or practice in a
rural area is not going to solve our problem. In fact, those who are
watching may be surprised to know that during the past decade we
had 150,000 net physicians enter practice in the United States
after completing residency training and, yet, the number of pri-
mary care shortage areas actually grew during this period-some
of the perplexing problems that we've been facing as we've been
trying to get a hold of this system.

Like the PPRC, COGME is concerned about a medical education
system that is relatively unresponsive to these needs. Only 15 to
20 percent of all graduates are choosing generalists careers and for
every 100 or so students who enter the medical education pipeline,
only 1 or 2 become a generalist physician and settle in a rural area
where they are needed. And the others go into specialties and areas
that are not in such great need. Family physicians are the only
specialty to be evenly distributed across all county size, but some
medical schools don't even have a required course in family prac-
tice.

But it's also important to recognize that medical schools are not
alike and that the medical education system is not monolithic, that
there are medical schools who are doing an outstanding job of
training the kind of doctors that we need.

For example, the University of Minnesota at Duluth, through a
special program, produces 50 percent family doctors and 50 percent
who practice in rural communities in Minnesota.

Although the allopathic schools do not do quite as good a job-
only 15 to 20 percent of their graduates go into primary care ca-
reers-our Nation's smaller number of osteopathic schools do a bet-
ter job of producing generalists; some 40 percent overall of their
graduates go into generalist careers. Some osteopathic schools
graduate 65 percent or more who enter generalist careers.

We know then that the medical education system can produce
generalist physicians; we know from data that the admissions pol-
icy is important; that students from rural backgrounds are much
more likely to enter a generalist discipline, such as family medi-
cine, and practice in a rural setting; we know that training stu-
dents in community-based settings works; and we know that even
among the allopathic schools the top producers such as East Caro-
lina University and South Illinois, half of their students do com-
plete residency programs and remain generalists.

But many of the schools that are community-oriented and many
of the students who are committed to generalists careers will tell
you it is like swimming upstream currently given the forces in our
health care reimbursement system, in our medical education fi-
nancing system, to produce the kind of doctors that we need.

And, like the PPRC, the COGME recognized a number of bar-
riers in our system:

First and foremost, the health care reimbursement system must
be addressed and changes must be made to encourage and support
those who are interested in becoming family doctors or general in-
ternists and general pediatricians, and practice in rural commu-
nities.
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Second, that the medical education financing system currently
has many incentives that go to encourage hospital-based training.
Yet, if a program wants to train a family doctor in a community
setting, the hospital may not get reimbursed for that.

There are also imbalances currently among Federal funding for
research, which changes the mix of faculty who are in medical
schools. We should as a country, look at a better balance of our re-
search fundings particularly in the new areas that are identified
with health care reform-be they population based research, pri-
mary care, or clinical research, or health services research.

And, then, finally, accreditation and certification; these are com-
plicated terms, but they have to do with what a program needs in
order for it to train someone, let's say, in general internal medicine.

For example, for an internal medicine residency program, they
have to have a cardiac catheterization unit in their hospital, they
have to have several internal medicine residency programs in their
hospital. Obviously, if you are a small rural hospital wanting to
train general internists for rural settings, you may have a hard
time meeting those guidelines.

And, then, finally and most importantly there are unique bar-
riers for practice in rural communities that must be addressed as
well.

Now there is hope that the changes that are being discussed in
the health care system may go a long way toward emphasizing pri-
mary care and prevention. With health care reform, there will be
changes that will make it easier for both the public to get access
to care as well as providers who want to be generalist physicians
to practice. And students are getting this message. In fact there
was a 10-percent increase in the number of students who matched
in family practice residencies. Family practice filled more first-year
slots than, I believe, since 1984. That's a sign that students are un-
derstanding the needs and opportunities in the health care system
of tomorrow.

However, at the same time, like the Physician Payment Review
Commission, the Council on Graduate Medical Education recog-
nized that fundamental changes in the way we structure medical
education are necessary in order to train the kind of doctors that
are needed. That would include the setting of a national commis-
sion that would help determine the number and mix of residency
positions to be funded.

The Council on Graduate Medical Education recommends that
half of all residents graduate in generalist careers, and that resi-
dency slots should be allocated based on the needs in rural commu-
nities and across the Nation. COGME recommends a set of financ-
ing strategies that will support programs to expand and enhance
training in primary care and some incentives to practice in rural
areas; institutional incentives to expand training into the commu-
nity, such as the Area Health Education Centers (AHEC) program;
more funds for primary care research, and other incentives so that
institutions can make the kind of changes that need to be done.

And then, finally, the Council did have as one of its goals that
all primary care shortage areas should be eliminated and urban-
rural imbalances in distributions should be reduced by a series of
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targeted strategies that will make it easier for generalist physi-
cians to practice in rural areas.

I'll be happy to discuss this at greater detail if there are any
questions.

Mr. HUMAN. Thank you very much, Marc.
I'd like to turn now to Charlie Cranford. Charlie is in a second

career now, having been a distinguished member of the Federal es-
tablishment for some years. He is a dentist who went on to get an
advanced degree at the Lyndon Johnson School of Public Affairs as
a master of public affairs. He is a person who currently is an Asso-
ciate Dean of the College of Medicine of the University of Arkansas
for Medical Sciences. He is also Executive Director of the Area
Health Education Center Program at the University of Arkansas
and Executive Director of the Center for Rural Health at the Uni-
versity of Arkansas.

So if he works all three of those jobs about 8 hours a day, I'd
say he's a busy man.

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES 0. CRANFORD, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, CENTER FOR RURAL HEALTH, UNIVERSITY OF AR-
KANSAS FOR MEDICAL SCIENCES
Dr. CRANFORD. Thank you, Jeff. I am pleased to have the oppor-

tunity to represent the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
today and to respond to the PPRC recommendations.

We strongly agree with the concept of the need for more primary
care physicians in the health care workforce. The PPRC is to be
commended for addressing this issue and developing recommenda-
tions for effecting change in the current GME system.

In principle we support the recommendations to determine limits
on the total number of residents and the allocation of slots by spe-
cialty. Although we support these recommendations, there is rea-
son to question the need for a new Federal level bureaucracy or to
ask the ACGME to implement the reforms. These reforms could be
implemented through entities like the health purchasing coopera-
tives in a managed competition model or through some other yet
to be identified State entity, perhaps within a global number estab-
lished at the national level. I think that we have to wait and see
how that works.

We strongly support a funding mechanism separate from Medi-
care to provide incentives and regulations for shifting the emphasis
in GME toward primary care. The 1 percent setaside for all payers
proposed by PPRC makes great sense for achieving such a shift in
that emphasis.

The funds should be allocated to primary care educational pro-
grams, using an allocation formula influenced by the achievement
of a set of desirable outcomes. Allocations directly to the residency
programs themselves would provide a major incentive and would,
in our view, enhance ambulatory experiences.

Medicare, the current principle supporter of GME, was not origi-
nally conceived as a way of paying for routine day-to-day primary
care; rather it was developed to place a safety net under the elderly
who require acute and expensive in-hospital care. That by its very
nature is predominately specialty oriented.
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Medicare is a broad-based inpatient acute health care system,
but there are major gaps in its funding of outpatient services.
Thus, it makes little sense to us to use Medicare GME funding to
encourage increases in primary care physicians who deliver serv-
ices largely in outpatient settings. We believe the PPRC is on the
right track to recommend a different mechanism to help support
primary care training programs.

The Medicare GME system emphasizes hospital based residency
training, and it's important to protect that educational system al-
though it may be downsized somewhat. The PPRC recommenda-
tions to make available transitional relief funds to teaching hos-
pitals that lose residency positions is also desirable and would help
maintain the integrity of the surviving parts of the in-hospital edu-
cational system.

I will leave it this afternoon to others with whom I share this
opportunity to describe more fully the impact of the PPRC rec-
ommendations on large university teaching hospitals. I would rath-
er like to use my remaining moments to comment on the develop-
ment of appropriate primary care training experiences in commu-
nity-based settings, and, more specifically, following Jeff's invita-
tion, I'd like to describe for you the geographically designed net-
work of family practice residency programs in Arkansas and the
outcomes of our system.

We are proud of the community-based model for educating family
ractice physicians in Arkansas and would like to offer this model

for consideration. I'll give you a few highlights now, and there's
more in my complete statement if you would read that.

Back several years ago we divided Arkansas into six geographic
regions and in each of these regions, we placed a community-based
family practice residency program sponsored by UAMS and
through its statewide AHEC program.

To date, we've had more than 340 family practice physicians who
have received residency training in this model. An overwhelming
majority of these family practice physicians have elected to practice
in Arkansas, some 75 percent.

Graduates of these programs are in 56 of the State's 75 counties.
Since 1989, 45 percent of those remaining in Arkansas to practice
have chosen towns of less than 10,000 population. We believe the
strategic locations of these residency programs enhance their selec-
tion by the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences graduates
and that their locations influence the ultimate choices of medical
practice within the State.

And, as more family practice physicians have been produced in
this model, a greater number have chosen smaller communities for
practice locations. Thus, indicating to us that if we produce more
family practice physicians in regionally based centers, more will
find their way into practice in smaller communities.

Our central and overreaching strategy of this model is to place
the last phase of formal education of the primary care physician in
regional centers throughout the State.

The recommendation by the PPRC that all payers, including self-
insured employers, contribute 1 percent of their payments to un-
derwrite the cost of graduate medical education, would seem to
benefit community-based residency programs such as we have in
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Arkansas. With adequate GME support for primary care residency
programs, the Arkansas community-based family practice residency
model could be expanded and could be complemented by adding
residents in general pediatrics, general internal medicine, and per-
haps OB.

With sufficient incentives and reform of the health care system,
I am confident that the 26 percent of this year's graduating class
choosing family practice could be increased, as well as the total
choosing all primary care specialties. Twenty-six percent is about
twice or more than twice the number in the average medical school
in this country.

When considering reform of the GME system, it's important that
excellent community programs developed over the last 20 years not
be left out of the proposed solutions. PPRC recommendations can
make these programs even better. Actually, the PPRC rec-
ommendations could provide the assistance needed to help these
community programs achieve their greater potential. The best of
these community programs should be incorporated into the pro-
posal for health care workforce reform.

Among these community programs are the community health
centers, which have become an essential part of health care deliv-
ery in our State and with which AHECs have formed educational
and service alliances in community settings for the training of pri-
mary care residents. Also the National Health Service Cors has
been a strong program that-coupled with effective affiliations with
academic health centers and administered more as a community
health service corps rather than a national health service corps-
this program could attain greater achievements.

In concluding, I'd like to say that we have an effective program
for producing family practice physicians in our State. We believe
the PPRC recommendations can enhance that program, and we
welcome the opportunity to participate in this discussion today.

Mr. HUMAN. Thanks very much, Charlie.
Our last speaker in this particular panel is Dr. Robert M.

D'Alessandri. .
Bob D'Alessandri is a physician, a graduate of Fordham Univer-

sity and the New York Medical College. He completed his post-
graduate training at Metropolitan Hospital in New York and at the
University of Florida. He is the Vice President for Health Sciences
and Dean of the School of Medicine at West Virginia University. A
specialist in infectious diseases and comprehensive medicine, he is
a fellow of the American College of Physicians and a diplomate of
the American Board of Internal Medicine.

And Bob is increasingly an expert on primary care, above all, be-
cause he is committed to providing services to smaller communities
in West Virginia and because he works for an organization that is
probably as interested in primary care as any in this country. I am
speaking, of course, of the West Virginia legislature, which is not
shy about making its views known to Bob.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT D'ALESSANDRI, M.D., ASSOCIATION
OF ACADEMIC HEALTH CENTERS

Dr. D'ALEsSANDRI. That's correct. Thank you, Jeff. Thank you for
inviting me here today.
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The AAHC represents a broad spectrum of health professions
education and has a number of position papers relating to health
care reform, and if any of you are interested in those or a list of
those, please see me after this discussion. I would be happy to pro-
vide those to you.

Mr. HUMAN. Let me just digress for a second because I really
should have said that in coming here Bob is representing not West
Virginia University per se, but the Association of Academic Medical
Centers; that is to say, the teaching hospitals of America.

Dr. D'ALESSANDRI. Academic Health Centers, right. It's a little
broader than that, than just the teaching hospitals, but it rep-
resents health professions education, nursing, dentistry, pharmacy,
and medicine as well.

The problem of increasing the number of primary care providers
is one that has concerned my State greatly over the past few years.
We have struggled as a medical school with the problem of how to
produce more generalist physicians to meet the needs of our State.

We have made some very significant changes in our undergradu-
ate medical education curriculum, both in how and where we teach,
which I hope will begin to pay off in our students choosing primary
care as their career specialty.

I have reviewed the Physician Payment Review Commission re-
port and have some comments on their recommendations:

Generally, I should say up front I am in agreement with most of
the recommendations of the Commission. I believe this issue is
much like changing the health care system itself. Producing more
generalists will not be the result of any one strategy. It will take
a systematic change in all aspects of the health care system to
produce more primary care providers.

We must look at graduate medical education in the context of the
whole system of education of physicians, not just the residency pro-
grams.

When I ask my students why they have chosen a particular spe-
cialty over primary care especially rural primary care, I get a num-
ber of responses. Many feel primary care is too demanding on their
personal life, too many nights on call, not enough backup for vaca-
tion or to attend continuing education seminars. Many cite the ex-
tremely low pay for primary care providers as compared to special-
ists.

These are some of the determinants for students in choosing a
specialty, and these are the first issues that must be addressed if
we are to have an adequate supply of primary care providers. We
must begin by changing undergraduate medical education.

Medical students generally enter medical school with a very posi-
tive attitude about primary care. At West Virginia University, we
are now requiring every student to do an off campus rural care ro-
tation. Some of our students are spending up to 6 months of their
education in a rural area with a local primary care provider and
soon some will spend 1 year in rural settings.

There are two very important programs that support this edu-
cational effort. We have a grant from the Kellogg Foundation to
make substantive changes in our curriculum to provide education
in rural sites. We have supported this project with on-site faculty,
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the development of learning resource centers, computer and video
links to our main campus, and more.

The second program involves some 113 agencies, hospitals, be-
havioral medical centers, private physicians, and primary care clin-
ics that form eight consortia where health profession students can
train in a multidisciplinary setting and care can be provided by
university faculty.

We're trying to re-instill the concept of service as a reward in our
students and show them the value we place on primary care pro-
viders. We need to as a Nation raise the value of service and raise
the status of primary care providers.

Changing the hospital based setting for residency programs is a
good idea, but it comes with a lot of problems. Many residency re-
view committees whose responsibility it is to approve and accredit
programs have very strict guidelines about where residents spend
their time. The recommendations of the PPRC could help to change
the payment mechanisms for residents to a nonhospital based situ-
ation, but we must have significant changes from the RRCs as well.

I think it's critical that all payers contribute to the cost of medi-
cal education, as the PPRC suggests. I'm also in favor of reducing
the overall number of residency slots.

The part of the report that most concerns me, however, is the de-
termination of the allocation of those slots and which slots should
be approved for funding. I certainly agree that funded and ap-
proved residency should meet and exceed minimum educational
standards.

However, funding should not be based solely on meeting those
standards. Other factors must play an important role.

In West Virginia, a predominately rural State, our health
sciences center has the only training programs in many sub-
specialty areas. The great majority of practicing subspecialists in
West Virginia graduated from these programs.

In general, these programs are small and have the minimum
number of residents required for accreditation, about two or three
residents per year. It is rare that an ophthalmologist who grad-
uates from a residency program in New York City comes to West
Virginia.

West Virginia and many other rural States have tremendous
subspecialty needs as well as primary care needs. To base funding
solely on educational standards will enable larger urban institu-
tions to make decisions that would disenfranchise small programs
in many rural areas.

Regional and rural needs must play an important role in decid-
ing funding for graduate medical education. Otherwise, the very
problem you are trying to alleviate would be exacerbated.

There are two other areas that merit attention if we are to in-
crease the number of primary care providers: income and infra-
structure.

Health care reform should increase the income of primary care
providers making this a more desirable field. In the PPRC report
they cite Canada as being successful in changing their physician
mix to assignment of residency slots.

I would submit to you that a much more effective strategy was
Canada's reforms in physician reimbursement so that a primary
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care provider now earns nearly as much as a specialist and the dis-
parity in income has been narrowed considerably.

If we really do value primary care providers, we must pay them
more and pay other subspecialists less. Otherwise, we will always
see our best and brightest lured to the areas that society pays
more, and, hence, values more.

Universal coverage of all Americans will go a long way to encour-
aging people to both practice primary care and settle in rural
areas. The lack of coverage in rural America is a major deterrent
to practicing in rural areas.

It is very discouraging to see a patient with an ear infection and
prescribe an antibiotic knowing the prescription will not be filled
because the family must choose between antibiotics and food.

Finally, I'd like to address the need for an appropriate infrastruc-
ture. If there were a better network of programs to support rural
primary care providers, we could reduce isolation and increase re-
tention.

At WVU we have developed many programs to support rural pro-
viders, programs that can serve as national models. The Medical
Access and Referral System, MARS, is a simple 800-number staffed
24 hours a day for specialist consultation and medical information.
Users of the system say this is a lifeline for rural physicians and
other providers.

Two of our physicians have decided that the phone system wasn't
enough. There would be significant improvement by being able to
see the patient and the rural physician face to face. Many patients
have been needlessly transferred to the more expensive referral
hospital because our physicians couldn't tell based solely on de-
scribed symptoms what the patient's problems were. It was safer
to transfer the patient.

So in cooperation with a rural hospital 70 miles away, we devel-
oped a pilot program called MDTV, or Mountaineer Doctor Tele-
vision. Through the use of telephone lines, MDTV establishes a
two-way interactive televideo link between a rural hospital and the
specialists at WVU. We have used this system to interview and di-
agnosis patients, read x-rays, send family medicine rounds out
weekly to the rural medical staff.

This year we'll add six more rural sites to our network. This pro-
gram will keep more of the care locally, which will improve the via-
bility of rural hospitals. It will also improve the local quality of
care through the provision of interactive continuing education. If
you could see this program, you would be as excited as I am about
the possibilities that telemedicine brings to rural areas.

This program has been supported through a Federal grant from
the Office of Rural Health Policy, and I'd be happy to arrange for
a demonstration for the Committee if they'd like one right here in
this room. This is tremendous technology that can really improve
care in rural areas and increase provider retention.

Another successful program we developed to address retention is
the visiting clinician program. This program brings primary care
providers into the health sciences center regularly to teach our stu-
dents in the morning and to be matched in the afternoon with the
specialist of their choice to brush up their skills.
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These rural doctors are appointed to the clinical faculty and are
the doctors to whom we send our students for rural primary care
experiences.

I make it a priority to meet regularly with the visiting clinicians.
About a year ago, I met with a family doctor from the southern
part of our State, Fayette County. He told me that before the pro-
gram began, he had just about given up his practice. He didn't be-
lieve anyone cared about the rural physician. He felt burned out,
frustrated, and abandoned.

The program with its exposure to students had helped him re-
cover his enthusiasm for rural medicine. He felt rejuvenated and
able to strongly recommend rural medicine to our students.

These are programs that can be implemented nationally at very
little cost in a very short time frame and can reduce isolation and
improve retention.

Health care reform presents us with many opportunities. We
need to make sure that the solutions we develop work for the whole
system, both rural and urban.

Thank you very much.
Mr. HUMAN. Thank you very much, Bob.
Okay, we've heard the first. We've heard the proposal of the Phy-

sician Payment Review Commission to really dramatically and
drastically change the way we run graduate medical education in
this country by doing a number of things, including setting a limit
on the number of residencies and the number of people in those
residencies that we support, by allowing us to allocate through the
Federal Government the number of specialties so we can have
many more primary care specialties.

They've come up with a way to fund it through taxing the
present health care industry at a 1 percent rate to raise the $8 bil-
lion that would be necessary to fund it. And the question is do we
need to go this far, should we go this far, in order to come up with
what we need in the number of primary care specialties?

We've heard a number of responses which stress some of the
other things that we can do as well, and before we close this panel,
I'd like to open it up to any questions or comments that we may
have from the audience.

Would anyone like to say anything or to ask any questions of our
panelists while they're still here? Well continue this discussion in
panel two from a different perspective, but we'll continue the dis-
cussion of the reform of graduate medical education.

Any questions? [No response.]
We're now going to go into our second panel of response to Anne

Schwartz's presentation today. Anne presented recommendations
that have been made by the Physician Payment Review Commis-
sion to reform graduate medical education.

In our first panel, we heard from the people in the graduate med-
ical education community. And, in our second panel, we're going to
hear from the primary care physicians because what is really at
the heart of this afternoon's session is trying to figure out how to
graduate more of the primary care physicians that rural commu-
nities tell us they need-and that even urban communities across
the country tell us that they need.
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Our first speaker on this panel will be John M. Tudor, M.D. who
is President of the American Academy of Family Physicians, which
is a 74,000 member organization representing practicing family
physicians, family practice residents, medical students, and others.

Dr. Tudor maintains a private solo practice in Salt Lake City,
Utah. He earned his medical degree from Harvard University in
1964 and he has a master's degree from Michigan State University
in higher education and administration. In addition, he has pre-
viously held assistant and associate professorships in the Depart-
ment of Family and Community Medicine at the University of Ar-
kansas, an associate professorship at the Department of Family
and Community Medicine at the University of Utah, and has
served as Director of the Family Practice Residency Program at the
University of Utah.

I should tell you at the beginning that when we talk about pri-
mary care physicians generally, we often are tempted to talk only
about family physicians, or osteopathic general physicians as a sec-
ond category, because these are the physicians who have the broad-
est possible training and they are more suitable for practice in
rural communities because it's the only specialty that can see the
adults in the family and the children in the family and can even
deliver babies.

So family physicians have a very broad expertise, and for a com-
munity that can only afford to support one physician or two physi-
cians, the ideal configuration is often to have a couple of family
physicians so that some people think that we really shouldn't be
talking so much about the need for more primary care physicians,
we should be talking instead about the need for more family physi-
cians and only parenthetically about the need for more internists
and more pediatricians. And that is certainly something we hear
frequently from the rural communities.

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. TUDOR, M.D., PRESIDENT OF THE
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF FAMILY PHYSICIANS

Dr. TUDOR. Good afternoon. I appreciate the opportunity to par-
ticipate in today's workshop, and I particularly appreciate those fa-
vorable comments.

We have for 20 years been speaking to the need for more family
physicians and just the reasons that you gave, and feel that we are
on the verge of expanding training programs that would provide
that opportunity.

It's the Academy's belief that no matter how one reforms the
health care system, correctly the physician geographic and spe-
cialty maldistribution is an essential element of reform.

As you may know, the Academy has a proposal for reforming the
health care system called "RX for Health," which contains several
recommendations for achieving this goal. The importance of univer-
sal coverage, preventive services, correction of the payment inequi-
ties for family physicians, primary care services, and the support
of services in rural communities and certain neighborhoods is all
important.

Other presenters have already emphasized the multiple factors of
reimbursement in medical school curriculum, faculty makeup, and
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the selection criteria for medical students. So I won't go further
into that.

We're in substantial agreement with many of the recommenda-
tions made by the Physician Payment Review Commission espe-
cially that all payers should contribute an equal percentage to the
graduate medical education, that direct payment should be ration-
alized and standardized, that physician specialty distribution
should be determined through an explicit delivery of process based
on need, and that ambulatory training should be eligible for grad-
uate medical education funding.

In the short-run, we believe that a rational workforce planning
process should be delegated to a national commission. Over the
longer term, such a commission might not be necessary. It is con-
ceivable that the medical education establishment will become re-
sponsive to health plans, which would presumably by their pur-
chasing and payment mechanisms be the most sensitive indicators
of workforce needs.

Sunsetting a workforce commission may be worth considering.
Two basic strategies have been proposed for achieving the desired
specialty distribution: financial incentives through differential
weighing of per resident amounts, or, number two, specialty spe-
cific quotas on the residency slots eligible for funding, which is the
PPRC recommended approach.

It's unclear to us just how prescriptive an allocation of slots by
residency needs to be or if it is necessary to federally sanction the
process of pruning programs on the basis of quality.

We're concerned about the use of quality as the sole criterion for
determining which residency programs will be eligible for funding.

To illustrate, in reducing the number of general surgery resi-
dency slots on the basis of quality alone, a number of smaller pro-
grams whose graduates might have been more likely to enter rural
practice were eliminated because of the size of the hospital or the
other resources in the training program. There is now a severe
shortage of rural general surgeons.

The Academy supports the use of financial incentives. However,
if financial incentives are to be effective the re-weighing or
prioritizing must be substantial. PPRC has expressed its beliefs
that preferential weighing of generalist residencies is unnecessary
because a number of existing slots have gone unfilled.

However, there has been a 13-percent increase in the number of
graduating medical students entering family practice training pro-
grams this year, suggesting to us that an increase in the number
of training slots will be needed in the near future.

I might take this point to correct in the written testimony on
page three footnote the use of 19 percent is an error; it's 13 per-
cent. On a personal note, it is obvious that we increased the num-
ber of slots this year; we increased the number of fill matches even
greater, which increased our percentage of fill as well as our per-
centage of actual numbers and the quality and the competitiveness
of the candidates was much improved.

We interpret this to mean that the students are responsive to the
national priorities. In addition, any increased funds derived from
re-weighing the formula could be used to increase primary care
resident salaries, which has been shown in some settings to be an
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effective recruiting tool. Administrators of hospitals are greatly in-
fluenced by program funding as to whether a program is to grow
or shrink.

The Commission has also expressed it's concern that a re-weigh-
ing scheme would be relatively inflexible. However, this specialty
maldistribution is so severe, the physician training pipeline is so
long, there will be plenty of opportunity for mid-course correction.
It's important to start now.

In the final analysis, we do not believe there is sufficient evi-
dence to know which approach, quotas, or financial incentives
would be more effective. The experience of other developed coun-
tries with quota systems has been impressive. On the other hand,
the early experience of New York State system for funding grad-
uate medical education suggests Perhaps greater sensitivity to fi-
nancial incentives than is commonly thought.

We support funding eligibility for consortia consisting of teaching
hospitals, medical schools, residency programs, and other institu-
tions of training. Operating under broad national goals, consortia
are more likely to be sensitive to local needs and better able to allo-
cate training funds accordingly.

Contrary to the Commission, we believe it is important to utilize
the indirect GME payments to influence specialty distribution. The
prospect the Payment Assessment Commission has estimated that
current indirect formula overpays hospitals for indirect costs of in-
patient medical education by approximately $800 million per year.

These funds could be better used to support the indirect costs of
ambulatory training

The expansion of eligibility for GME payments to ambulatory
training facilities is an essential element of GME reform. Residency
programs themselves should be eligible for direct funding. Whether
or not nonhospital entities become eligible, there must be full and
open accounting of how these payments are used. Indirect GME
payments should also be extended to all ambulatory training sites.

Concern has been raised regarding the quality of medical edu-
cation in ambulatory settings, especially those remote to academic
medical centers. We believe that family medicines' long experience
with ambulatory training is especially relevant to this question.

In the past few years, many family practice residency programs
have developed remote training sites in rural and urban under-
served communities. Not only did these sites provide high quality
training, but they actually provide training that is in many ways
more relevant than that which is provided in traditional inpatient
medical center settings.

Of related concern is the cost of ambulatory training, which may
be more expensive than inpatient training. The added costs is in
part due to the fact that few ambulatory facilities were designed
to accommodate medical training. In the future, medical education
funding must provide resources necessary to build an ambulatory
training infrastructure.

As a final point, it seems clear to us that teaching hospitals have
established various inpatient services based more on the availabil-
ity of cheap resident labor than because there existed a clear com-
munity need for these training programs. We do not think it inap-
propriate for hospitals to reassess the need for their service be-
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cause modifications in Medicare GME funding results in a loss of
some residency slots.

Furthermore, shifting the emphasis and funding from inpatient
to ambulatory services may provide hospitals with an important in-
centive to establish badly needed community-based health care
services.

Once again, I appreciate the opportunity to participate in today's
workshop. Please know that the Academy stands ready to work
with you in addressing these important issues, and I look forward
to your questions.

Mr. HuMAN. Thank you very much.
I would like to introduce now Dr. Robert Luke who is the chair-

man of the Department of Medicine at the University of Cincinnati
Medical School. He is also Chair of the Medical Education Finance
Committee of the Association of Professors of Medicine, the na-
tional organization of the leaders of Departments of Internal Medi-
cine at U.S. Medical Schools.

Prior to coming to Cincinnati, Dr. Luke was on the faculty of the
University of Alabama-Birmingham School of Medicine.

Now when you hear Robert Luke speak, you're probably going to
say to yourself, "I didn't know that's the way they talk in Cin-
cinnati." And before you come to that conclusion, you should prob-
ably know also that Dr. Luke is also a native of Scotland, and, per-
haps, that's the way they talk in Scotland.

He is board certified in both internal medicine and nephrology.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT G. LUKE, M.D., CHAIRMAN, MEDICAL
EDUCATION FINANCE COMMrITFEE, ASSOCIATION OF PRO-
FESSORS OF MEDICINE
Dr. LuKE. Thank you. On behalf of the Association of Professors

of Medicine, I am very grateful to be involved in today's proceed-
ings.

What is an internist? An internist is trained to prevent and care
for all medical illnesses in adults both in an ambulatory and hos-
pital setting, and this includes geriatrics.

There's an interesting new combined discipline in primary care
called medicine and pediatrics as well. All other subspecialists-I
almost hesitate in this context to use the word subspecialists,
which has become almost a bad word. We do train all our sub-
specialists first in 3 years in general internal medicine.

I think it's important to say that we need all the family practi-
tioners, all the general internists, and all the pediatricians we can
get, and there's no need whatsoever for any rivalry between the
various types of primary caregivers or generalist physicians. This
country is going to need all of the ones we can produce. One can
argue about the merits in certain situations, but I think that it's
very important that we not concentrate on any one of them. We
need all of them.

What is the Association of Professors of Medicine? This is the na-
tional association of the Chairs of the Departments of Internal
Medicine at the 126 U.S. medical schools. Our departments and af-
filiated programs train most of the general internists and virtually
all the subspecialists in the disciplines of internal medicine; that
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is, cardiology for the heart, nephrology for the kidney, pulmonology
for the lung, and so on.

By many estimates we provide approximately one-quarter of
medical student education during the 4 years of medical school.
Our divisions of general internal medicine, most departments are
divided into divisions related to organ systems, and in many de-
partments of medicine increasing in size are the divisions of gen-
eral internal medicine.

These are involved in health care outcome research, which meas-
ure the cost-effectiveness of the care we give, and this is an ex-
tremely important area; in other words, we should be very con-
cerned with measuring the effectiveness of what we do for close to
$900 billion in the United States.

We support the major thrust of the COGME and PPRC reports,
which we think are excellent. We recognize in departments of med-
icine our responsibility and are committed to produce more general-
ists. This may surprise some in this country who have regarded de-
partments of internal medicine as part of the problem rather than
part of the solution.

We are determined to educate our medical students and house
staff in an ambulatory setting, both in a rural and urban environ-
ment. We think the PPRC is correct to separate service and teach-
ing. We think an all-peer system is absolutely essential. Indeed, if
the change is upcoming and the delivery of care in this country
come about without an all-peer system, we'll have a disaster in the
training programs throughout the Nation and in primary care. And
if we don't have primary care doctors, we wouldn't be able to do
what the country wants the present government to do for health
care.

We must change who gets the money for graduate medical edu-
cation, at least to some extent, and we must make part B Medicare
payments recognized-or whatever system replaces Medicare-the
cost of training medical students and residents in ambulatory set-
tings. I think you've heard that time and time again this afternoon.
It's extremely expensive to educate medical students and residents
in an ambulatory setting. It's less cost-efficient in some ways than
doing it in a hospital, but we must do it because medicine has
moved out of the hospital in many areas, and we're not training
properly.

Apart from the issue of wanting more primary care doctors,
much of medicine has moved into the ambulatory setting, and it's
simply right to train medical students and residents in that set-
ting, and the present system of reimbursement does not recognize
the cost of that.

We are going to ensure that all of our future subspecialists con-
tinue to be trained in general internal medicine. There's an impor-
tant Pipeline issue for internal medicine, and I hope I won't appear
a little partisan for the sake of the internists at this point. I'm try-
ing just to make a general point about numbers:

One-third of all M.D. graduates in this country enter the training
programs of internal medicine. Now let me admit immediately that
we have probably in the past trained too many subspecialists for
many reasons-not all of which lay at our door-but I think that
if you're going to resolve the issue of producing more primary care
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doctors in this country, internal medicine will have to be part of
the solution because of the size and volume of our pipeline.

We have over 100,000 general internists and subspecialists out
there. They are the most numerous number of doctors in practice
and many of these physicians, as has been mentioned before today,
could be retrained, probably quite quickly to do more primary care
because it's likely that we're going to need few subspecialists in the
future.

So the capacity of our discipline to deliver more generalists we
believe is considerable.

We have some things for the PPRC to think about.
We do think a Federal study is necessary as well as a commis-

sion to determine where these training positions should go. We do
not think that this should in any way postpone action, nor do we
mean it to be a mechanism for postponing action. But we don't
think you can determine how many cardiologists or ophthalmol-
ogists or any of the ologists without some study as to need.

For example, if we came out with a vaccine for AIDS tomorrow,
the need for training in infectious disease would be much different.
Now it's not very likely we're going to come out tomorrow with a
vaccine for AIDS, but there are developments and technology that
will require rapid responses in training.

We do favor restriction of training slots based on quality. We
think otherwise the process will be extremely politicized at the
Federal, State, and local level. We also think it would be better if
quality assessment was based on objective data.

It's interesting that no one has challenged the quality of resi-
dency training in this country, and I speak as someone who came
here from Europe. We hear a lot about the United States having
the best medical care in the world; some of that can be questioned,
but no one questions the quality of our resident education.

But nobody questions that we are training physicians who are
outstanding in their ability to deliver the knowledge of modern
science to the bedside, and nothing we do should change that qual-
ity. You can be very proud of the quality physicians we are produc-
ing. We may be turning out too many cardiologists, but the cardi-
ologists we turn out are outstanding in quality and can compare
with any subspecialists training in the world. Indeed, many people
come to this country to see how we train residents.

We need to continue to train teachers and investigators for both
general medicine, outcomes research, and for the treatment and
prevention of major diseases. We can't stop, and not try and pre-
vent the ravaging diseases in this country, and not allow continued
research. We need to diminish the number of people going into sub-
specialties, but it would be a tragedy if we did not continue to meet
the needs for training in education.

Finally, today's discussion has avoided the Department of Veter-
ans Affairs (VA). I think it's important that the VA has been and
remains an exceedingly important training site and that there's
been a win-win relationship in this country between the veterans
and the medical schools such that the training of young physicians
has enhanced the treatment of our veterans.

There are certain dangers and change in the system at the
present time that we need to be very careful about. Unless-and
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you've heard this several times-we change the general environ-
ment and practice for the generalist, nothing that we do will suc-
ceed. We need to pay the generalist back to their normal dis-
ciplines, and, although my colleagues wouldn't like this, probably
pay the subspecialists less or pay fewer of the subspecialists in any
case.

The resource-based relative value scale (RBRVS) has been a big
disappointment for most generalists, and that's a fact. There are all
sorts of defenses made of it that I think RBRVS hasn't gone far
enough. It's not just money. The hassle factors-the 24-hour cov-
erage, the number of different insurance forms physicians have to
deal with-must be dealt with in reform if we're to get more gener-
alists.

If we don't fix this, then closing the entry to subspecialists for
general internal medicine may indeed drop the number of people
available for being trained in generalist medicine.

Finally, in this area there's a danger, and it was mentioned by
the PPRC and the AAMC, that indigent care may suffer. It's un-
likely that we'll be able to come up with enough money, in my
view, to take care of all the people without insurance at the present
time. We'll have to probably do it over a few years because of the
costs, and we should remember that the academic health service
centers take care of a tremendous number of indigent patients in
this country. And if we don't consider how to replace the services
or residents and to make other arrangements for that, there will
be some-particularly urban areas-that may be devastated.

There's a tremendous opportunity for the academic health cen-
ters and the medical centers of this country to cooperate with rural
practice in terms of putting their internists in rural settings, or ro-
tating the family physicians and internists in rural settings back
into the teaching hospitals for some retraining. Certainly internists
and family doctors can learn from one another.

So I think there's a tremendous opportunity for cooperation.
Finally, we believe that it's very important that the incentives

that are being talked about to increase primary care be coordi-
nated; that is, that medical student stipends are paid, that early
screening in medical school for students interested in primary care
exist, that resident payments be increased not by the weighing sys-
tem. Perhaps more imaginative systems should be examined, such
as by practice set up costs, all of these linked with payback mecha-
nisms; that is, if you don't go on in primary care, you have to pay
it back.

We think also a similar but smaller system will be essential for
teachers and investigators with payback mechanisms so that we
don't forget that we need to train in general medicine, that we need
to do health care research to make sure that the care that we de-
liver is cost-effective and worthwhile, and that we try and do away
with the diseases we're trying to treat by finding their causes.

Thank you very much.
Mr. HUMAN. Thank you very much, Robert, as well.
Our last speaker on this panel is Brian Hyps who is Vice Presi-

dent for Governmental Relations and Counsel for the American Os-
teopathic Hospital Association, which he joined in 1991. The Asso-
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ciation is made up of more than 100 hospitals, the majority of
which have teaching programs.

Prior to that, he was a lobbyist for nearly 6 years with the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association, the National Professional Society
of Pharmacists.

Mr. Hyps is also a former counsel to the House of Representa-
tives, Veterans Affairs Committee, Subcommittee on Hospitals and
Health Care.

And I might just say a word before we get started about osteo-
paths for those of you who are interested. We tend to lump physi-
cians into two categories-physicians, the allopaths and the osteo-
paths. We mentioned earlier that there are 126 schools of medicine
that are represented by the American Association of Medical Col-
leges, and, yet, there are 14 more medical schools which are osteo-
pathic medical schools. And they are very substantially similar, in
the type of education that they provide, to the allopathic medical
schools.

Yet, osteopaths are more likely to go into primary care and are
more likely to serve rural areas. Five percent of all of the doctors
are osteopaths, but 15 percent of the doctors who serve rural areas
are osteopaths. And this also plays out in an interesting way in the
urban areas.

In the Washington, D.C. area, for example, I would submit that
the biggest difference between an osteopath and an allopath is that
for the most Part you can get an appointment with an allopath, but
you have to have some kind of influence to get in to see an osteo-
path because there are so few and they're so much in demand.

STATEMENT OF BRIAN HYPS, AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC HOS-
PITAL ASSOCIATION, ASSOCIATION OF OSTEOPATHIC DI-
RECTORS AND MEDICAL EDUCATORS
Mr. Hyips. Thank you, Jeff. Thank you for the very gracious in-

troduction. Thank you for the invitation to participate today.
In addition to AOHA, our statement is also supported by the As-

sociation of Osteopathic Directors and Medical Educators and by
Sherry Arnstein, Executive Director of the American Association of
Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine.

Osteopathic hospitals and osteopathic medicine have long had a
commitment to serving rural areas of the Nation. As you said, al-
though only 5 percent of all physicians are osteopathic physicians,
they represent 15 percent in areas that have 10,000 or less people.
The figure climbs to 18 percent in rural counties of 2,500 or less.

A review of osteopathic physicians in practice in all 50 States
shows a large number of rural communities served by osteopathic
physicians.

Let me give you just two of the many examples. One example is
from an article from the April 19, 1993, issue of Modern Health
Care. In it they talk about hospitals providing rural emergency
care. Osteopathic physician, Craig Thompson, is the only physician
in Strawberry Point, Iowa. This general family practice physician
staffs a Strawberry Point Medical Center which offers ambulatory,
emergency, and health education services to the 1,800 families in
a four-county area.
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His work week ranges from 60 hours to 90 hours. President Bill
Clinton cited the Strawberry Point Clinic as a rural health care
model for the Nation during a campaign swing in Iowa when he
was Governor of Arkansas.

And we have the greatest respect for former Governors of Arkan-
sas, as the example shown in both the President and the chairman
of the panel, and the greatest respect for their opinions.

Another example is from the April 1993 issue over The DO pub-
lished by the American Osteopathic Association. This nationally
known story tells us about Dr. Roger T. Pelli and how the six local
communities in rural Aroostook County, Maine, voluntarily agreed
to pay a tax to send him to osteopathic medical school in exchange
for his agreement to come back and practice there.

Eight years from the day of the agreement, Dr. Pelli is faithfully
putting in his 15-hour days as a general practice physician practic-
ing in Aroostook County.

Congress stepped in and with the leadership of the Senate Ma-
jority Leader and members of this Committee and Caucus, passed
the Rural Health Care Provider Recruitment and Education Act,
which has become known informally as the Dr. Pelli Bill. As you
know, the law provides matching funds to rural communities that
try to finance the education of primary care physicians, nurses,
nurse midwives, and physician's assistants.

These are just two of the examples of what osteopathic physi-
cians committed to rural communities have meant to these commu-
nities. Most of osteopathic physicians in practice in those towns are
primary care physicians. A total of 58 percent of all osteopathic
physicians practice in primary care.

Although this figure is considerably higher than the percentage
of allopathic physicians in primary care, we share the concerns of
the allopathic community over the downward trend in interest in
primary care among all medical students.

Our greatest fear, however, is that rural communities may not
have as many Dr. Thompsons and Dr. Pelli's, and there are not suf-
ficient safeguards added to the proposal of the PPRC made to Con-
gress as it is further developed.

The PPRC proposal would establish a Federal body that would
determine the number of residencies per specialty. Accrediting bod-
ies would then determine which residencies would survive and
which would have funding canceled based on an undefined deter-
mination of the quote, "quality of training."

The proposal does not specify whether the osteopathic accrediting
body would remain independent or be combined with the larger
allopathic accrediting entity. If the determination of quality is
based on the number of full-time teaching faculty, for example, cer-
tain academic medical centers may potentially benefit to the det-
riment of community-hospital based training sites.

This would be true even if the community hospital training pro-
gram had a much better record of training primary care physicians
serving rural areas. Community hospital based training is gen-
erally found at osteopathic teaching hospitals. These programs
make extensive use of part-time and volunteer educators who are
practicing physicians in the community.
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These osteopathic training programs offer far more patient con-
tact and exposure to actual primary care practice than do most re-
search based training programs. After years spent in medical
school learning theory and scientific application, hands-on practical
experience in residency training provides excellent preparation for
careers in primary care practice.

We need to safeguard against the unnecessary elimination of
quality osteopathic community-based residency training programs
that have an excellent record of training, needed primary care phy-
sicians for rural and other underserved areas.

The osteopathic community must retain existing fully separate
authority over its residency programs. The osteopathic community
has been unequaled in its commitment to serving the primary care
needs of the rural underserved, and has been helped in doing this
through maintaining separate accrediting authority.

We also have concerns about the PPRC proposal for a mandatory
central planning approach to allocation of residencies. Osteopathic
medicine has been able to keep a higher percentage of primary care
physicians serving rural areas and other areas through several fac-
tors, including the following:

The availability of primary care practitioners as role models for
residents; the required exposure of osteopathic residents to primary
care training in the first year of postgraduate training; osteopathic
medical college recruitment of persons from rural areas with an in-
terest in returning there, and the location of several osteopathic
medical colleges in rural communities.

We think that increased payment incentives for primary care
practitioners through RBRVS and weighing of GME payments to
favor primary care residents are more effective ways to help in-
crease interest in primary care.

Greater earning capacity for primary care physicians will lead to
more residents choosing primary care practice. The continued ex-
pansion of managed care plans, which make greater use of primary
care physicians may also create market driven incentives for physi-
cians to choose primary care.

Jeff, this concludes my remarks. Thank you for the opportunity
to voice the concerns we have in the osteopathic community.

Mr. HUMAN. Thank you very much, Brian.
I'd like to open this up to questions from the audience in just a

moment, but before I do that, I'd like to ask a question or two my-
self.

I think that one of things that there's been a fair amount of con-
sensus on today is that we do somehow need to limit the number
of residencies in this country and that it is probably legitimate in
some way to try to decide as national policy that we ought to have
a higher percentage of these residencies reserved for primary care.

But after that, the consensus then begins to break apart pretty
quickly on the issue of how we decide, if we're going to have to
close some residencies, which ones we really do close.

On the one hand, we've heard some concern earlier in this panel
from John Tudor that if we go strictly on the basis of quality, we
may end up closing a lot of heartland residencies. And, certainly,
I have seen maps that seem to suggest that a disproportionate

72-182 95-3
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share of all residency programs are located east of the Appalachian
Mountains or west of the Rocky Mountains.

And, on the other hand, we've heard from Robert Luke a very
spirited defense of the quality of American residencies and a lot of
concern that if we go and use any other basis other than quality,
then we will threaten the reputation and the real value of Amer-
ican residency programs.

Brian Hyps has introduced the concern of the osteopathic com-
munity that they are kind of a minority group within medicine, and
if they're a part of this national effort, how will the allopaths who
will be in the majority judge the quality of osteopathic residency
programs? Can we expect the same kind of sensitivity toward os-
teopathic residencies that would be directed toward allopathic pro-
grams or is this a weakness in this approach?

Anne Schwartz, you've been developing this proposal for a long
time. I'm sure these are not all together new issues. I wonder how
you folks at PPRC look at this issue.

Ms. ScHwARTZ. Well, I think it's certainly true that this is one
area of our proposal which is not as cut and dry as the rest, and,
certainly, where the politics lay.

Let me just try and explain it in terms of the decision that the
Commission had to make and how we got to the decision that we
did make.

When you're faced with the question and you have an excess
number of residencies, then the question is how to decide who stays
and who goes?

The first thing we thought about was a percentage reduction if
you need to lost 10 percent of the residencies and every program
lose 10 percent.

Well, the problem with this approach is that it basically grand-
fathers in the state of affairs, both in terms of geographic distribu-
tion and specialty distribution and whatever it is at the time this
policy would be enacted. And that's not necessarily where we want
to go. There certainly would be arguments that could be made that
residency programs should be encouraged to develop new strengths,
different strengths, and that we wouldn't always want to be bound
to whatever the experience was in 1993, and 1995, or whatever.

So then we looked and decided that quality would be appropriate
because there seems to be some concern within the medical profes-
sion that there are residency programs that exist that are not quite
up to snuff and that it's very difficult to disaccredit these pro-
grams. And this seemed like a mechanism-you know, if you're
going to have to lose someone, what we want to lose is those of
marginal quality.

Clearly, though, there are other factors that come into consider-
ation when you get into some gray areas, and I think that the
Commission would certainly be open to other ideas about other fac-
tors that should weigh into the decision-not only service to under-
served communities, such as rural areas or inner cities, but per-
haps outcome measures, such as suggested as a record in producing
primary care graduates or a record of graduating underrepresented
minorities, all valued public policy goals in which this sufficient re-
finement in this would certainly help serve.
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So I think this is an area where we'll have to develop, and I've
heard a lot of good ideas today that we can continue exploring.

Mr. HuMAN. Are there any folks in the audience who would like
to ask Anne or any of these panelists any questions at this point?

[No response.]
Dr. LUKE. Could I respond to your previous question?
Mr. HuMAN. Sure.
Dr. LUKE. Most of the programs that we'll close will be sub-

specialty programs. I do not think we'll be closing many generalist
programs. They may be changed in character, there may be local
cooperatives between medical schools and regional and community
hospitals, which I think would be a very good idea. But it's very
difficult to close subspecialty programs in particular without look-
ing at the quality of the product, and I think you're not going to
need all subspecialty disciplines in every medical school. And I
think, with due respect to some previous testimony here, that
training one or two people in a complete specialty area may not
necessarily be the best way to train them because you do need a
certain number of people in a training program in order to develop
a peer group, and the representatives of these committees have
made that point.

And I think that because someone trains in, say, Cincinnati, that
doesn't mean they can't go and be a subspecialist in rural West Vir-
ginia, or rural Indiana, or rural Ohio, for that matter.

So I think that if we're going to close subspecialty programs,
which will be the main ones, then I think the quality of the prod-
uct, of the training of the physician, has to be the first criterion.

Dr. TUDOR. I'd like to be sure no one thinks that we're opposed
to quality, but how do you define quality? And some of the abstract
concepts proposed by Ivy League schools have to do with how much
research you've got, and how many faculty you've got in certain
subspecialties, and how many beds for this, or rooms for that. And
if we're talking about a product, the quality is the defined product,
meeting the criteria that are specified, setting up accreditation
standards, which we've worked with the ROC and we compliment
the American Osteopathic Association for their accreditation pro-
grams that are being developed for 3-year family practice
residencies.

That's the criteria of quality we want, not just some academic
things that perpetuate the status quo.

Dr. LUKE. Well, we do want to pass the subspecialty boards. At
least in that sense, it will be academic.

Mr. HUMAN. Well, we've had a little creative disagreement here
for the first time this afternoon, and I think that's really good.

I'd like to ask one more question of Dr. Luke also before we go
on to our last panel, and that has to do with a concept that we hear
a lot about called "leakage." Earlier I had said that a lot of people
think we need to rely more on family physicians than either pedia-
tricians or internists because they're the most broadly trained and
most useful in rural areas because of that.

And Dr. Luke had several good answers to that, but I want to
ask him about this tendency of general internists to then go on and
subspecialize. I've heard that about 70 percent of general internists
go on to subspecialize, and, of course, to the extent to which they
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do that, they're not available for the general primary care kinds of
functions. They're not performing those primary care functions as
much as they were in the past.

And I wonder if within internal medicine, there's been any effort
to stem this leakage and whether you think if we do go to some
kind of a national system, which places a higher value on primary
care, some of these folks might be coming back to the practice of
general internal medicine.

Dr. LUKE. Well, you asked me a lot of questions there, Jeff, but
I don't think there's any question that perhaps 65 percent of people
training in internal medicine-different numbers and different pro-
grams-have go on to subspecialty training.

The Association of Professors of Medicine is committed to achiev-
ing 50-50 training. We do point out that while our training, one
can criticize its site and its emphasis perhaps in subspecialists,
that it can't change things without a change in the practice envi-
ronment. These young people are graduating with $50,000,
$70,000, $100,000 in debt and are being forced to choose sub-
specialties sometimes not because they want them, but because
they're going to go bankrupt otherwise.

The calculations are quite clear about paying back these debts.
Congress has been working with this in terms of the number of
years to pay off.

So we are determined to change, and when I talk to my young
medical students and residents now, I'm telling them that they
should go into primary care. I honestly believe the country needs
them, that the circumstances are going to change, and that we will
change. I think the departments of internal medicine are trying to
change the output. They need the help of the Federal Government
and State governments to do so, but I think we really have made
a change in our attitude because we believe that it's right.

Mr. HUMAN. Okay, let's move to our last panel-thank you very
much panelists for a very interesting discussion.

We've been focusing on the responses to the proposal to restruc-
ture graduate medical education from the graduate medical edu-
cation community and from the primary care physicians commu-
nity.

And now we're moving to another community-the community of
people who represent those with special needs in this country
based on geography, folks who represent the rural communities, in
particular, are represented by all three groups; and, to some ex-
tent, the people who have less of a capacity to afford primary care
at the present time.

The first speaker of the last panel is Bruce Behringer. Bruce is
currently the Executive Director of the Office of Rural and Commu-
nity Health in East Tennessee State University in Johnson City,
Tennessee. In this capacity, he is responsible for the operation of
the Kellogg Foundation's Community Partnerships Program, which
is an interdisciplinary effort to train medical, nursing, and public
and allied health students in rural areas.

Bruce is also currently the President of the National Rural
Health Association, a national organization that is very active in
Washington, D.C., as well as in rural communities throughout the
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country in trying to establish better health care for rural residents
everywhere.

STATEMENT OF BRUCE BEHRINGER, NATIONAL RURAL
HEALTH ASSOCIATION, KANSAS CITY, MO

Mr. BEHRINGER. Thank you, Mr. Human, for the opportunity to
comment on the Physician Payment Review Commission's annual
report, specifically the proposal to restructure the graduate medical
education financing system.

The ongoing shortage of health care providers in rural America
is a problem which has been faced for years. We understand that
80 percent of all the physicians who practice in rural areas are pri-
mary care providers.

Therefore, almost anything that can be done by the Commission
to help training in primary care will certainly help rural health in
the long-run. It will help to replace the aging cadre of rural provid-
ers, a problem which has been faced, I'm quite sure, by each of the
members of the Special Committee on Aging, as well as the Senate
Rural Caucus, when their constituents come and talk to them
about health care issues.

Much of the PPRC report coincides with policy, issues and posi-
tions already taken by the National Rural Health Association, and
I'd like to point out a few of them.

First, we applaud the growing recognition of the shortage of pri-
mary care providers in rural America. A series of reports have
begun to discredit the worn out estimation that physicians will dif-
fuse from crowded urban to rural shortage areas. This is known by
rural advocates as the "trickle-out" theory of health profession sup-
ply.

The problems faced in recruiting and retaining providers in rural
areas must be recognized from a comprehensive viewpoint, one
which is now being proposed by the series of reports nationally, in-
cluding the PPRC.

Even with the extensive array of Federal and State health pro-
grams targeted to assist high need shortage areas throughout the
country, the number of health profession shortage areas nationally
has increased since 1980. The total numbers have increased from
over 1,900 areas in 1980 to over 2,200 in 1992.

Certain areas of the country remain problematic. For example,
two-thirds of the Appalachian counties in the 13 States in the Ap-
palachian Regional Commission area still remain as health profes-
sion shortage areas.

The PPRC recommendations certainly go to the roots of one of
the solutions of this problem. It calls for a new and more active pol-
icy in addressing health professions needs.

Second, although the initial assumption upon which the PPRC
report is based may in fact be true, using the argument of an ex-
cess of physicians to recommend reduction in Federal investment
in health professions production is one which has an ironic prece-
dent.

The Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Council and
the RAND commission reports in the early 1980's also cited over-
supply and were used as evidence by the Reagan administration to
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curb Federal spending for many health professions education pro-
grams.

Ironically, the expenditures on graduate medical education con-
tinued to increase throughout the 1980's. Unfortunately, though,
the only national program which was designed to target the redis-
tribution of primary care providers to severe shortage areas was
fiscally dismantled. The National House Service Corps Scholarship
Program reduced the scholarship placements from over 1,400 per
year in the early 1980's to less than 40 in 1990.

For many rural areas, this was disastrous. History has taught a
difficult lesson to rural localities and their elected officials. Beware
of the well-meaning attempts to reduce spending that in turn re-
sult in further restricting rural recruitment opportunities.

Third, the implications of health care reform through managed
competition or some other derivation could potentially bring disas-
ter to an already thin health professions workforce in rural Amer-
ica.

Primary care physicians could become targets for metropolitan
recruitment campaigns. The Commission's proposal for non-
physician providers to replace residents in teaching hospitals is an-
other. Nurse practitioners, certified nurse midwives, and physician
assistants have been a reliable and quality source of health profes-
sions who have stayed in rural areas.

Rural shortage areas cannot engage in recruitment wars with the
urban institutions which sponsor training programs. This is a no
win situation.

Again, although it is clear that this is not the intent of the Com-
mission, its suggestion should be a further warning signal to those
who are concerned about access to providers in rural areas.

Finally, we understand the necessity to limit the scope of the
Commission's recommendations, but that which the report charac-
terizes as the training pipeline from a pre-professional experience
to continuing medical education cannot be ignored in the delibera-
tions of Congress.

Many rural communities end up trying to recruit graduates of
the health professions education systems whose most recent rural
exposure was a childhood summer camp or a vision from 35,000
feet of altitude while flying across the country.

National Rural Health Association urges Congress to adopt the
successes and provide resources to expand a multitude of private
and public efforts which have demonstrated track records in this
area. Needed is the expansion of the continuum of contact idea
which is now being used by the National Health Service Corps and
other programs to encourage admissions of students with rural
backgrounds, to provide them with rural training experiences, with
rural primary care role models, and to assist them in returning to
the rural communities.

Our final recommendations are for more targeted expenditures of
graduate medical education dollars.

These include, number one, Medicare reimbursement formulas
should give a substantial weighing preference to primary care spe-
cialties, especially family practice which provide most of the provid-
ers in rural communities.
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Number two, nonhospital primary care entities should become el-
igible for direct and indirect Medicare graduate medical education
funding.

Number three, primary care training grant programs, including
nonphysician providers, should be expanded using proposed GME
savings produced by the PPRC revenue plans and reductions in the
number of residency positions.

Rural training sites should get preferential funding, including ac-
cess to capital, which is needed to expand key viable training sites.

Number four, the National Health Service Corps program should
be supported and expanded as a distribution system for health pro-
fessionals.

Number five, the community health centers program provides a
vital program and infrastructure development for rural and under-
served areas. This program should be supported, expanded, and
used increasingly as a site for undergraduate and graduate health
professions education.

And, number six, programs that encourage the exposure of stu-
dents at all levels of primary care practice in rural communities
should be supported.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak to the issue, and I hope
that as time goes on with the reform movement in the country,
that we clearly understand that the reforms being highlighted in
the PPRC and the COGME and other such reports are also going
to be linked to the financing and service delivery system reforms
that are being proposed by the administration.

Mr. HUMAN. Thank you very much, Bruce.
I particularly appreciated the emphasis on undergraduate medi-

cal education as well since, as I indicated earlier today, that's an-
other important way in which we can get more doctors trained in
the specialities that we need in rural areas. And when we look at
the record, we find that there are some undergraduate medical
schools that have a distinguished record in graduating students
who go on into primary care residencies.

So that has to be an important part of our emphasis as well.
I had the opportunity last year to do the commencement address

at Marshall University Medical School in West Virginia, and one
of the points that I made there was that I thought we could con-
sider the Marshall University Medical School to be superior to the
Harvard University Medical School or the Yale University Medical
School because they were doing a better job of graduating the kinds
of doctors that this country needs. At Marshall they are graduating
students who are going out into primary care residencies and then
going out to serve the communities that are unserved or under-
served. Many of the other State tax supported universities have
been providing the bulk of the primary care physicians in this
country and most of those who are serving rural areas. And we
need to continue to support them, and we need to continue to keep
the emphasis on undergraduate as well as graduate medical edu-
cation.

Our next speaker, now that I'm done with my little editorial, is
Darryl Leong, M.D., M.P.H. Dr. Leong is a board certified pediatri-
cian and a public health professional with State and national lead-
ership experience in health service delivery and health care policy
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development with a career objective of making a positive effect in
the public's health.

Darryl is currently the Director of Clinical Affairs at the Na-
tional Association of Community Health Centers here in Washing-
ton. He provides policy analysis, advocacy, leadership, and direc-
tion on clinical, health professionals, and other issues related to
community health centers and primary care.

He develops clinical programs and activities that support the
mission of providing comprehensive primary care for the medically
underserved.

For those of you who don't now about the Nation's community
health centers, there are about 600 of them. They provide day-to-
day care to more than 5 million Americans, half of whom are in
rural areas, and they provide care at affordable rates, using sliding
fee scales, so that the unemployed and people who have no money
have to pay very little, if anything, to get their care; whereas, peo-
ple who are employed are able to get the same kind of quality med-
ical care at these centers by paying a fee that is based on the cost
of services to them.

STATEMENT OF DARRYL LEONG, M.D., DIRECTOR OF CLINI-
CAL AFFAIRS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY
HEALTH CENTERS, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. LEONG. Thank you, Jeff.
First, I'd like to thank the Special Committee on Aging and

David Pryor for this actually second workshop they've held on this
issue 2 years ago. The first part is attention to the issue of short-
age of primary care in rural areas, and, certainly, for the Physician
Payment Review Commission for putting this pretty hot issue on
the table as we heard today.

Before I start, I want to mention maybe a view of the world
which I think was brought to us by a medical director at a recent
meeting. He mentioned that he felt that he was like Galileo in that
the entire training world in medical education felt that the world
revolved around a teaching hospital. And, indeed, his view of the
world is that the world should revolve around a teaching commu-
nity health center or something out in the community, and that's
the kind of change that he thinks that we would have to make in
terms of the concept of what we're trying to do.

Anyway, the National Association of Community Health Centers
is the major national organization representing community-based,
migrant, homeless, and community health centers, which are also
known as Federally Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health
Clinics throughout the United States including Puerto Rico and
other territories.

Over 200 of the Nation's 700 health centers are already involved
in health professions education for students and residents.

And, perhaps, the most critical issue in the provision of quality
health care to all Americans is the availability of primary care
practitioners-not just physicians-in medically underserved, rural,
and urban areas throughout the United States.

We strongly believe that past and current financing of graduate
medical education is directly related to the shortage of primary
care practitioners for medically underserved areas and populations.
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This hearing has come at an opportune time with a growing na-
tional consensus that there is a worsening national shortage of pri-
mary care physicians. We agree with others who have rec-
ommended moving more graduate and undergraduate medical edu-
cation out of hospitals into the community, especially rural and
inner city communities and increasing the academic prestige and
visibility of primary care at all levels of the medical education pipe-
line.

The other comment I wish to make at this point is that we-com-
munity health centers and migrant health centers have been in a
chronic shortage of primary care providers for over 25 years. And
it's only recently that we've come to recognize that we've been at
the end of a pipeline that has been delivering more and more sub-
specialists and a shrinking pipeline to primary care that we really
felt that we had to get into the supply side, at least in terms of
advocacy.

We can't overemphasize the importance of developing financing
to support teaching and Federally Qualified Health Centers and
Rural Health Clinics. We have repeatedly heard from our members
that the absence of financing has almost singlehandedly prevented
the development of training programs in our health centers.

This has been especially true for rural health centers where
training dollars are already scarce. Many and more health centers,
including rural health centers, can function as quality training pro-
grams in addition to providing needed services. Health centers al-
ready involved in teaching have reported both immediate and long-
term positive impacts on recruitment and retention.

Migrant, homeless, and community health centers are com-
prehensive primary care centers located in medically underserved
rural and urban areas, and together comprise a high quality serv-
ice and education system which is capable of providing model am-
bulatory training sites for primary care.

We have only four more points to make in the rest of this testi-
mony, and I'm just going to summarize them now.

The first point is that the current system of Federally Qualified
Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics has a lot to offer in terms
of ambulatory community-based education and training.

The second point is that we support the recommendations of the
Physician Payment Review Commission on reforming graduate
medical education payments.

The third point; positive clarification relating to graduate medi-
cal education are needed for the current Federally Qualified Health
Centers and Rural Health Centers Program.

And, lastly, that these recommendations should be carried forth
as part of an overall health care reform.

In terms of what we can offer, teaching community health cen-
ters and other primary care centers for medically underserved pop-
ulations have a lot to offer as ideal places to recruit students, con-
duct ambulatory care training, and serve as a major means for re-
cruiting and retaining providers in needed areas.

We are a national system-in fact, it's growing with centers in
every State-providing real access to quality health care, not just
an insurance card, providing care to over 6.4 million people in over
1,500 sites.
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Location.-We are located in federally designated medically
under-served areas both rural and urban.

Recruitment and retention for underserved areas.-We foster re-
cruitment and retention of physicians and other health providers
by exposing them to careers in primary care and underserved areas
by providing yet another reason to work in an underserved area.

Patient diversity.-Over 60 percent of the clients of community
migrant health centers are ethnic or racial minorities, and we serve
other homeless, migrant, geographically isolated, and poor areas as
well.

Health centers are at the front line of patient care in dealing
with major problems such as infant mortality, teenage pregnancy,
and AIDS.

Comprehensive community health care.-Community health cen-
ters provide a unique form of clinic care called Community Health
Care with over 27 years of experience.

A quality workforce and team care.-Health centers clinical staff-
ing includes over 3,000 physicians; 9,000 other health profes-
sionals, the vast majority of whom have had community health as
the ultimate health career working in health care teams.

The unique health care delivery model.-The health center model
places consumers in charge of their own health in health care while
the practitioner's responsibility for improved health is the entire
community, not just those who keep appointments. Each center is
a not-for-profit entity owned and operated by the community.

Prevention and public health.-Health centers have eliminated
the arbitrary separation between primary care and prevention
services, instead providing a comprehensive service of health-not
just medical services. Community health centers provide much
more than medical services integrating a wide range of social, men-
tal health, substance abuse, nutritional, school health, environ-
mental health, and other services.

Community-based research.-We have the capacity to conduct or
participate in new forms of community-based research to bring
new-found understanding of problems such as those that underlay
youth violence today.

And, finally, administration and finance.-Health centers are ad-
ministered as nonprofit private corporations that are also statu-
torily recognized as federally qualified health centers entitled to re-
ceive cost base reimbursement under Medicare Part B and Medic-
aid.

And in terms of supporting Physician Payment Review Commis-
sion, we especially support the recommendation that graduate med-
ical education payments be made directly to entities other than
hospitals as a means to encourage training and ambulatory care,
establishing a direct payment mechanism to ambulatory entities
such as Federally Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clin-
ics would be a critical first step in the movement of training pro-
grams from a hospital-based to community-based settings.

We also agree with the Commission on limiting the total number
of residency training slots and with incentives or mandates to also
limit the number of subspecialty resident slots.

We also hope that other primary care providers, including den-
tists, nurse practitioners, certified nurse midwives, and physician's
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assistants will be included as part of graduate medical education
reform.

In terms of clarifying the Federally Qualified Health Center Pro-
gram and Rural Health Clinic Program, I'm not going to go into de-
tails here, suffice to say that graduate medical education seems to
be recognized under this new program, but without sufficient clari-
fication, we're not able to make reimbursement claims for those
services.

On the health care reform, we expect changes in graduate medi-
cal education reimbursement to be compatible with the positive
larger health care reform proposals.

In our written testimony, we have provided samples of model
teaching programs already accredited and operating in rural urban
areas around the country.

I just want to point a few them that are already operating in
partnership with academic health centers, universities, and teach-
ing hospitals:

The Sequoia Community Health Foundation in Fresno, Califor-
nia, provides a unique community-based family medicine resident
training program in a rural and urban site, emphasizing training
for Latino physicians;

In Patchogue, Long Island, the Blackstone Valley Community
Health Center provides a rural urban family medicine training pro-
gram which includes a metropolitan child health fellowship train-
ing program;

In Sioux Falls, South Dakota, the Sioux River Valley Community
Health Center provides a model rural family medicine training pro-
gram;

In the Bronx, New York, the Montifiore Family Health Center
has been training primary care physicians for over 15 years;

And in Algonac, Michigan, the Downriver Community Health
Services provides a rural osteopathic internal medicine training
program;

The Sunset Park Family Health Center in Brooklyn, New York,
trains both dental and medical residents;

The Maine Ambulatory Care Coalition in Manchester, Maine,
started a new program replacing medical students and residents in
rural health centers and is planning to add more;

The West Alabama Health Services in Eutaw, Alabama, provides
multiple disciplinary health professional student training, along
with the University of Alabama;

And a number of health centers in the Boston area have been
working with the community-oriented primary care training pro-
gram.

In addition, we have heard from these and other health centers
stating their desire to do more teaching at the health center but
that the largest barrier has been adequate financing.

In closing, we seriously believe that the recognition of graduate
medical education payments to ambulatory Federally Qualified
Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics could have a significant
influence on the shortage of primary care providers in rural and
medically underserved areas.

We plan to continue to work in close partnership with health pro-
fessional institutions on the development and expansion of edu-
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cation and training in migrant, homeless, and community health
centers and rural health clinics across the country.

Thank you.
Mr. HUMAN. Thank you very much, Darryl.
Our last speaker of the day and our last speaker for this panel

as well is Dr. Dena Puskin.
Dr. Puskin has her doctorate in health policy from Johns Hop-

kins University. She has been with the Prospective Payment As-
sessment Commission as their rural health expert. She was one of
the people who planned the rural health summit, the report from
which we heard this morning. She has been an active participant
in White House groups helping to plan the health care proposal
that the President will be introducing later, and for her regular job
she is Acting Director of the Office of Rural Health Policy in the
Department of Health and Human Services. And she is the acting
executive secretary for the National Advisory Committee on Rural
Health.

We've asked Dena this afternoon to come and talk to us about
the recommendations of the National Advisory Committee on Rural
Health and how they fit in terms of this objective of reforming
graduate medical education so that we get more primary care doc-
tors and what are the recommendations they might have toward
this same effect?

STATEMENT OF DR. DENA S. PUSKIN, ACTING EXECUTIVE SEC-
RETARY, NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON RURAL
HEALTH
Dr. PUSKIN. Thank you, Jeff.
Well, on behalf of the National Advisory Committee on Rural

Health, I am pleased to be here this afternoon to discuss the impli-
cations of graduate medical education reform for the development
of an adequate workforce in rural America. We appreciate the at-
tention the Committee and Caucus are giving to this important
issue.

Now what is the National Advisory Committee? Well, the Na-
tional Advisory Committee on Rural Health advises the Secretary
of Health and Human Services on health care issues of importance
to rural Americans. The committee was established in 1987 and
has produced five annual reports to the Secretary that have been
widely distributed. This 18-member committee is chaired by former
Governor Robert D. Ray of Iowa, and includes members from both
the public and private sectors with expertise in rural health who
are physicians, nonphysicians practitioners, nurses, administrators,
educators, mental health professionals, and those expert in public
health. There's even a lawyer on the committee.

The committee has begun to discuss GME and plans to issue its
recommendations in its next report, which is due in December. The
committee recognizes the relative importance of Medicare GME dol-
lars, which are now nearly $6 billion compared to Federal grant
funding for medical education which is only about $200 million.

It has not yet had an opportunity to review the PPRC's latest
recommendations on GME. We expect the committee will thor-
oughly review these recommendations as a part of its deliberations
at its June meeting. Because the committee has not yet drafted rec-
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ommendations, I am unable to give you specific recommendations
at this time.

However, in its previous reports, the committee has made nu-
merous recommendations on the development of an adequate
workforce for rural America. These recommendations provide in-
sights into the direction the committee is likely to take as it consid-
ers graduate medical education reform.

Three consistent concerns emerge from the previous rec-
ommendations:

First, the need to train health care practitioners for rural prac-
tice;

Second, strong support for the use of nonphysician practitioners;
that is, physician's assistants, nurse practitioners, and nurse mid-
wives;

And, third, improved payments to practitioners in rural areas to
facilitate recruitment and retention.

These concerns will be heightened by the prospects of health care
reform, which is likely to rely on increased use of primary care
services. As documented in the PPRC report, we do not have
enough primary care physicians to fill existing positions.

Expected growth in managed care systems is likely to absorb as
many new primary care physicians as can be produced.

Moreover, these physicians will find plentiful opportunities to
work in urban managed care settings where hours are more regu-
lar and support is more available.

Even if we started today, and all medical school graduates en-
tered primary care specialties, it is estimated that it would take at
least 22 years until half the U.S. physician workforce would be in
primary care.

Thus, there is need for other solutions. The committee has had
a long-standing interest in expanding the supply and scope of prac-
tice of primary care nonphysician practitioners to meet this need.
There are chronic shortages of these practitioners.

As mentioned in the PPRC report, it is estimated there are four
to seven jobs for every nurse, practitioner, and physician assistant
that graduates.

Moreover, just as physicians choose urban-based specialty prac-
tices, it is believed that increased numbers of nonphysician practi-
tioners also are choosing to specialize in urban settings. Opportuni-
ties for nonphysician practitioners to specialize will proliferate
when specialty residencies are eliminated.

As Bruce has mentioned and as discussed in the PPRC report,
teaching hospitals are likely to use NPPs, or nurse nonphysician
practitioners, to replace the residents who provide specialty serv-
ices. These new opportunities will only strengthen the incentives
for nonphysician practitioners to specialize in urban settings, rath-
er than providing primary care services in rural settings.

To forestall the further depletion of practitioners from rural com-
munities, the committee has recommended a series of strategies to
improve the training, recruitment, and retention of rural practi-
tioners. Simply training more primary care practitioners-that is,
physicians and nonphysician practitioners-will not ensure that
rural needs will be met; rather primary care practitioners need to
be specifically trained for rural practice.
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One way to prepare practitioners for rural practice is to train
them in rural areas. Rural practice is sufficiently different from
urban practice to warrant the establishment of strong primary care
training programs in rural settings.

Model teaching practices need to be established that demonstrate
the rewards of rural practice. These practices need to be part of
health care networks that link rural primary care practitioners
with supporting specialists.

Training should be interdisciplinary; that is, all types of practi-
tioners are trained together so they can effectively work together.

Health profession schools will play a key role in developing these
types of programs because they provide the connection between the
medical practice site and the educational site.

Development of these programs might entail numerous compo-
nents. For example, telecommunications linkages would be used for
education and consultations between the two sites. The rural pre-
ceptors would be paid as faculty of the health profession schools.
Both sides would learn from each other as they share the respon-
sibility of training new practitioners.

The liaison between the entities would contribute to increased
stability of rural practices and improved retention of rural practi-
tioners.

Rural training programs will help prepare practitioners for rural
practice. However, the committee has also recognized that chronic
shortages of rural practitioners are due to a wide range of well-doc-
umented factors-not the least of which is how and where they are
trained.

Lower payments to rural practitioners for the same services,
based on historical charges, remain a tremendous disincentive to
practitioners to locate in rural areas. Therefore, the committee has
consistently recommended that rural practitioners receive equal
pay for equal work.

Rural communities have historically depressed economies, with
lower wages and more people out of work. Fewer individuals in
rural areas have health insurance, and what they do have often
provides poorer benefits than in urban areas.

Health care providers in rural communities charge less to make
health care more affordable for their patients. Medicare payments
to rural providers that are based on historic charges reflect the dif-
ferential in charges between urban and rural practitioners.

However, knowledge that rural practitioners make less than
their urban counterparts is a deterrent to new graduates choosing
to practice in rural communities. The lower payment levels to rural
practitioners makes it difficult to recruit and retain an adequate
workforce in rural areas.

Payments to rural practitioners should be based on the economic
cost of rural practice. This means the payment should reflect the
price that has to be paid to make rural practice attractive to more
health care practitioners.

This price may be considerably higher than historic charges
would indicate. Unless payments to rural practitioners are im-
proved, rural practice will continue to be viewed as unattractive by
those establishing new practices.
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In conclusion, the National Advisory Committee will consider all
of these issues, as well as the issues raised by other participants
of this workshop, as they develop recommendations to the Sec-
retary on graduate medical education.

I want to thank you again for the opportunity to participate in
the workshop. I will be happy to answer any questions.

Mr. HuMAN. Thanks very much, Dena.
And I would like to open the meeting up for any questions any-

body does have, but before I do that, I'd like to ask one quick ques-
tion of Anne Schwartz.

We've been through a whole afternoon and we've heard a lot of
reaction and a lot of support for the general concept of what the
Commission is proposing to do, from people who might generally be
regarded as being in the health policy community, people who look
at these issues and think about them on a regular basis.

At the same time, this kind of a proposal is pretty new to the
political community, to the Senators and Congressmen and their
staffs who have been coming through all day long and listening to
these proposals. And we're talking about a very big proposal by
congressional standards. We're talking about $8 billion, we're talk-
ing about really changing substantially and taking an awful lot of
Federal control over a system that's operated pretty much inde-
pendently for a long time.

I wonder what you think the political prospects are for this pro-
posal to restructure graduate medical education or if you've given
this any thought at the Physician Payment Review Commission.
What are the prospects for your program in Congress? If we can't
accomplish it all, is there any way that we can go half way toward
it?

It seems to me to be pretty much an integrated proposal whether
it stands or falls, and, yet, maybe I'm misconstruing it; maybe
there are ways to go part way there if we can't go all the way.

Ms. SCHWARTZ. Well, first of all, you should know that I bet on
Buffalo in the Super Bowl, so take anything I say with a grain of
salt. [Laughter.]

I think what has struck me over the course of the afternoon sit-
ting here is how complimentary the comments were about the Com-
mission's work from very different interests who have very dif-
ferent concerns at stake.

So from a personal level and for the Commission, that's very
good to hear. I think partly that reflects the fact that we've been
working on this over a course of 2 years, and we've heard from a
lot of different people and have been able to shift around a little
bit in response to what we've heard as very important concerns.

In terms of the prospects in Congress, I think that's really your
bailiwick. I think it's true we did develop this as a comprehensive
pro~osal which has a number of pieces that fit together. We ini-
tially started out doing a Medicare policy primarily because health
system reform wasn't on the agenda.

I think the fact that health system reform may be in the offing
makes this work better because there's only so much the Medicare
dollars can do alone. So while a Medicare only policy might be sim-
pler to do, I'm really not convinced that it would be very effective.

Mr. HuMAN. Thanks very much.
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How about anybody from the audience? Would anybody like to
ask any questions of Anne or the panelists?

[No response.]
Well, if not, I'd like to conclude with just a personal comment or

two.
I would like to thank Dr. Bob Harmon and John Kelso of the De-

partment of Health and Human Services for allowing me to come
over and work on the Aging Committee.

I would like to thank Kay Sterling and other officials of the
American Political Science Association for extending me a fellow-
ship, which made it possible.

I would like to thank Senator David Pryor for trusting me to
moderate this workshop and an earlier workshop in 1991 on Un-
dergraduate Medical Education.

And I would like to thank one of our panelists, Dena Puskin for
doing a terrific job in filling in for me on my job while I'm working
here and thus making it possible for me to be here.

Thank you very much, all of you, and I hope you've enjoyed this
workshop today and found it useful.

[Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m., the Committee adjourned, to recon-
vene at the call of the Chair.]
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PREFACE

This document summarizes the cross-cutting themes and recommendations developed from an
invitational conference on Health Care Reforn in Rural Areas, sponsored by The Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation and the Arkansas Department of Health. The conference was held in Little
Rock, Arkansas on March 10-12, 1993. The purpose of the conference was to develop a cogent
statement of the major issues which must be considered in developing health care reform for rural
areas and to offer recommendations regarding the design and potential impact of such reform for
consideration by the Administration and Congress.

The Alpha Center was responsible for conducting the conference and preparing the final report.
The 120 persons who attended the conference represented a broad and diverse range of health
professions, provider organizations, educators, researchers, and state and federal agencies responsible
for the delivery of health services in rural areas.

A background paper was commissioned by the Federal Office of Rural Health Policy to guide
the conference deliberations. This paper, Health Care Reform: Issues for Rural Areas, was prepared
by Jon Christianson and Ira Moscovice of the Rural Health Research Center at the University of
Minnesota.

The three major components of the conference - informational presentations, panel discussions,
and workgroups - were designed to assist participants in shaping policy recommendations.
Presentations by Alain Enthoven and Paul Ellwood provided an overview of managed competition and
networks in health care reform. Lynn Etheredge and Dan Beauchamp followed with an overview of
expenditure caps and global budgets. John Wennberg also discussed the potential roles of population-
based health care planning and consumer choice in shaping a reformed health care system.

Conference participants met in the following eight workgroups: Service Areas, Supply of Human
Resources, Networks Structure and Formation, Networks: Financing, Networks: Operations, Public
Health, State Roles: Service Delivery/Network Formation, State Roles: Resource Allocation. The
cross-cutting themes and recommendations in this summary were drawn from the reports developed
by these workgroups.

A planning committee guided the development of the conference agenda, invitation list, and
summary report. Members of the planning committee included: David S. Abernethy, Staff Director,
Subcommittee on Ways and Means; Nancy L. Barrand, Senior Program Officer, The Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation; James D. Bernstein, Director, North Carolina Office of Rural Health; Robert
DeVries, Program Director, W.K. Kellogg Foundation; Donald F. Dickey, Program Officer, The
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation; Linda Goldsmith, Director, Office of Rural Health, Arkansas
Department of Health; Jeffrey Human, APSA Legislative Fellow, Senate Special Committee on
Aging; Charles McGrew, Director of the Section of Health Facility Services and Systems, Arkansas
Department of Health; Ira Moscovice, Ph.D., Professor and Associate Director of the Institute for
Health Services Research, University of Minnesota; Dena S. Puskin, Sc.D., Acting Director of the
Federal Office of Rural Health Policy; Sally K. Richardson Director, West Virginia, Public
Employees Insurance Agency; Steve Rosenberg, President, Rosenberg Associates; Robert T. Van
Hook, Rural Health Consultant.

Questions or comments regarding this Summary should be directed to W. David Helms or Daniel
Campion at the Alpha Center, 1350 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 1100, Washington, D.C.
20036, (202)296-1818. A limited number of copies of the complete conference report are available
from the Alpha Center for those wanting to review the eight workgroup reports and the background
paper by Christianson and Moscovice.
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IRODUCHON

This report summarizes the cross-cutting themes and major recommendations which emerged
from the conference on Health Car Reform in Rural Areas. The themes provide a policy framework
for restructuring the rural health system within the context of comprehensive health care reform. The
recommendations offer specific guidance to assure that the goals of health care reform can be realized
by rural residents and health professionals.

To provide a central focus for the conference, it was necessary to make preliminary assumptions
about the structure of health care reform. Based on their understanding of the proposals being
considered by the Clinton Administration as it took office in January 1993, the conference planning
committee assumed that the eventual health care reform plan would contain elements of both
'managed competition' and 'global budgeting.' In their background paper for the conference,
Christianson and Moscovice list eleven assumptions that were used to provide the context for
assessing the impact of health care reform on rural areas.'

The workgroup recommendations were generated in response to these assumptions about health
care reform. For example, workshop participants assumed that the federal government would define
a standard set of health benefits, that employers and individuals would share the cost of health
insurance, and that subsidies would be provided for the poor. They assumed that most persons,
except employees of very large firms, would obtain coverage through 'health insurance purchasing
cooperatives' (EIPCs) that serve defined geographical areas. HIPCs would contract with private
health plans, which would resemble what architects of 'managed competition' proposals were calling
'accountable health plans' (AHPs). They also assumed that states would have authority to establish
and supervise these HIPCs and that, in areas where competition among AHPs would not be feasible,
the HIPCs would be permitted to set payment rates for the providers required to deliver the needed
services.

While the terminology and design specifications for these new entities may change, the basic
concepts of purchasing cooperatives and integrated managed care organizations will likely be central
element of any new national health care reform plan. We urge that those developing specific reform
proposals give serious consideration to the cross-cutting themes and recommendations presented in
this report.

CROSS-CUTTING THEMES

1. Health care reform presents a critical opportunity for addressing fundamental problems in the
rural health care delivery system.

The rural health care delivery system is burdened by persistent problems that will require
comprehensive solutions targeted not only at the financing, but also at the delivery of health care
services. For example, there is an acute shortage of primary care providers in rural areas and
many communities find it difficult to recruit and retain physicians and other health professionals.
Small rural hospitals are more likely to be financially distressed than their urban counterparts.
Rural residents are more likely to be uninsured. Furthermore, rural people must often travel
long distances to health services and have more difficulty getting there. Fundamental to
addressing such interrelated problems will be the development of the needed infrastructure and
capacity for a fully functioning delivery system. Most important, health care reform must seek
to increase and strengthen the supply of human resources in rural areas, provide appropriate
incentives for network development, channel capital investment/resources where it is needed
most, and allow flexible mechanisms for accommodating unique local circumstances.

2. Rexihility and a rmage of options will be necessary for implemaeting health care reform in
Erurl areas in order to meet diverse local needs and utilize local resources.

Health care reform policies must be sensitive to the underlying dynamics and special needs of
rural areas. The widely dispersed regions that we call 'Rural America' are characterized by
major differences in geography, natural resources, economic bases. and demographic
compositions. In addition, state-by-state variation in facility regulations. health personnel
certificationtlicensure requirements, and investments in health care training programs contribute
to considerable differences in the capacity of local and regional health care systems. Both health
care needs and resources can vary substantially from one rural community to another. Because
of this tremendous diversity, states and communities will need an array of implementation
options that they can use to restructure and strengthen their local health care delivery systems.
Allowing for flexibility in the implementation of health care reform mechanisms will be vital to
meeting the diverse needs of rural residets and straining national goals for a reformed health
care system.

The background paper is part of the full conference report, which is available from the Alpha
Center.
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3. The active involvement of rural residents and the meaningfid representation of rural
communities at the state level will be essential to assure successful implementation of health
care reform in rural areas.

Many rural residents would be displeased with a national reform plan that came to their
communities as an outside agenda developed by government leaders in Washington, DC.
Physicians, hospital administrators, and other health professionals are integral to the social and
economic fabric of rural communities. . Many rural residents are also characterized by extreme
independence and the desire to maintain control over their local institutions. Given the proper
data, information, and an opportunity to consider their various options, however, residents in
many rural communities have shown tremendous ingenuity and commitment in finding solutions
to their health care delivery and financing problems. Because the extensive change under
national health care reform will not come easily for many rural areas, it is critical that federal
and state policy makers utilize the creative energy and resources of local communities to reshape
the health care system that ultimately must serve their needs. Therefore, actively involving local
residents and giving them the opportunity for meaningful participation in the development of
regional and state health care policy will be essential to the success of health care reform in rural
areas.

4. The development of regional health care networks, which deliver prianry care through locally-
based providers, should be a fundamental strategy for restructuring rural health care delivery
systeme.

Rural health networks have the potential for improving access to needed services, utilizing
resources more efficiently, and strengthening the practice of medicine in rural areas.
Guaranteeing financial access to a standard set of comprehensive health benefits will require
providing geographic access to a range of primary, secondary, and tertiary services. Providing
primary care and preventive services locally should be a priority, because family physicians and
other primary care practitioners can meet the majority of health care needs that require a visit to
a health care professional, and they generally use less costly equipment and technology.
Regional networks would improve access to secondary and tertiary services that can not be
provided efficiently by low-volume providers. Agreements among hospitals regarding
consultations and patient transfers would assure access to surgical and specialty services provided
at referral hospitals and tertiary care centers. The formation of such regional health networks
will involve the creation of new organizational relationships, more extensive telecommunications
linkages, and improved transportation systems among providers in multiple communities.

5. Developing health care networks will require a variety of approaches from 'managed
competition Ito managed cooperation. I

It is unrealistic to think that a single model for network development can be implemented
successfully in all rural areas. A range of implementation options and incentives -from
'managed competition" to 'managed cooperation' - will be needed to create networks that
utilize existing resources most efficiently, build additional capacity where necessary, and meet
the needs of vulnerable and underserved populations. 'Managed competition' may be a useful
approach for health care reform in some rural areas, such as those served by rural-based HMOs,
having higher population densities, or located adjacent to urban markets. In such cases,
competition may provide incentives for the more extensive and even more efficient delivery of
services.

Providing incentives for cooperation and collaboration may be more appropriate for other areas,
however, especially in sparsely populated areas, or where it has traditionally been difficult to
recruit and retain health care personnel. To support practitioners in these rural areas, special
efforts should be made to provide adequate back-up services, peer support, telecommunication
linkages to hospitals in larger communities, and to arrange clinics with visiting specialists as
needed. In many communities, special provider organizations - including migrant health
centers, community health centers, and rural health centers - have been established to serve
vulnerable and underserved populations. The investments made by the national, state, and local
governments, as well as community-based organizations, in these types of facilities and
organizations have been substantial. A cooperative approach to forming networks and
appropriate financial incentives could help strengthen these vital entities.
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6. Dnramati dranges wiDl be needed to provide an adequate supplO ofprixa cwe praooderr in
rur areas.

Health care reform as currendy enviioned depends heavily on iraing the provision of
primary care services. However, dhe supply of health care professionals who can provide these
services is correctly inadequate, especially in rural areas. Health ce reform preser a critical
opportunity for addressing this shortage in a sysrtematic fashion. Graduate medical education
mrst be roriented to foam on primary cae, ad more primary care tisisg and residency
program should be esablished in rural areas. Young people from rural areas should be
ensouraged and adequately prepared to eater the health professiom. Barriers to practice must be
removed for mine practitioners, physician assistatt, and esumss midwives. Reimbursement
policie mast bo structured to compensate adequately primary care practitioners, both for their
training and the time they spend with patients. Finally, additional recruitment and retension
efforts are needed to ssure that appropriate providers reach underserved areas and are supported
once they begin praeticing there.

7. 7he henbir we linreuctur - idarin people, studuttes, and system - needs to be
strengthened In way nusl arens to arsare acrem to essential health mw servicer.

In many rurL communities, the small population size, limited economic base, ad a lack of
trained personnel natd orgnized systems have comributed to a weak health care infrastructure.
Affbrdable capital financing is needed to renovate facilities and spdate equipment. Additional
capital and human resources are needed particularly for improving transportation systems.
upgrading and coordinating emergency medical services, and developing coramunications systems
(e.g., teleradiology and compressed video linkages with referral hospitals). Besides increasing
the supply of primary care providers, as noted above, other skilled professionals are needed to
assure an adequate supply of managers, communications specialis., emergency medical
pessonnel, and othem. This will also require that educational programs are developed to train
rural residents to perform these roles.

To guide system change, additional investments will be needed to build regional end state
planning capabilities, including a data collection systems, analytic remources, and community
education and decision-eaking structures.

S. S ater should play a iqajr role in implemnenig health we refomrm i rural erens.

States will need to play a numher of important roles under a national health cwe reform plan.
especially to usure dtht the needs of rural residents are met. While the federal government
should set the overall framework for health care reform, sates must build on their traditional
roles in health cwre to implement the plan (e.g., setting operational rules for risk-bearing
organizations, regulating provider quality, providing coverage for their own employees,
providing for the special needs of vulnerable populations, training health professionals, etc.).
Staes are cioser to local communities than the federal government, integrally tied to them
through a system of elected officials, county commissionem, local social service agencies, public
health departmeets, and other community leaders. Given sufficient resources and the flexibiity
to adapt national goals to meet unique local needs, states should be able meet the needs of rural
reidens by: (I) assuring equitable access to capital, (2) training and promoting the appropriate
distrbthsion of health care personnel, (3) assisting communit es with network development. (4)
setting the geographic boundaries for health insmrance purchasing coopertives (HlPCs), and (5)
uring that vulnerahle populations are adequately served.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Define criteria for idendfing arear where c rnpension will or will not achiew the desired
results.

Given the fundamental concern that a 'managed competition' strategy may not work in 'en-
competitive' rural health care markets as envisioned for urban end suburban markets, federal end
state governmests must develop criteria for identifying location and conditions under which a
compeitively-based health care reform program is likely, or not likely, to achieve the desired
goals. Such criteria could be used for determining distinct populations or geographic areas to be
served by HIPCs, accountable health plans (AHPs), and where exclusive franchises might be
given to AHPs and/or rural providers. These criteria would also be useful for health cwre
planning and resource allocation purposes As an illustrution, workgroup sumber one on Health
Care Service Areas outlined a five-tier typology of 'regions for competition' ranging from
'frontier,' where competition would not be possible, to 'major metropolitan,' where full
competition would be sustainable.

2. Ser should have the rrpnsmaili for determining the geographic area serred by HIPCr.

If a managed competition framework is adopted for health care reform, states should he given the
rsponsibility for determining the geographic areas to be served by HIPCs. Given rteurs' inerest
and responsibifity for guiding the allocation of health wce resources such control would be
appropriate given the HIPC's function as a principle mechanism for pooling and allocating
financial resources. States should be given the latiusde to create sub-state regions for HIPC
development, raking inw account the boundaries of current health care markets, coisting provider
and network relationships, and the needs of vulnemble populations.
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3. EFaHbta h aational and stare health personnel policy goals and aloase truiningiands to assUe
adequate sappl of pn y are provide for r areas.

A health cae reform program that appropriatety places primary care and preventive services as
its priority will increase the demand on an already limited supply of primary care providers in
rural areas. To ensure an adequate supply of primary care providers, the mbnber of family
practice physicians and other primary care practitioners must be increased dramatically. It is
Unperative to establish national goals for the health professional workforce consistent with the
general population needs and to allocate education and training dollars accordingly. In concert
with these national goals, states should establish state-specific goals that take into account the
needs of AHPs. States should also be given the authority to oversee the allocation of training
resources so as to increase the supply of primary care providers serving in rural areas.

4. Reoriurdt medcal education to focrur on prinary care and to provide dirialst experience in rowl
prodctrs.

Graduate medical education (GME) must be restructured from its current hospital-based focus to
include more ambulatory training sites in rural areas. Additional funding should be allocated to
rural-based training programs for all levels of primary care professionals, including physicians.
eurse practitioners, physicin assistants, and certified nurse midwives.

5. hrrder strong aIcentives for stases to adopt sepe-of-practior law wih nationally recognived
riteria thdt enable 'nridleveiprociitioners (e.g., nurse prrtabtroners physiclan asatanss
errfied arse dwive) to praci semiadependently at ar remote from physician

preeptors.

If nurse practitioners, physician assistants and certified nurse midwives are to be an important
resource for unproving the supply of practitioners in rural aras, it will be necessary to overcome
the current stoe-by-state variation in certification and licensure requirements. Recognizing
national certification standards and adopting appropriate tope-of-practice acts at the state level
would remove inappropriate restrictions currently nodified in law and improve the mobility of
this important supply of personnel.

6. To qgado as an AtP serving a orl regiona plans must agree to make asiable the foil
range of -rdocs for aol people in th designated geographic service area, pro a the
appropriate level of servicer - espeially primary care and preventive servicer - through
locally-asedproviders whenever feible.

Explicidtly requiring AHPs to make available all of the services prescribed in the anticipated,
national 'tandard benefit package' would increase access to a wider array of health care services
for many rural residents. At a minimum, primary care and preventive services should be
provided at the local level, with the understanding that in communities whict cannot support a
general hoaspital, such as those in sparsely populated areas, higher acuity inpatient services would
be available at a regional referral center or an urban-based hospital.

One way to give priority to local providers would be to allow well-qualified rural practitioners
(e.g.. those who have completed residency programs andlor those who are board certified) to
have the first option far bidding on conntrcts to serve their established markets. It may also be
the case that suhd a priority statts would give local providers the opportunity to establish rural-
based AHPs or develop rural-based networhs that selectively conact with suburban and urban-
based providers for tpecialty care services. Sucb arrangements could help preserve existing
doctor-patient relationships, as well as referrl and collegial relationships already established by
rural practitioners. In this way rural providers would be given the opportunity to take an active
role in reforming and strengthening their nsmmunity'n health care system.

7. Given the tulauewbilly of some row!r providers, rules should be estab'lshed to protest them
f anesaoblelcal ris

The Ewposition of 'urban' provider risk sharing models that pas significantly higher financial
rios to individual providem may force some rural practitionem to go out of business or move to
other area. If these providem leave, it may be difficult to replace them. Many rural solo
practitiones and group practices in rural areas still operate outside of managed care systes and
are inexperienced in dealing with the dynamics and financial incentives that drive HMO and PPO
syst.ms. There is a major concern that such rural providem may not readily adapt to capitated
payment syat.m or those involving substanial perfoemanco-based 'withhold' syatm.
Poilcydmak , should he aware of this extemnely senitive Issue.

S. Same ari trill requirv exeirsive firoachit arrtnges far ARPr andlor provider netwrsh
nervri rurol areas.

Where markets are 'nona-cmpdriive,' franchises should be granted whereby certain AHPs
and/or providers are given an exclusive option of serving local residents. There are many
quemtiom about the ways sach exclusive contracts should be atructured and awarded. What time
limits would he reasonable for giving local providers en extdusive option an serving their region,
before opening the arm up to outside provider groups? What discretion should local
reeldents/consumrsa have in the development and Mornimei of franchise agreemmts?

While ftrn is may he necessary in more remote. undeserved, or vulnerble es. it is not
necesarily the cue that thin will be the dominant modal in All rural areas. Again, a csotinuum
of regulatory aind financing options will he needed to accommodte the diverse r. ge of local
xtaoen.
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9. Without the abity to indude popukthioa covered under Medicare, Medicaid, and the Fdera
Esukye ealth BReets P'gna, any nuzi areas wrigl have an inadequate population
base to provide suffiient leverage on provders to pacipote in AMPs, or other proider
arrangenerma under controat to the HrPC.

Major policy decisions center on the issue of whether or tist the financing resources for those
currently covered under major federal progrsns (i.e.. Medicare, Medicaid, and the Federal
Employees Health Benefit Program) would flow into HIPCs and require these individuals to
receive their care through the contrected AHPs or other amoangements made by the HIPCs.
Because eserollee in these progratos often constitute a targe percentage of insured persons in
rural areas, the prospect of rural providenr escaping' refirms by establishing specialized
practices to sarve mainly, or exclusively, exempted payer populations is particularly disturbing.
If these major payers operate outside of the HWVAHP system, the desired competitive
approach, where otherwise feasible, may be undermined in tome rural areas. Given that such
progratns epresent a signtfilcat proportion of provider revenumes in rural areas, special attenrion
to the impact of program exemptions and the payment policies of programs tht are exempted is
warranted.

10. Rural providers opting our of Alfs should be subject to regulatory oversight on pricas and

As noted shove, the question of whether providers would join an AHP must be considered in
light of the alternatives ailable to them for opting out of such systems. Two scenarios would
he possible: one is where providers can obtain sufficient income from payers exempted from
HIPCs; the other is where providers choese to serve HIPC enrollees, but operate as tolo-
practitioners. It is generally believed thas providers opting out of managed care systems that ate
under conract to the HIPC would need to be subject to regulatory overright, such as rute
regulation and controls on capital expenditures for plant and equipment, in order to assure
compliance with cost containment and quality objectives.

The stringency of such price anad capacity controls could provide ntrong incentives for AHP
participation. Conversely, tight price controls on payments could jeopardize goals for
recruitment and retention of rurad providers, especially if prospects appear better elsewhere.
Tbhrefoe, apecial attention should be given both to payment policies for health insurance
programa exempted from the HIPC and to the HIPC's policies for reimbursing providers who
serve HIPC beneficiaries, but do not participate is an AHP.

11. Statas should oversee the allocation of health core capital to soppoe rural infrastrucrmr
development.

Access to capital financing with affordable terms is a critical need facing rural health care
providers with limited capital reserves. Older rural hospitals have a difficult time in maintaining
and upgrading their plant and equipment, and both rural hospitals and physicians find it difficult
to obtain newer and more advanced health care technologies. Rural cummunities with little or no
esahblished base of networked providers Or alterantive health plans will likely require greater
capital investments to upgrade or convert their existing facilities and form network systems.

Staten should be given the authority for ensuring the availability of adequate capital resources and
for allocating those resources so as to support appropriate levels of health care services in
underserved rural areas. States would identify areas needing infusions of new capital and create
mechanisma for channeling investment funds to them. Important sources of capital include state
bonding authorities, Medicare capital payments, and the portins of payments made by other
insurers or heanth plans to cover providers' capital expenses. Policymakers should be aware of
the severe need for capital to build the rural health care infrastructure and how the financial
incentives they create under hendth care reform will be vital to strengthening or weakening the
capacity of rural providers to meet local health care needs.

12. To ensure that antitrust lao are not an undue hinderonce for rural network devlopment,
changer infederal andler tate stA t and supervision maybe needed.

Some believe that antitrust enforcement practices of the Department of Justice and the Federal
Trade Commission have discouraged the formation of the kinds of joint ventures and other
arrangements vital to network development. Others contend that antitrust rulings should have
had little impact on collaborative relationships among hospitals and other providers. The
extensive development of new nerworhk that is anticipated, however, may require special
attention by both federal and stare law makers. One option would be modification of federal
antitrust laws. An lrternative would be for states to exercim state action immunity' for
arrangements it considers desirable, but which might otherwise be ruled unlawful under federal
law. To create such an immunity, a state must both articulate its policy to allow a particular
anticompetitive arrangement and adequately monitor and oversee the resulting
organinationtirrangemtent.

13. Any national service progran should place a priority on strengthening the infrastructr for
rural health.

Rural health care shoudd be given priority under the development of any national service program
that would attract college graduates and owhers into public service. Given that improving rural
health care is a major national concern, any such program should seek to strengthen the supply
of, not only health care professionals, but also managers, engineers, planners, and others vital to
strengthening the rural health care infrastructure.
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REFORMING GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION:
REPORT OF THE PHYSICIAN PAYMENT REVIEW COMMISSION

The Physician Payment Review Comnissiot has developed a compresdensive policy
intended to result in a "yanem of graduate medical education more responsive to societal
needs. MTi policy is designed to limit growth in residencies, sift the balance between
subspecialists and generalists, and facilitate training in ambulatory settings (PPRC L93).

Although the Commission was created in 1986 to advise the US. Congress on reform of
Medicare's method of paying physiciams its mandate has ince beent substantially epanded
to encompass a broader set of interrelated policies affecting the financing delivesy, and
quality of health services, One issue area, to whirh the Commission has devoted
considerable attention over the past two yeas mnerns physician supply. specialty
distribution, and the financing of graduate medical education.

With the national debate on health system reform, these issues have greater resonance.
Broader system reform offers the potential for more effective solutions by including all
payers us new financing strategies for graduate medical education and by developing
different systems of servsce delivesy for uninsured persons who historically have relied on
teachinginstitutionsastheirusual soureof care. ltisdebatealsoprovides animportant
opportunity that was missing in the past to coordinate supply and training policies with
those affecting payment for physicians' services, accss to care, and cost containment.

THE CONTEXT FOR CHANGE

The Commission based its initial work concerning graduate medical education and
physician supply on three working assumptions

a The number of physicians exceeds or will soon excoed that reqtuired to
meet national health care needs.

* The nation in training too many medical subspecalistm and too many
specialists in some surgical fields relative to the number of prssoauy care
physicians.

* Many physicians in both prinary care and other specialties lads
pprrate training esperiencs to prepare them for practice in
tsbuitomy settings (PPRC 1992).

Current and past federal policies have had limited impact on theme problems. The US.
physician-to'opulation ratio will continue growing through the year 2020. Thin unchecked
growth in physician supply may undermine other efforts to bring health care ca under
controL Anothercencern is the continuing deciine in the proportion of physicians trained
in generalist fields, which is already lower in the United States than in other indutrialiced
nations. Spiraling growth in the number of residencies, primarily to meet the servse needs
of teaching institutions, has frustrated efforts to constrain supply and shift specialty mis.
Moreover, despite disssssion about the need for more training in ambulatory settings,
medhanisms for financing graduate medical education harve made it diffcult to move
training out of the hospital.

Substantial changes in the financing of graduote medical education will be required to
reverse these trends and theme should be censidered a neessasy element of broader health
system reform. Policies that treate weak incentives for change will not suoceed in securing
the supply and distribution of physicians suited to meet the population's health needs.
Bold actions that bring together thnse making the decisions about the ereation of residency
slots with those financing training are essential.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REFORM

The Commission has envisioned a new system of gradduate medical education that limits
future growth in supply, rationalizes the allocation of residency positions, and makes
entities sponsoring training more accountable to the nation's health care needs, It inciudes
five components

* a congressionally set limit on the total number of residencies to be funded;

* a federal body that, using both objective data and input from interested
parties, would determine the distribution of these slos by specialty;
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* decisions by ascrediting bodies to sciect those residency slots to be funded
on the basis of educational qualit

* payments for the direct costs of graduate medical education to approved
residencies from a national financing pool to which all payers would
contribute a percentage of premiums or payments for medical care
services; and

* mechanismssto provide transitional financial relief to teaching hospitals that
lose residents but still must meet essential service needs.

Each of these elements is desamibed in greater detail below.

Ltmts on lthe Numbr and Mit of Residents to Be Funded

An oftercriticized feature of the arrent GME syntem is the absence of a fink between

doeisons about financasg and those detemnlng the uPPly and ouit of residency positions
(Anderson ea aL 1990) The number and mit of residents are determined by a complex
prooess involving the decisions of peivate arediting bdiestrn prograni directors,
adotisrators of teaching institutios and state and federal governments. Because this
prooms is fragmented, there is no effot to enrure that the number sad mit of residency

positions meet national health needs, Instead, the residency approval process rha been
primuarily driven by the aervace seeds of teaching ainations that can develop programs
of acceptable quality.

Graduate medical education is largely financed through patient ca revenues generated
by hospital. The federal gverenmeent is the largest explcit f rnaaeing source for paduate
medical education through the Medicare progam. Brefly Medicare recog t the caStS
of training under two mechdansn (I) direct medical education paymasta to hospitals for
residents redsbfacultye1arsnsadmiattverex nd institutional overhed and
(2) an indirect medical educntion alustment to per Caw paymens In 1991, Medic re
paid approsimately 1.3 billion in direct medical education payments and $3.33 billion in
indirect a4ustmentu, The Departments of Veterans Affairs and Defense also finance
training is institutions operated by these agencies In addition, federal grants under Title
Vfl of the Public Health Service subsidize training in prinary care fieldL

Other payers have less esplicit mecianinsm for financing paduate medical education.

Teaching hospital charges to private payers, for example relect the direct costs of
paduate medical education (e.g. residents'jstpends) although thes payers do not idendfy
and aeparately pay for these mots. Since mos state Medicaid progran pay hospitals

below cost, these programs provide little support for graduate medical education, even
when their payment methodologies reogne direct rots. Many ates, however do

provide direct support for amen residency propgras, particularly those in family practie
(Barnett and Midtling 19S9).

Ajter coridteing several altemnative medhimia for ereatinga link fiancin d
the number and mit of postons, the COMno dtesrmined that lindte on the total
number of residency positions are -enI Moreover. dlierate decisons should be

made shout the ditrition of these positions seen. specialis. All postioni apoved

* past of an open, deliberatve pre should be funded for the ull ienth of training,

Paying for a fixed number of redn would be similar to policies of other Western
nations. In Britain for example, the gernment fiances all raidency kota and mals
thenm eroftraining post byspscialty Mandalay 198K) In Canada, moresidency
positions are fended by provincial mitnres ofbenlthwith the number of positions funded

detenmined in annual noeotiions among medical sctsoo, associadons rep enting
physicians, and proinl governmens (Ryten 1991).

The expienes in thee systems _au t that when GME firancing is used to ruPPINt
policy ojectives, panena of training mee these pals Even though the trend toward

specialiation in Canada during the 1960 was similar to that in the United Stas cha
in the financing and control of GME during the I97k (combined with other health system
reforms) bave led to markedly different career choioes bew Cansdsm and U5S. medical

students. About ha of Canadian medical girsdoates beeme primary care physicians,
coepared with les than one-fourth of their American peem (Whitcmb 1992).

In this constry .ainilar poicy rld be established with three elmentu. a congressionally
determined limit on the total number of residency dos allocation of these slt st
spediaties by a federal body esablished for this purpoe and allocation of slots to

indiual residency progam by accrediting bodies. Thee re descibed below
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Congressionally Determined Umlla on Total Number. The US. Congress should set
in statute a limit on the total number of residencies to be funded and scitieve this by
suquencing reductions over successive classes of first-year residents. Reductions in the
number of frust-year positions combined with limits on the number of positionsby specialty
will limit the number of trainees in every postgraduate year. Sequencing cuts would
provide for a transition period and avoid the possibility that residents already in programs
will not be able to complete training due to elimination of positions. If implemented in
1992, a policy that limited the number of first-year residents to US. graduates plus tO
percent would have required cutting about 2,500 positions. Over time, this policy would
reduce the current number of residents by about i 11OO to around 75,000.

Although the Commission has concerns about the number of medical students graduating
annually and the long-stem impact this will have on the stoci of physicians it does not
recommend setting the limit for first-year residents below the number of US. medical
graduates Assuming that medical school enrollment does not increase, all graduating
students should have the opportunity to complete their training. There should also be an
additional number of siots above the number of US. graduates so that the United States
can fulfill its obligation to train health professionals from abroad. This policy would not
discriminate against international medical graduates (IMOs); instead IMiswould compete
for residency positions against U.S. graduates just as they now do either through the
National Residency Matching Program or by direct application to individual programs.

Allocation of Slots by Speciaity. Decisions about the number of residencies per
specialty should be made by a federal body created for this purpose. This would permit
more deliberative analysis of the appropriate allocation of slots than would be possible if
this were set in statute. It would also allow flexibility to resident allocation over time.

This new decisionmaking body would meet regularly in an open foran, using objective data
and input from interested parties in its deiaiosnakjt It should also have research.
pianning and evaluation functions and either fund or conduct analyses to inform future
decisions. Ismues of interest might include the impact of changing practice pattens and
shifting demographics on supply and distrbution, leksons to be learned from stafling
patterns in managed care organizations, and the implications of delivety system changes
for the content and length of trinting in different speciahties

In considering the functions ofthis dedisionmakingbody, the Commission looked at everda
different alternatives for how it should be structured and its relationships to fie Congress
and the Department of Health and Human Sevices. It could be a commission that
provides advice to the Congress. A promising model is the Defense Base aosure and
Realignment Commission. Its reconmnendations are subject to congressional approval but
cannot be amended. If accepted, its recommendations are binding as statute.
Alternatively, it could be a commission that advises the Secretary of Health and Human
Services. Or decisions could be made by an independent federal agecy. This is the
model suggested by those advocating creation of a national health board as a key element
in system reform; if such a board were created, this body could be one of its subunits.

Accrediting Bodies. Once the decision is made about the number of positions to be
funded for each specialty, a second tier of decisions will be required as to which specilic
positions in these fields should be funded. These decisions should be made on the basis
of educational quality by the bodies that &=credit graduate taining, The goal woudd be to
protect high-qualty programs, making necssary cuts in more margital progams An

enample may help illustrate this process First, the fedenr body would determine the
number of residents to be fumded per specialty for example, 100 residents in Specialty A.
This would then be communicated to the residency review committee (RRC) for that
speciaty (or other tcacediting body, as appropriate). If 125 positions were currently

available in Specialty A, it would be the responsibility of the RRC for Specialty A to rank
programs based on quality measures and then go down that list approving sots unti 100
positions were selected. Presumably, the RRC would have the fieibiity to fund all
positions in the best programs or to spread att. aross all programs

Making the profession a prtner in this pro ns has several advarntage Awediting
bodies, such as the Accreditation Council an Oraduate Medical Education and its
residency reviw commitnees, already have accns to information and the expertise needed
to evaluate training propants and would be well-positioned to make informed hoicce

about which should be funded. In addtition, it would keep the federta government at an
arms' length from decisions sbout the aontent and quality of training

Another important advantage of this approach i itr implications for antitrust enforcement.
The profession has long argued that it cannot limit the number of residenciea because this
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would be considhred a restraint of traue. But this prorea would be federally sanctioned.
Thereforec it a the Commsiaon's usderstanding that bemause the federal govensment
would be asking the profession to make these choicse, the RRCa and others making them

would not be subject to antitrust action. To darify this relationship and ensure that
decisions are made based on policy goals, it may be desirable to draw up a contract that
specifies responsibilities and expectatiuos

Paywr Pool

All payers should share the costs of graduate medical education, reflecting the principle
that all who benefit from graduate medical education should contribute to its costs.
Currently, aome payers may escape from supporting GME by avoiding indusion of
teaching hospitals in their networks. This could be exacerbated under some approaches
to system reform if plans continue to aeek a competitive advantage by directing patients
to hospitals that charge less because of the absence of teaching costs.

All payers, induding self-insured employers, should coottibute a permentage of their
payments for medical care to a national pool. For example, a I percent aet-aside would
generate about 8 btllion per year to aupport training. (Although the total cost of graduate
medical education has not been estimated, educated guesses range between S5 billion and

$9 billion). The funds in this pool would be used to pay for the direct costs of graduate
medical education for residency positions approved as part of a process in which
policymrakers, the medical profession, and other interested parties participate. Because

Medicare would contribute to this pool like all other payers, it would no longer make

direct medical education payments to hospitals.

Enperiences at the state level suggest that where there are explicit and predictable aources
of funding for graduate medical education. these have been successfully used to leverage
changes, For eample in Buffalo New York where hospitals receive explicit ME funds
under the state's rate-setting mechanistnm member institutions of the Graduate Medical
Dental Education Consortium of Buffalo haves writnen agreement to contribute a share
of their GME funds into a common fund for specirl initiatives such as training more
primaycare physicians developing ambulatosytr ining sites, and reaching out to minority

students Rate setting has also enabled the state of New Jemiy to set strict caps on the
number and mix of residencies funded.

Breaking the link between payment for hospital services and the financing of graduate

medical education creates two additional questions: ho should receive the payment and
what methodology should be used for determining payment amountLs Because local
circumstances will determine the effectiveness and desirability of making payments to

either the hospital medical school or training program payments could be made to any

of these entities. Making payments available to programs and medical schools would
facilitate training in ambulatory settings. In addition. Medicare's current payment
methodolog. based on hospital-specific historical coats, should be replaced by a new
standardised payment per resident.

lng HosPIa Servbce Neft Wdlth Fewr Rau t

Reducing the number of residents and usiftngpoidorsfrom subspetaltyfieldstoprimary
care and from itpadent settings to ambulatory sites will be disdtpive to teadsing hospitals.
Because these instutions' reliance on hose officers to meet dinical servace needs has
been a major impedinment to changes in resident supply, pelty mix and the ite of
trainng. an effective policy should also addm these needs. Thnsitional relief funds
should be made available to teaching hospitals that lose residency positions as a part of
thin prorceas Preference should be given to those hospitals with a disproporiossate shre
of indigent patients.

Teaching institutions could respond to the lkom of residents by elimiinating services or by
using highly skilled nomphysician practitioners (NPPs) or community phyin. There is
a growing lit orenr do-nting the favorable experience teaching hospitals have had
using onephytsian practitioner on the wards, in critical care and in surgery. Under
certain circurstances, noephysician practitioers may actually be preferable to residents.
Some faculty would rather work with noophysician practitioner who have a lower
turnover rate, greater famiiarity with deparonental procedures, and more dinical
experienre than junior residents (Silver and McAtee 1988). Using NPPs maty also ensure
that residents have richer educational esperiencss by freeing them from routine tasks that
lose their pedagogical value after a certain number of repetitions (Cawley 1992).
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There are cinical. financial, and practical reatsons that cation against relying too heavily
on NPPs as substitutes for residents. Some may require additional training to assume
responds ibity for complex cases that call for more advanced medical decisionmaking or
technical skill. While these concerns may lessen in the future with incrasing specialization
among advanced pratice nurses and physician asstants, additional attending physicans
may be needed to assume responsthilities that require medical training.

Another barrier to using more norphysician practitioners is the view that they are more
espensive to hire than residents. First unlike residents who bring Medicare paduate
medical education payments to the institution, hospitals do not always receive an esplicit
payment for the es a of NP Second. nonphyscian praners commund far higher
eslaries than residents and work many fewer hours, For etample. the average national
sasrty for physician assistants ranges from 145,000 to U49.000 compared with the average
stipend of about 129.000 to 131,000 for second- and third-year residents (AAPA 19J2;
AAMC 1991). But, NPPs may ost institutions less than salaty figures sugest because
they may be more efficient than residents or require less faculty supervision. Finaly, it
iS undear whether a aufficient number of NPPs will he willing to step into new johs that
might be created by the loss of 11,000 residents (the reduction envisioned under the
Commission's proposed limit). Anecdotal reports auggest that demand for NPPs is
already outstripping supply. Whether NPPs will be willing to aceept jobs oreated by the
loss of residents will depend upon the competitiveness of salaries and the attractiveness
of these positions relative to other opportunities.

In addition to giving more responsibility to nonphysicihn practitioners, a number of
teaching hospitals have tried other strategies to ensure service coverage for units
previously staffed by residents. At the Medical College of Virginia for example a
nonteaching service has been developed as oneof several curriculum esperiments designed
to increase resident's training time in ambulatory settings, reduce inpatient dinical scrvice
demands, and mitigate tress. Patients are admnited to the nonteasching service if their
core has less educational value for residents; many are admitted for special procedures
that require minimal stays. Faculty physicians receive backup support from nurse
practitioners, subspecialty fellows, and senior residents who are freed from other
responsibilities and paid extra for their services (Fallon 1992).

These experiences suggest that teaching hospitals can continue to meet their service needs
even when the number of residents or residents' work hours are constrained by enternal
forces. But the transition to new staffing and scheduling arrangements takes time and
money. In New York implementation of resident work hour regulations, coupled with new
requirements for continuous supervision of residents and 24-hour availability of
intravenous, phlebotomy, and messenger/ transport services, has cost approximately S225
million; this figure represents about a 2 percent increase in total hospital expenditures
(NYSGME 1992; Thorpe 1990).

A portion of funds from the payer pool should be made available to institutions that
downsise or dose residency positions but still have essential service needs that must be
met, as least in the short term. The Commission's estimate of the impact of limits on the
total number of residents on the Medicare program indicated that if this policy had been
fully implemented in 1992 it would have saved about 1403 million in Medicare payments
to hospitals (about 10 percent of total payments). Of this, 5165 million would have been
saved in direct medical education payments and S318 million in indirect adjustments.
Making a portion of these funds available to teaching hospitals for several years would
provide a cushion during which teaching services could be reconfigured, restaffed or dosed.

Transitional relief lunds could be channeled by a formula related to the number of
residents per occupied bed or by extending payments for the initial complement of an
institution's residents (even though some or all of those positions would be eliminated) for
a time-limited period. To be effecaive and equitable. relief should be available only to
certain institutions. Payments should be made only to those that actually lose residents,
not just those that have positions that were not funded. Hospitals servitg the indigent
should be given preferemial consideration.

In addition, it may be desirable to expand existing federal programs, that support
nonphysician training to increase the supply of nonphysicians trstained to staff tertiaty care
centers. These include institutional grants, student loans and scholarships and the
National Health Setvice Corps. Many of these programs lost substantial funding during
the early 1980s and have not yet been restored to their previous funding levels.
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0P01A1ON OF TME COMWSSIOWS APPROAC

Federal policies are needed that not only sgnal preferences but also lead direcdy to
reductions in resident supply, changes in specialty mis, and additional trainrig
opportunities in ambulatory settings. A process that restricts the total number of residency
positions and links the power of public financing with informed decisionmakers within the
medical profession will help achieve these gpals.

There are limits, however, to what these proposed reforms in GME financing may
accomplish. Goals could be subverted if residencies not approved for funding from the
payer pool are financed from other revenue sources. This has already happened in New
Jersey where, under the state's all-payer hospital rate-setting authority, the number of
residencies was capped at 2,610 in 1986. Since then, 200 additional positions have been
created, all financed from faculty practice plans and granta (AGMEC 1991).

Steps could be taken to prevent programs from finaincing positions beyond the statutorily
set limit. Ideally, only positions funded from the payer pool would be accredited. Students
would accept unaccredited positions at their own risk as they would be unable to sit for
specialty boards. There is no obvious legislative lever, however, to compel aoneditors to
do this. Financial penalties could be imposed on institutions creating or continuing
positions not approved for funding from the pool Funding could be reduced for every
unapproved slot, for example. This would be similar to the approach used in Ouebec,
where the number of ministry-funded positions has been reduced for each nonministry-
funded position created (Ryten 1991). Similarly, the state of New Jersey has plans to
reduce payments to hospitals that exceeded state-set caps (Vaun 1992). Other alternatives
might include making programs that fund residencies outside the system ineligible for any
funding from the pool or making the institutions where these residents train neigible for
Medicare participation.

Moreover, graduate medical education financing is only one of many factors affecting the
supply and specialty mix of physicians. Although the availability of training in any field will
dearly influence students' care decisions, specialty choice and practice locatdon are also
affected by factors such as expectations of income, perceptions about the prestige,
intellectual content, and quality of life aspects of particular fields other educational
experiences; and sociodemographic characteristics and personalit trats (McCarty 1987).

Thus. achieving policy goals will also require dcanges in both medical education and the
practice environment to complement reforms in graduate medical education financing

Of concern to many is the need for policies that will make primary care careers more
attractive. These include rewards for primary care practice in the form of equitable
payment and for primary care academicians in the form of surfficient research funding
Such policies would send a mensage to medical students that primary care careers are as
intellectually challenging, financially rewarding and important to society as those in
subspecialties.

The federal government can dearly effect change in some of these areas. Adoption of a
resource-bssed method for calculating the practice expense component of the Medicare
Fee Schedule, for example, will improve payments for primary care physicins. Adoption
of the fee schedule by other payers will also enhance income for primary care specialties.

Other changes are less amenable to federal policy, particularly gives the limited resources
available for new initiatives. Medical educators thus must take it upon themselves to
foster student and faculty development in primary care. Promising strategies include
predinical exposure to primary care, family medicine clerkailips, preferential admissions
policies, and appointment of primary care faculty to key administrative posts.

Finally, changes in GME financing will take many years to affect the national stock of
physicians. This is because physicians have unusually long work lives; the average 35-year-
old physician can expect to practice almost to the age of 70 (]letke et al. 1987). The
length of time required to dcnge specialty distribution suggests that efforts to retrain
physicians already in practice may also be needed to achieve policy goals within a
reasonable period.
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I am pleased to appear at this workshop to comment on the Physician Payment Review
Commission's (PPRC) proposal to reform graduate medical education (GME) and on increasing
the supply of generalist physicians, particularly in rual areas. I am Robert M. Dickler, Vice
President for Clinical Services at the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC). The
Association represents all of the nation's 126 medical schools, 92 academic societies, over 350
mnyor teaching hospitals that participate in the Medicare program, and 140,000 men and women
in medical training as students and residents.

Many medical schools and teaching hospitals have recognized the need to encourage physician
education and training in rural settings. An AAMC compendium, Aeademic Indatves to
Addres Physiian Supply In Rural Areas of the Unied States, conains descriptions of 250
initiatives at 65 educational institutions that ar addressing the problem of physician supply in
rural are and provides a state-by-state listing of institutions and sites that offer physician
training opportunities in rural area. An updated compendium is expected to be issued in Fall
1993. However, it must be stated that changes in the structure and financing of graduate
medical education will not by themselves solve the problem of the current maldistibution of
physicians between urban and rural arms. Many flctors influence chice of prsctice location
in addition to the site of residency training.

(91)
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Our present system for graduat medical education and is financing has much to commend it.
However, the system needs to da Te Asociati ro s the present "yCtoM has fild
to produce the number of generalist physicians ta society believes it will need in a med
health cam rstem. To that end, the AAMC has comiited itself to identiying ways to
the ignificant of gealist physiians a practitionrs in the United
Stat. A recent Association policy statement calls fori

an overall national goal tht a maority of graduating medical students be committed to
gnrist t (fhaily mediine, g interal med and genel diatric) and
that appropriate efforts be made by all schools s that this goal an be reached within the
snrest Possible time.

Tbe policy docment identifies and recommends strategies for the Association, IFool of
medicie, graduate medical education progsams and the practice environmet to fcil
reching the goal. It alo calls for private c anintions mid govemnntel bodies joipng
together in a prership to liminat tbe many arrie tht eist to meg th need for moe
genmalist physicians. Among te rtcommended satie the undcagraduat level, medricl
school should

* adopt an instituiam commitment ho elp ect he imhalanoce between
net d non-generlist pratit e;

* a4ust admission cieria to inerease the atriculaktion of applicants who wish to
pe genenalist - ; and

* provi appropriate demic reoognitieo for idolarnltip, tehing and role
modeling among faculty in the genesalist eiaties.

At the graduate medical education level, the report recommends that:

* residency programs for genralit phys should be designed explictly to
ensure acquisition of the knowledge, skills tan attitude required for practice; and

* residency programs in the generalist specialties should maintain their current
capacity for tining residents while effortr to incresse the atractiveness of these
specItie are implemented.

Tkb rsport also stresse the importne of chbsges in the practice envaueiment to encourage
more students to enter the generalist specialties. One of the most obvious impediments to
increasing the number of generalist physicians is the markad disparity in income expetations
resulting from our cursent system of physician payment. Although the resourcebased relative
value system (IBRVS) promised to narrow the income gap between generalists and non-
generalins, imsplementation of the new system has thus far not produced the anticipated gains
in payments to gencralist physicians. The AAMC Supports an accelerated transition to the
resource-based fee schedule and an expansion of the RBRVS concept to all other third-party
payers.

Some changes in the funding and eusr of graduate medical education (GME) will almost
certainly be required to encourage the shift toward more genealisti, strmulate more residency
traiting in non-hospital sites, and provide the re ources for other initiatives designed to make
geSnialist training programs more attractive to medical Students. Strategies for GME will be
crucial in ahilting the balance of the physician work force to achieve the goals of health care
reform. The AAMC believes that the PPRC report analyzes thse issues well tnd that the
commission has formulated its recommendations based on thoughtful and extensive deliberation.

As part of its charge, the AAMC's Advisory Panel on Strategic Positioning for Health Care
Reform currently is debating many of the policy issues discussed in the PPRC report to
Congress. in particular the need for a tream of revenue separae from patient care funds to
support GME, and the need for and the potential role of a central body in establishing work
fore goals. Although the AAMC debate pertaining to these and other related issues is not
complete, I offer the following comments on the PPRC recommendations for changing the
structtre and financing of GME.

Al-payer pool. The AAMC agrees with the PPRC that all public and private health care payers
should provide their appropriate shamr of Support for the direct coet of graduate medical
education. Society must understand that supporting graduate medical education provides fully-
tramined physicians to meet its health ctre needs and must encourage all health ctre payers and
oth sources to participate in that support. However, the AAMC also recognires that it is
becoming increasingly difficult to persuade payers to provide sufficient funding for GME.

In a price conscious environment teaching hospitals and other physician training sites will be at
a disndvantage because they offer special services, such as medical education, that increase their
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c . Hoqitels hase taditionally incouporated tahe coosta in ibm change oifpstr ictues-,
but as new payment metbods-mach a capitatio and disounling-re adopted, bospial' ability
ID pan along or shift these cotas p pari who are willing to pay wi be severely limned. In
addticon, ambulatory wnunga and giber practice stes will have even m difficulty absorbisg
Obm Was

Like the PPRC commissioners, nany in the academic and policy aking communities believe
a *ng natinal fund sul be mae Gs sepnrately from patient car revenue.
A q e fund for te added cins of physician would able ot h ls and
other -lasng sites to I cpmt e readily. A s t po would peovide compreiensive
ftmdin aI tO te cormect revenue bse for thiningbwimy be incompce and flx.
However, with a ratimel pool, tiraing would dqaend a single minec of revenue that would
be one of many competing priceities in the at rte over fdesal spending. The AAMC
alao nacoriza t1t .niy pl inues would need a be resolved bexe sh ch a
inad, including the size of the pool, bow iunds dasld be raid and distributed, and the

enposit govepame: and salling of the entity responsible fr the fund.

Cmgressly-ddtsradin b en au tetal _Wbo fad eaddency posinon. Tbe
AAMC vie tbis r _ommmndim as intermingling two sparate but related issues tde overall
supply of physicians mid the specialty distribution of die physician work frce. Limitn the

mber of firt-yr rendency postion an aggega amount will nK notMrily en that
students will choose generalist care. In addition, there we three diient paths through which
graduating medical studente tmirresdendin students may ene g specialties with
the ientim of practicing generalist medicine; at adunts nay cot a generalist taningD
Frgm with te itMi Of npding one-year beite sWving m as another specialty (A
tlratuiinl yar); or studen simply may caer a firt-year generlist training s with no
specific car choice yet in mind.

Tbe AAMC insrs witb the PPRC in acknowledging tt all graduating medical sdnt should
hav the opportunity ID complete their ial board residency tang lmaia. Cumant AAMC
policy do that haling for GE should be lt ID graduates Of medial schools approved
by 1k Lawo Commitlor on Medica Education ULCME) or the American Osteopathic
Association (AOA). The acreditation laI of these two bodies asures that th medical or
osteopathic shol is pruparing lb graduatesto as opt tt responsibilities of residency tlaining
programs coducted in the Unil States. Additionally, 1k Association believes that only
residents in programs approved by die Accreditation Counc m Graduate Medial Education
(ACME) or the A-m- Gnopathic AssOiatk'a Conmitice en Postdoctoral Training
should be fended. Accreditation by the ACME or the AOA ensums that ruidency tralniag
porams mofb qulity nd 1kt redenu rceive t dadeqa supervision and
educatim that upon completion of their iaiing they may peaclice induendently.

Federul allocation of r I dency I slab by sclaly. As indicated eariier, the ned for
ead the potntial role and srture of a body 1tk would aca trining slob is being debated
wIthin tdo Asuodation. This diae fose sn the neda for clh a aontrol msechanis if, as

many believe, th market fo inherent in managed competiton will realign the caeer choices
of graduating medicidents inward the generalist specialists. An additional issue t1e
Association is considering is the relationship of a body that controls residency training positions
to the potential role of regional, state and/or local bodies in work fuero planning.

Mme PPRC analysis of altemative Structures for the pr d naional body capture very well the
nature of our interal 'isuon. Important isurcs include th role, compositon and staffin of
a fedeal body. Ai advisory commision, co of private citizus representing various

eonstlces, would reect the publicpiva partership of ke camu t stem of physician
t-hnng. The AAMC agrees with the PPRC that ne promising model is the Ddense Base
Cloue and Realignment Commission.

Fasadins of residency sl by bodies based en educationl quality. The AAMC
does not support the PPRC recommendation that de bodies tb mredit th educational quality
of resdency traing programs should miee decisuo regarding which specific positions in each
specialty should be funded. The AAMC believes d the ACGME and AOA should a-redit
programs solely on te basis of whether te programs meet the established educational criteria.
Program accreditation and bealth work force plaming should be separate activities for two
rease s. Wile the ACGME and its tendency review, commit (tRCs) hav experie to
evaluate graduate otrnn programs, there is no method for ranking program quality above the
normative standards tlat all approved programs must mob.

Altenatively, the PPRC suggests that *tb MRC would have 1e flexibility to...spread cuts s
all pr°grams.' qi. 70) Given its current coeposition, 0Dganition and stucture, the ACGME
is not a suitable entity for making funding decisions for specific positions. Substantial
recoganization of the ACGME and the tCs would be nessary.

72-182 95-4
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Tlnstonal Rellef. The AAMC supports the PPRC recommendation to make temporary
transitional relief funds available to teaching hospitals that lose residency positions as a part of
the recommended fundamental changes in the structure and financing of GME. There is no
doubt that teaching hospitals' service needs would be affected if the PPRC recommendations
were adopted. The commission suggests that teaching hospitals would be expected to respond
to the loss of residents by eliminating services or substituting highly skilled nonphysician
practitioners or community physicians. Questions regarding how much funding is provided,
under what circumstances and the period during which funds are available are serious issues that
must be resolved. Some problems may not be solved easily. For example, some hospitals that
have major service responsibilities to patient populations who are unable to pay may not be able
to attract physicians or other health professionals to offset the loss of resident trainees.

Additional Observations

While the comments above reflect AAMC views on the PPRC major GME recommendations,
I also would like to make some observations about some specific points made in the chapter on
reforming GME. They include the issues of what entity should receive the payment,
encouraging training in ambulatory aettings, weighting of direct GME payments by specialty,
variation in per resident cosa, and the indirect medical education adjustment in the Medicare
prospective payment system (PPS).

Who recsive the paymoet. Like the commission, the AAMC is engaged in internal debate
over the issue of what entities should be eligible to receive payments for direct GME costs.
While increased flexibility in the eligibility for payment probably is desirable, care must be taken
to maintain the alignment between costs and payments to sponsor of GME training programs.
Some costs, auch as residents' and supervising facties' slarics, re easily tranaured among
entities. However, infrastructure Costs assocat with the physicn training program, such as
maintaining space, administrative systems, and allocated overhead, often cannot be passed along
to other entities, but remain at the st In this regard, the AAMC has concer about the
commission's conclusion to permit payments for GME costs to be made directly to the program.
As the commission notes, this option particularly would complicate the already difficult
relationships between deans, hospl administrators, and departnent chairs.

Encouaging training In the auhatory setting. The AAMC agrees with the commission that
the financing structure of GME neither stimulates or fully supports ambulatory training. The
Associatioo's Task Force on the Generlist Physician noted that appropriate training for the
gnlist physician should include substantial ambulatory care experienes, community-based
rotations and other non-hospital activities. Payment system for hospital services may present
impediments to encouraging the development of ambulatory training sites. Mechanisms
employed to finance the costs of GME should ot ate nor perpetuate barriers to shifting
training to the ambulatory setting. It is possible some flexibility and modification of payment
system may be necessary to adheve this objective.

Weighding of direet GME pay _ by speciay. The AAMC is pleased that the commission
has concluded that prefemsittal funding fur primary ce positions (weihting) is an undesiable
approach to linking the mix of residents to GME financing. Since 1989, the AAMC has
mainained tht weighting Media hospital payments for GME by specialty will not affect the
decisins ior medical tdn make with to specialty chcdce. Ther already are many
existing unfiled training slots in the generalist spec-iaes. As the PPRC hs conduded,

weighting would have little impact on the decsons of hosptal administrtmrs and reasidency
program directors.

The AAMC also applauds the commission's rejection of the options of paying only for pimary
ce positions or only for the first three yea of t . In an instnes residents d be

supposted in their training at knst until they are cable of the indeqendent practice of medicine.
The Assation believes that this level of comp ce is atined when resident trainees have
completed ufficient training to be eligible to sit for their initial specialty board in their chosen
discipline.

Vagkoe hi per d cods. Mmn AAMC believes that the conclusion of the Departnent
of Health and Human Services regarding variation in direct costa per resident, as Ie ored by
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the PPRC, are incomplete. In addition to differences in accounting practices, there are

legitimate reasons why per resident costs vary among institutions, including how medical centers

are organized and how faculty costs have been paid historically. There also is a methodological
issue in determining the cost per resident. Two hospitals may have the same costs, yet have a
very different mix in terms of the number of residents that they pay for, thus resulting in
variation as a result of the denominator.

The PPS indirect medical education (IME) adjusmenl. The AAMC is pleased the

commission refrained from making recommendations to redirect or restructure the BIE

adjustment because it was not designed to support.teaching per se. This adjustment frequently
is misunderstood by policy makers and has been recognized increasingly by some as a payment

for graduate medical education. Its purpose is much broader. Both the Senate Finance and the
House Ways and Means Committees specifically identified the rationale behind the adjustment:

This adjustment is provided in light of doubts...about the ability of the DRG case
classification system to account fully for factors such as severity of illness of patients
requiring the specialized services and treatment programs provided by teaching
institutions and the additional costs associated with the teaching of residents...The
adjustment for indirect medical education costs is only a proxy to account for a number

of factors which may legitimately increase costs in teaching hospitals (Senate Finance
Committee Report, No. 98-23, March 11, 1983 and House Ways and Means Committee
Report, No. 98-25, March 4, 1983).

In conclusion, the AAMC commends the commission for a thoughtful analysis of the structure
and financing of graduate medical education. The Association recognizes the frustration of

government policy makers in assuring the public has access to generalist physician services and

concurs that the current system for the training of physicians needs to be reevaluated in the
context of health care reform. The nature of graduate medical education is changing. Many
factors in the current environment are contributing to changes in how graduate medical education

is conducted and how it may be financed in the future. Residency and fellowship education is

a system of learning by participation in the care of individual patients and, therefore, includes
elements of both education and service. However, as hospitals increasingly ar called on to
improve efficiency, residency programs are under constant pressure to balance service and

education. Additionally, while graduate medical education is organized primarily in hospitals

and has been focused mainly on inpatients, its involvement with ambulatory patients is and
should be increasing.

Strong residency programs require continuity of effort and stable support. If future generations

of Americans are to have appropriate access to wel-trained physicians, we must maintain and

strengthen our medical education system, including its residency training component.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify and I am pleased to answer any of the
committee's questions.
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Highlights

The Council's seven major findings identiy a series of deficiencies in the currentphysician supply medical edecation financing and health care reimbursemnt systems
which hinder health care access. The Council 'sfindings conclude thar the Narion has:

* Tofe-w generueists(e.figmilyphysicins general inernisus and generalpedatri-
cians) and too many nonprimary care specialists and subspecialists.

* Access to care problems in inner-city and rural areas that are growing despitesubstantial increases in the total physician supply.
* Too few underrepresented minorty physicians.
* Shortages in certain nonprimary care medical specialties, including general sur-gery. adult and child psychiatry and preventive medicine, and among generalist physi-

cians with additional geriatrics training.
* An increasing physician-ta-population ratio, which will do little to improve the

public's health or increase access and will hinder cost-conainment efforts.
* A system of undergraduate and graduate education that can be more responsive tothese regional and national workforce needs.
* No national physician worlkforce plan or sufficient incentives in medical educationfinancing and health care reimbursement to attain the appropriate specialty mi4 racial/

ethnic composision. and geographic distribution of physicians.

068"

Based an these findings COGME recommends adoption of the following national
physician woriforce goals. The United States should:

* Move toward a system in which 50 percent of physicians practice in the generalistdisciplines offanily medicine general internal medicne and general pediatrics,
* Increase to at least 50 percent the percentage of residents who complete a three-yeartraining program in family medicine general internal medicine and general pediatrics

and enter generalist practices.
* Improve physician distribution to eliminate primary medical care shortage areas

and urban/rural disparities.
* Double the number of entering underrepresented minority medical students flm1500 to 3OW00 by the year 2000 a goal established by the Association of Ameraic

Medical Coleges.

* Increase the numberofgene surgeons, preventive lmicus Msecilists adt and
childpsy ais and genral intenisandfmily physici with addnal geriatrics
training.
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* Maintain the osteopathic and allopathic physician-to-population ratio at curren
levels.

Rocomrenndatlons for the Nation
The centerpiece of COGME's recommendations is the establishment of a workforce

plan, rational medical education infrastructure, and financing strategy to attain the
national physician workforce goals. Recommendations include:

* Establishing a National Physician Workforce Commission and State Commissions
to determine local, regional, and national needs.

* Implementing the workforce plan through local, State, or regional academic consor-
tia, which might include one or more medical schools, teaching and community hospitals.
health maintenance organizations (HMOs), community health centers, and other educa-
tional and teaching institutions or agencies.

* Allocating residency positions and graduate medical education (GME) funding
based on State and regional workforce needs and national goalsfor aggregate physician
supply, minority recruitment and retention, and specialty distribution.

* Encouraging allopathic and osteopathic medical schools to not increase enrollment.

C Capping Medicare (and other) funded first-year residency positions at 10 percent
more than the number of U. S. allopathic and osteopathic medical graduates.

* Providing undergraduatefinancial incentives, including loan and scholarship pro-
grams, to recruit and retain more underrepresented minorities and graduate more
generalists.

* Providing GMEfinancial incentives, through Medicare and other payers, to train
more generalists andffewer nonprimary care specialists and subspecialists.

* Increasing incentivesfor primary care practice and service in inner-city and rural
areas, through physician payment reform, reduction of administrative burdens, National
Health Service Corps (NHSC) scholarship and loan programs, ton reform, and differen-
tial Medicare and Medicaid reimbursementfor practice in shortage areas.

Speoffic Recomrendations for Modical Educators
A physician workforce plan and financing strategy will help our Nation respond to

societal needs for more minority and generalist physicians and for access to more
primary care services, particularly in underserved inner-city and rural areas. Achieving
these national workforce goals will also require the commitment and leadership of our
Nation's medical educators. The Council's vision of a medical education system that is
responsive to our Nation's health care needs in the 21st century will be reflected in the
institution's:

* Mission statement and strategic plan.

* Recruitment, admissions, and retention policies.

* Medical educatiom objectives and curriculk.

* Faculty composition and reward system.

* Medical education and teaching environment.

* Linkages with a variety of teaching sites.
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Executive Summary

In 1988, when COGME issued its first report to
the Secretary of the Department of Health and
Hunan Services (DHHS) and Congress, it ex-

pressed concern dtat physician specialty and geo-
graphic matldistribotion was growing despite an in-
creasing aggregate supply of physicians. At that
time. concemns about access to health care and ns-
ing health care costs had not yet ben dtrust into the
national spotlight. Similarly. physician workforce
policy was not high on the national agendal

The historical context of this report is vasdy
different. Today. dte health care system is ac-
knowledged to be in crisis. While health care ex-
penditures exceeded 5650 billion in 1990 and are
projected to reach S1 trillion in 1995, 37 million
Americans renain medically uninsured, and mil-
lions more face bahoers to basic health care. Far-
theroore, the Nation's basic health stoats indica-
tors, which are in sonme measure influenced by
access to health care, lag behind most economrictly
developed countries. There is now recognition that
health care reforn to ensure aW Americans access
to basic care is not possible without physician
sOrlforce reform.

It is in this context that COGME has bhen
examining physician workforce supply and distri-
bution and its impact on ensuring access to care for
al Americans. Over the pass two years, the Coun-
cil has focused on the following seven major ques-
lions:

1. Do we hove an adequate rnix of general-
ists and specialists to provide the most efficient and
the most cost-effective system of quality care for all
Americans?

2. Wlsat inpications do probkems of occess
hove for recommendations on physician workforce,
supply. and distribution?

3. What is the stats of minority representa-
tion in medicine and what effect does it have on
minority helthas well as the health of the pubhic in
general?

4. Wha are the supply ns dofspecific medi-
cat specialies?

5. Do we currently have adequate numbers
of trout physicians? WsiD the projected wspply of
physicitans be atdequate?

6. Cm our medical education system be more
responsive to the health care needs of the Nation?

7. What are the factors that hove hindened
efforts to matain dte appropriate composition, spe-
cialty mix, and geographic disnibution of physi-
cians to ensure access to care for all Anmericns?

Over the two-year period since its last repotr
the Council received a bhoad range of input. This
included solicited papers covering supply and de-
mand for physician workforce, barriers to access to
physician services. and updated ned-based require-
ments for selected specialties. The Council limited
its review of wntkforce assessments to the follow-
ttg specialties: genrafanily practice, general
intenual medicine, general pediatrics. general sur-
gery, obstetrics/gynecology. adult and child psy-
chiatry, preventive medicine, and the a of geriat-
rics as an added qudiftcation to family practice and
interaal medicine.

The Council received significant testimony at
plenary sessins and before its three subcommittees
on Physician Manpower, Medical Education Pm-
grams and Fanancing, and Minority Representation
in Medicine. Representatives from major organiza-
tions and policy-making bodies, including the ma-
jor allopathic and osteopathic hospital and medical
educaaion organizations and major specialty orgn-
nizations. hove testified on aspects leading to Ntis
third report. Major foundations have provided ter-
timony. including the Josiah Macy. Jr. Foundation,
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, the Pew
Charitabe Trustst ced the Kellogg Foundation. Rep-
resentaives of State and local concems. osth as the
New York Stare Counmil on Graduate Medical Edu-
cation and the National Conference of State Legis-
arems, also testified. In addition. COGME has

reviewed the ae reconmmndations from medical
educators and poticymakers on medical education
reform policy.

This third rempo to Congreon and the Secretary
of DHHS provides the Council's findings, goals.
and reenromendations to address these major physi-
cian workfonce issues of today and the underlying
priciples th guided ito deliberations.
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Findings and Goals

Finding No. I

The Nation has too few generailsts and too
meany spedadiat

Goad: The United States should move toward a
health care system in which 50 percent of physi-
cians practice in the generalist disciplines of family
practice, general internal medicine, and general pe-
diatica. Consequently, as toast 50 percent of resi-
deacy graduates sheuld complete a three-year tramin-
ing program and enter practice as geanndists.

* The growing shortage of practicing generl-
ists (i.e., family physicians, general internists, and
geaernl pediatricians) will be greatly aggravaed by
the growing percentage of medical school gradu-
ats who plan to subspecialize. The expansion of
managed care and provision of universal access to
care will only further itcrease the demand for gea
eralist physicians.

* increasing subspecialization in U.S. health
cam escalates health cam costs, results in fragmen-
tation of services, and increases the discrepancy
hetween numbers of rnual and urban physicians.

* A rational health care system must be based
upon an infrsstructure consisting of a majority of
generalist physicians trained to provide qualily pri-
mary care and an appropriate mix of other special-
ists to meet health cam needs. Today. other spe-
cialists and subspecialists provide a significant
amount of primary care. However, physicians who
am trainsed practice, and receive continuing educa-
don in the generalist disciplines provide more com-
prelhtesive and cost-effmtrvr rare than nonprimary
care specialists and subspecialists.

Finding No. 2

Problems of access to medical care persist
in rural and isnter-dty areas despite lurge
Increases in the number of physidcats
nationally.

Goal: All primary medical care shortage areas
should be elminated and disparities between the
metopolitan and onnmetropolitan distribution of
physicians should be reduced.

* Access to primary care services is especially
difficult in rural and inner-city areas Many factors

crrtribute to the problems of access. including eco-
nomic and social circumstances of rural an inner-
city areas as well as the shontage of minarity and
geanralist physicians.

* Minority physiciasns and physicians in the

three primary care speciales (family prctice gen-
enal internal medicine, and general pediatrics) re

more likely to aerve inrer-city popunlations. Family
physicians and general surgeorns are wore likely
than olher specialties to serve nral popuslltiOns.
The decline in numbers of general surgeonts enter-
ing rual practice is lirte recognized and has Sig-
nifirant implications for access to trauma services
in rural settings and to the fiscd viability of rural
hospitals.

Consqaently, more minority and generalist
physicians must be educated and educational pro-
grams should specifically address skills needed in

thes settings This must be accompanied by suffi-
cient incentdves to enter and remain in inner-city
and rural practice and the development of adequate
health care systems in which they can practice.

* Access to one important component of pA-
mary medical care, obstetrical services, has heen in
the national spodight. Problems are greatest in
rural and inner-city areas. Canuses include eco-
nomic and sociocudlural factors and the availability
of obstetricians, family physicians, and nurse mid-
wives. While the total number of obstetricians
continues to increase, the proportion providing ob-
stetrical sevices decreases dramatically with the
number of years in practice.

-Less than 10 percent of obstetricians practice
in runal setings. Consequently, family physicians
historically provide the majority of runa obstetrical
care. In recent years. however, the proportion of
family physicians providing obstetrical services has
also markedly declined. Wbile rising malpractice
claims clearly have constibutod to tbe decreasing
provision of obstetrical care, othe factors such as
anpredictable hours, also seems to have contrihuted
to these decisions.
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Finding No. 3

Tbe racial/ethnic composItion of the
Nation's physicians does not reflect the
general population and contributes to
access problems for underreprsented
minorities.

Goal: The racial/ethnic compositic of the phy-
sician population should reflect the overall
population's diversity. The Nation should adopt
the goal of the Association of American Medical
Cofleges to double the nmmber of first-year enter-
mg undereptresemted minority medical students from
IJ500 to 3,000 by the year 2000.

* Although African Americans, Hispanic
Americans. and Native Americans compose 22 per-
cest of the total population and will constitute ai-
most one-fourth of all Americans by the year 2J00,
they represent only 10 percent of entering medical
studentes 7 percent of practicing physicians, and 3
percent of medical faculty.

Increasiog the percentage of underrepresented
minorities in the medical profesion is vital as a
leans of improving access to care and health status
of tbese vulnerable and mnderserved populations.
Minority physicians tend to practice more in minor-
itymudenaerved areas, reduce language and cultural
barriers to care, and provide much needed commu-
nity leadership.

Strategies to increase minority enrollment
must emphasize increasing and strengthening the
applicant pool, the acceptance rate from within this
pool, and the student retention rate. These strate-
gins musi take into account disproportionately high
rutle of poverty, poor health status, poor schools,
and a continued lack of acces to educational and
career oppotunimties. They must include both tradi-
tional ahort-term efforts and long-term strategies
targeting younger students emly in the education
pipehne.

Finding No. 4

Shortages exist In the specialties of general
surgery, adult and child psychiatry, and
preventive medicine and among generalist
phyicians with additional geriatrics
training

Goal: The percentage of physicians trained
and certified in the specialty fields of general sur-
gey, adult and child psychiatry, and preventive
medicine, and the percentage of family physicians
and general internihss with additional geriatrics taiin-
ing should be increased.

.The future growth in general surgical services
is likely lo e.ceed the growth in the supply of
general surgeons. Aging of the U.S. population
will increase demand for surgical services, nod the
number of physicians in general surgery is inad-
equate to meet a growing need for trauma care
services and for surgical care in rural areas. The
training curricula for general surgery need to be
broad-based to ensu that graduates have suffi-
cient knowledge and skills to mnanage the wide
array of surgical problems that may be seen in rweal
and inner-city reai.

* Tbe burden of psychiatric illness in both chil-
dren and adults indicates a need for monre psychia-
trists and child psychiatrists. However, effective
demand for psychiatric care is constrained by lim-
ited insurance coverage.

* Continued shortages remain in the field of
preventive medicine, which includes specialty ar-
eat of public health, general preventive medicine,
occupational medicine, and nerospace medicine.
Tbese physicians make sigeaficunt contributions to
our Nation's year 2000 health objectives. Although
four qualified students apply for each training slot.
the greatest bartier to training physicians in preven-
live medicine is the virtual absence of GME fubd-
ing.

.Additional emphasis is warramted in the urea
of geriatrics, given the aging of. the population.
Family physicians and general internists must be
trained to provide comprehensive care for the eld-
edly. Strategies should be developed to train more
generalist physicians and supponr those who are
interested in pursuing additional training in geriat-
nics.

Finding No. 5

Within tie framework of the present
health care nystem, the utrrent physician.
to-population rado In the Nation is
adequate. Further increases in this ratio
will do little to enhance the health or the
public or to address the Nation's problens
Of access to heath care. Continued
increame in this ratio will, In fact, hinder
efforts to contain costs

Goal: The aggregate idiopathic and osteopahic
physician-to-population ratio should be maintained
at current levels.

* Efforts to solve problems of accesa to health
care by increasing the total physician supply have
been largely unsuccessfd. A growing physician
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ose-sopply is projected. which veill hiodeneffon, to
contain costs.

* Consequently. the number of physicians edu-
cated should be reduced. Strategies to improre
access to cute should. instead, focus on altering the
specialty mix. racialethnic compostion. and geo-
graphic distributioo of physicians.

Finding No. 6

The Nation's medical education system can
he more responsive to public needs for
more generalists, underrepresented
minority physicians, and physicians for
medicafly underserved rural and Inner-city
areas.

Goal: Undergraduate and ganduate medtcaledu-
cation should increase its emphasis uponr meeting
regional and national physician orkfomve needs.

* The Nation's system of undergraduate and
graduate mtedical education. taking place in 141
osteopathic and allopathic medical schools and in
mome than 1.500 inssttutions and agencites. has te-
sponded effectively to mtny of the Nation's health
care needs. During the past 25 years. nor Nation's
medical education system has responded to public
demands to increase the numbers of physicians.
advantee biomedical research. and develop new
medical technology. Thes responses have resulted
in a doubling of the physician supply and the estab-
lishment ofa biomedical research and medical tech
nology inftastructure that is unsanpassed.

* Today, the medical education system must
respond to the Nation's health care and physician
workforce needs in the 2 Ist ceotury. Thes include
the need for more minority and genenalist physi-
cians. mwre pitmaey care resceach, and increased
access to primary cme. particularly in underseved
rwdal and utban connunities. Changes in the insd-
tuional mission, gods, admissions policies. cwn-
ticulum. faculty composition and reuward system.
and the site foe medical education and teaching are
necessary to respond to thes needs.

FInding No. 7

The absence of a national physician
workforce pian combined with financial
atnd other disincentives are barriers to

mnproved access to care

Gord: In order to improve access to care, a
national physician woekfwrce plan, infrastructure,
and appnach should be established that contbinen
financial and other incentives and disincenives to
achieve national physician worcfotce goals.

-There i no national physician vorkfoncc plan
for the United States to meet the current and prt-
jeeted future health care needs of the Amencan
people. In addition. there is no coordinated finunc-
ing strategy and intrgroted medical education y,-
tem to implement such a plan. Instead. such critical
policy issues as the aggregate physician supply and
specialty mix are the result of a series of individual
decisions made by the 126 allopathic and 15 osteo
pathic medical schools and neanly 1,500 institu-
dons and agencies that cutrently sponsor w affdiate
with GME training progrnts.

* The medical education financing and health

care reimbutsement systems creae sigtificant bar-
riers to students who wish to become geneculists,
physicians who wish to pwactice in underserved
areas, and to the provision of basic prtimary care
and preveative sevices to all Americans.

Y ~~~~~~~~~~~~~10
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Recommendations for the Nation

A nadequate supply, mix, and distibution of cat and osteopathic medical schools. At the
physicians and other health professionas sai. d e, medical schools sholdd mantaint
is needed to ensure basic and essential and expandtheicommiueto reruiting mi-

health care to iln citirens. Deficiencies in the noritysttdentsandttaiinggeneraliss
Nation's medical education financing nd health
care teimoursement systems significantly hindr *fhe total numberofenttryesidencypositions
our ability to achieve this fusndamental goal. mbe s hddeltimtedtothenumberofUS.ailqpthic
Councilrecontmtnds the following measures which and osteopathic medical school graduates pls
if implemented, would establish a nationsa physi- 10 percent (exceptions shoidd oe mnde for ex-
dan workforce plan and infirsaticture to m the changevisitorintewatoalumedicalgraduates).
Nations basic health care needs in the 21stcentury. Physician Wo irkfre.
National Physician Workforce In
loss 2. Congress should establish a National Physi-

I. The Naion should adopt the following over- cia Workforce Comimssion to develop and inc-all natiow physician workfotce goats to ensure the ommend the necessaty policies to anan the ta-
proper supplyn mph ysician w isorieugoa to ensureaw tional physician workforce goals. project msld moni-
needed to ensure access to basic and affordable taroPsc an porkfolce iends, and revise the
health care for all Americans: worfoce goaw nd poucies as necessary, Wunew entity should:

a. The provision of health care in the United
States should he hased upon a system in which a Saivet aanadvisorycapncity olthe Secretary
Sflpercentofphysiciunspracticeinthegeneral of DHHS and all appropriate congiesuional
ist disciplines of family practice, general intar- commintees with juridiction involving under-
nal medicine, and general pediatrics. graduate and graduate medical education.
b. Al primary care shortage areas should be b.MakerecommncndatiosonPerlandother
eliminated and disparities between the ntee financing of medical education.
poliNtn and noninetropolitan distribution of c. Have brod representation, including physi-
physicans should be reduced. c , medical educators. stidents. nesidets.,
c. The riadaethnic composition of the phys'- arad representatives of hospitals, HMOs, com-
cian population should reflect the overall muityhealthc ,bus slbor,govem-
population's diversity. The Nation sholdd adopt meat. thdrd-prty payers, snd consumets.
the Association of American Medical Colleges d. Have an adequate Slate and regional phyi-
goal of increasing the number of first-year en- Ci11 woriforce data bane lim which to evalu-
tcing undetrepresented minority students from ate umd; and mke recommendStdon5
1 iX) so 3,000 by the year 2000. e. Have sufficient sitff and fundingtopmPrUt its
d, The petcentage of physicians trained and effectveoperation.
certified in the specialty fields of general sur- f. Coordinate its recortarndaions with the
gey, adullt andcchildpsychiatryanndmpreventive Physician paymetnt Review Commission and
medicine should he increased, the Prospective Payment AssessmenrtComaim-
e The percentage of fnmily physicians and lion.
general internists who receive additional train. g. Replace COGME and assume its charge
ing in geriatrics should be increased. 3. Sta should he scuaged to c ia h
f.Theagte allopathic idosep phy- Srte or regional Physiciin Workforce Contris-
sician-,o-population ratio shouldbem ainained sion to study physician wor ce needs trenads
at current levels. Consequenly: and eos wortfrce gonla, The State Conainaion_
. These should be no increase or the aggregate should hove broad representation of hey leaders in
number of first-year enrollments in U.S. medh- medical educatio, and sepreseitatives of prrfein
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sional communities, bospitals, HMOs. community
healdh centers, business, labor, government, third-
patty payes. and consumers.

4. The Nadtonal Commnission should be respon-
sive to Ibe wmkfoece needs identified by State Comn
missions and develop a mechanism to facilitate
cooperation and collaboration between itself and
the State and regional entities.

5. General principles that should be consideed
by the National Phyiian Workforce Commission
include the following:

a The national workforce plan could be imple-
mensed through local, State, and regional acz-
dentcconsortia. Eachwacdeircconsortiamiglt
include one or more medical sehools, teaching
and cot ty hospitals, commusnty healtb
omters, HIMOs, and educational institutions
from primary school through college.

b. Under this plan, residency positions and
GME fnaling should be allocated bhsed on
Stateandiegionalworkforeeneedsandnatonal
goals for aggregate physician supply, minerity
recntirns, and specialty distribution.

c. A'd payeo should contribute toGME, includ-
ing Medicare, Medicaid, private insurers, self-
inrured employee plans, and HMOs and orher
msanagedlcoordinarted care systems.
d The funds from the Pablic Health Service,
Health Care Financing Administation. and pri-
vate nsonCe shohld be tilized to ssist in meeto
ing overall physician workforce goals.

Fi cing the Physician
Wokfer.re Plan

6. A multifaceted incentive/disincentive up-
proach should be used to achieve thme workforce
goals. The nf upact of any financing strategy
must, therefore, be to support the following goals:

* To increase the nnmber of undesrepresented
minoritien recrnited

* To increase the numbner of medical graduates
entering generalist medical practice to at least
50 pecenl and concurrently decrease the pern
rentage who choose subspecialties

* To increase the number of general surgeons,
adtlt and child psychiatrists, and preventive
medicine apecialists.

* To increase the number of family physicians
and general terins receiving additional traint
ing in geriatics.
* To eliminate primary medical care hosrtge

limts

Financing strategies most address undergrada-
ate and graduate medical education, as well as the
physician practice sening. The following is one
approach toward achieving these goals. The Coun
cil expects to continse to study additional options

as pats of its future work.

A. Undergraduale Medal Education

7. Each nedical school should establist and
aonin objectives for the composition and specialty
mix of its graduates in support of the above national

g. Financial incentives mast be raligned to
reward medical schools for recruiting more
andesrepreqented mineoties and for graduating more
fnanan fanily physicians, genenal intedists, and gent
nrd pediatrcians. The m jr revenae sonrces of

undergraduate moedical school budgets are Federal
and State funds and income generated from faculty
practice plans. Federal and State strategies to in-
crease minority representation and the production
of generalists mast focas on these funding strems.

9. Primaty cam tcholarships and/or low inter-
est rate loan should be established for students
who commit thnmselves to generalist carers. Fand-
ing would have to be repaid if the graduate chooses
a nouprimary care specialty or subspecialty.

10. Public and private incentives should be
increased to assist medical schools in raising tbe
minority applicant pool, selecting more minorities,
retaining mare minority students, and expanding
the number of minority faculty.

a. Funding to thd DHHS Centers of Excrellence
program should be increased to reward medical
schools for demonstated excellence in educat-
ing minerity medical ntadents.

b. Fanding to the DHHS Health Camers Oppor-
tunity Programs should be increased, and the
program expanded to secondary schools, such
as magnet high schools, with expertise in pr-
paring underrepresented minority youngsters
for the bealth professions.

c. A national minority rcctuioentfcoukselig
advisrrycleanringhouse hould bestablished to
assislandbetseprepepoentialmedicalschool
applicants from undeerpresented minority
populations.

d. The private rector should be encouraged to
snppeet the nationwide replication of pognams
that have been auccomsftd in increasing the mi-
arity applicant pool.
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e. Active colahoration among maior medical The following is one apinoadh toward these goals:
goups, such as the Amencan Medical Associa-
tion socition of A rn Medical Co- a. Medicare direct and inrect GME payments
lops. National Medica Alsociation Auocin- should belinitedtoresidency tainin for initial
tion of American d nPf'hysicians and ttte certification or five yeas, whichever in oo.
tinterAnerican CoIege of Physicis and Surt Rtesidency programs in preventive medicnegneronseshcan Cobege o(Physdich ie gand onf should also tncmive Medicare GME payments.
incsuilthnl heont oreuewth rtentolt Ther should he exceptions to initial certif-e ca

tion limits for taining in child psychistty and
I1. Government aInd ast medical scoos -

in developing actitical mann of facutty in the gener- b. Increased direct medical edlcation (DME)
alst disciplines. Tht, crtitcal tlats of stung4 aca- payyments shonldhe allocated tofismly peactice
densi faculty will assiat in providing an ehm dta rs- ncy
tina tilieut td fosters selection ofaPrimatyre re
speciality. c. Increased DME paynmenta shold be alto-

a. Ftnding thnough the National Institutes of
Health and tde Agency for Health Care Policy
and Rneserch ahould be increased for research
in primary cae health saevices delivery, and
patient cae outcomes, as well as for the devel-
opment of research faculty in the primay care
diapincs
b. rite VIl grans to ansint in the development
of Depsetments of Family Medicine should be
meaintend and new funding shosdd be made
availableto asistinasrengthening Divisions of
Genend Internal Medicine and Pedintria.

cued to internal medicine and pediatric tesi-
dency pugnuams dbu develop an agredspon
cutrictdus that secifically np tens giadaten
for prieaty cae peactice. Thene increaned
peytme witteinurweprogsnforthdehigcr
costa of traiing in the primary cut setting.
d.Incentivea iesaladbemaeavallbteto
renidents n family ptractie, intemt mtdicine,
and pediatrics, who aip a contract indicating
their intention to cornplte their thteyear pss-
gran and enter generalist pratice with a year-
by-year payback for those who choose to
sqbspecialli

c. n, n pyment reton ssm amnuneant e. Becanae residents in allopthuc family prtc-should be extended to private payers to corect tce and osteopathic gFneal p- programs
ftttealitimbetiveeritheincomegeneraredby are mse iely to remain gmsnealist physicians
gennlit and suhspecialist faculty practice mnd practice in needy tural an than othr
plas physicias incentivertoincrewneenumberof
12. Goveanment should assist medical achools fthilypraciceandostenpat-generalpractice

in their effobs to increase education in ambulatory residenuts hould be a high, short-term priority.
and communtity ttings. f. Because of the sigainfcant decline in internal

a rTide Vl grants for predoctorl education medidne and pediraic gradut comploing
sholdbeepandedteasstmedisalchoolsin ber-y r t&K and entering generailst
enhancing educmtion in tbe primary ca re - ceesnddneecnarmm wthntm ecdoo-
ciafies. ingomto eltboshdiaipinaaeoney
b. Legbbdon for Are lt h Education Cen- encnaragedtoreview tdrnirwce eerln s for
terr suld be modified and expanded to f gdli- eerlsts mnd auhpecialits and to developlaii cnticsdumadnainingopposstadaecononen-
tte oamnty-baed psinmoy cae eduation nm with thoae teds.
for medical stdelnts at every medical schedl.

15. To facilime the eapanalon of a Idnry/
B Gradsttae Medcl Edladl outpatient GME and to encouage innovative pro-

13. M. number of Medicare and oder funded gram devdeopstent ad growth, all tdGd GMB
fie t-yeeantyreecyporitionaaddbecapped prog n inclhding Me baed m commaity at-
at lOpeceatmoredthn d me berof U.S allesihc nn abotdd be elgible for Medicare direct med
and osteopathic medical ceool graduaten. indirect GMB reitburaement

14. FInacing strategie aheuld r 16. ases in dhe Medicare pottion of GMB
that atk loast SOpenveent of medicalelrarbta ald financig should be budget tasand. Savings in

ple a shee-yeatreaidency prognam and enter direct and indiect GMMB floescpping data and
gnealit praice and that de perscnge who emn_ q Pa'mentn beyond die WnUal tifia-
cdobn errrocmseatdem
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tion or five years (ith the previously noted cep-
tions) should be directed to:

a, Training conducted in primary care ambula-
tory/cotnmunity traindng sites.

b. Innovative programs to train generalist phy-
siciansforrund andturbanmedically oalerseived
areas.

c Innovative proganus to increase minority
representation in the physician workforce pool.

17. Ftnancing strategies should suppor the goal
of increasing Om percentage of residency graduates
in the specialty fields of genenl surgery, adult and
child psychiatry, and preventive medicinet and the
percentage of family physicians and general inter-
aists with additional geriatrics training. In addition

to the previously mentioned apprnaches:

a Incentive salaries should bermsdeavailableto
residents who sign a contract indicating their
intention to complete theiprogram in the above
fields, with a year-by-year payback for those
who choose to train nd practice in rnother
specialty or subaspecisaty.

b Increased direct GME payments should be
allocated to general surgery psogns that con-
tain an agreed-pon curricuhum thdt spe
cally prepares gadutes for general trgcal
pnwticeespeciallyinnrualatsdinner-citya tu

c. Increased direct GME payments should be
allocated to adult and child psychiatry pro-

d. Preventive medicine residency training ps>-
grams should receive Medicare GME reio-
busements for the entire thre-year period
(Currently. Medicare payments are imade ondy
forresidens intheirdlnldcaltnisdngyear.which
takes place only in the first year.)

18 Prinmary care reraloncy pr mn provid-
ing sbstanta inngi m rbianorturaladerserved

mu or nerving a aubtana pernentage of madi-
cadly underseved populations should be reunbursed
for generalist resident utder Medicare DME at a
higher far-

C Pratc Enylynsmen

19. The econ ic incentives tentam erIseti
fields mnst be increased and Incentives to specialty
practice mt be reduced by exandint physician
paymett refotm to include all third-paly payers

2f Pm5 I osasn feegiveneno should be provided
for resldeon enermg practice ftnily phyici
Pnend atMa, and - pediatricianss

21. Solutions must be fosund to reduce adminir-
tntive burdens in medical practice imposed by the
thiurdpaty payers These btrdens are prinary camns
of the increasing disillusionment atnong generalist
physicians in practie

22. Tort refoem must be implemented to re-
duce malpcte banie to the provision of necded
primury caue services, such an prenatal car

23. Major incentives in Medicare anod Medic-
nid rimbursement should be implemented to en-
courage physiciass to provide primasy care ser-
vies to tndenerved rund and urban poptdatiem.
These additional payments would mist in offset
ting the heavy baden of nnreimbursed care pro-
vided by physicians in these settings.

24. Federal and Stae program. including dte
NHSC Sctolaship and Lowa Forgiveness P trogni
must be maintained. enhanced. and expanded no

address the relative utnersupply of pbyoicians in
rral and inner-city tteau Such progras Ahnid
be maintained indefinitely in die mst severe short-
age areas that have Dttle likelihood of attting
physicians.

25. Physiciansinshortageues areoverard.
isolated. and frequently overwhelned by the cm-
plex business of medicine. Systems of health care
delivery and professional sspport will enhc the
annactiveness of practice in shortage areas.
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Specific Recommendations for Medical Educators

he attainment of theseworkforce goals will
require a partneeship between government
and the medical education system, which

coatpeises medical schools, hospitals. and other edu-
catitoal institutions and agencies. It will require
government to establish and implement a national
workforce plan with a set of goals, a rational educa-
tion infrasrctuere. and a financieg mechanism, as
previously recommended. It will also require the
commitment and leadership of our Nation's medi-
cal educators. The following recoammendations de-
scribe the Council's vision of a medical education
system that is responsive to our Nation's physician
workforce needs in the 21st century.

Mission Stateent and
Stategic Pln

26. The institution's mission statement recog-
nizes responsibility and accountability to societal
needs for more generalist physicians, more
undeerepresented minority physicians. more primtary
care research, and the provision of mere primary
medical care, particularly to underserved urtan and
rnral eommunites.

27. The strategic plan contains quantifiable out-
come measures for these societal needs, including
the percentage of:

a. graduates choosing generalist careers;

b. underrepresented minorities who apply and
matriculate;

C. required educational experiences in commu-
dity and underserved setings: and

d. graduates choosing to pracice in underserved
ruea and uran areas.

R1eitment, Aenissions, mdW
Retentio Policies

28. The mediical school's admissions policy.
structure, and fnetion reflect the need to recruit

.and admit moe student who are inclined to select
the generalist disciplinesof family practice, general
internal medicane, and general pediatrics.

29. whe medical school's admissions policies.
structum and function reflect the need to menruit
and mdaut more minority studemin medical school.

a. The school establishes a minority recruit-
ment/retention section with undenrepresented mi.
nority paticipations, or individuals committed to
the goals. and minority participation on the admis-
sions committee.

b. Emphasis is placed on the development and
support of programs that unprove the size and qual-
ity of the minority applicant pool by focusing on
early intervention. The school participates in fo-
tmts and networks involving stsdents in high school
elementary school, and prmary levels. including
kindergarten, toespose minority youngsters tohealth
professions role models, encourage their interests
and pursuits in health, and provide networks of
mentoring programs to assist and support students
inclined toward health careers.

c. The school provides ongoing support to en-
ste the successful progress of thwse shudents through
their education.

Faculty Composition
30. The institution's depaotments and faculty

conposition are more balanced, with increased rep-
resentation of generalist physicians, minority phy-
sicians, primary rat researchers and physicians.
and other health amre providers from community
settings.

31. The institution's system of advanement
and tenure rewatds faculty with demonstrated ex-
cellence in teaching in the same manner it recog-
iorn excellence in biomedical research.

32. The institution involves large numbnes of
eomumuity-htsed primnary cae physicians and other
poviders as preeptors, ace, and role models
for medical students and residents and gives sig.
nifiscant academic recognition snd adequte mim-
bwrsemesnt or other rewards (e.g., locumtenenscov.
eCtge for continuing medical education for their
contribunion).

R111 Edmalen O_ eaflVes

33. The instituton incrpora effecive adutl
education techniques in its cunicutum. Seff4-
meted leaning and problem-solving directed skills
awe emphasized thoughout the onwicalum for tu.
dees and residents to lkon to acquire detailed in-
fossation and to apply such knotledge effectively.
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34. The institution emphasizes effective corn- community participation and involvement.
municaion skills to insprovc the doctor/tptient to-
Maionsuipa 43. Academc consortia are developed to linktogether the vanous settings in which undergradw:

35. The institution provides mandatory ate and graduate medical education are provided,
mudticutnal awrareness/sensitivity sessions for stu- including community hospitals. community healdth
dents, residents, and faculty. centers, HMOs, nd public health departments.

Acieovig t Mano Integratd
md Baancd Medica
Educaton Curdum

36. The basic sciences ace icorpoated within
aclinical context throughout the undergradtate cur-
ricldum.

37. Undergraduate and graduate training in-
cludes social, behaviorl, and humanistic aspects of
health and health core delivery. Instruction is pro-
vided from faculty, researchers, and clinicians in
fields such a nursing, psychology. public health,
medical sociology, medical education, health ser.
vtces delivery, and bioethics.

38. Undergraduate and graduate tauning em-
phasizes the inportance of team appracwhes to heath
care delivery. They include experience woring as
a team member with other health care professionals
and training in utilizing the skills and expertise of
physirian assistants, nurse practitioners. nurses.
pharmacists. public health professionals, social
workers, and other health care professionals and
ancillay personnel.

39. Experimental primary care programs and
curricula are offered that may help reach the identi-
fied goals. Such models emphasize generalist prac-
tice and community-barsed training. The effective-
ness and productivity of the fourth year of medical
school should be exanmined.

40. Undergraduate and graduate tnaining con-
tains well-definod crricula educationadobjectives,
and evaluation methods. inclnding outcome mea-
sarte, tO assess the effectiveness of the education

Expandng tOe Medical
Educatn Teacing
Envfroment

41. The curricula snd clinical rotations provide
all students and residents with a balance between
hospital-based, mubspecialty tntining and commu-
nity-besed, primary care training. A much greater
proportion of medical training is shifted to oltpa-
tient and commanity-based sites where the mtaonty
of medical care is provided.

42. The coinmunity-based educational experi-
enscs are developed and manged with significant
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Background, Charge, and Principles of COCME

The Council on Graduate Medical Education
(COGME) aas authorized by Congress in
1986 to provide an ongoing assessment of

physician svorkforce trends and to reconmmsend ap-
propriate Federal and private sector efforts to ad-
dress identified needs. The legislation calls for
COGME to serve in an advisory capacity to the
Secretary of DHHS. the Senate Conmmttees on La-
bor and Human Resources and Fsnance, and the
House of Representatives Commsittes on Energy
and Cortmerce and Ways and Means, By statute.
the Council terminates on September 30, 1996.

The legislation specifies that the Council is to
comporise 17 members, Appointed individuals are
to include representatives of practicing prinariy care
physicians, national and specialty physician orga-
nizations, inrernational rnedical geaduates, medical
student and touse staff associations, schools of
medicine and osteopathy, public and private teach-
ing hospitals, health insurers, business, and labor.
Federal representation includes the Assistant Sec-
retary for Health, DHHS: the Administrator of the
Health Care Fntancing Administration, DHHS: and
the Chief Medical Director of the Veterans Admin-
istration.

Chtarge to the Council

Adthough called the Council an Gradulsate Medi-
cal Education, the charge to COGME is much
broader. itte VIt of the Public Health Service Act
in Section 799(H). as amended by Public Law 99-
272, requires that COGME provides advice and
makes recommendations to the Secretary and Con-
gress on the following:

1. Te supply and distribution of physicians in
the United States,

2. Cutrent and fuotre shortaes or excesses of
physicians in medical and ssrgical specialties and
subspecities

3. Issues relating to foreign medical school

gradats

4. Appropriate Federal policies with respect to
the mtaees specified in (1) (2), and (3) atbove.
inchlding policies concerning changs in the fi-
nadtcngofwAlecgrehimeadral dcaedu-

cation programs and changes in the types of medi-
cal education training in graduate medical educa-
tion progrants.

5. Appropriate efforts to be carried out by
hospitals, schools of medicine, schools of osteopa-
thy, and accrediting bodies with respect to the mat-
ters specified in (1), (2), and (3) above, including
efforts for changes in undergraduate and graduate
medical education programs.

6. Deficiencies in, and needs for improve-
ments in, existing data bases oncerning the supply
and distribution of, and postgraduate training pro-
grams for, physicians in the United States and steps
that should be taken to eliminate those deficiencies.
The Council is to encousage entities providing GME
to conduct activities to voluntarily achieve the ree-
osnmendations of this Council tualer (5) above.

Previous Reports

The Council was asked by Congress to issue its
first report by July 1, 1988., and subsequent reposts
every three years. Since its establishment COGME
has submitted the following reports to Congress

* Fost Report of the Council, Volume I and
Volume n (1988).

* Second Report The Financial Status of Teach-
ing Hospitals and the Underrepresentation of Mi-
norities in Medicine (1990).

* Addendum to the Second Report The Fuian-
ciat St&uss of Veterans Administration Teaching
Hospitals (1990).

* Scholar in Residence Report: Reform in
Medical Education and Medical Educatnon in tre
Ambulatory Setting (1991).

ieplea of the Council

In rkin theme recommeriirnes to Congress
and lthe Secretary, the Counscil's delibeartixs burn

been guided by the following principles

Tlbe primry cncern of the Conmnd nnst be
the healft of the A nrericn people. Tem mtrust be
ensued acces to quaiity health cue for all Con-
cem for the wellbbeing of the health ptrfestion.
medical schools, al hing hospitals, while im-
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portan ntmust be secondatry to the previously mcn-
tioned coemns.

* The Council shoudd coesider the diverse needs
of the various geographic arnas and segments of the
population, such as ruad and iner-city areas and
minority and disadvantaged Populations.

* A goal of the Council is increased representa-
tion of minorities in the bheath professions. Tar-
gered programs e appropriate ad a necessaty
means of arciieving this objective.

* The Council must consider the interrelation-
ship between services provided by physicians and
those provided by other health professions.

* Although the Council supports the coninuat-
tion of successful private sector initiatives, it recog-
nizes that an active Federal and State role has becn
and will continue to be needed to address the spe.
cific probilems of distribuion. quality, und access to
health care.

* The Council should be concrtned about of-
'fecs on total health care costs in the Nation. The
Council must consier the financial and program-
matic impact of its reconstndations on the Fed-
end buaget, both short and long tcrm

* The Council recognizes that health car in the
United States is not a closed system: therefore, its
deliherations must be guided by an international
perspective.

* The Council must consider changes in demo-
grsphics (e.g., the aging population), disease pat-
tenrs (e.g., increasing prevalence of the acquired
immunuodeficriecy syndrome (AIDSI). panenos of
health cainr delivery (e.g., increased emphasis on
atbulatory care). and the utnien needs for preven-
tion Ad care.

* Ihe Council believes that a strong system of
medical education mast be maintained in order to
expand medical knowledge and provide access to
quality medical camr through an adequat supply of
appropriately educated physicians.

* Americat medical education should provide a
basis for physician of the furser to be able to de-
liver coninually improving patient care through a
better sualestanding of disease processes and their
clinical manifestations. The education system
should prepare physicians to appropriately apply
new techniques ofidiagsaons, teatment, and preven-
tion at a compassionate and cost-effective manner.

laues for Furthw E _pkration
The Council rccognizes th t there are a nuttber

of issues requiring further exploration. Attong
thdse are the following:

The Nation's voluntary system of specialty
certification, medical education accreditation. and
iensare which have a significant impact on phy-

sician workforcc supply and distribtion.

* 'he inporxtant role of physician assistants.
nurse peacitioners, nd cen l i ied nurse midwives in
delivering pritnary carn. when working in collabo-
rotion with generalist physicians.

* Representation of wonsen in nmedicine, pair'
ticulrly in acadesmic roks.

* The State's role, including model initiatives,
in addressing workforce data needs, supply, and
disiribution.

* Otr financing and infiractaeapproaches
that have potential to attain the stated workforce
goals.
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Presentation by Dr Robert D'Alessandri on behalf of the Association
of Academic Health Centers to the Senate Special Committee on Aging
and the Senate Rural Health Caucus

Thank you for inviting me here today. The problem of increasing

the number of primary care providers is one that has concerned my

state greatly over the past few years. West Virginia has many

counties that are classified as Health Professional Shortage Areas and

when this fact is combined with issues of transportation, literacy and

poverty many people do not get the health care they need.

We have struggled as a medical school with the problem of how to

produce more generalist physicians to meet the needs of our state. We

have made some significant changes in our undergraduate medical

education curriculum, both in how and where we teach, which I hope

will begin to pay off in more of our students choosing primary care

as their career specialty and in particular more of them choosing to

practice in a rural underserved area.

I have reviewed the Physician Payment Review Commission Report

and have some comments on their recommendations. Generally, I should

say up front, I am in agreement with most of the recommendations of

the Commission.

I believe this issue is much like changing the health care system

itself. Producing more generalists will not be the result of any one

strategy... changing the numbers of residency slots in and of itself

will not mean more primary care providers. It will take a systematic

change in all aspects of the health care system to produce more

primary care providers.

We must look at Graduate Medical Education in the context of the

whole system of education of physicians, not just the residency

period. We cannot control supply, or the maldistribution of

physicians, by choosing to look at only one element.

When I ask my students why they have chosen a particular

specialty over a primary care specialty, especially a rural primary

care specialty, I get a number of responses. Many feel primary care

is too demanding on their personal life--too many nights on call, not

enough back up for vacations, or to attend continuing medical

education seminars. Many cite the extremely low pay for primary care

providers as compared to the specialists. There are comments about the

glamour and excitement as well as the prestige of specialty care, over

the sometimes tedious work of primary care. There is the chance in

specialty medicine to become an expert on one segment of the body

instead of having to learn a little about a multitude of problems.

Sometimes there are references to the fact that specialists are

better doctors than primary care providers, an attitude they have

no doubt picked up from some of their professors, I'm sorry to say.
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These are some of the determinants for the students in choosing

a specialty and these are the first issues that must be attacked if

we are to have an adequate supply of primary care providers.

We must begin by changing undergraduate medical education.

Medical students generally enter medical school with a very positive

attitude about primary care. After all, for most students their role

model has been their family physician, that is who they want to be

like when they graduate. The system of undergraduate medical

education can oftentimes dissuade them of that decision. We need to

change that, and many of us are trying.

At West Virginia University we are now requiring every student

to do an off campus rural primary care rotation. Some of our students

are spending up to six months of their education in a rural area with

a local primary care provider and soon, some will spend one year in

rural settings. We have tried to set up these experiences to be

multidisciplinary in nature so the medical students train with

nursing, dental and pharmacy students.

We have two very important programs that support this educational

effort. We have, along with the other West Virginia medical schools,

a $6 million grant from the Kellogg Foundation to make substantive

changes in our curriculum to provide education in rural sites.

Three sites in rural primary care clinics have been set up as

mini health sciences centers where medical, dental, nursing, pharmacy

and physical therapy students learn from local providers. We have

supported this project with on-site faculty, the development of

learning resource centers, computer and video links to our main

campus, and more. It has been a trenendous process of change and

accommodation both by the rural sites and by the schools.

The second program to provide for rural medical education was

actually developed by our Governor using the Kellogg model. He wanted

more than the sites supported by Kellogg. So he, and the legislature,

allocated money to develop Rural Health Initiative sites. Over one

hundred and thirteen agencies, hospitals, behavioral medical centers,

private physicians and primary care clinics got together to form eight

consortia where students can train and care can be provided by

university faculty.

We are trying to reinstall the concept of service as a reward in

our students, and show them the value we place on our primary care

providers. We need to, as a nation, raise the value of service and

raise the status of primary care providers.

While they are students we have the luxury of training them in

a variety of settings. That is not true for residents. Two major

factors restrict the settings for resident education. Since hospitals

pay resident salaries and educational expenses, it is hard to justify
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residents spending a great deal of time outside the hospital setting.

Also, many Residency Review Committees, whose responsibility it is to

approve and accredit programs, have very strict guidelines about where

residents spend their time. The recommendations of the PPRC could

help the first issue with changing the payment mechanisms for

residents to a non hospital based situation, but without significant

changes from the MRC's as well I don't believe much will change. The

proposals being discussed by the White House for network development

may be well timed to the development of consortia for care giving as

well as educational training but there are still some questions in my

mind about how this will all actually work.

I think it is critical that all payers contribute to the cost of

medical education as the PPRC suggests. I am also in favor of reducing

the overall number of residency slots. The part of the report that

most concerns me however is the determination of the allocation of

those slots and which slots should be approved for funding. I

certainly agree that funded and approved residencies should meet and

exceed minimum educational standards. However, funding should not be

based solely on meeting those standards. Other factors should play

an important role once those standards have been met.

In West Virginia, a predominantly rural state, our health

sciences center has the only subspecialty training programs in

ophthalmology, otolaryngology, orthopedics, obstetrics-gynecology,

dermatology and others. The great majority of practicing

subspecialists in West Virginia graduated from these programs. In

general these programs are small and have the minimal number of

residents required by the Residency Review Committees for

accreditation, about two or three residents per year. It is rare that

an ophthalmologist who graduates from a residency program in New York

City comes to West Virginia.

West Virginia and many other rural states have tremendous

subspecialty needs as well as primary care needs. To base funding

solely on educational standards would enable larger institutions who

generally control the RRC's and other formal structures in medical

education to make decisions that would disenfranchise small programs

in many rural states. Regional and rural needs must play an important

role in deciding funding for graduate medical education. If

educational criteria were to become the sole deciding factor, the

requirements would increase beyond a reasonable level, allowing only

the most affluent programs to survive. Coamiunity hospital experiences

would be eliminated, subspecialty training would be limited to large

urban tertiary and quaternary care centers, and graduates of these
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programs would tend to practice in and around these centers. The very

problem you are trying to alleviate would be exacerbated.

The last section I would like to address is the environment after

the completion of graduate medical education and the effect that has

on the choice of primary care as a specialty. There are two areas

that merit attention if we are to increame the number of primary care

providers; income and infrastructure. Health care reform will

hopefully do something to increase the income of primary care

providers, making this a more desirable field. Resource Based

Relative Value Scales have had that as their goal, but as we have seen

some reduction in the incmem of specialists we have seen relatively

little increase in the income of primary care providers. In the PPRC

report they cite Canada as being successful in changing their

physician mix through assignment of residency slots. I would submit

to you that a much more effective strategy was Canada's reforms in

physician reimbursement so that a primary care provider now earns

nearly as much as a specialist and the disparity in income ham been

narrowed considerably. If we really do value primary care providers

we must pay them more, and pay other specialists less. Otherwise, we

will always see our best and brightest lured to the areas that society

pays more, and hence values more.

Universal coverage of all Americans will go a long way to

encouraging people to both practice primary care and settle in rural

areas. The lack of coverage in rural America is a major deterrent to

practicing in rural areas. It is very discouraging to see a patient

with an ear infection and prescribe an antibiotic knowing the

prescription will not be filled because the family must choose between

antibiotics and food.

Finally, I would like to address the need for an appropriate

infrastructure. If there was a better network of programs to support

primary care providers we could reduce isolation and increase

retention of providers in rural areas. At West Virginia University we

have developed many program to support rural providers, programs that

can serve am national models for rural area. About five years ago the

UVU Medical School started the Medical Access and Referral System-

RS. A simple 800 number staffed 24 hours a day provides specialist

consultation and medical information for West Virginia physicians,

physician assistants, midwives and ourse practitioners. We have just

expanded it to serve dentiete end pharmacists an well. We receive

over 1500 calls a month on this system. User. of the system say that

this is a lifeline for the rural physician and practitioner that

allows them to provide better patient care.
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well, two of our physicians decided that the phone system was

nice but it wasn't enough. The system would be significantly improved

by being able to see the patient and the rural physician face to face.

Many patients had to be needlessly transferred to the more expensive

referral hospital because our physicians couldn't tell, based solely

on described symptoms, what the problems were. It was safer to

transfer the patient.

So in cooperation with a rural community hospital 70 miles away,

we developed a pilot program called KMU, or Mountaineer Doctor

Television. Through the use of telephone lines, HMb establishes a

two-way interactive tele-video link between a rural hospital and the

specialists at WVU. We have used this system to interview and

diagnose patients, read X-rays, and send family medicine grand rounds

out weekly to the rural medical staff. This year we will add six more

rural sites to our network. This program will keep more of the care

locally, which will improve the viability of rural hospitals. It will

also improve the local quality of care through the provision of

interactive continuing medical education. If you could see this

program, you would be as excited as I .am about the possibilities that

telemedicine brings to rural areas. This program has been supported

by a federal grant through the Office of Rural Health Policy and I

would be glad to arrange a demonstration for the comiittee here in

this room should you so desire. This is a tremendous technology that

can really improve care in rural areas and increase provider

retention.

Another successful program we developed to address the issue of

isolation is the Visiting Clinician Program. This program brings

family medicine or other primary care physicians into the Health

Sciences Center regularly to teach our students in the morning and to

be matched in the afternoon with a specialist of their choice to brush

up skills in their chosen area. These rural doctors receive a stipend

for their teaching and are appointed to the clinical faculty at the

University. They are the doctors to whoI we send our students for

rural primary care experiences.

Rural adinistratore work with us on securing faculty

appointments for doctors they are trying to recruit and these doctors
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feel less isolated. We literally have not been able to keep up with

the demand from rural providers to participate in this program.

I make it a priority to met regularly with the Visiting

Clinicians in the program. About a year after it started I met with

a family doctor from Payette County in the southern part of the state.

He told me that before the program began he had just about given up

his practice. He didn't believe anyone cared about the rural

physician, he felt burned out and frustrated. This program, with its

exposure to students had helped him recover his enthusiasm for rural

medicine. He felt rejuvenated and able to strongly recommend rural

medicine to our students.

Yet another program we have started at the urging of rural health

providers is a locus tenens program. we try to provide faculty

members or residents to take the place of rural providers. These rural

providers need a few days off for a CHE conference, are ill or in need

of a vacation. Our residents pick up some extra money, see how a

rural practice works and the local provider pays a fraction of what

a commercial service would cost and gets away for a few days. Again

the demand is greater than our ability to meet it, but we continue to

try.

These are programs that can be implemented nationally at very

little cost in a short timeframe and can reduce isolation and improve

retention.

Health care reform presents us with many opportunities. We need

to make sure that the solutions we come up with work for the whole

system. Thank you for your attention.
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REFORMING GIE TO STRENGTHEN PRIMARY CARE

Chee 0. Cranford, D.D.S.
Associate Dan, College of Medicine

ExecutIve Director, Ara Health Education Center Program
University of Arkansas for Mdlcdal Sciences

I am pleased to have the opportuity to respond on behalif of the University of
Arkansas for Medoca Scences to the PPRC recommendaticrra.

We strongly agree with the concept of the need for more primary cae physicians In
the health care work force. The PPRC is to be commended for addressing this Issue
anod developing recrommendations for effecting change In the current GME system.

In principle, we support the recommendations to determine inmts on the total number
of residents and the allocation of slots by specialty. Although supporting these
recommendations, there is reason to question the need for a new federal level
bureaucracy or to ask ACGME to implement the reforms. Rather, the reforms could
be Implemented through entities such as HPPCs In a Managed Competition model or
through some other yet to be identified state entity, perhaps within a global number
estabtished at the national level.

We strongly support a funding mechanism separate from Medicare to provide
Incentives and regulations for shifting the emphasis In GME toward primary care. The
1% set aside from all payers proposed by the PPRC makes great sense for achieving
such a shift In emphasis. The funds should be allocated to primary care educational
programs using allocation formulae Influenced by the adhievement of a set of
desirable outcomes.

Medicare, the current principal supporter of GME. was not originally conceived as a
way of paying for routine day to day primary care. Rather. It was developed to place
a safety net under the elderly who require acute expensive In-hospital care, that by Its
very nature Is predominantly specialty oriented. Medicare Is a wonderful Inpatient
health care system, but there are major gaps In its tunding of outpatient services.
Moreover. In the overall patient mix seeking outpatient care at any given time,
Medicare patients are In the minority. Thus it makes littae sense to use Medicare GME
funding to encourage Increases in primary care physicians who delver service largely
in outpatient settings. The PPRC Is on the right track to recommend a different
mechanism to help support primary care training programs.

The Medicare GME system emphasizes hospital-based residency training and It Is
Important to protect that educational system although it may be downsized
somewhat The PPRC recommendations to make avaiable transtions l reldef unds to
teaching hospitals that lose residency positions is desirable and will help maintain the
Integrity of the surviving parts of the in-hospital educational system.

I will leave it to the others with whom I share this opportunity this afternoon to
describe more fully the impact of the PPRC recommendations on large university
teaching hospitals. I would rather ike to direct my comments to the development of
appropriate primary care training experiences In community-based settings; and more
speciically. I would Ike to describe for you the geographically designed network of
family practice residency programs In Arkansas and the outcomes of such a system.
I wit aiso address the anticipated Impact of the PPRC recommendations on that
training model.

Arkansas has been divided Into six geographic regions and each region has a
community-based, family practice residency program sponsored by the UAMS
statewide AHEC Program.

To date, more than 340 family practice physicians have received residency training in
the Arkransas community-based model. An overwheiming majority of these family
practice physicians have elcted to practice In Arkansas (75%). Graduates of these
programs are In 56 of the stste s 75 counties. Since 1989, 45% of those remaining in
Arkansas to practice have located in towns of less than 10,000 population. The
strategic locations of Arkansas family practice residency programs enhance their
selection by the University of Arkansas for Medical Sdences College of Medicine
graduates, and these locations influence the ultimate choices of medical practice
locations within the state. As more family practice physicians have been produced in
Arkansas, a greater number have chosen smaller communities for their practice
locain, thus indicating that if we produce more family practice physkiians more witi
find their way Into practice in smaller communities.
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Our cetral anrd overarchng strategy is to place the last phase of formal education of
the family practice physician in regional certers throughout the state. The program
strategy is based on the belief th the most eftective way to increase the supply and
quality of primary care physicians in Arkansas is to increase the number ard quality
of primary care residency positions in key locations within the suta. Even as others
were downsig residency programs i recent years. UAMS was incresing the
number of posibons In family practice in community-based settings.

The earliest contact with meclcal students are ained at recruiting them into family
practice ard hopefully, into an Arkansas Wfilly practice residency program. We
believe that the results of undergraduate experiences are dminished If we cannot
deliver a family practice residency opportunity In the region of the state In which the
resident physician ultimately plans to locate.

An important factor in the development of our community-based family practice
residency program network is the mission of UAMS. it Is first and foremost a school
to supply the needs of Arkansas. One of the arguments that served academic health
centers very we when seeding fderal funds for construclon or expion of Ihilth
prdessions schools was to describe the school as a national resource. Certany it Is
very evident that graduates cross state ns with esse and trequenc however,
viewing one institution primarily as s naltonal resource does not today seem to be
the most appropriate mission to serve the needs within one's Ste or reglon.

The reglonelly bsed family practice residency programs In Arkansas have
demonstrated that they are exceilent ses for the trainIng of primary carm physicians.
in such locations many Maicald eligible and other underserved indivduals receive
health care services. These community-based family practice residency programs are
vewe as major providers of Madicald services and health care for the medically
Indgent Although they deliver less thOn 10% d the Medicald services deiivered
sttewide, they are the most ble Meicaid provider for many

A large percentage of the primary care physicians who graduate from these programs
locate practices In small towns within their respective regions. Duing the family
practice residency program In community settings. residents frequently develop a
support system that will keep him or her In the region upon graduation. The
residency program assumes a resporsibility for helping to develop the support
system to nurture graduate physicians once they have entered practice. We know
where our graduates are. and we keep In contact.

Arkansas has an 18 year history of successfully sponsoig a network of family
practice residency programs based In community hospitals with significant support
from sate ppropriations. The state appropriations have been suaficlent to shield the
community hospitals from Ioss of the programs during periods of fiscal constraints.
Arkansas has developed an exemplary program ad the contining growth of the
Arkansas Family Practice Residency Programs Is a positive in-crtion that we h ve a
very viable system. I believe i t a modtel that sholdI be considered by other elates
as a means of devatig the shortage of primary care physicians.

The recommendaton by the PPRC that at psy iE ding the el-Insured
employers, corfibute 1% of their payrents to underwrite the cost of graduate
medical ducatin would seem to benefit oommuty-bsed residency programs such
as we hav in Arkansas. With adequate GME support for primary car residency
programs, t Arkansas comnity-based family prtice residency programs coul
be expanded ard culd be complmen by adding re-I in general pedatrics,
general internal medine and perhaps O/Gyn With aufficlent '"cenive and reform
of the heath ewe system, I am coribdet that the 28% of ths yea's graduating class
choosing hamily practice can be Increased, as wel as thi total choosng a t primary
care Specaltes.

When considering relorm of the GME system. it Is ihportan th t the exceient
commurity programs developed over the pat twenty years not be left cut of the
propo- dsolns. The PPAC recommendati can mea these prognams even
better. Actuy the PPRC recommendations c provie the _asistanc needed to
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help these oommurnty programs achieve their greater potential. We have learned a
lot In our experiences with community-based programs. The best of these community
programs should be incorporated Into the proposal for health care work force reform.

Among those community programs are:

1. The AHEC Program which has enabled UAMS to develop en effective
community-based model network for educating most of Its family
practice residents.

2. The Community Health Centers which have become an essential part of
health care deiivery in our slate and with which AHECs have formed
educational and service alliances In community settings for the training
of primary care residents.

3. The National Health Servce Corps which has the potential to provide a
mechanism for recruiting significant numbers of medical students into
primary care. Coupled with effective affiliations with academic heaith
centers and administered more as a 'community health service corps'
than as a national health service corps, this Important program can
reach new achievements that are consistent with the needed health care
work force reform.

In Arkansas a network of high quality community-based family practice residency
programs has been developed to serve the entire state. They are all fully accreited
by ACGME and they have an excellent recruitment record. This year 85% of our
positions were filled on match day compared with 77.3% nationwide. Moreover, we
are confident that all positions will be filled when the year starts July 1.

Arkansas has an effective system in piace for produdng the family practice physidans
needed in the state. Financial assistance such as that proposed by the PPRC would
enlarge and strengthen these programs. Combining that support with other
incentves that would increase the number of medical school graduates choosing
primary care specialties is what is now needed to make additional significant progress
toward gaining a more appropriate balance between primary care and the other
medical spedcalties.
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Good afternoon. I am John M. Tudor, Jr., M.D., President of the American
Academy of Family Physicians. It is my privilege to participate in today's
workshop and respond to the Physician Payment Review Commission's thoughtful
proposals to reform graduate medical education.

Allow me to begin be stating the Academy's firm belief that the geographic and
specialty maldistribution of the American physician workforce is a key factor in
this country's health care cost and access problems. Furthermore, the sheer
magnitude of this issue places it squarely within the larger context of health
system reform. No matter how one envisions a reformed health care system,
correcting the physician maldistribution will be an essential element of the reform
effort. As you may know, the Academy has developed a comprehensive proposal
for reforming the health care system, Rrfor Health. the Famiy Physiians'Access
Plan. Contained within the proposal, are several recommendations for achieving
the joint goals of fifty percent of physicians in the generalist specialties and half of
generalist physicians in family medicine.

As noted by PPRC, there are many factors influencing the specialty training
choices of medical students. These factors include medical school admission
criteria, medical school curricula, the residency training characteristics, practice
environment, and physician income. We believe that all of these factors will have
to be corrected before there will be a major shift in the physician distribution.
Ironically, the perception that any one change will not have a significant impact
has been used to argue against making any change. Clearly, major policy changes
must start somewhere.

We find ourselves in substantial concurrence with the general direction of PPRC's
recommendations, especially in the following areas.

0 All payers should contribute an uniform proportion of outlays for GME.
The health care workforce is a public good, and, therefore, should be
supported through a broad funding process.
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o The determination of the direct GME per resident amount should be
rationalized and standardized.

o The distribution of physician specialties should be determined through an
explicit deliberative process based on an assessment of societal need.

o Expanded ambulatory training should be supported by extending eligibility
for GME funding to non-hospital entities.

A more detailed discussion of a number of the important issues raised by PPRC
appears below.

Setting Sdcialtv Distribution Goals

The Commission's consideration of physician workforce issues proceeds under the
assumption that too many sub-specialists are being trained relative to the number
of generalist physicians. Howeverthe Commission has refrained from stipulating
a specific specialty mix. While we respect the Commission's belief that there is an
inadequate analytic base on which to specify a goal it is not apparent that the
most appropriate mia of physicians can ever be known with absolute certainty.
Meanwhile, the evidence of a specialty maldistribution is incontrovertible. We
find the high proportion of generalist physicians in managed care systems and in
other developed countries to be compelling evidence. We fear the Commission's
reluctance to state even a tentative goal may undermine the persuasiveness of the
Commission's recommendations in this area.

Achieving an ARorooriate Specialtv Distribution

The current mix of physician specialists is exactly what one might expect from an
examination of the financial incentives in current federal policy. Specifically,
funding of biomedical research by the National Institutes for Health, Medicare
graduate medical education support, and Medicare's traditional over-
reimbursement of procedural services have powerfully influenced the specialty
distribution of the physician workforce. We anticipate that changing the specialty
mix of the physician workforce will require massive shifts in these federal policies.
It is unrealistic to expect Congress to adopt changes of this magnitude without a
dearly defined goal and without an appreciation of just how far medical education
needs to move in order to reach the goal even within a timeframe measured in
units as long as decades.

As noted in the Commission's Annual Report to Congress, several different
mechanisms have been proposed for achieving the desired distribution of
physicians by specialty. Typically, proposals either advocate financial incentives
through differential weighting of per resident amounts, or establishing specialty
specific quotas on the residency slots that are eligible for funding.

A rational workforce planning process would reasonably include (1) an assessment
of the current status of the health care workforce, (2) an assessment of the
workforce needs of society, (3) the establishment of workforce goals based on
society's health care needs, (4) the development of strategies for achieving
workforce goals. In the short run, these functions should be organizationally fixed
in a national commission. Requiring further consideration is how a workforce
commission would consider regional needs in terms of both specialty and
geographic distribution. The main disadvantage of any regulatory approach is that
it may become unresponsive to societal needs and create its own market
distortions. However, over the longer term, such a wnrkforce commission might
not even be necessary. Under the incentives of a reformed health care system, it
is conceivable that the medical education establishment will become responsive to
health plans, which would, presumably, be the most sensitive indicators of
workforce needs. Sunsetting a workforce commission may be worth considering.

In considering PPRC's workforce commission approach it is unclear just how
prescriptive an allocation of slots by residency needs to be or if it necessary to
federally sanction the process of pruning programs on the basis of quality. We
are concerned about the use of quality as the sole criterion for determining the
specific residency programs that will be eligible for funding. As noted by PPRC,
the number of general surgery residency slots was successfully reduced on the
basis of quality. However, in the process, a number of smaller programs whose
graduates might have been more likely to enter rural practice were eliminated.
There is now a severe shortage of rural general surgeons.
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Where they exist, we support funding eligibility for consortia consisting of teaching
hospitals, medical schools, residency programs, and other training institutions.
Operating under broad national goals, consortia are likely to be more sensitive to
local needs and better able to allocate training funds accordingly.

The Academy supports the use of financial incentives to influence the specialty
distribution of residency training slots. If financial incentives are to be effective,
we believe there must be a substantial reweighting of per resident amounts in
favor of those specialties in short supply. Umiting funding to the first three years
of residency training or to only those specialties in short supply are essentially
reweighting schemes. PPRC has expressed its belief that preferential weighting of
generalist residencies is unnecessary because a number of existing slots have gone
unfilled. However, there has been a substantial increase in the interest of
graduating medical students in family practice training this year, which suggests to
us that an increase in the number of training slots will be needed in the near
future. In addition, the increased funds derived from preferential weighting
could be used to increase primary care resident salaries, which has been shown to
be an effective recruiting tool.

The Commission has restricted its consideration of Medicare GME support to the
direct costs of training. We believe it appropriate and important to consider the
powerful influence that the massive indirect GME payments have on the specialty
distribution of residency slots. Furthermore, the Prospective Payment Assessment
Commission has estimated that the cuoent indirect formula overpays hospitals for
the indirect costs of inpatient medical education by approximately $800 million
per year. These funds could be better used to support the indirect costs of
ambulatory training.

The Conmmission has also expressed its concern that a reweighting scheme would
be relatively inflexible in regard to changing needs. We think this a minor
concern. The specialty maldistribution is so severe and the physician training
pipeline is so long that the rate of shift in the specialty distribution will be glacial,
at best. There will be plenty of opportunity for mid-course correction.

We do not believe there is sufficient evidence to know if one approach would be
more effective or more appropriate than the other. The experience of other
developed countries with quota systems has been impressive. On the other hand,
the early experience of New York State's new system for funding graduate
medical education suggests greater sensitivity to financial incentives than is
commonly thought

Ambulatory Training

The Commission clearly recognizes the discontinuity between the dominant site of
medical training (inpatient) and the increasingly ambulatory nature of medical
care delivery. The funding sources for medical education dictate that it mostly
occur in inpatient settings. Until the incentives in medical education funding
change, there is no reason to believe that the dominance of inpatient training will
change. While family practice training has bucked this trend and requires
ambulatory training for all residents, most family practice training programs are
constantly having to negotiate a dizzying maze of small funding sources in their
never-ending struggle for financial viability.

We support an expansion in eligibility to receive payment for both direct and
indirect medical education costs to all hospital and non-hospital entities with
approved medical residency training programs. Residency programs should be
eligible for direct funding. Furthermore, direct GME payments should be limited
to residents in the first three years of postgraduate training and substantially
weighted in favor of the generalist specialties. Whether or not non-hospital
entities become eligible for direct GME payments, there must a full and open
accounting of how these payments are used.

Medicare support for the indirect costs of GME should be extended to qualified
non-inpatient services provided in all sites affiliated with approved medical
residency programs in the generalist specialties. Qualified services should be
those non-inpatient services provided by medical residents in the initial three

The number of 1993 senior medical students selecting family practice residency
training increased 13 percent over 1992.

72-182 95-5
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years of postgraduate training in the fields of family medicine general internalmedicine, and general pediatrics. Indirect GME support would be added to
payment amounts determined under part B for non-inpatient services. These
changes could occur in a budget neutral manner.

Concern has been raised regarding the alleged difficulty in ensuring the quality ofmedical education in ambulatory settings, especially those remote to academic
medical centers. We believe that family medicine's long experience withambulatory training should inform the deliberations on this issue. In the past fewyears many family practice residency programs have developed remote trainingsites in rural and urban underserved communities. Our experience suggests thatsuch sites not only provide high quality training but actually provide training thatis in many ways more relevant than that which is provided in traditional inpatientsettings. Of related concern is the cost of ambulatory training, which may bemore expensive than inpatient training The added cost is in part due to the factthat few ambulatory facilities were designed to accommodate medical training. Inthe future, medical education funding must provide the resources necessary tobuild an ambulatory training infrastructure.

Inpatient Service Needs

The relevance of the specialty maldistribution to health system reform isillustrated by the reliance of some hospitals and populations on international
medical graduates. The disproportionate loads of un- and under-insured patientshas led a number of hospitals to rely on relatively cheap resident labor to meettheir service requirements. We recognize that withdrawing the funding for theseresidency slots is difficult to consider without establishing an alternative means ofproviding for the care of indigent populations. It may be that such changes canonly be considered in the context of universal health insurance coverage, which,by eliminating uncompensated care, could provide hospitals with the funds tosecure the physician and non-physician personnel needed to substitute for theservices currently being provided by residents.

Furthermore, there can be little doubt that hospitals have been encouraged toestablish various inpatient services by the availability of relatively inexpensive
resident labor. Community need for specific health care services may not haveplayed as important a role in establishing these services as it would have absentMedicare's GME largess. The loss of residency slots due to modifications inMedicare GME funding may force some hospitals to reassess the appropriateness
of their services in relation to actual community needs. The policy challenge will
be to direct funding cuts where service capabilities are in excess of need.

Once again, I appreciate the opportunity to participate in today's workshop.
Please know that the Academy stands ready to work with you in addressing theseimportant issues. I look forward to your questions.
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Recogniing that the United States needs to produce more generalists. APM

adopted a resolution earier this year stating that 50 percent of the graduates of internal

medicine residencies should enter the practice of general Internal medicine.

Having taken the first step by passing the 50 percent resoutimO. APM charged its

Medical Education Finance Committeewith developing recommendationsfor restructuring

GME support in order to inprove physician specialty distribuion.

Last month, the APM Board of Directors endorsed a GME reform initiative

developed by the committee. This initative - which includes marny of the

recommendations recently made by COGME - is built on the following eight principles:

I Medicare GME funds should be redistributed to finance training in the

ambulatory setting.

11 An adjustment to Medicare Pert B payrnerns should be added to providers

outside the inpatient setting for the Indirect costs of GME.

Ill The development of local, state, and regional medical education consortia

should be encouraged.

IV Al payers should contribue to GME, incuding Medicare; Medicald; private

insurers; sell-nsured employee plans; old managed care arrangemrents,

such as HMOs.

V ARl providers of medical education should be required to adopt a unilormn

systen of acournting for educatiOnl costs. Al recplents of medical

education hatming should be required to be accountable for use of all such
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VI A nedwimn ahid be deveoped - through the edire tion pra

the certiton procmsc, or the reintinemera systen - for Miln the

nrsaber ciresidency end fows! pI51cm in1 specialties.

Vil E1 -dt funiding for t g h in ftly nedidne, geral hftems medicine,

end general pedatks sho- be dNt. A poribon of this fwnldig should

be given directly to the medical school, residency training program. or

department cir.

Vil The econonic incentives to enter genert fields mnust be increased.

Alhough restructuring GME support wig inrove physician specialty ditribution,

it is only pat of Vte solution, In order to prodce more geeralst physicians, the U.S.

health care delivery systemn rnust adress a number of inwtant isu that are rnot

linked to the GME financng system. These icude medical student debt; the

comparative income structure for generasts. speciaSsts, and subspecialists: quality of

life and prestige concerns: and the need for active role models.

In working to develop a health delvery system that is cost-effective, accessible,

and provides the best medical services i the world. APM wants to ensure that the

exceilence identified with the axrent system of medical education in Ms country

continues, even as the method for financing the systern changes.

Ind

On behalf of the Association of Professors of Medicine (APM) - which is the

national organizetion of the chairs of departments of internal medicine at the 128 U.S.

medical schools - thank you for this opportunity to testify before the Physician Payment

Review Commission (PPRC). I am James P. Nolan, M.D., President-Elect of APM and

Chaer of the Department of Medicine at the State University of New York (SUNY) at Buffalo

School of Medicine.

APM has been asked to comment on a series of policy options PPRC is

considerig for rest i finanda supportfor graduate medicaleducatbon (GME). My

testimony will address this request by commenting on PPRC's draft policy options paper.

Financing Graduate Medical Education: Options for Reforn. as well as by describing a

series of recommendatio for restruturing GME finncn endorsed last month by the

APM Board of Directors. APMNs GME finandng reform proposals - which are sinimiar to

many recommendations recently made by the Counidl on Graduate Medical Education

(COGME) - were developed through the work of the associatin s Medical Education

Fnence Commitee. which is chaired by Robert G. Luke. M.D., Chai of the Department

of Internal Medidne at the University of Cincinati Medical Center.
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APM maintains that the foiowig physician woridorce and medical education ssus

have a significant negative impact on the U.S. health care delvery system:

o The under-production of generalists, which APM defines as family

physidana. general internists. and general pediatriidans.

o The lack of adequate medical training in the ambulatory setting.

o The lack of an adequate physidan supply in rural and Inner-city America.

o The lack of under-represented minorities who apply to. matriculate through,

end graduate from U.S. medical schools.

APM's Efforts To Address Physician Workforce Issues

Recognizing that the United States needs to produce more generalists, APM

adopted a resolution earlier this year stating that 50 percent of the graduates of internal

medicine residencies should enter the practice of general internal medicine. The

Federated Council of Internal Medicine (FCIM) - which consists of APM, the American

Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM), the American College of Physicians (ACP). the

Association of Program Directors in Internal Medicine (APDIM), the American Society of

Internal Medicine (ASIM). and the Society of General Internal Medicine (SGIM) - has also

backed this goal.

Last year, APM initiated a major study Of the internal medidne residency

curriculum. This study resulted in the development o0 three models that will be

Implemented at various training sites in the near future. The first model, which I am

working to implement at SUNY-Buffalo School of Medidne, would change the current

three-year internal medicine residency so that 50 percent of resident time would be spent

in ambulatory care locations. The second model would add a flexible fourth year to the

existing three-year program of residency designed to enhance training for general

internists. And the third model would utilize a portion (three- to 12-months) during the

fourth year of medical school for early residency training.

Besides adopting the 50 percent goal and implementing curriculum reform modeis,

APM Is In the early stages of developing a model for determining the proper ratio 0o

general internists to internal medicne subspecialists both In practice and in academia.

The essoiation is also examining the projected need for clinical Investigators and

physician scientists. In addition, APM Is working to increase the number 0o under-

represented minorities who attend and graduate from U.S. medical schools.

I many cases, APM's efforts In these areas - reanitg the 50 percent goal,

adopting curriculum reform, measuring the ratio 0o generalists to subspecialists,

examining the need for drincal investigators and physician scientists, and increasing the

number 0o under-represented minority physicians - are assisted by other organizations,
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many of which testify today. For example, representatives trom SGIM and APDIM serve

on the APM Curricumum and Medical Education Finance Committees.

It a also critical that the ssue of restructuring financial support for GME be viewed

as part of the overall reform of the U.S. health care delivery system. As James Todd,

M.D., Executive Vice President of the American Medical Association (AMA) states. 'A

health care system as massive as ours cannot be changed without changing how

physicians are educated at at levels. Indeed, a Flexner-Uce study for the 19i0s would

be useful, not because medical education is bad, but because It needs to be different."

The United States Produces Too Few Generalists

There are strong and growing indications that the United States produces too few

generalist physicians and too many specialists and subspeciallsts. Data also indfate that

these trends make it more difficut for the health delivery system to provide cost-effective

prinary medical care to much of the population. Compounding this situation is recent

data from a survey of graduating medical students by the Association of American

Medical Cottages (AAMC): less then 15 percent of the 1992 medical school graduates

expressed an interest in generalist careers, a 15 percent decine from 10 years ago. It

is estimated that around 30 percent of U.S. physicians are practicing generalists.

compared with 70 percent in Great Britain and 50 percent in Canada. Over the pest three

decades, the proportion of generalists has decreased from more than 40 percent of the

nations total physician supply.

Based on recent fill rates in the National Resident Matching Program (NRMP), the

decline in practicing generalist physicians may continue for years to come. SInce 1986.

there has been a 26 percent drop in the number of U.S. medical school graduates

choosing categorical internal mediine programs through the NRMP. However, the actual

drop hi generalism is much worse than the match data refect. because approximately

two-hirds of the residents in internal medicine choose to enter a subspecialty. As

pointed out in PPRCas draft paper, although the 1992 NRMP shows a slight increase in

the overall number of residency positions fed in far*iy medicine, general internal

medicine, and pediatrics, the rates we sti lower than they were in 1986. If the primary

cae freeali continues, the number of U.S. generaists may dip below 25 percent by the

turn of the century. Also, an increasng percentage of first-year Internal medicine

residency positions are filed by international medical graduates (IMGs). In 1990, IMGs

constituted 21 percent of these positons, an increase of more than 125 percent since

INS.

Within Internal medidne, the balance between generalists and subspecialists is

approidmatety 35 percent to 65 percent; there appear to be en increase In

Lbpec ton among rent reidency program graates. bed on resees to
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the AAMC Graduation Ouestionnaire. Since 195, the number of cardiology and

gastroenterology residents has doubled, while general internal medicine trainees have

grown by a modest three percent. Between 1985 and 1990. the ranks of practicing

physicians identifying themselves as general internists has grown by 10 percent, while the

number cailing themselves cardiologists and gastroenterologists went up by 19 and 26

percent

Some evidence indicates that internal medicine subspecalists perform a level of

primary care services as part of their subspeciaity practice; these data require further

examination in order to understand this situation better. Even if moderate to substantial

primary medical care is being provided by subspecialists. considerations about the costs

of such care may mitigate its impact on the assessment of workforce needs.

Finally, rapid changes in the health care delivery system - through its increasing

dependence on the managed care approach - will require the production of more

generalists. Most managed care arrangements, such as health maintenance

organizations (HMOs) and preferred provider organizations (PPOs), use generalists to

provide preventive and primary services as well as make referrals for other services along

the system's continuum of care. The American Medical Care and Review Association

surveyed 91 HMOs in 1989 and found that 79 percent relied on generalists as

gatekeepers or team leaders.

Several studies have shown that a delivery system based on managed care will

require fewer physicians overall, but demand more generalists and fewer specialists. A

recent article in American Medical News states: Studies indicate that group and staff-

model HMOs use only about 120 physicians per 100,000 population." The American

Medical Association (AMA) estimates that by the year 2000 there will be 241.5 physicians

per 100,000.

Issues Within The Medical Education System

Systemic issues exist within the academic medical enterprise that should also be

reviewed as part of a comprehensive evaluation of the need to train more generalists.

One such Issue is the need to increase traiing In the ambulatory setting. There are

financial and structural barriers that deter expanded medical training outside the

traditional inpatient setting. These barriers Include the link between current Medicare

GME reimbursement and Inpatient dinical service, best evidenced by the use of the intern

and resident to bed ratio in calculating the indirect medical education (iME) adjustment;

the generally lower reimbursement for services provided in the outpatient setting; current

regulations requiring a hospital to be responsible for sbstantla y ar the training costs

hi the ambulatory setting in order to receive GME reimbursement for costs from this site:
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a lack of recovery mechanism for indirect costs associated with medical education

outside the hospital; the continued reliance on residents to fulfill service needs at most

major academic hospitals; a scarcity of teaching faculty in the ambulatory setting; and the

difficulties in providing teaching space in outpatient clinical practices, especially in

physician office settings.

In a similar manner, If GME providers developed a more uniform method of

accounting for GME costs, It would improve the dcimate for training more generalists. The

wide variability In the practices of teaching hospitals in accounting for GME costs places

limitations on the implementation of wide-ranging solutions to workforce problems. For

example, one hospital may include a large portion of its teaching faculties' salaries and

other costs in the calculation for direct medical education (DME) reimbursement, while

at another hospital these costs may be the sole responsibility of one of the clinical

departments. This situation has led to a wide variability in per resident costs at our

nation's teaching hospitals as well as confusion among policymakers.

In addition, the majority of internal medicine residents are trained in teaching

hospitals located in large metropolitan areas, with a high percentage of these sites being

in core inner-city locations. Studies indicate that academic medical center hospitals

provide more than 10 percent uncompensated care, whereas non-teaching hospitals

provide less than six percent (as a percent of total patient care revenues). As long as

a continued large number of inner-city residents lack health insurance, house-officers on

inpatient wards will continue to provide a great deal of the care to indigent patients as

well as encounter such patients as the majority of their teaching cases.

Imoortant Factors Contributino To Student Soecialtv Choice

Many other issues contribute to the shortage of generalists and surplus of

specialists. Although the full impact is unclear, evidence has shown a link between

medical student debt and potential specialty selection. "Medical students may deny their

debt as an influencing factor, but their decision to practice a specialty can be made

several years later when the size of the debt weighed against the likely low income of a

primary care physician tips the scale toward specialization," explains former Surgeon

General C. Everett Koop, M.D. In 1991, nearly 8D percent of medical school graduates

were indebted, with a mean educational debt of more than $50.000. according to AAMC

data

Meanwhile, AMA data Indicate an imbalance in the comparative income structure

for generalists, specialists, and subspecialists. For example, the average anesthesiologist

in the United States earned $207,400 in 1990. the average radiologist made $219,400,

and the average surgeon made $236,400. At the same time, the average generalist

physician earned $120,600. with one-fourth of al generaists making klss than $70,000.
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APM feels strongly that restructuring GME support Is only part of the solution. In order

to produce more generalists, the health care system must address the imbalance in the

comparative income structure for physicians.

Quality of life and prestige issues also help push medical students from generalism

to specialization. For example, most generalists work long hours and are more adversely

affected by continued administrative interference In the medical profession. Americans

also tend to consider specialists more knowledgeable than generalists. This has led to

a public perception that generalists provide less competent care than specialists as well

as added to the negative atmosphere for generalists at medical schools across the

nation.

There Is also strong evidence that positive role models influence the specialty

choice of medical students. Therefore, generalist faculty - the source of primary care

role models - start with a disadvantage in their efforts to influence a student's specialty

choice. Steven Schroeder, M.D., President of the Robert Wood Johnson (RWJ)

Foundation, adds that the medical students' exposure to internal medicine, es seen

through the prism of the Inpatient medical clerkship, Is incomplete. Students who are

given the chance to observe internal medicine as it Is practiced outside the hospital

setting think more highly of the specialty and are more apt to choose it. Many students

perceive generalist residencies as more stressful, less satisfying. and less competitive.

APM's GME Financino Reform Initiative

As a result of the overwhelming federal budget deficit, it is doubtful that new

federal funds will be available to support increased training opportunities for generalists.

Therefore, while recognizing that GME financing consists of many payment streams. APM

has focused much of its attention on restructuring the current methods of and sources

for financing GME - specifically, the Medicare program's DME payments, which provided

$1.5 billion in 1991.

Having taken the first step by passing the 50 percent resolution, APM charged its

Medical Education Finance Committee with developing a new policy initiative on GME

support to Improve physician specialty distribution. Last month, the committee submitted

a GME reform initiative to the APM Board of Directors. This Initiative, which was endorsed

by the board of directors, is built on the follong eight principles:

I Medicare GME funds should be redistributed to finance trainino i the ambulatory

seftfnn

To facilitate greater ambulatory training, APM supports a number of options.

many of which are outlined in PPRC's draft report For example, time spent by

residents in ambulatory care activities both on and off hospital premises could be
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incuded in calculating the number of full-me equivalents (FTEs) for the purposes

of DME and IME. APM agrees with the paper that this 'would effectively remove

the financial disincentive to training residents off hospital premises.'

The association would also support placing conditions on Medicare

payments to HMOs. As the paper notes, calculation of the average allowable per

capita cost (MPCC) that is currently paid to HMOs with risk contracts indudes

both DME and IME payments. And, since HMOs with Medicare risk contracts are

not required to use teaching hospitals, they effectively can receive GME funding

without accompanying assurance that these funds will be used to support training.

In terms of more substantial changes in Medicare financing, APM would

support increasing ciinical income from Part B to support ambulatory training. The

paper outlines several ways to do this. In fact, one of these options provides a

transition to the second principle upon which APM's GME financing reform initiative

is built.

An adiustment to Medicare Part B payments should be added to oroviders outside

the inoatient settino for the indirect costs of GME.

As PPRC's draft paper points out, the goal of creating an add-on would be

to allow physicians in non-hospital settings to use these extra revenues to support

training in sites other than the hospital. APM has concluded that support for the

direct and indirect costs of GME outside the Inpatient setting is critical In order to

increase trainig in the non-hospital setting.

Under this policy, programs that trah residents in the ambulatory betting

would apply for an add-on to the fees paid for physician services provided in

those settings. This add-on should cover direct medical education expenses -

such as professional effort, cost of classroom space, cost of additional equipment

and supplies, and designated overhead costs - as well as indirect expenses

created by the presence of a teaching program. For this option to work, it is

important to establish criteria that all ambulatory training settings would meet in

order to quality for an add-on to physician services In those settings. Such criteria

could include direct affiltation with medical schools and established training

programs. certification of the program by the Accrediting Councl for Graduate

Medical Education (ACGIME), and a curriculum devoted to producing generalist

A second substantial change In Medicare financing to Increase traiing in
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amrbiatory settings wouid be to make drect payments to entities other than

hospitals. APM supports one option outlined in the paper: maintaining Part A

financing of GME, but permitting payment for DME costs to entities other than

hospitals

This option provides a transition to toe third principle upon which APM's

GME financig reform Initiative is bI

The develooment of local, state. ad regional medical education corsortia should

be encouraged,

Each academic consortium could include one or more medical schools,

teaching end community hospitals, community health centers. HMOs, nursing

homes, and educational institutions from prinary schools through college. Under

the plan outiined In the COGME report, residency positions and GME funding

would be allocated based on state and regional workforce needs and national

goals for aggregate physician supply, the recruitment of under-represented

minorities, and specialty distribution.

APM asserts that the key to this principle, as wetl as the key to restructuring

the thancing of GME, is a comprehensive determination of the demand for

physician services - by specialty in local communities. states, regional areas, and

the entire country. By determining area-specific worktorce needs, the federal

government can be more effective In distributing GME support

Many organizations, commissions, end groups have joined APM by

advocating thvat 50 percent of all U.S. physicians be generallsts. However, the 50

percent goal needs to be examined within the context of local, state, regional, and

national needs for generalists. Until-need Is determined, efforts to redistribute

GME funds may be misdrected. Therefore, APM urges the commission to

advocate in next year's report a comprehensive study of area-spectfic health

workforce needs.

For nearly 20 years, the Natial Study of Internal Medicine Manpower

(NaSIMM) has provided an annual census and characterization of Internists and

subspecialists in training. Today, NaSIMM focuses on the many significant factors

that impact physician training In Internal medcine. The study has found that these

Include stipend fundig, location and inount of trainng In ambulatory settings.

number of hours worked. size and character of the faculty, content of the

curricuilm, placement of residents utization of computer technology, and the

in1act of organizational factors on trahhg programs. Under Its current

leadership, NaSIMM is expected to expand beyond census and characterization
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of internists in training. f tns occus. the study would begin to focus on the

orgabzation and structtre of It.mdal medicie t . As such. NaSIMM would

be an excelent tool for health wido needs cross the country.

As an example of te benefits of the consortium approach. I would RIC to

take to Opportunity to note some of whet the Graduate Medical and Dental

Education Consortium d Buffalo (GMDECB) has accosplished. GMDECB

Includes eight teaching hospitals, one dental chool. and one medical school. ft
was formed nearly 10 ya ago to develop an Integrated patient care and medical

education system. Since It was created, te consortlni has promoted Inter-

wstitutional cooperation and sharin, strengthened academic programs In

graduste medical end dental education, nd pooled educational resources. As a

result of tmis cooperation, GMDECB has acormplished the folowing:

o Provided centralized, coordinated management of at ACGME-approved

GME programs in Western New Yoric

o Developed a standardized application form for all programs.

O Centraled personnel and health records for each trainee.

O Implemented a computerized system with central coordination for resident

and medical student credentialing.

o Provided common salary and fringe benefits for trainees paid from a single

organization.

o Developed a one-eek comprehensive core curricuum that is required for

an first-year graduate students (PGY-1 a): this curribulum is conducted prior

to te beginning of me training program.

O Reduced unnecessary adirisbtrative duplication across the hospital system

and clinical departmenta.

IV All rayers should contribute to GME. includino Medicare Medicaid: orivate

Insurers: seal-Insured emoiovee oians: and m ueed care arranoements such as

HMOs.

COGME includes mte principle as one of Its 43 reconmendations. PPRC's

draft paper also Includes this option, stating. 'A more fundamental change In the

financing and control of residency trahing would be to require a1 payers to

contribute to a special [GME] fund that would be either local, state, or netional in

scope. Payments would be made from tmis uind to support residencies that meat

poiicy goals related to supply, specialty mix, end site of training.-

APM would support a nurber of uses for the special GME fund, including

the following:
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1. Funds Could be adad by the federal governrnent either through

grants to sttsor on en InstitutionPedfic basis for generalist

trainig. For istitutions to qualify. prograns would have to meet

production criteria. A phase-in period, mibxng current DME funds

with taxes, coldw be usad to assess how well programnS produce

generaists. Ikitis on the nurrber of trairing slots could be

estabblshed.

Z Funds could be used for loan forgiveness prograrms. Trainees would

be required to sign a nract to practice In a generalist field for five

years after completion of residency. In return. principal and interest

of loans taken specly for medical education would be paid

during service period. A threshold for loan forgiveness would be

established. Failure to fulfill service obligation would result in penalty

of 150 percent of amount paid by government IME would continue

as presently structured.

3. Funds could be used to allow physlCians who are practicing in a

generalist fieid and in a desIgnated geogaphic area or settig to

deduct from their Income taxes the principal and interest on qualfied

medical education lons for five years. Ousalied sites could be

urban ambulatory cliics or hospitals, Department of Veterans Affairs

(VA) hospitals and clinics, prisons, rural community practices. Indian

Health Service facties, Area Health Education Centers. Penalties

would be established for vkflatig agreements.

PPRC's draft paper discusses the GME financhg system In rate-setting

states such as Maryland. New Jersey, and New York. Although each state has

difficulties with Its rate-setting system, these diffibUles are generally not a result

of including the direct costs of GME in th rates.

However, this kind of rateselng system does not naturally lend Itself to

meetig any predeternined physician workforce needs. As such, APM favors an

all-payer approach that i tied more closely to policy goals. While PPRC's paper

correctly points out that thi type of arrargement could become highly polidczd.

APM maintains that such difficult decislonmakng is needed to address the

physician workforce inbalances.

V M roviclers of medical education should be reouired to adoot a uniform system

of aountino for educational osts. An recidents of medical education fundino

should be raouirad to be accountable for use of all such fundino.
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Earsier in my testimony, I stated APM's beiet that the lack of a standard

definition of the componenta of dired GME costs has led to a wide variabiity in

what is currently included hI such costs by hospitals. For example, one GME

provider may include a greater amount of fauilty time and effort hI determining

direct GME c ast than another GME provider. If this situation is not addressed.

APM beieves it may mitigate th eeffecveness of system-wide GME reform. While

not disputing that all allowable GME costs should be recovered, the association

believes that if GME providers used a uniform method of accounting for GME

costs, it would be easier and more affective to make other changes to the

reimbursement system.

In addition. APM maintains that thre is a greater need for accountability by

providers for GME rosts reimbursed through Medicare. For example, the

association believes that reimbursements for faculty supervision of residents

should be linked to the ultimate source of compensation for such faculty (the

hospital, medical school department acuty practice plan, or any combination of

the three). Unfortunately, the present system only allows for reimbursement to one

source, causing confusion in many settigs.

VI A mechanism should be develooed - throuwh the accreditation Process, the

certification process, or the reimbursement system - for lImithnri the number oi

residency and hellowDhi positions hi all soecialties.

APM recognizes that a reduction in the number of stuapecialty training

positions is necessary in order to reach the association's 50 percent goal. This

presents a difficult problem for APM members, since departments of Internal

medicine depend on subspecialists to provide a significant amount of the

department's dinical income as well as contribute to the institution's biomedical

research elfforts.

APM believes that the accreditation and certification processes could be

used to iimit the numbers of subspecialists in training. The association would

support increasing the requirements for certiiying subspecialists or extending the

length of training time. hI addition, APM would support empowering residency

review committees (MRCs) and ACGME to discredit programs based on an

assessment of overall educational quality. To do this, however. it would be

necessary to ift certain restrictions imposed by the Federal Trade Commission

(FTC).

COGME recommends capping the numter of Medicare and other funded

first-year residency positions at 10 percent more than the number of U.S. aitopathic

nd osteopathic med school graduates. COGME also recommends lititing
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DME and IME payments to residency training for initial cenification or five years,

whichever is less. Unfortunateiy, as I said earlier in my testimony, no one has

collected the data that would be needed to make this assessment. As a result,

APM supports a comprehensive study of health workforce needs in local

communities, states, regional areas. and the entire country. Again, NaSIMM would

be an excellent tool for collecting this data

Under scenarios outfined in APM's fifth M GME reform principle, the

pooling of funds from all payers could be tied to a certain number of residency

and fellowship positions. As was the case with that principle, the association

maintains that an area-specific assessment of physician workforce needs is critical

to its sixth (VI) GME reform principle.

VII Exollct fundino for trainina in family medicine, general Internal medicine. and

general rediatrics should be Identified. A portion of this funding should be given

directly to the medical school, residency trainina oroaram. or department chair

APM recommends providing new funds under Title ViI to strengthen

divisions of general internal medicine at U.S. medical schools. In addition, the

association maintains that funding through NIH and the Agency for Health Care

Policy and Research (AHCPR) should be Increased for research In primary care,

health services delivery, and patient osre outcomes, as well as for the development

of research faculty in primary care disciplines.

COGME makes these recommendations In its report.

Vill The economic incentives to enter generalist fields must be Increased.

APM supports providing loan forgiveness or tax deductions to residents

who enter practice as famity physicians, general internists, or general pediatricdans.

Earlier in my testimony, I discussed ways for imnplmenting such programs

(Principle IV). In addition, the association recommends that federal and state

programs, such as the National Health Services Corps (NHSC) scholarship and

oan forgiveness programs, be maintained, enhanced, end expanded to address

the undersupply of physicans In rural and Inner-city America.

COGME makes this recommendation in its report.

In reviewing the eight principles that form the basis of APM's GME reform initiative.

I commented on most of the options presented in PPRC's draft paper. I would lke to

take a few minutes to discuss APM's opposition to applying differential weights for

residency positions in calculating DME payments. The reasons for the associatizn's

opposition to weighting, which are well documented in the draft paper, are as follows:
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o It is unlikely that weighting wilt prove an effective means of inrreasing the

proportion of residents in generatst traenin.

O Some clinical departments may be forced to make uLp for the loss of DME

payments through clinical Income.

o Weighting sands the message that Medicare does not value training in

many important fields.

Condusion

APM appreciates this opportunity to present the GME reform initiative endorsed

last month by the association's board of directors. APM is pleased that much of what ft

is recommending is discussed in PPRCs draft report and recommended in COGMEs

third report. Imorovina Access to Health Care Throuoh Physician Workforce Reform:

Directions for the 21 st Cenurv. Clearly, many health care players - such as physicians.

hospitals, academic medical centers, and federal commissions - are beginning to come

together on how to restructure financial support for GME in order to address the

physician workforce issues facing this country.

As we come together, however, we must keep in mind that restructuring GME

financing is only part of the solution. In order to produce more generasst physidans, the

health delivery system must address a number of inportant issues that are not linked to

the GME financing system. APM believes that changes In GME support alone will have

a limited effect In particular, the association maintains that Inbalance in the comparative

income structure for generalists, specialists. and subspecialits must be addressed.

In closing, I would like to say that APM is excited by the prospect of working with

President-elect 81D Clinton. ha transition team, aid the people he selects as his health

policy advsors. Based on public opinon pols and election results, the country seems

ready to face the important Issue of reforming the health delivery system. The day after

Govemor Clinton was elected president. his campaign staff hdicated that health reform

would be part of the agenda for his first 100 days in office.

Groups like the ones that have provided testimony for today's hearing must be

part of the reform effort. Collectively, our members understand each part of the cormpx

health delivery system. By putting our valuable knowhedge to use. President-Etect Clinton,

Congress, and federal health policymakers can develop a delivery system that is coat-

effective, esile, and provides the best medical services in the woild. However,

APM's main ofge in this effort must be to ensure that the excetence identified with the

current system of medical education In this country continues, even as the method for

financing the syem changes.

Again, thank you for the opportunity to testify. I woutd be pleased to answer your

questions about APM. the association's GME reform initiatve, or my testimony.
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Association of Professors of Medicine
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March 2. 1993

Paul Ginsburg, Ph.D.
Executive Director
Physician Payment Review Commission
2120 L Street. N.W.
Suite 510
Washington. DC 20037

Dear Dr. Ginsburg:

On behalf of the Association of Professors of Medicine - which is the n tional
organization of the chain of the departnents of internal medieitw at the 126 U.S. medical
schools - thank you for this opportunity to conment On the Physician Payment Review
Commission's (PPRC's) 1993 Annudal ROt to Conrss.

Although APM is interested in the entire report. I will limit my cornments to Chapter 6.
'Training Physicians to Meet the Nation's Needs.' APM is limiting ius comments to one chapter
in order to provide PPRC with very specific observations about resructuring federal ntpport for
graduate medical education (GME) in order to produce more generalist physician.

In its testimony to PPRC on December 9, 1992. APM argued tht restructuring GME in
order to produce more generalist physicians must be closely linked with reforming the nation's
health car system. With this as a foundation. APM min' ins that the current GME aystem has

little connection to the health car needs of our mution or the workforce requirements of dte

current delivery system (say nothing of the potential needs of a reformed delivery system).

Since most studies indicate that the delivery system will not be fully reformed until the
end of the century. APM asserts that an effort to asses the physician workforce needs of this
country should be undertaken as soon as possible. By providing much needed dat on physician
workforce needs - both regionally and by srecialty - such an effort would be invaluable to

efforts to reform the health camr system.

lthe mope of Chapter 6 is very similar to APM's testimony and the association generally
supports PPRC'r six recommendations. While there is no need to restate APM's testimony. I
would like to take this oppornunity to make specific comments about Chapter 6.

o The Commission considered ... providing preferential funtDng for primary care positions
(refcrred to as weighing) ...After careful consideration. the commission rejected these
approaches an undesirable for several reasons.' (Page 21. fines I through 6.)

APM agrees with the commission that weighing will have lintl or no effect on limiting
specialty positons.

o 'ihe conmmission detsrmined that limits on the total number of residency positions amr
essential. Moreover, deliberate decisions shouldbe mde about the ditihutidon of these
positions ansr specile All poations tht are approved as part of an open.
deliberative process should be funded for the full length of training.' (Page 23. lines 3-
6.)

APM agrees with the commission that a determination of the total number of residency
positions is essential to reforming the rytem and that these positions should be funded
for their entire length of training.

o -Tbe commission recommends that Congress et in santt a limit on tse total number of
residences to be funded and achieve this number by sequencing reducto over
successive classes of first-year residesr..a policy that limited the number of first-year
residents to U.S. graduates plua 10 percent would have required culting about 2500
poritions.' (Pag 24. lines 12-14. and 17-19.)

APM agrees that Congress should set in ftimute a linit on thse total tmmber of residenciesr
to be fude. and tht this should be ted tO funding of specific residessees based on
workforce needs.

O 'Moreover, an additional nmber of touts above the number of U.S. graduant should
exist to dot the United Stas can fulfill it obligation in training hedt professions from

ahtoed- (Pages 25 and 26, lins 16-1.)
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In providing residency positions to international medical graduates (IMGs), U.S. medical
schools must seek trainees who can improve the overall quality of the program's GME
training and be consistent with defined workforce policy goals. IMGs should not be
granted residency positions solely to fulfill clinical service needs. Both of these factors
are best determined by national assessment of specialty and geographic needs. This
should also be a factor in assessing a program's quality, as mentioned later in the report.

O 'Decisions about the number of residencies per specialty should be made by a federal
body created for this purpose. This would permit more deliberative and detailed analysis
of the appropriate allocation of slots than would be possible if these were set in statute.
It would also allow for continuous adjustment of resident allocation over time.' (Page
26, lines 5-9.)

APM agrees that a new federal body should be created to make decisions on the number
of residencies per specialty. Further, the association maintains that generalist fields
should be initially shielded from any cuts based on an allocation of total residency cuts.
However, APM adds that this total number of residency slots must be based on a national
assessment of physician needs.

o 'The commission would, however, caution against funding a comprehensive national
workforce study. This is because the policy question has changed since GMENAC from
how many physicians does the nation need to how many can it afford. Moreover,
waiting on the results of such an effort would substantially slow progress towards
achieving policy goals.' (Page 27, lines 5-9.)

APM strongly disagrees with the commission's caution against a comprehensive national
workforce assessment. Unless such a study is undertaken, all decisions related to
physician workforce will be based on empirical evidence rather than comprehensive data.
Further, APM believes that while a determination of aggregate numbers of physicians is
no longer prudent, an assessment of the type and geographic distribution of physicians
is essential to linking GME to policy goals.

APM agrees that the answer to this question must be reconciled with how many
physicians the country can afford, but that this should not obfuscate the need for a
determination of workforce needs. Finally, any delay in implementing GME reform
caused by conducting the national workforce assessment would be outweighed by the
benefits of the results of this assessment since such a study would provide data that help
improve the health delivery system greatly.

o 'Once the decision is made about the number of positions to be funded by specialty. a
second tier of decisions will be required as to which specific positions in these fields
should be funded. The commission recommends that these decisions be made by the
bodies that accredit graduate training on the basis on educational quality." (Page 29.
lines 2 through 5.)

APM strongly agrees that decisions regarding specific residency positions to be funded
be based on an assessment of educational quality and that these decisions be made by
private sector accreditation bodies such as the residency review committees (RRC). Not
only are these organizations well-positioned to make such assessments, but the policy
speaks to any concerns about the micro-management of medical education by the federal
government.

o 'It is the commission's view that the costs of graduate medical education should be
shared by all payers. This reflects the principle that all who benefit from GME should
contribute to its costs.. .The Commission recommends that all payers ...contribute a
percentage of their payments for medical care to a public IGME] pool." (Page 32, lines
2 and 3 and 10 and 11.)
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APM strongly agrees that everyone who benefits from GME should contribute to its
costs. The creation of an all payer system is beneficial from both considerations of
equity as well as ensuring a consistent source of funding for GME. It would also help
sever the link between hospital clinical service and medical education.

o 'A related question that the commission did not resolve is whether the Departments of
Veterans' Affairs and Defense should contribute to the payer pool or continue to fund
residencies within their agency budgets." (Page 34, lines 3-5.)

APM believes that the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and its medical centers
should continue to be an integral part of GME training, and that this relationship should
continue through the current affiliation agreements between VA and academic medical
centers. The Commission should consider the creation of VA specific training programs
in such areas as ambulatory education, geriatrics, and rehabilitation medicine since it
could make the best use of VA's patient population and health care professionals.

o 'Breaking the link between payment for hospital services and the financing of graduate
medical education creates two additional questions: who should receive the payment and
what methodology should be used for determining payment amounts....The commission
struggled with the issue of who should be eligible to receive payment for graduate
medical education. It considered several alternatives: making payments to teaching
hospitals, medical schools, consortia of medical schools and teaching hospitals, or directly
to residency programs." (Page 34, lines 816.)

APM supports uncoupling hospital service and GME, as well as the need for an
identification of the true costs of graduate physician training - regardless of the loci of
GME funding. APM agrees with PPRC that there are strengths and weaknesses to each
of the alternatives the commission outlines in the report. In its testimony, APM
supported the development of medical education consortia. In the final analysis, APM
maintains that this approach would provide the most equitable way for distributing GME
funds.

However, this approach would need to be refined based on situations unique to local
communities and regional areas. In addition, it may be feasible to develop a combined
approach with some funds being available to residency training programs directly in order
to support initiative such as faculty development for generalists residencies and data
collection. If the present system is to be retained (e.g., payments to hospitals through
the Part A system), APM strongly urges that a uniform method of accounting for GM E
costs and a greater degree of accountability for the use of such funds be developed.

In addition, the APM reiterates its support for the creation of a Part B add-on to help
finance training in physician offices. While the PPRC's concerns over program quality
are legitimate, exposing residents to more typical practice settings during their training
is an important factor in helping to increase the production of generalist physicians.
Criteria for program quality could be addressed through the profession, and could include
a requirement for size and of practice and scope of operations.

o 'Although payments from the payer pool could be determined using Medicare's current
methodology, the commission recommends development of a new standardized payment
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per resident... .Medicare payments vary substantially across hospitals as a function of
accounting practices, payments to supervisory physicians, and historical cost
inefficiencies. This method effectively penalizes efficient hospitals and those that did not
report all potential direct costs in the 1984 and 1985 base year.' (Page 38, lines 3-9.)

APM agrees that all providers of medical education be required to adopt a uniform
system of accounting for educational costs as well as be accountable for use of all such
funding. If GME providers developed a more consistent approach to documenting GME
costs, it would improve the climate for training more generalists.

o 'Reducing the number of residents and shifting positions both from subspecialty fields to
primary care and from inpatient settings to ambulatory sites will be disruptive to teaching
hospitals...The Commission recommends making available transitional relief funds to
teaching hospitals that lose residency positions as part of this process.' (Page 38, lines
16-18, and page 39 lines 2 through 5.)

APM strongly supports efforts to provide transitional relief to teaching hospitals, because
such relief would mitigate the impact on care of patients in affected teaching hospitals and
such funds would help lessen the disruptiveness of reducing the number of residents and
shifting positions.

In closing, although restructuring GME support will improve physician specialty
distribution, it is only part of the solution. The commission's recommendations have to make
exolicitl clear the necessity of making concomitant changes in a number of important issues that
are not linked to the GME financing system if the goals of GME financing reform are to
succeed. This situation is particularly crucial within internal medicine given the forces that have
led to increased subspecialization by graduates of residency training programs.

Thus, issues such as medical student debt, the comparative income structure for
generalists, specialists, and subspecialists; quality of life and prestige concerns; and the need for
active role models have to go hand-in-hand with the changes in GME financing. At this time,
most generalists are disappointed by the resource-based relative value scale (RBRVS), which was
intended to address the comparative income scale for physicians.

APM appreciates this opportunity to comment on PPRC's 1993 Annual Report to
ConQDes. If you have any questions about APM's remarks or wish to discuss them, please call
me at (202) 857-1158.

Si` rely,

Terwilliger
Executive Director
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STATEMENT

of the

AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

to the

US. SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

and

SENATE RURAL HEALTH CAUCUS

on

THE PHYSICIAN PAYMENT REVIEW COMMISSION PROPOSAL
TO RESTRUCTURE GRADUATE MIEDICAL EDUCATION

and

RECOMMENDATIONS TO INCREASE THE SUPPLY
OF PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS

May 3, 1993

These are just two of the examples of what osteopathic physicians committed to rural
communities have meant to these communities.

Most of the osteopathic physicians in practice in those towns are primary care
physicians. A total of 58 percent of all osteopathic physicians practice in primary
cae. Although this figure is considerably higher than the percentage of allopatiuc
physicians in primary care, we share the concesos of the allopathic community over
the downward trend in intesent in primary care among all medical students.

Our greatest fear, however, is that rural communities may not have many more Dr.
Thompson's and Dr. Pelli's if there are not sufficient safeguards added to the
proposal of the Physician Payment Review Commission (PPRC) made to Congress
this year to revise graduate medical education. PPRC is proposing a dramatic change
in the way graduate medical education funds would be provided. We're afraid that
without safeguards, the proposal could wipe out many osteopathic training slots that
are today filled by students planning primary care practices in rural areas.

The Commission calls for a mandatory central planning approach that may cut the
total number of residencies in the nation by 11,000. Many of thee dots which could
be cut may welt be existing primary care residencies.

The PPRC proposal would establish a federal body that would determine the number
of residencies per specialty. Accrediting bodies would then determine which
residencies would survive and which would be cancelled based on an undefined
determination of the 'quality' of training. The proposal does not specify whether the
osteopathic accrediting body would remain independent or be combined with the
larger allopathic accrediting entity. If the determination of 'quality' in based on the
number of full-time teaching faculty or some similar costly determinant, academic
medical centers will benefit to the detriment of community-bospita based training
sites. This would be true evn if the community hospital training program had a
much better record of training primay cae physicians serving rural areas.

Community-hospital based training is generally found at osteopathic teaching
hospitals. These programs make extensive use of part-time and volunteer educators
who are practicing physicians in the community. These osteopathic training programs
offer far more patient contact and exposure to actual primary care practice than do
most research-based, medical center taning programs. After years spent in medical
school leaning theory and scientific application, hands on practical experience in
residency training provides excellent prepagstion for carees in primary care practice.

The PPRC proposal would potentially offer federal and private funds for the
conveomion of pact of the research-based programs to offer some increased presence of
primary care training at these centers. However, we feel thi should not be done at
the expense of eliminating existing primary cae residencies in community hospital
teaching settings.
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Thank you Mr Chairman. My name is Brian Hyps, Vice President for Government
Relations and Counsel for the American Osteopathic Hospital Association (AOHA).
In addition to AOHA, this statement is also supported by the Association of
Osteopathic Directors and Medical Educators and by Sherry Arnstein, Executive
Director of the American Association of Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine.
Osteopathic hospitals and osteopathic medicine have long had a commitment to
serving rural areas of the nation. Although the 33,500 osteopathic physicians
represent only five percent of all physicians, they make up 15 percent of all
physicians practicing in communities with less than 10,000 people. The figure climbs
to 18 percent in rural counties with less than 2,500 population.

We've included a list of the towns served by osteopathic physicians in Arkansas, Mr.
Chairman, and as you know, many of these are rural towns that often have difficulty
attracting needed physicians.

A review of osteopathic physicians in practice in all 50 states also shows a large
number of rural communities served by osteopathic physicians. Let me give you just
two of many examples.

One example is from an article from the April 19, 1993 issue of Modern Healthcare.
In it they talk about hospitals providing rural emergency care. Craig Thompson,
Doctor of Osteopathy, is the only physician in Strawberry Point, Iowa. He staffs the
Strawberry Point Medical Center which offers ambulatory, emergency and health
education services to the 1,800 families in a four-county area. This modern rural
facility includes a landing pad for helicopters. President Bill Clinton cited the
Strawberry Point Clinic as a rural healthcare model for the nation during a campaign
swing in Iowa when he was Governor of Arkansas.

Another example is from the April 1993 issue of The D published by the American
Osteopathic Association (AOA). The nationally known story tells of Doctor Roger T.
Pelli and how the six local communities in rural Aroostook County, Maine voluntarily
agreed to pay a tax to send him to osteopathic medical school in exchange for his
agreement to come back and practice there. Eight years from the day of the
agreement, Dr. Pelli is faithfully putting in his 15-hour days as a physician practicing
in Aroostook County. 'I love it up here," Dr. Pelli is quoted as saying. "This place
has everything I want."

Congress stepped in and with the leadership of the Senate Majority Leader and
members of this panel, passed the Rural Health Care Provider Recruitment and
Education Act which has become known informally as the Dr. Pelli Bill. As you
know, the law provides matching funds to rural communities that try to finance the
education of primary care physicians, nurses, nurse midwives and physician's
assistants.
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We need to safeguard against the unnecessary elimination of quality osteopathic
community-based residency training programs that have an excellent record of training
needed primary care physicians for rural and other underserved areas. The
osteopathic community must retain existing fully separate authority over its residency
programs. The osteopathic community has been unequalled in its commitment to
serving the primary care needs of the rural underserved - it has been helped in doing
this through maintaining separate accrediting authority.

We also have concerns about a mandatory central planning approach to allocation of
residencies. Osteopathic medicine has been able to keep a higher percentage of
primary care physicians serving rural areas through several factors including the
following:

Availability of primary care practitioners as role models for residents.

Required exposure of osteopathic residents to primary care training in the first
year of post-graduate training.

Osteopathic medical college recruitment of persons from rural areas with an
interest in returning there.

The location of several osteopathic medical colleges in rural communities.

Increased payment incentives for primary care practitioners through the Resource
Based Relative Value Scale (RBRVS) and weighting of GME payments to favor
primary care residents are more effective ways to help increase interest in primary
care. Greater earnings capacity for primary care physicians would lead to more
residents choosing primary care practice. The continued expansion of managed care
plans which make greater use of primary care physicians may also create market-
driven incentives for more physicians to choose primary care.

But the most important point for me to make today is that there be no elimination of
the existing community-based, osteopathic teaching hospital residency programs that
train higher numbers of qualified rural primary care practitioners as a part of any
effort to encourage academic medical centers to increase primary care training.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks. Thank you for the opportunity to voice
the concerns we have in the osteopathic community.

Communities in Arkansas Served by Osteopathic Physicians

Arkadelphia, Ashdown, Batesville, Beebe, Bella Vista, Belle Vista, Bentonville, Bull
Shoals, Camden, Conway, El Dorado, England, Fayetteville, Flippin, Forrest City,
Fort Smith, Gravette, Greenwood, Hampton, Harrison, Heber Springs, Helena,
Hiwasse, Hope, Hot Springs, Hot Springs National Park, Hot Springs Village,
Jacksonville, Jonesboro, Judsonia, Lake Village, Lakeview, Uttle Rock, Marianna,
Marshall, Monticello, Mountain Home, Mountain View, North Little Rock, Paris,
Pine Bluff, Rogers, Siloam Springs, Springdale, Stamps, Star City, Stuttgart, Van
Buren, Vilonia, Waldron, Warren and White Hall.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Physician
Payment Review Commissions Annual 1993 Report, specifically on its
proposed restructuring of Graduate Medical Education financing. The
National Rural Health Association is very concerned about the on-
going shortage of health care providers in rural America and
applauds the PPRC in analyzing health professions financing issues
which influence this problem.

80% of all physicians in rural practice are primary care
providers, and in the face of long term trend of decreasing
selection by US medical school graduates of primary care training
as indicated in the Commission's report, the next crisis of
replacing our aging cadre of providers is upon us. Each of the
members of the committee and Caucus can cite examples of rural
comamunities in their states which are struggling to find new
providers and to sustain their fragile rural health system.

Much of the PPRC report coincides with the policy issues and
positions taken by the National Rural Health Association.

First, we applaud the recognition of the Commsission of the
shortage of primary care providers in rural areas. The report
discredits the warn-out estimation that physicians will diffuse
from crowded urban to rural shortage areas, known by rural
advocates as the trickle-out theory of health professions supply.
The problems faced in recruiting and retaining providers in rural
areas must be recognized from a corvrehensive viewpoint, one which
goes well beyond professional production estimates and anticipated
physician behavior in situations of oversupply in metropolitan
areas.
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Even with the extensive array of Federal and State programs
targeted to assist high need shortage areas throughout the country,
the number of Health Professions Shortage Areas nationally has
increased since 1980. The total numbers have increased from 1,921
in 1980 to 2,189 in 1992. Certain areas of the country remain
problematic. For example, in the Appalachian counties of thirteen
states, data indicates that two-thirds of the counties still remain
designated shortage areas. Clearly, the solution to the issue
requires a more extensive plan and the PPRC recommendations goes to
one of the roots of the solution.

Second, although the initial assumption upon which the PPRC
Report is based may in fact be true, using the argument of an
excess of physicians to recommend reduction of Federal investment
in health professions production is one which has an ironic
precedent. The Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Council
and RAND Corporation reports in the early 1980s also cited
oversupply and were used as evidence by the Reagan Administration
to curb Federal spending for many health professions education
programs.

Ironically, the expenditures on graduate medical education
continued to increase through the 1980s. Unfortunately though, the
only national program which was designed to target the
redistribution of primary care providers to severe shortage areas
was fiscally dismantled. The National Health Service Corps
Scholarship Program reduced its scholarship placements from over
1,400 per year in the early 1980s to less than 40 in 1990. For many
rural areas this was disastrous. History has taught a difficult
lesson to rural localities and their elected officials: beware of
well-meaning attempts to reduce spending that in turn result in
further restricting rural recruitment opportunities.

Third, the implications of health care reform, through managed
competition or some derivation thereof, could potentially bring
disaster to an already thin health professions workforce in rural
America. Rural primary care physicians could become targets of
metropolitan recruitment campaigns. The Commission's proposed
expanded use of non-physician providers to replace residents in
teaching hospitals is another. Nurse practitioners and certified
nurse midwives have been a reliable quality source of health
professionals who have stayed in rural areas. Rural shortage areas
can not engage in recruitment wars with institutions which sponsor
training programs: this is a no-win situation. Again, although it
is clear that this is not the intent of the Commission, its
suggestion should be a further warning signal to those who are
concerned about access to providers in rural areas.

Finally, we understand the necessity to limit the scope of the
Commission's recommendations, but that which the Report
characterizes as the 'training pipeline from preprofessional
experiences to continuing medical education, can not be ignored in
the deliberations by Congress. Many rural communities end up trying
to recruit graduates of our health professions education system
whose most recent exposure to rural America was childhood sumner
camp or a vision from 35,000 feet in altitude while flying across
the country.

National Rural Health Association urges Congress to adopt the
successes and provide resources to expand a multitude of private
and public efforts which have demonstrated track records in this
area. Needed is the expansion of the 'Continuum of Contact' idea
now being used by the National Health Services Corps. We must
organize our efforts to encourage admissions of students with rural
backgrounds, provide them with rural training experiences in rural
hospitals and primary care practices by rural primary care role
models and assist them in returning to their rural roots.
Redirecting the GME savings projected through implementation of the
PPRC recommendations should be targeted to expand programs like:
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* Kentucky's Professional Education Preparation Program;
Jefferson Medical CollegeIs Physician Shortage Area Program;
-American Medical Student Association's Health
Promotion/Disease Prevention Program;
Minnesota's Rural Physician Associate Program;

v Spokane's Rural Residency Training Track;
* the thirty-five Area Health Education Centers' programs in

established rural training sites; and
' the Kellogg Foundation's Com=unity Partnership Programs in

East Tennessee, West Virginia, Hawaii, West Texas and
Michigan.

The National Rural Health Association applauds consideration
of reforms in Graduate Medical Education Financing. We agree that
GME expenditures should become more targeted to meet the
acknowledged health professions shortages in many rural and inner-
city areas. Specifically, NRHA recommends:

1. Medicare's reimbursement formula should give substantial
weighing preferences to primary care specialties,
especially family practice, which provide most of the
providers in rural com=unities.

2. Non-hospital primary care entities should become eligible
for direct and indirect Medicare GME funding.

3. Primary care training grant programs (including needed
non-physician providers) should be expanded, using
proposed GNE savings produced by PPRC revenue plans and
reductions in the number of residency positions. Rural
training sites should get preferential funding including
access to capital which is needed to expand key viable
training sites.

4. The National Health Service Corps (NHSC) should be
supported and expanded.

5. The Community Health Center Program provides vital
program and infrastructure development for rural and
underserved areas. This program should be supported,
expanded and used increasingly as a site for
undergraduate and graduate health professions education.

6. Programs that encourage the exposure of students at all
levels to primary care practice in rural communities
should be supported.

The efficacy of the changes proposed by the Commission in
redirecting Graduate Medical Education financing will help address
rural shortage issues. However, rural advocates would be remiss if
the related issues being discussed as part of the broader health
care reform debate were not mentioned. Stabilizing the finances of
rural hospital and provider systems through eliminating urban-rural
payment differentials is imperative. These act as disincentives in
the recruitment process, reduce practice cash flow and limit access
to capital needed for program, equipment and facility development.
Taken together, reforms in health professions training and
equitable financing of services could result in the strong dose of
medicine that rural areas throughout the country need to survive.
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Testimony by the
National Association of Community Health Centers

Senate Special Committee an Aging
May 3, 1993

The Honorable David Pryor, Chairman

My name is Darryl Leong and I serve as the Director of Clinical Affairs for the National
Association of Community Health Centers. I am a board certified pediatrician and public
hesIth professional with local, state. and national experience in primary care and public
heath.

The National Association of Community Health Centers is the major national organization
representing community-based migrant, homeless, and community health centers,
Federally Qualified Health Centers (FOHC, and Rural Health Clinics (RHC), throughout the
United States including Puerto Rico and other territories. Over 200 of the nation's 700
health centers are already involved in health professions education for students and
residents.

Perhaps the most critical issue in the provision of quality health care to all Americans is the
availability of primary care practitioners in medically underserved rural and urban areas
throughout the United States. We commend this panel for its second hearing on the need
for primary care providers for rural and other medically underserved areas.

The National Association of Community Health Centers strongly believes that past and
current financing of graduate medical education is directly related to a shortage of primary
care practitioners for medically underserved areas and populations. This hearing has come
en opportune time with a growing national consensus that there is a worsening national
shortage of primary care physicians.

Federally Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics are currently recognized under
both Medicare and Medicaid statutes as a unique type of ambulatory care provider
designated to receive reasonable cost reimbursement.

Here is a summary of our recommendations:

1. What We Can Offer. Teaching community health centers and other primary
care centers for medically underserved populations provide ideal places to
recruit students, conduct ambulatory primary care training, and be a major
means for recruiting and retaining providers in needy areas.

2. Supporting the PhysIcIan Payment Review Commlsslon Recommendatons on
Reforming Graduate Medical Education Payments. We support all of the
recommendations contained in the 1993 annual report of the Physician
Payment Review Commission.

We especially support the recommendation that graduate medical education
payments be made directly to entities other than hospitals as a means to
encourage training in ambulatory sites. Migrant, homeless, and community
health centers are comprehensive primary care centers located in medically
underserved rural and urban areas and together comprise a high quality
service system which is ready and willing to serve as major ambulatory
training sites for primary care.

Establishing a direct payment mechanism to ambulatory entities such as
FOHICs and RHCs would be a critical first step in the movement of training
programs from hospital-based to community-based settings.

We also agree with the commission on limiting the total number of residency
training slots but with incentives or mandates to also limit the number of
aubspecislty resident slots.

3. Clarification of Graduate Medcal Education Reimbursement Policy for
Federally Qualified Healh Centera and R0al Health Clinics. Although
Federally Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics are already
recognized by Medicare and Medicaid for graduate medical education
reimbursement, clarifying policies are needed.

4. Health Care Reform. We expect that changes in graduate medical education
reimbursement for Federafly Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics
to be compatible with and a pert of the larger health care reform proposals.

We cannot overemphasize the importance of developing financing to support teaching in
Federally Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics. We have repeatedly heard
from our members that the absence of financing has almost dinglehandedly prevented the
development of training programs in our health centers. This has been especially true for
rural health centers and cliiics where training dollars are already scarce.
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Federally Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics have a great deal to offer to the
new education and training systems that will feature ambulatory education and training:

1. National System. A growing national system of community-based primary
care centers in every state and major city, providing real access to care (not
just an insurance card), providing care to 6.4 million people in over 1,500
sites.

2. Location. Location in federally designated medically underserved areas, both
rural and urban.

3. Recnitment and Retention for Underservad Areas. Federally Qualified Health
Centers and Rural Health Clinics foster recruitment and retention of physicians
by exposing them to careers in primary care and underserved areas and by
providing yet another reason to work in en underserved area.

4. Patient Diversity. Over 60% of clients are ethnic or racial minorities. Serve
migrant, homeless, geographically isolated, poor, as well. Health centers are
at the front line of patient care in dealing with major problems such as infant
mortality end AIDS.

5. Experts In Community Health. Community health centers provide a unique of
clinical care: community health care with over 27 years of experience.

6. Quality Work Force. Health centers' clinical staffing includes over 3.000
physicians, 9,000 other health professionals, the vast majority of whom have
made community health as the ultimate health career.

7. Unique Health Care Delivery Model. Places consumers in charge of their own
health and health care where the practitioner's responsibility for improved
health is an entire community, not just those who keep appointments. Each
center is a not-for-profit entity owned end operated by the community.

8. Prevention and Public Health. Health centers have eliminated the arbitrary
separation between primary care and prevention services, instead providing a
comprehensive set of HEALTH, not MEDICAL services.

9. Comprehensive Pdmary Care Services. Community health centers provide
much more than medical services, integrating a wide range of social, mental
health, substance abuse, nutritional, school health, environmental health and
other services.

10. Community-Based Research. Ability to conduct or participate in new forms of
community-based research to bring newfound understanding of problems such
as those that underly youth violence today.

11. Adminitration and Finance: RHCIFQHCs. Health centers are administered as
non-profit private corporations that are also statutorily recognized as Federally
Qualified Health Centers entitled to receive cost-based reimbursement under
Medicare and Medicaid.

We are confident that many health centers can function 8s quality training programs in
addition to providing needed services. Health centers already involved in teaching have
reported both immediate end long-term positive impacts on recruitment end retention.

Here is just a sample of model teaching programs already operating in rural end urban
areas in partnership with academic health centers, universities, end teaching hospitals:

Family Medicine

Sequoia Community Health Foundation, Fresno, Califomia. Rural and urban family
medicine.

Blackstone Vatey Community Health Center, Pawtucket, Rhode Island. Ruralirban
family medicine, Including a maternal and child health fellowship training program.

Family Health and Social Services, Worcester, Massachusetts. Rural family
medicine.

Sea Mar Community Health Centers, Seattle, Washington. Urban family medicine.
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Salt Laka City Community HUaath Centera, Salt Lake City, Utah. Urban family
medicine.

Cordaeia Martin Health Center. Toledo, Ohio. Urban family medicine.

Sioux River Valley Community Health, Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Rural family
medicine.

Monteflore Family Health Center, Bronx, New York. Urban family medicine.

Internal Medichu

Claretan Medical Center, New City Health Center. Near North Health Services
Corporation, and Erie Family Health Center. Chicago, Illinois. Urban internal
medicine.

Downriver Community Services, Algonac, Michigan. Rural osteopathic internal
medicine.

Cleveland Neighborhood Health Services, Cleveland, Ohio. Urban internal medicine.

Pedsatr

Waianae Coast Comprehensive Health Services, Walanae. Hawaii. Rural pediatricmedicine training.

Anthony Jordan Health Corporation, Rochester, New York. Urban pediatric
medicine.

Oak Orchard Community Health Center. Brockport, New York. Rural pediatric
medicine.

Dendtiry

Sunset Park Family Health Center, Brooklyn, New York, which trains both dental
and medical residents.

Mixed Models

West Alabama Health Services, Eutaw, Alabama. Multidisciplinary health
professional student training program with the University of Alabama.

Primary Health Care, Des Moines, Iowa. Trains both residents and students at thehealth center.

Maine Ambulatory Care Coalition. Manchester, Maine. Medical student placement
program in rural health centers and is planning to add residents.

Preventive Medicine

Neponset Community Health Center. Geiger-Gibson Health Center, East BostonNeighborhood Health Services, Boston, Massachusetts. Community-oriented
primary care program.

Mariposa Community Health Center, Nogales. Arizona. Rural preventive medicine.

Geriatric Medidne

Over 60 Health Center, Berkeley, California.

In addition, we have heard from these and other health canters stating their desire to domore teaching at the health canter but that the largest barrier has been inadequatefinancing.

In closing, we seriously believe that the recognition of graduate medical educationpayments to ambulatory Federally Oualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics couldhave a significant influence on the shortage of primary health care providers for rural andmedically underserved areas. We plan to continue to work in close partnership with healthprofessions institutions on the development and expansion of education and training inmigrant, homeless. and community health centers and rural health clinics across thiscountry.
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National Association of Community Health Centers
General nd Specific Comments to

Physician Peyment Review Commission
'Flnancing Greduete Medical Education: Options for Reform'

The National Association of Community Health Centers strongly believes that past and
current financing of graduate medical education Is directly related to a shortage of primary
care practitioners for medically underserved areas and populations. The Commission's
work has come an opportune time with a national consensus that there is a worsening
national shortage of primary care physicians.

The major theme for our comments is a locus on financing for ambulatory graduate
medical education. While most reports have recommended a shift from hospital-based to
community-based training, the actual sites for this community-based training have not
been well defined, especially In terms of financing their operational ad developmental
costs.

In our general comments, we will attempt to explain the policy rationale for recognizing
teaching health centers las part of the Federally Qualified Health Centers/Rural Health
ainICs program) as Ideal ambulatory training sites and begin the discussion of options for
their financing. However, note that this is not a complete discussion of the programmatic
and financing options for teaching health centers. Rather, we would like the Commission
to be more aware of the existence of current reimbursement mechanisms for recognizing
teaching costs in Federally Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics.

Our comments are organized into four sections:

1. Rationale for Supporting Teaching Health Centers
2. Why Teaching Health Centers Shouid Receive Special Consideration for

Graduate Medical Education Reimbursement
3. FInancing Teaching Health Centers
4. Specific Comments

1. Rationale for Supporting Teaching Health Centers

Currently about 30 of the 500 community health centers located throughout the United
States are major teaching centers. Another 200 are involved in teaching. A new plan by
the National Association of Community Health Centers calls for the creation of 200
1Teaching Health Centers' over the next five years. These will be centers where young
physicians and other primary care professionals can leam about community health care In
ambulatory settings In both rural and urban areas rather than only in urban hospital
settings.

Teaching health centers have a great deal to offer to the new education and training
systems that will feature ambulatory education and training:

1. National System. A growing national system of community-based primary
care centers In ewry sute and major city, providing real access to care Inot
just an insurance card), providing care to 6.4 million people In over 1,500
sites.

2. Locetion. Location in federally designated medically underserved areas, both
rural and urban.

3. Recnitment end Retention for Undereerved Aras. Federally Qualified Health
Centers end Rural Health Clinics foster recnuitment and retention of physicians
by exposing them to careers in primary care and underserved areas and by
providing yet another reason to work In an underserved area.

4. Patient Diverity. Over 60% of clienta re ethnic or racial minorities. Serve
migrant, homeless, geographically Isolated, poor, as well. Health centers are
at the front rIe of patient care In dealing with major problems such as Infaht
mortaity and AIDS.

5. Experts In Community Health. Community health centers provide a unique of
clinical care: community health care with over 27 years of experience.
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6. Quality Work Force. Health centers' clinical staffing includes over 3,000
physicians, 9,000 other health professionals, the vast majority of whom have
made community health as the ultimate health career.

7. Unique Health Care Delvery Model. Races conaumers in charge of their own
health and health care where the practitioner's responsibility for improved
health is an entire community, not Jun those who keep appointments. Each
center is a not-for-profit entity owned end operated by the community.

E. Preventlon and Public Health. Health centers have eliminated the arbitrary
separation between primary care and prevention services, instead providing a
comprehensive set of HEALTH, not MEDICAL services.

9. Comprehensive Primary Care Services. Community health centers provide
much more than medical services, integrating a wide range of social, mental
health, substance abuse, nutritional, school health, environmental health and
other services.

10. Community-Based Research. Ability to conduct or participate in new forms of
community-based research to bring newfound understanding of problems such
as those underly youth violence today.

11. Administration and Finance: RHCIFQHCs. Health centers are administered as
non-profit private corporations that are also statutorily recognized as Federally
Qualified Health Centers entitled to receive cost-based reimbursement under
Medicare and Medicaid.

A full summary of the Teaching Health Center concept is found in the attached paper
entitled: Why TeachinP Community Health Centers? A Concept Paper by Darryi Leong,
M.D.. M.P.H.. Director of tha Department of Clinical Affairs of the National Association of
Community Health Centers.

II. Why Teaching Health Centers Should Receive Special Consideration
for Graduate Medical Education Reimbursement

A. Teaching Health Centers ra ts Ambilatory Equivalents of Teaching
Hospitals. Under the current system, the costa of graduate medical
education era recognized only for teaching hospitals under two mechanisms:
direct medical education paymenta and indirect medical education
adjustmenta. Training in community health centers achieves several
objectives which currently need to be addressed including the need for more
training in the ambulatory care setting, training in primary care, prevention
and community health, addressing recruitment and retention of health
professionals in underserved areas, etc.

The teaching health center is the ambulatory equivalent of a teaching
hospital. Training occurs in both the teaching hospital and the teaching
health center settings. Since ambulatory training is a core part of the
training experience, it should be reimbursed. Teaching hospitals receive
direct and indirect paymenta for teaching. Teaching health centers should
elso receive elso receive direct and indirect reimbursement.

B. Teaching Health Centers are poitioned wal to receive direct medical
education IDME) paymente for graduate medical education activities through
the FQHC/RHC cost-based methodology which easily recognizes teaching
costs are an allowable cost.

C. Teaching Health Centers Shouid Have Payment A4ustmenus Similar to
Teaching Hospitals. Teaching Hospitals have indirect adjustments to their
prospective rates for their relatively higher coats thought to be associated
with teaching the Involvement of residents in patient care, and the severity
of Sness of patients who require the specialized service available only in
teaching hospitais.

In addition, hospital indirect adjustments are based on geographic wage
levebi, the indirect costs of training in a service environment, and the fact
that teaching hospitais provide care to a disproportionate share of poor and
sick patients.
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Of the four adjustments to the prospective payment system for hospitals,
two apply to Teaching Health Centers. They are:

1. Indirect Teaching Adjustments. Teaching Hospitals are
recognized for their relatively higher costs associated with
teaching, the involvement of residents In patient care. and the
severity of Illness of patients who require the specialized
service available only in teaching hospitals.

Teaching health centers also have higher costs associated with
teaching, the involvement of residents in patient care, and the
severity of illness of patients who require services available
only in teaching health centers. These indirect costs of
Teaching Health Centers should be recognized.

2. Disproordionate Share Adkustments. Teaching Hospitals are
recognized for providing care to a disproportionate share of
low income patients.

Teaching Health Centers also sea a disproportionate share of
low income. Medicaid. and uninsured patients. These indirect
costs of Teaching Health Centers should be recognized.

Chart #1 graphically represents the parallel between hospital indirect
teaching adjustments and Federally Qualified Health Centers indirect
teaching adjustments.

D. Soures of Funds for Teaching. Hospitals currently have multiple sources of
funds for teaching. The predominate source is patient revenues from
Medicare GME 178.7%)l however additional sources include state
appropriations, city appropriations, medical school/university sources.
physician fee revenue and NIH to name a few. Chart #2 graphically
represents the sources of funds that currently axist for hospitals.

Although Teaching Health Centers represents a training model which helps
to achieve several policy objectives cited, none of these funding sources are
currently available to them. In addition to reforms in graduate medical
education, other sources of funds should be made available to teaching
health centers.

H. Financing Teaching Health Centers

A. Introduction.

We acknowledge the variety of financing options to promote
primary/ambulatory training in non-hosphal settings that the report reflects.
We are suggesting an additional financing option reflecting the 'teaching
health centers' concept presented here-one which builds upon the Federally
Qualified Health Center and Certified Rurel Health Clinic programs that are
presently found in both Medicare and Medicaid statute.

Medicare and Medicaid statute designate certain primary care providers who
meet federal statutory eligibility requirements Ithere are different requirement
for FQHC and RHCI as special providers under Medicare and Medicaid.
There is a bundle of covered, ambulatory Services prescribed in statute and
covered services are to be reimbursed on a reasonable cost basis fall
Inclusive rate per visit) for both Medicare and Medicaid following Medicare's
(Part A) reasonable Cost principles. It should also be noted that FOHCs and
RHCs have been given the same statutory rate appeal rights to the PMRB as
Part A providers.

All in all, the policy option that we are presenting for consideration is that
'teaching health centers,' like teaching hospitals, have some statutory
foundation in both Medicare Part A and Part B. One could build upon this
foundation for the financing of GME in ambulatory settings. i.e. FOHCs and
RHC3.
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B. Dirnct Medical Education (DME)

Recognition of direct medical education costs as an allowable cost in the
FQHC/RHC reimbursement methodology (some 1iDl stff believe this may be
the case now given the fact that FOHC/RHC reasonable cost methodology is
based upon Medicare reasonable cost principles found In 42 CFR Part 413)
wouid be a relatively straight forward way to finance DME in FOHCs end
RHCs. One problem is that there Is prsently a cap on the rate per visit
(with an urban nrral differential) in Medicare FOHC regulations and in the
RHC statute. This cap approach would have to be modified to reflect the
costs of teaching; perhaps it could be treated as a pass through or
eliminated for teaching health centers until we know more about the costs of
teaching in these free-standing ambulatory canters. The fact that these
DME costs would flow through a cost reporting system would provide
HCFA. and therefore national policy makera, with a solid date base on the
costs of teaching in ambulatory sattings in order to further refne policy
development; thus resolving a problem identified In the draft.

C. Indirct Medical Education

Teaching Health Centers would experience additional indirect costs for the
training of residents similar to those pointed out In the draft report;
additionally, health centers now experience additional costs given their
patient mix, intensity and comprehensiveness of ambulatory care services.
Existing factors such as the Medicare FOHC regulatory productivity ecreen
of 4200/MD and the cap on the rate per visit, which does not reflect the
Increased ancillary costs inherent In teaching settings, would need to be
adjusted for teaching health centers.

A methodological approach to determining an IME payment to teaching
health centers would need to be developed reflecting these and other
considerationsa but the vehicle for making the 'add-on' payment exists
given the FOHC/RHC reimbursement system. A further embetishment of the
option of making direct payments to entities other than hospitals in Part A,
would be to fully recognize teaching FOHCs end RHCs In Part A; payments
could then be made either In the form of a reimbursement edd-on- or a
grant. Because the costs of developing teaching health centers is such a
crucial element to making this Initiative workable, perhaps the capital for
development could be financed through a grent payment, while the ongoing
maintenance of the teaching costs could be financed through an add-on
IME reimbursement payment.

D. Inclusion of Medicaid and Considerations for the U ad .

For moat health centers Medicaid represents a much larger patient base than
does Medicare and, of course, health centers have a high proportion of
uninsured patients. Therefore. OME Medicare payments would not alone
significanly impact on covering teaching costs. One option worth
consideration would be to recognize OME in both FOHC/RHC Medicare and
Medicaid (some ste*s do this now), with the DME costs being fully -
supported (lie. 100% federal match) at the federal level to relieve the states
from the financial pressure. An option for IME would be to develop an add-
on methodology which not only reflected indirect teaching costs mentioned
above, but also the proportion of Medicaid and uninsured patients or visits
which the FOHC/RHC serves. Thb would result In assuring that the
methodology covered much. if not most of the teaching costs.

'Tm .40^mm a
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STATEMENT OF

DENA S. PUS1IN, Sc.D.

ACTING EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON RURAL HEALTH

Mr. Chairmun and Meinbera ot tbe Cnrnmittee and Catumis:

On behalf of the National Advisory Committee on Rural Health, I am pleased to be

here this afternoon to discuss the implications of graduate medical education (GME) reform

for the development of an adequate health care workforce in rural America. We appreciate

the attention you are giving to this important isue.

National Advisory Co attee on Rural Health

The National Advisory Committee on Rural Health (NACRH) advises the Secretary of

Health and Human Servicea on health care issues of importance to rural Americana. The

Committee was established in 1987 and bas produced five annual reports to the Secretary that

have been widely disteibuted. This 18-member committee is chaired by former Governor

Robert D. Ray of Wowa and includes members from both the public and private sectors with a

broad range of experience in rural healt - physicians, nonphysician practitioners, nurses,

administrators, educators, mental health and public health professionals, and even a lawyer.

The Committee has begun to discuss GUME and plans to issue recommendations to the

Secretary in its next report (due December 1993). The Committee recognizes the relative

importance of Medicare GME dollars (neanly $6 billion) compared to federal grant funding

for medical education (about $200 million). It has not yet had the opportuanity to review the

new recommendton on GME made by the Physician Payment Review Commission

(PPRC). We expect Om the Committee will thoroghly review the recommendaions as a

pan of its deliberations in June. Becau the Committee has not drafted its recnmmendations

on GME, I am unable to give you specific recommendations at this time.
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In its previous reports to the Secretary, the Comminttee has made numerous

recommendasions to develop an adequate workforce in rural areas. These recommendations

provide insights into the direction the Committee is likely to take as its considers graduate

medical education. Three consistent concerns emerge from their recommendations:

* the need to train health care practitioners for rural practice;

* strong support for the use of nonphysician practitioners (NPPs - physician assistants

nurse practitioners, and nurse-midwives); and

* improved payments to practitioners in rural areas to facilitate recruitment and

retention.

Increased Demand for Primary Care PractitIoners

These concerns will be heightened by the prospects of health care reform, which is

likely to rely on increased use of primary care services. As documented in the PPRC report,

we do not have enough primary care physicians to fill existing positions. Expected growth in

managed car systems in likely to absorb as many new primary care physicians as can be

produced. Moreover, these physcm will find plentiful opportunities to work in urban

managed caretlings where hours are more regular and support is more available.

Even if we started today and all medical school gradustes entered pis ary care

specialties, it would take 22 years until half the U.S. physician workforce would be in

primary care. Thus there is a need for other solutions.

The Committee has had a long-sanding interest in expanding the supply and scope of

practice of primary care NPPs to meet this need. There are chronic Shortes of these

pactitioners. As mentioned in the PPRC repoet, it in estimated that there se futr to sen

jobs for every nmuse practitioner and physician asitant goaduate

Mb yover, just as phy mns choose urbanbased. specilty practics it is believed

that increased numbers of NPPs also are choosing to specialize in urban settings.

Opprtunities fur NPPs to specialie will peolifesrte rwhen specialty residencies are

eliminated. As discussed in the PPRC eot, aching hospitals te likely to use NPPa to

replace the readenl who prided specialty savIc. These new opportuities will only
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atrengthen the incentsies on NPPM to spetialize in urban settings rather than providing

prtmary care Svices in rural settinU

Statesim to Thin Xaetkdon for lrnal P

To forestall the further depletion of practitioners from rural communities, the

Committee has recommended a series of strategies to improve the training, recruitment, and

retention of rural practitioners. Simply training more primary care practitioners - physicians

and NPPs - will not ensure that rural needs will'be met. Rather, primary care practitioners

need to be specifically trained for rural practice.

One way to prepare practitioners for rural practice is to train them in rural areas.

Rural practice is sufficiently different from urban practice to warrant the establishment of

strong primary care training programs in rural ettings. Model teaching practices need to be

established that demonstrate the rewards of rural practice. These practices need to be part of

health care networks that link rural primary care practitioners with supporting specialists.

Training should he interdisciplinary; that is, all types of practiones are trained together so

they can effectively work together.

Health professions schools will play a key role in developing these types of programs

because they provide the connection between the medical practice site and the educational

site. Development of these programs might entail numerous components. For example,

telecommunications linkages would be used for education and consultations between the two

sites. The rural preceptors would be paid as foculty of the health professions schools. Both

sides would leara from each other as they share the responsibility of trainng new

practrtioners. The liaison between the two entities would contribute to increased stability of

rural practices and improved retention of rural practitioners.

Rural training programs will help prepare practitone for rural practrce. However,

the Committee alWo has recognized that chronic shortages of rural practitioners are due to a

wide range of well-documented factors, not the least of which is how and where they are

trained. Lower paynoent OD rural practitioners for the sn services, based on historical

charges, remain a trendous disionentive to practitioners to locate in runr aas.
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pay for equal wor

Rural commimitie- have had hisorically depressed ecoomies, with lower wages and

more people M of worf. Fewer individuals in rural am have alth insurance, and what

they do have often provides poorer benefits than in rban aeas. Health cae providers ti

nual commtnities charge less to make health caue more aflordable for their patients.

Medicar payments to nurl providers that are based on historica charge reflect the

differential in charges between urbas and nrul practitioners. However, knowledge that rural

practitioners make less than their urban countrpa i a deterrent to new graduates to

choosing a rural practice. Tbe lower payment levels to rural practitioners make it difficult to

recruit and retain an adequate workforce in rural areas.

Payments to rural practitioners should be based on the economic costs of rural

practice. This means the payments should reflect the price that has to be paid to make rural

practice attactive to more health care practitioners. This price may be considerably higher

than historic charges would indicate. Unless payments to rural practitioners are improved,

rural practice will continue to be viewed as unattactive by those establishing new practices.

C£nchisi

The National Advisory Committee will coosider all these is, as well as the issues

raised by other participants of this workshop, as they develop recommendations to the

Secretary on GUE. Thank you again for the opportunity to participate in this workshop. I

am happy to answer any questions you may have
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Intoducfion

E iable alternatives to the traditional acute
care hospital for delivering essential

health care seices in rual communities are crit-
ically needed. In sparsely populated areas, small-
er hospitals often find it difficult to meet both
state licensure regulations and the federal
Medicare program's conditions of participation.
These facilities need greater regulatory and fitan-
cial flexibility in order to cut back on the provi-
sion of costly acute inpatient care services,
which require specially trained personnel and
expensive equipment, and to focus on the provi-
sion of pritmary care, emeasency care, and lower-
acuity inpatient care services. Because not all
services can be provided locally, regional net-
works are needed to better assure access to high-
er levels of care provided at full-service hospitals
in larger commnunities.

The Alpha Center has established a Technical
Resource Center on Alternative Rued Hospital
Models under a grant from The Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation. In its first year of operation,
the Center's primary focus has been to assist the
seven states participating in the federal Essential
Access Community Hospital (EACH) Program.
The EACH Program is a joint federalstate effort to
assure the availability of primary care, emergency
servies, and limited acute inpatient services in
rural areas where it Is no longer feasible to main-
tain full-service hospitals. The Health Care
Financing Administration s Office of Research
and Demonstrations manages the EACH Program
which includes the following seven states:
Calfornia, Colorado, Kansas, New York. North
Carolina, South d , and West Vrginia.

HCFA has awarded over $17 million in grants
to both states and facilities participating In the
EACH Program. The funds support state efforts to
develop rural health plans and designate fcilities
as either EACHa or Rural Primary Care Hospitals
(PCHs). Grants made to fcilities cover their costs
to convert to EACHsand PCHs and form rural
health networks.

Federal and state officials asked The Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation to support the devel-
opment of the Technical Resource Center. This
public-private collaboration represents a special
opportunity for the Foundation to provide
technical support for the grantees of a fderal
program. The Foundation has undertaken this
unique partnership because of its strong commit-
ment to support alternative models for strength-
ening the health care delivery system in rural
areas.

The primary objectives of the Technical
Resource Center are: first, to facilitate interaction
and communication among project directors of
the EACH Program and provide a forum for the
exchange of information and ideas between state
grantees; and second, to provide technical assis-
tance on the organization of rural health net-
works and the development of EACH and PCH
facilities. In developing the Technical Resource
Centers workplan, the state project directors
and hospital association officials from the seven
states were asked to identify and rank their major
technical assistance needs. The key needs identi-
fied through this process include:
sguldance in interpreting HCFA's program rules,

savoiding violations of antitrust law
a developing emergency medical services plans
and paotocols,
•assuring quality of care in PCH facilides,
.developing sound financing strategies,
. defining admissions criteria for PCH0s,
.linking facilities through telecommunications,
* using effective community education strategies.

The Alpha Center conducted a workshop for
federal and state officials responsible for impe-
menting the EACH Program onjanuary 14-15,
1993 in Baltimore, Maryland. The meeting incid-
ed four major sessions on key technical assis-
tance topic Organizing Regional Energency
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Medical Systems Antlrst Issues for Rural Health
Networks, Options forFinancing Alternative
Rural Hospitals, and CoImhnity Educatkm and
DedconMaIsio The woritsp also p- d
oppoetuntie for tie states to tepost on their
efot to implement the pospam and for HCFA
officials to add specic questions posed by
the states in advance of the meeting.

Ts report on the Essential Access Conmun-
Ity Hospital Pmrorm has sbE parts. The first arti-
de provides an overview of die EACH Program,
indluding a deactiption of die bclIlty aliterla her
EAiHs and PCls and a dbacussbon of some of the
prgamns najor implementation ciallenges. The

next lt artides sumnmarize dte lieur major ss

slons fint the January wopalo on organizing

em en medical eies anrs, flinar
and comnmnity education and dcldsonealkig
proceses. The final section provkdes a profile of
die EACH Progtam in each of dhe seven partici-
p-g states.

For fiwther hirfxration about the EACH
Prgram or the Teduncal Resource Center on
Aleniative Rutal Hospital Modds please contact
the Alpha Center at 1350 Connectidt Avenue,
N.V. Sute I100, Wbshlngton, DC 20036.

J
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EACH Program Overview: States Launch
Networks While Seeking to Amend Law

he Essential Access Community Hospital as well, openng up new channels of communica-
Program (EACH) is a unique federate don between the hospital industry, state regula-

partners~iip to assu- e the availability of primary tors, and local hospital boards. 1ca and regional
care, resency, services, and limited acute inpa- philanthropies, such as the Kansas Health
ficit sermkces in nual areas, whese it is .Foundation, have prmoted the for-
no longer feasible to maintain a ft - To E p p mFon of EACH/PCH networks by
vice hospital. The program creates a k 1emu g supporting technical advisory groups,
new category of lirntedkervlce, or conmmnity forums and other special
*down-sd,' rural hospital under _ _ activities. The seven states have also
Medicare rules called the Rural dI _lvinew used a variety of approaches in devel-
Primary Care Hospital (PC3), which I _ t h oping their rural health phans, which
rmust establish a network relationship must be submitted to HCFA, reflecting
with a larger, supporting EACH facility. I le their varying investments in maintain-
Congress established the EACH _ ik bng a health planni$g infrastructure.
Program as part of the Oninbus Given the wide variation In yroVr-
Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1989 and
the Health Care Fmancing Administration's
(HCFA) Office of Research and Demonstrations
oversees the initiative. Currently, the program is
limited to sevn states, which have received fed-
eal grant funds to develop rural health plans and
designate facilities as either EACHs or PCHs.
Since October 1991, HCFA has awarded about
$3.8 million in start-up funds to California,
Colorado, Kanas, New York, North Carolina,
South Dakota and West Virginia. It has also
awarded about $13.3 million to 75 hospitals with-
in those states to cover the costs of converting
their facilities and imprtving communications
and transportation systems as needed to form
networks.'

The EACH Program has released an enormous
amount of creauve energy focused on the devel-
opment of reglonal networks that llnk health
cae providers in remote areas with those in
more densey populated communities. Low-vol-
ume rural hospitals see the program as a way to
shed unnecessary beds, stren n the provision
of primary care services, and receive cost-based
reimbursement for Medicare patents States are
using the opportunity to review their hospital
fisure laws, idnty vulnerable facilities, and
assist rural residents in the process of reconfigur-
iog their health care system State hospital asso-
cdaions have been integral to the EACH Program

phy, demographics, and available resources, the
states are now using their esary lessons from the
EACH Program to develop other network mod-
els, which incude community health centers and
other non-hospital providers, to meet unique
locad needs.

Although states received their first grant funds
over eighteen months ago, full implementation of
the EACH Program has been delayed due to a
ladc of final federal regulations HCFA issued draft
regulations for the program in October 1991,
with the goal of publishing final rules by the fol-
lowing summer. The Department of Health and
Human Services just recently cleared its version
of the final rules, however, and is now awaiting
approval from the Office of Management and
Budget before publing them in the Fedenal
Register Meanwhile, a debate continues over
both statutory and regulatory aspects of the pro-
gram. For example, some believe that OBRA
1989 is too spedcfic regarding criteria for the PCH
facility alowing little flexihblity regarding the
design of this limnitedservice hospital, which is
the llnchpin of the EACH Program. The states
have masor concerns over the program's criteria
for admitting patients to PCH facilities and for
lUmiting the length of stay to no more than 72
hoars. HCFA officails received a great deal of

4
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input about draft regulations during a two-modth
public comment period, but have said that their
final regulations will probably look quite similar
to the earlier version. In response, the states are
supporting a slate of amendments to die federal
statute that are currently in a bill before
Congress. Ironicallys if they become lasw, these
amendments may further delay HCFA's ability to
release the final regulations and begin paying
facilities as EACHs and PCHs for treating
Medicare patients.

This article provides an overview of the statu-
tory requirements for Essential Access Commun-
ity Hospitals and Rural Primary Care Hospitals. It
discusses some of the major problems with the
EACH Program as perteeved by the participating
states and facilities and how HCFA is seeking to
address these problems thriugh the regulations.
later articles in this report focus on specific
insplementation issues and describe the breadth
of activities being conducted by states under the
EACH Program.

Fadlty Criteria for PCHs and EACHas
The EACH Program is based on the concepts

of regionalization and network formation and
utilizes a hub-and-spoke design to link small and
large facilities that have varying service capac-
ties. Rural Primary Care Hospitals forim the outer
points of the network and are linked by referral
agreements, communication systems and emer-
gency transportation services to larger Essential
Access Community Hospitals, which serve as net-
work hubs.

In becoming a PCH, a licensed hospital shoos-
es to limit its scope of inpatient services in
exchange for less restrictive &censure require-
ments and cost-based reimbursement under
Medicare. It must agree to maintain no more than
six inpatient beds for acute care services and pro-
vide only temporary inpatient care for periods of
72 hours or less (unless a longer period is
required because transfer to a hospital is preclud-
ed due to inclement weather or other emergency
conditions) to patients who require stabilization
before being discharged or trantserred to another
hospital. A physician, physician's assistant (PA) or
nurse practitioner (NP) must be available to pro-
vide routine diagnostic services and to dispense

drugs and biologicals, and inpatient care provid
ed by die PA or NP must be subject to the over-
sight ofa physician. The PCH facility must also
nmake availabie' 24-hour emergency care, how-

ever, the facility is not required to keep staff at
die facility if beds are unoccupied. This means,
for example, that medical personnel could be on-
call, rather than on-site, during the night if the
facility has an hipatient census of zeo. In the first
year of operation, Medicare payments for PCH
inpatient services will be based on the reason-
able costs for the facility determined on a per
diem basis. For later cost reporting periods, pay-
ment will be the first-year per diem rate, updated
to reflect increases in rural hospital operating
costs. For outpatient services, the facility may
elect either of two payment methods: a Cost-
based facilt service fee with reasonable changes
for professional services billed separately, or an
allinclusive rate combining both the professional
and facili service components. See Appendix I
for additional faility requirements for PCHs.

An EACH facility must have at least 75 inpa-
dent beds and agree to provide emergency and
medical backup service to the PCHs in its net-
work. The EACH must be located more than 35
miles from any hospital that is either designated
as an EACH, classified as a regional referral cen-
ter, or located in an urban area but meets the
criteria for classification as a regional referral
center or mects other geographic criteria
imposed by the state and approved by the Secre-
tary of the Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS). It must accept patients trans-
ferred from PCHs and agree to receive data from
and transmit data to PCHs. Under Pant A of
Medicare, the EACH will be reimbursed as a 'sole
community hospital' (SCHt for which payments
are based more heavily on hospitamlspecific costs
than under the Prospective Payment System. See
Appendix II for a more detailed description of
the facility requirements for EACHs.

Role of tie State
State pvernments play a central role in the

EACH Program. To be eligible for the program
states must have developed or be developing a
rural health care plan in consultation with the
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state hospital association and must designate (or

be in the process of designating) rural nonprofit

hospitals within the state as EACHs and PCHs. In

addition to the federal requirements, the state
may impose additional eligibility criteria for

EACHs. Before HCFA designates EACHs and

PCHs, the state must approve the facilities' appli-
cations for designation and show that their plans

for forming a network are consistent

with the state's rural health care plan. "Witt
States selected to participate in the so
program receive grant funds that may
be used to carry out the program and P1"v

to improve commuications and niral
emergency transportation systems.

The law currently limits the EACH delivl

Program to no more than seven states. pit. V

In September 1991, after reviewing 21 EAH
applications, HCFA awarded grants to

Califomia. Colorado, Kansas, New sltuttnni
York, North Carolina, South Dakota

and West Virginia. It classified the states as either

'Type A" or Type B". Five type A states
(California, Kansas, North Carolina, South

Dakota, and West Vrginia) were those that had

already identified specific networks and wanted

to implement their prgrams immediately Two

Type B states (Colorado and New York) were

those that sought additional time to identify spe-
cific facilities for their networks.

OBRA 1989 also permits the Secretary to

award grants to facilities of up to $200,000 to
support their conversion to EACHs and PCHs. In

1991, HCFA made funds available to facilities in
the lrpe A states. In September 1992, grants

were awarded to facilities in the Type B states, as
well as to facilities in both new and established

networks in Type A states. Supplemental grants
were also awarded to each of the seven states in

this second round. HCFA awarded all of the grant

funds-$9.8 million-available under the EACH
Program in fiscal year 1991, but only $7.4 million

of the additiocd $9.8 authorized for fiscal year

1992. Congress authorized no funds for the pro-
gram in fiscal year 1993.

HCFA Releases Draft Reguations
In January 1990, shortly after passage of

OBRA 1989, rural health experts gathered to dis-

cuss the EACH Program at a national invitational

tost I

Medl

N., cli

humt

Is hIs

once

Iva 6

meeting on alternative rural health care delivery

models sponsored by the Federal Office of Rural
Health Policy. Participants were particularly sensi-

tive to the potential difficulties of balancing
federal needs for a uniform policy and basic

standards with an array of unique local circum-

stances.' They noted that considerable challenges

would be posed by the diversity between states

regarding licensure/certification

i base In requirements, planning capacities,

lIcare and varying levels of experience in
addressing rural health needs. There

angc iD was also a general consensus that the

eCars program must be flexiblei f it is to
succeed, such as allowing states to

e moot use different criteria for designating

1liM te EACHs and PCHs, or permitting
experimentation with variouspt Is an approaches to limiting the scope of

value.' services at PCH facilities. They noted
that further clarification was needed

regarding the law's statement that PCH facilities

could participate in Medicare's Swing Bed pro-
gram, which allows licensed acute care beds to

be used as skilled nursing beds, in rural hospitals
where patients could not otherwise be dis-

charged due to a shortage of nursing home beds

in the area. They also questioned how flexible
HCFA would be in granting waivers, especially

regarding the 6bed and 72-hour length-of-stay
limits for PCHs.

HCFA utilized its waiver authority under

OBRA 1989 to address many of these concerns

when it published its draft regulations, or 'pro-

posed rules," for the EACH Program in October
1991. Congress gave the Secretary of DHHS two

types of waiver authority One is to designate as
PCHs hospitals that have more than six beds or
keep people more than 72 hours. The other is an

authority to waive other requirements of the
Medicare statute, except those relating to EACHs

and PCHs, in order to make the program work.
inJanuary 1993, at Alpha Center's workshop for
federal and state officials responsible for the
EACH Program, Thomnas Hoyer, Director of
HCFA's Division of Provider Services Coverage

Policy, who is responsible for creating the regula-
tons, explained that the swing bed portion of

a
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the OBRA 1989 statute is inconsistent with its
PCH provisions. According to Hoyer, The waiver
authority was designed to allow us to correct
such problems. It was not designed to allow us to

change the EACH/PCH program. Rather than
have individual hospitals ask the Secretary for
waivers because they need more than six beds or
regularly keep some patients more than 72
hours, HCFA chose to address the issue on a
national basis by writing a regulation that says a
PCH facility can have up to 12 beds if it is a
swing bed hospital. This regulation, whidh is
expected to be part of the final rule, would allow
a PC0 that was certified for the swing bed pro-
gram prior to conversion to hold patients longer
than 72 hours, if appropriate, by switching their
bed status from "acute care" to -nursing care.
No more than 10 patients, however, could occu-
py these nursing care/swing beds at any time,
leaving at least two available for acute care
patients. HCFA officials crested this 10patient
limit on swing beds in their proposed regulations
in light of the limited staffing and resource capac-
ity of most hospitals that might elect to become
PCHs. In accordance with Medicare rules, the
swing bed length-of-stay is not capped.

States Propose Amendments
Beginning in January 1992, the project direc-

tors of the seven states participating in the EACH
Program began a consensusbuilding process to
focus on changes to the program that would facil-
itate Implementation. In a letter detailing critical
Issues" for the EACH Program that they sent to
HCFA officials in April, 1992 the project directors
wrote, 'while none of the seven states believe
that the EACH is an end product of rural health
delivery restructuring, It is currently the only
alternative recognized in law. Without a base in
the Medicare program, change in rural health
care delivery is a moot point. We believe the
EACH concept is an alternative of value... and
will assist policy-makers, regulators and change-
makers in the long process of refocusing rural
health delivery.

The states have developed a set of proposed
amendments to the federal law that they believe

would impmve and expand the program. These
amendments are now being considered by
Congress as part of HR-21. The amendments
would allow urban hospitals to be designated as
EACHs and exclude them from the requirement
that they be located a minimum of 35 miles from
other EACH facilities. Bi-tate rural networks
would be allowed where the grantee state
believed that the most appropriate partner for
either an EACH or a PCH was located across the
border in another state. An important change
regarding Medicare payments would allow P01
facilities to be reimbursed based on their actual
costs, rather than on the basis of the lower of
costs or charges" as stipulated in HCFAs draft reg-
ulations. HCFA would also be authorized to desig-
nate up to nine EACH states expanding the
current program by two.

If passed, however, several of the proposed
amendments would impose additional con-
straints as well as freedoms in attempting to
redress what the states peredve to be OBRA
1989's most onerous requirements. For example,
the amendments would change the current Imnit
on Inpatient lengths of stay at PCHs to an average
72 hour length of stay. Under current law, if
HCFA officials detected that the 72-hour limit
was breached, they would cite the deficiency
and ask the PCH for a plan of correction. The
PCH would then have an opportunity to correct
the deficiency and avoid termination, according
to the same procedure as is used for hospitals
with deficiencies. Under the proposed amend-
ment, however, HCFA would be given the author-
ity to simply cancel the facility s Medicare
agreement if It had an average length of stay over
72-hours.

The states also believe that requiring a physi-
cian to certify that a PCH admission is for 'tem-
porary and Immediate care, as stipulated under
the proposed rule, would be too restrictive.
Under their proposed amendments, physicians
would be required to certify that PCH services
"may reasonably be expected to be completed
withIn 72 hours, or that a decision to transfer the
patient may reasonably be expected to be
reached wIthin 72 hours. In practice however,
this leve of specificity may actually be more

7
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restrictive than the regulation now envisioned by

HCFA. According to Hoyer, HCFA's current

enforcement process would be 'relatively mern-
ful in cases where some folks ended up staying

longer Similarly the current law allows PCHs to
-deliver any hospital services that takes 72 hours

or less, including surgery. On the other hand, HR-

21 would permit only surgical procedures that

can be done in an ambulatory surgery

center. Stat
While these changes may turn out

to be less desirable than the states

originally thought, one provision of ii
HR-21 could delay the release of final EAH I
regulations even further. HR-21 woulk

permit PCHs to provide swing bed

services up to the hospital's licensed jdd
acute-care bed capacity at the time of

conversion to a PCH, minus the num- -
her of inpatient beds (up to six) atwMm

retained by the PCH.
Under Medicare's general swing bed program,

where hospital beds may be used for nursing

home patients, there is a presumption that hospi-

tals are well-staffed 24 hours a day. That is, how-

eve, not true of PCHs. Hoyer explained that if
H1R-21 passes, PCHs with swing beds may be

required to comply with HCFA's regulations for

nursing homes. Putting the current 10patient
swing bed limit for PCHs Into proper context,

Hoyer noted that because of nursig home

reform in 1987, 'nursing home requirements are
probably more burdensome in a rural ares than

hospital requirements, so if you are looking at an

area with no manpower, nursing home beds are

not necessarily the easy answer.'

Sunm7arY

The EACH Program is the only federal pro-
gram that creates a new category of lmited ser-

vice hospital facility under Medicare-the Rural
Primary Care Hospital. The legislation that creat-

ed the program, OBRA 1989, stipulated very spe.
ciflc criterla for the PCH, giving the Health Care

Fiancing Administration lile latitude in drafting

regulations for the program. HCFA has chosen to
use its allahble waiver authority to establish the

a

GI

EACH/PCH initiative as a national program with a
single set of implementation rules, rather than to

encourage waivers on a facility-by-acility or even
a state-by state basis. HCFA's final rules for the

EACH Program were cleared by the Secretary of

DHHS in December 1992 but now await final
approval by the Office of Management and

Budget. How quickly OMB will choose to act on

the rules is uncertain, especially given

nd MeMt the Clinton Administration's fast-track
effort to create a broader health
reform policy agenda.

Map In 1th Congress may be the next player

to mold the program it created three
years ago. Amendments crafted with

fte do input from the seven states partcipat-

el ing in the EACH Program, are moving
forward as part of HR-21, a legislative

vehide carrying several higher priori-

q .11111 ty measures that were vetoed by

President Bush last fall. Some of these
amendments would give states and local facilities

the kind of flexibility they feel they need to
establish viable rual health networks, but others
would require HCFA to go back to the regulatory

drawing board and delay the release of 'final
rules even longer.

While the lack of final regulations has delayed

implementation of the EACH Program, this feder-

al-state partnership has broken important new
ground in the development of rural health policy.

The EACH Program provides an intergovernmen-

tal framework for creating hospita-based runa
health networks, or systems of care, that can bet-
ter assure access to emergeny care, primary

care, and limited inpatient care services in rural
areas. While they await the release of final federal
rules, states and local communities participating

in the EACH Program are addressing a host of
complex implementation Issues and exploring
the development of more expanded networking

models.
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EMS: The Missing Link in Rural Health Networks

V Calibrnia rural health network has used specifically on keeping the hospital open. It was

EACH/PCH resources to buy two ambu- on being able to get emergency treatment, and

lances. The state of West Virginia has used EACH on being able to have primary services,' he said.

Program funds to improve emergency medical While most people think of EMS as ambu-

services (EMS) system components, lance transportation, a comprehensive

such as equipment, communication UU EMS system includes much more.

linkages and training. But these examn- i, Bank Wolff, session moderator and

I ples are the exception, rather the rule, Chief of Primary Care and Emergency

according to early reports. 'EMS Medical Services for the New Mexico

remains the missing link in most rural .n cm Pt." Department of Health, defined an EMS

health networks:' said Janet Reich, an system as, "a coordinated system of

EMS Consultant from Arizona and author of a centralized access to a comprehensive range of

book called Success and Failure of Rural EMS emergency care: It starts with emergency access

Sytrems. All EACH/PCH grantees will have to deal (eng. CBs, 911 lines) and dispatch capabilities,

with EMS system improvements at some point, trained first responders, rescue squads and amu-

but it is better to deal with them bfore a crisis lance services. But it also includes communica-

happens warned the panelists in the session on tion with physicians during transport, hospital

Organizing Regional Emergency Medical emergency departments, transfers to specialty

Systems.- care facilities, and overall medical direction and

Sooner or later, EMS issues rise to the top of quality assurance.

EACH/PCH grantee concerns for several reasons. Even before considering the organizational

*First, federal program rules specifically mention challenges associated with EMS system develop-

the development and support of emergency ment, the structural problems facing rural EMS

transportation systems as one of the purposes for systems can seem overwhelming For example,

which grant funds can be spent. Second, EMS is a volunteers are hard to recruit and must be pro-

critical part of the rural health safety net; if a rur- vided with high quality training. Often, there are

al hospital doses or the sole doctor retires, fron- outdated or weak communications infrastruc-

tier and rural areas have only EMS to turn to for tures, so upfront investments are needed in

basic health care. Third, national trends are equipment and technology. Major sources of

increasing the demand for EMS in rural areas- financing for emergency services are often inade-

more elderly people, growing public epecta- quate, especially since ambulances and hospital

tions, earlier hospital discharges, need for more emergency rooms must serve everyone, indud-

transfers to tertiary care hospitals, and higher risk ing those who cannot pay. And It can be particu

for certain types of injuries. Perhaps most impor- arly difficult to recruit and retain qualified health

tant, however, are the profound concerns of rural care professionals to staff the system. Many rural

citizens for maintaining EMS services. At the areas lack qualified physicians who have the time

meeting in January, Robert McDaneld, Adminis- and Interest to supply vitally important medical

trator of the Kansas Board of Emergency Medical direction.

Services in Topeka, recalled meeting with a While the panelists did not offer any magic

group of 30 people in the small community of bullets' to solve these problems, thcy highlighted

lakin, Kansas during the planning stages of the some strategies that have contributed to success-

EACH Program. Their primary concern, he said, ful rual EMS systems development. First, they

was access to health care. "The focus was not underscored the importance of careful planning,

before a real crisis develops, by all potential plhy-

72-182 95-7
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ers in the system. Organizing EMS systems s
'about as grassroots as you can get Wolff said.
Janet Reich also emphasized how important it is
to consider 'who to invite to the party They
urged EACH Programs to involve all the organiza-
tions that currently or are expected to participate
in each stage of the process: from dispatch and
pre-hospital care, to hospital emergency treat-
ment of patients, to medical timas-
portation of a patient from one facility Th p
to another. There are virtually no
parts of the country where all EMS _"
system components are handled by by EAC
only one organization. "Will

One set of players indudes all of
the ambulance services operating in an
the region, both those that are staffed f hp
by paid, professional paramedics and
those staffed by lay volunteers, as well
as fire and police departments. Since Pr
there is a wide range of organizations
providing emergency services and
many types of EMS personnel that
vary from state to state, planning
across state borders can be particutlar-
ly difficult. There are approximately caw I
35 different levels of pre-hospital per- focu
sonnel in the country recognized In
some states but not in others. A sec- b 1Ui
ond set of players Is the emergency WWI
department personnel in the EACH
and the PCHs. Ms. Reich asserted that the federal
law requirement for EACH hospitals to provide
backup emergency services will demand new
approaches fur how hospitals interact with the
pre-hospital care providers. Strict lines delineat-
ing the roles of dte pre-bospital and hospital care
providers will have to change. .. (becausel pre-
hospital care personnel will be called on to
perform functions which are beyond their cur-
rent scope of practice.' For example, some
hospitals may need to change their staffing con-
figuration, or allow R.N.s to provide advanced life
support and initial diagnosis prior to the arrival
of the physician, or permit paramedics and EMTs
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to provide care in emergency rooms to ensure a
smooth transition from one level of care to anoth-
er. State officials may need to enact new state leg-
islation or provide waivers to allow providers to

take on these new roles.
Several panelists recommended that explicit

agreements be written, which clarify relation-

ships between each hospital and each ambulance
service. Such agreements assure that

ido o each party understands Its role in the
system and its relationship to each
other. In some cases, the agreements

qIttJ will need to incorporate fairly explicit
mi so medical protocols, so that physicians

and other stakeholders can define

t11011 what level of care can be provided by
tWtlblk whom. Tertiary hospitals must also

1*0 s get invohled to support the EACH/
PCH ensergency transfer process.

mm The third set of players are the

km.. political leaders who have legal
responsibility for the EMS system. in

Isl C most parts of the country that means

gjl b a county board of commissioners.
Because they tend to fight for

1 IIUU resources for their constlnaents rather

bclt than for the entire county, Bobbie
Hatfield, RN. an EMS consultant in
West Virginia and former state legiSla-

." tor, recommended removing direct

oversight responsibility from this body
and vesting it in an emergency medical advisory
board, made up of public safetq pre-sospital
medical and nursing personnel. However, local

politicians as well as local businesses and other
community leaders should still be involved in sys.

tens de-eopment.
Ms. Hatfield discussed the Importance of deal-

Ing with cultural issues unique to each rural area.

'You cannot understand how to develop a pro-
gram by sitting in meetings with people, asking
what their problems are. You have to let them
develop their own program' She recounted a
story about her involvement in developing a local
paramedic training program. 'Somebody in the
higher echelons [of state governmentl in West

Virginla decided that the Iparamedicsl were

Is
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going to wear pink smocks to go into the hospi-
tals to do their clinical training. As a result, the
whole class quit.. you do not put loggers and
miners in pink smocks' State officials can help
the most, she said, by removing buraucratic
barriers.

Another panelist, Dr. Nicholas Benson,
Medical Director for the North Carolina Office of
EMS, and current President-Elect of the National
Association of EMS Physicians, stressed the
importance of medical direction in an EMS sys-
tem. He talked about two types: I) online or ral-
timne medical direction, i.e. the actual giving of
orders or giving of pernission to do certain inter-
ventions, and, 2) physician oversight of all
aspects involving patient care of a pre-hospital
system. Medical direction ensures that there is a
patient advocate, that the patient will get the
best care possble, he said. At the same time, he
warned that many areas of the country face
a crisis of medical direction. There is a lack of

physicians who are qualified... who are interest-
ed. [or] who are educated in emergency
medicine'

To recruit weliqualified physicians, he strog-
ly advocated for the addition of funds to an EMS
budget to adequately compensate a medical
director Yes, it costs more, but in return he said,
'You get contraual accountability so that you
can pin down the medical director to what your

expectations are, and what he or she needs to
deliver." He also suggested using nurses to relieve
some of the bulden from medical directs they
can help physicians with somne day-today admin-
istrative tasks and in some cases deliver on-line
tmedical direction.

His recommendations served to remind the
audience about how difficult it can be to secure
sufficient funds to establish a highiquallty ES&
system. While EAC/VPCH funds provide wel-
conte financial supplements to a few communi-
ties, they are only a drop in the bucket. Most
comnnnities have less resourtes to work with,
not more.

But there are reasons for optimism. First,
somne states have enacted legislation which tar-
gets dedicated revenues to support local EMS
proviers. Second, McDaneki urged participants
to think creatively about which services to main-
taln in distressed rural areas. While rural commu-
nities and their hospitals may not be able to
provide specialty medical services, they may still
be able to offer good basic primary care and
emergency services To do so, howeve, requires
communities to develop appropriate cxpecta-

tions about what can be performed within their
own community. He concluded, 'Until we are
able to do that, Inetworks] are not going to be
successful either in rural Kansas or nationally.'

11
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Antitrust Facts and Fears: Skidding on Ice?

fter hearing two legal experts discuss
antitrust issues surrounding rural network

development, one is tempted to recall the words
of Franklin D. Roosevelt: "The only thing we have
to fear is fear itself.' Although their
presentations noted certain situations Now
that merited caution, they contended 1e
that EACH/PCH grantees' fars con-
cerning possible violations of antitrust
laws were largely misplaced.I

The EACH Programs attempt to
foster the development of rural health
networks justifies a certain amount of to I
antitrust apprehension. Such net-AI
works may involve arrangements
between hospitals to apporion ser-
vices, consolidate operations, and
perhaps even dose some facilities entirely. While
these types of actions may result in lower health
care costs and improvements in quality they may
also be challenged by the Federal Trade
Commission and the U.S. Department of Justice,
as both agencies have increased their oversight of
antitrust activity in the health care field during
the last 10 years.

Thus, grantees came to the EACH/PCH work-
shop on 'Antitrust Issues for Rural Health
Networks" desperately seeking a better under-
standing of the legal rules of the road. What can
facllities do legally in terms of collaboration and
networking activities? If they cannot do some-
thing prohibited by antitrust laws, what does It
mean for state governments to provide 'state
action immunity' to permit certain mergers or
collaboration to occur?

Nell Motenko, a partner in the law firm of
Nutter, MeClennen and Fish in Boston, who spe-
cdaiazes in antitrust litigation and counseling,

explained that antitrust law has few hard and fast
preincpes or regulations. Instead, much o it has
evolved through case law and judicial decisions
in state and federal courts. Because of this,
Motenko compared fears of antitrust suits to
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"being on a plane that is skidding around on the
ice as it taxis up the runway. He conceded,
'There are serious issues to be considered,' but
added, "thea is a lot that you can do.'

Essentialiy, antitrust law prohibits
bluee certain types of: a) agreements or

peM it "conspiracies" to restrain trade, for
example, through price-fixing or alo-
cating markets among certain com-

mmS petitors; b) conduct by monopolists

inn or those attempting to monopolize
particular markets; c) price discrimi-

MIe nation; and, d) exclusive or preclusive
Wut. dealing. Antitrust law also governs the

structure of mergers and joint ven-
tures-and potentially the networks
in the EACH Program-so as to pro-

mote competition. Prohibited joint ventures
include agreements among separate entities that
restrain trade and those that consolidate entities
in a way that would invoke the merger law
(Section 7 of the Clayton Act).

In general, antitrust enfsrcenment has been
favorable toward joint ventures in the health care
arena because they can be procompetitive. They
can produce efficiencies by reducing transaction
costs, consolidating research and development,
or pooling resources, all of which can allow orga-
nizations to compete more effectively. Networks
that help to introduce new products or allow
entities to buy or share services and equipment
that they could not have done on their own are
likewise viewed as pro-competitive. When net-
works serve to integrate facilities or services, or
improve access and quality of care as in the
EACH Program, the result can be seen as general-
ly promoting efficiency and competition.

The key test in these examples concerns the
effect on competition; if a bona fide joint venture
promotes competition, then courts are more like-
ly to rule in favor of the arrangement. Those that
ivprove health care and lower health care costs
are generally allowable under the antitrust laws.
Motenko also advised that, 'if you IntegrAe and

II
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share risk in order to provide more efficient
health care services, you have a legitimate joint
venture.' The mere appearance of merging opera-
tions may not be sufficient absent meaningful
integration and risk-sharing. He also said that 'if
providers are not tallking about price, [there Is] a
lot more room to maneuver.

The major issue in networks and joint ven-
tures concems the players; if competi-
tors are Involved, there are more
antitrust issues than if a single hospital gi
develops its own network. Networks
become more suspect if the joint ven- aoufit
ture is undertaken by competitors to cow
disguise anti-competitive conduct.
Antitrust questions may also be raised
if the network 'aggregates power" in Offgr
the relevant product or geographic
market to such an extent that it can
easily raise prices or exclude competi- doem
tors or otherwise create market distor-
dons. But what constitutes the
relevant geographic market in a rural m
area? And with the scarcity of am
providers in rural areas, can any joint
venture truly be said to increase competition?
While few suits have been brought against
providers in rual areas, a recent opinion in a
case involving a hospital in Uklah, Califormia
treated the geographic market as relatively large.
Since bigger geographic areas are likely to con-
tain more competitors, there is less oppounity
for adverse competitive Lees. But other deci-
sions have viewed the geographic market more
namowly.

Many people remain concerned that the lack
of dear guidelines and conflicting federal court
decisions creates a 'chilling effect' on network
formation, particularly since small rural hospitals
lack the resources to clallenge antitrust suits.
However, Motenko believed that, 'there is mis-
placed fear about antitrust Laws in the context of
networks and joint ventures' He advised those
with any doubts to seek guidance from legal
counsel, from publications prepared by the
American Bar Association's Antitrust Section

Health Care Commsittee (of which Motenko is
Vice Chaiman), and by consulting with their
state Attorneys General offices, the FrC or
Department of Justice-"on a nosnames basis'

Those who feared that their rural health care
networks could violate federal or state antitrust
laws were intrigued by Ellen Cooper's presenta-
tion on 'state action imrnunity Cooper is the
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Chief of the Antitrust Division of the
Maryland Attorney General's Office,
and chair of the Multi-state Antitrust
Task Force's Health Care Working
Group of the National Association of
Attorneys General. She explained that
this doctrine, which dates back to a
1943 Supreme Court decision in
Parskr u Brown, exempts state
actions from antitrust law. Thus, state
entities and state employees acting
pursuant to a dear authorization from
the state are protected. Furthermore,
a 198D Supreme Court decision clari-
fled that the state aciion doctrine also
immunizes private entities from
antitrust liability if the state has:

I) clearly articulated a poiicy tuo ispias -
tition with regulation; and 2) the state actively
supervises the anti-competitive conduct.

State policy, expressed by the state legislation
or the state's highest court, is dearest when it
pertains to a particular, rather than general dass
of activity She warned however, that other
expressions of state policy, such as decisions of
licensing boards, are not necessarily covered by
the state immunity doctrine. And the need for
state supervision has come to mean 'that the
state has to exercise ultiumat control over the
challenged anti-competitive activity. The mere
presence of some state activity or some state
monitoring is not sufficient. State officials. .must
have and exercise power to review particular
anti-competitive acts of private parties and disap-
prove those that fail to accord with state policy"

Cooper advised state officials that wanted to
enact legislation to incorporate language protec-
ing all of the parties involved. This would indude
not just the state and the state officials or munici-
paicties or counties involved, but the private par-

11
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ties, private hospitals and medical staff that may
also be implicated. She emphasized that the legis-
lation should, set out the state's intent to
increase access by replacing competition in rural
health ca areas with a system of regulation, to
have the legislation delegate authority to a state
agency to establish regulatitins, and to pruvide
for stafflig and funding of somne kind of oversight
of the nual health care scheme. Then-and this
is extremely important-the state must actually
review the network's activities on an ongoing
basis to make sure that state policy is being exe-
cuted properly.-

Until such laws are passed, however, Motenko
suggested that EACH/PCH networks consider the
strength of the arguments they can make to sup-
port the "rule of reason' test, which is used by
judges to examine the effects of a particular activ-
ity on competition. In order to have a violation of
the rule of reason, there has to be a substantial
adverse effect on competition that is not out-
weighed by pompetitive benefits. For exam-
pie, if EACH/PCH networks constitute legitimate
joint ventures that allocate services in a way that

promotes quality of care or access to health care,
the arrangement, -could be viewed as a reason-
able restraint ancillary to a legitimate joint ven-

mre,: he said. In other words, the networks
could be sacrificing some types of competition in
order to enhance other benefits in a competitive
marketplace.

Since it remains largely true that competition
is more difficult to achieve in isolated markets,
some still argue that explicit exemptions from
antitrust laws should be made for rural networks.
Under a managed competition approach, for
example, there may need to be an explicit
acknowledgement that competition cannot
occur In rmal areas. W. David Helms, President of
the Alpha Center, believed that a federal law may
be necessary to encourage certain arrangements
that could be pereived as anticompetitive.
'State action is wonderful: he concluded, 'but
the ultinate protection would be federal legisla-
tion that gives nual networks an explicit exemp-
tion from the antitrust laws.'

14
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Throwing the Dice? Risks and Realities in
Rural Health Network Financing

o or the past year or so, Dian Pecora, admin-
istrator for Southern Humboldt

Community Hospital District in North California.
has been trying to figure out whether it is finan-
cialy worthwhile for her hospital to become a
Rural Primary Care Hospital (PCH). The process
she said, has been extremely fluid [because]
information has been conflicting and confusing.
Rural hospitals have been asked to make choices
about financing and licensure status before they
knew the final rules.7 Because of this uncertainty,
Pecora and many other rural hospital administra-
tors may come to view the decision to become a
PCH as a gamble. It remains unclear which set of
financing strategies will be most favorable for
their facilities. Should they retain risk-based DRG
payments for inpatient services? How should
they bill for outpatient services-separately or
through a blended rate? Is it better to provide
long-term care services through a skiled nursing
&Slftuer hnm- heath rare or some mix of the
two? To help make sense out of the confusion
and reduce the degree of risk-taking, three pan-
dists at the workshop session on Options for
Futancing Alternative Rural Models" presented
findings from PCH financial feasibility studies. In
each case, they tried to determine whether cost-
based reimbursement would be more advanta-
geous than risk assumption under Medicare's
Prosp-tive payMent system (PPS). They also
offered somne thoughts on factors other than
reimbursement methods that contribute to a suc-
cessful financial strategy for rural hospitals.

Steve Rosetberrg, a Califonia-based health
care consultant and the workshop's moderator,
explained the basic financial options for PCHs.
Rural hospitals that become PCHs can be expet-
ed to provide three sets of services, each of
which is paid according to a different set of reim-
bursement ndrm

aIilled inpatient servics The PCH pro-
gram limits hospitals to no more than sbi inpa-
tient beds, and restricts lengtlsy to 72

hours. If a hospital becomes a PCH, it will be
reimbursed on the basis of reasonable costs. If it
does not seek PCH certification, the hospital will

continue to be reimbursed under Medicare Part
A (prospective payment using DRGs) rules.

.Outpatient services. The PCH program allows
facilities to choose between: a) a cost-based
facility service fee with reasonable charges for
professional services billed separately; or b) a
cost-based blended or all-indusive rate that com-
bines both the professional and facility services.

aLong term care. PCHs can provide skiiled
nursing services in a distinct-part skilled nursing
facility, and/or in a swing bed, and/or as home

health services, each with different Medicare and
state Medicaid reimbursement systems.

The offer of an alternative reimbursement
mechanism to the Medicare prospective payment
system (PPS) has been welcome news to many
ana-,It .- , heTftak M.mn of them had been

financially harmed by PPS, so a cost-based reim-
bursement system looked as if it might be a
financial blessing- even if they had to downsize
to qualify for It. The blended Part B rate was also
viewed as one that could help rual communities
build systems and networks between inpatient
and outpatient services.

But certain rural hospitals may not find it to
their advantage to abandon the PPS system just
yet. Federal legislation that changed PPS rules in
OBRA 19s9 is beginning to improve the financial
picture for many rurl hospitals. It began to

phase out the urbanrural rate differential, estab-
ushing a single national rate which will be in
effect by 1994. In addition, the recently adopted
mF5 system for capital costs tends to favor rural

hospitals that have older facilities. In fact, one of
trIe studies featured in the workshop confirmed

that riskbased reimbursement could be more
beneficial if certain changes were made in hospi-
tal operations.

Is
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Pecora, who administers a potential PCH in
California, described both the process and sub-
stance of those changes for her facility. The near
closure of the hospital in 1986 prompted the
hospital to explore a number of alternatives.
Thy tried to develop networks with other hospi-
tals and clinics in nearby counties and began to
study their operations with the help of the
state's Altemative Rural Hospital
Models program. In the process, they
learned that the hospital's average
lengthof-stay (ALS) was fairly high
for Medicare patients. They revitalized
the utilization review committee,
whose efforts were instrumental in
increasing the number of patients
admitted for short-term outpatient
observation, which is eligible for
Medicare Part B reimbursement. The
hospital also added a new distinct-part
skilled nursing facility (DP-SNF).
These initiatives helped to reduce
ALOS and, as a result, Pecora discov-
ered that the advantages of cost-based
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Contrasting these findings were those of a
study performed byjohn Wending, managing
partner of Wendling, Noe, Nelson and Johnson, a
certified public accounting firm in Kansas. The
study's purpose was to determine how a select
group of rural hospitals, some of which were his-
torically Medicare-dependent and very small,
would fare as a PCH. The study retrospectively
reviewed medical records to assess where
patients would have been cared for-in the PCH,
in an EACH, in a swing bed, etc. Hospital manr-
agers were then asked how they would have
stafled the hospital under those conditions.
Based on their responses, the study compared
the financial impact of cost-based reimbursement
to the hospitals' previous experience under m.

Generally the Kansas study found that for
fdiities with smaller volume, cost-based reIn-
bursement was preferable to risk. But the advan-
tage was not strog; while six of ithe nine
hospitals in the study would have Improved their
financial status as a PCH receiving cost4xised
reimbursement far cility costs, only one of the

nine would have had a positive bottom line if
Medicare payments were limited to the "lower of
costs or charges, as stipulated in the EACH
Program's draft regulations.

The third study was the only one to examine
the impact of a 'blended" rate of facility and pro-
Ikssional service costs on a hospital's bottom line.
It was performed by Karen Travers, President of

Tlavers Associates, a consulting firm
shlaf in Augusta, Maine, for a hospital in

b Webster Springs, West Virginia. In that
state, hospitals must perform a corn-

i ame munity needs assessment before
I t receiving state certification as s PCH.

The needs assessment disclosed that
the community needed additional pri-

d _utluut, 'mary care providers, expanded home
health services, and significant

NM11 two improvements in both the emergency
at sty response system and mental health
a pCH IS care. It also found that the hospital

was oversraffed, given its average dai-
ott . celt census.

Based on the results of the needs
assessment, West Virginia rules also

require potential PCHs to undertake a financial
feasibility study of the reorganized rural health
system. The community designed the PCH as the
hub of an integrated system combining limited
hospital services, primary care, home health
care, and emergency medical services. Travers'
financial projections found that the hospital's
conversion to a PCH would likely result in a pre-
cipitous drop in its proportion of Medicare
days-from 78% to 9% of all patient days. Since
the community wanted to maintain current
health care personnel and reduce net loss of jobs,
they planned to shift hospital-based staff to other
posit-ons. Some public health personnel and
functions were even brought into the hospital to
complete the service continuum.

After projecting costs and estimating revenues
under various reimbursement options, her analy-
sis ud. 1) acute care services would continue
to generate a net loss, 2) primary care would
e e surphuses using the methodology for

It
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* Rural Health ainic (RHO cost-based rei s-
ment; and 3) home health services would be
budget-neutrai. The bottom line was positive
overall, largely because the RHC rate represents
an all-indusive blend of Medicare Part B profes-
sional fees and allowable facility costs. The blend-
ed rate is high-again, as long as Medicare
payments are not limited to the lower of costs or
charges.

The findings from an three studies suggest
* that a successful financial strategy is dependent

on the allocation between inpatient, outpatient,
and long-term care services and not solely on
whether a PCH is reimbursed on a cost or risk
basis. Their results indicate substantial benefits

may be possible by beefing up primary care ser-
vices and billing for them using a blended rate of

facility costs and professional services, which are
paid on the basis of reasonable costs. It also
appears that, in some situations, distinct-part
SNFs may be more advantageous than swing

beds. Rosenberg speculated that PCHs with mul-

tiple service centers over which to spread fixed
costs, an integrated Part B rate, and a distinct-part
SNF, may not need cost-based reimbursement for
inpatient services, especially as DRGs move to a
single national rate after 19947

While many hospitals are still unsure about

the financial implications of the EACH Program,
the studies stressed the importance of peribrn-
ing financial analyses and ongoing efforts to reor-
ganize or improve the management of existing
services. Rosenberg believed that the process of
making a rural hospital financially viable is 'three-
quarters managensent. Pecora s financial studies
have also shown her that 'the most important
part of the process has been the work that is
done to develop, implement, and put systems of
patient care together for rural communities:
Fnancial analyses and system reforms, they con-
cluded, replace the high-stakes risk usually associ-
ated with network formation with a stronger
sense of reality.

17
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From Hospital to Health System:
Making Progress through Process

H here's a joke that goes: How many psychi-
amtists does it take to change a light bulb?

Only one, but the bllb has to want to change. So
too, it seems with changes in the way rural hospi-
tals or health care providers deliver 66W
services. Networks, augmented prima- Vim
ry care, or any other significant
changes in rural health services do not
happen overnight. And they will not in** 9
occur lust because federal or state _d didSi
policies dictate them. Rural communi-I
ties must adopt these goals as their 1i_
own, and take part in a process to or bft en
reach them or they will never be dWWuP ill
achieved, according to panelists in the
session on 'Community Education _amUtW
and Decision Making' 1wim

Robert Van Hook, a rural health
consultant and foraner director of the
National Rural Health Association,
opened the session by presenting an overall
framework, which he and Victor Cocowitch
developed, that portrays all of the inputs and out-
puts of rural health systetms change.

The process begins with the catalysts for
change: external incentives and pressures, new
information, leaders or change agents, and the
methods and structure for considering alternative
options. These catalysts plant the seeds of change
that are then fertilized by community debate,
organizational development, and technical assis-
tance. When it works, the interaction between all
of these elements results in improvements in the
way rural communities use and organizations
deliver health services. When It fails, communi-
ties and organizations risk further deterioration.

It is difficult to gain community involvement,
panelists stressed. For one thing, apathy abounds.
"One in five families moves every year. People do
not solve problems locally anymore. They move
away from them, said Paul McGinnis, Project
Director for the Mountain States Health Corpora-
tion and a private consultant specializing in

strategic planning. Another problem he encoun-
ters is the tendency of, 'communities to blame
outsiders. They say, It's the fault of federal reim-
bursement policies, it's the fault of state licensure

and regulatory requirements, it's the
fault of greedy doctors who don't
want to come here to practice:"

Then why even bother with com-
munity education and community
decisionqrnaking processes? Because
without them, federal or state efforts
to develop regional health networks
in rural areas are destined to fail,
McGinnis asserted. Everyone may
agree on the need for better access to
health care, but unless everyone also
agrees on how best to achieve it, dhe
goal will much harder to attain. For
example, few communities can under-
stand the benefits of downsizing a

beloved hospital without knowing what wig
replace the services that are lost. Decisions that
require people to travel further to receive health
care are hard to implement without community
consent.

In order to gain their participation, McGinnis
advised state-level officials to help local people
see that, "We are not fixing blame, we are fixing
problems, and added, 'people will only become
involved in public policy decisions when they
can see the results of their participation. Tbough
It takes more time and effort, he said, gaining the
support of businesses, educators, dergy and oth-
er community leaders is absolutely essential.
Their input ensures that changes in hospital ser-
vices will enhance health services overall and
benefit or at least not harm the local economy.

McGinnis offered a few basic guidelines for
state-level officials to follow in order to make It
easier far community members to become and
stay involved:
* Provide all of the infornation that is relevant in
language they can understand, and then trust
them to make good decisions.

tI
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s Make sure that all of the people who have pow-
er and influence to actually implement decisions
are stting at the table.
* Ensure that the decidon4naking process pre-
cedes changes, rather than the other way around.
* Help communities implement their decisions
by intervening with federal agencies where nec-
essary.

State-level officials must also carefully consid-
er how and where to enter a community to help
it begin to change, according to Victor
Cocowitch, a management and strategic planning
consultant who specializes in working with rural
hospitals. Offering technical assistance to rural
communities is, like throwing a few stones into
the middle of the pond and watching the ripples
go on for three or four years," he observed. You
have to sort out how those reverberating circles
am going to work together.

Cocowitch primarily enters communities
through hospital boards of directors. In his prac-
tice, he finds that hospitals pursue systems
change according to three different models:
mDevelopmental cbange, improves that which

* Transitional cbange, uses strategic planning to
create a new model over a period of time.
a *Trnsfomnational cbange, which is often

* prompted by severe crises, facilitates the funda-
mental change that rual hospitals must under-
take in order to adapt to a rapidly changing
environment.

At the beginning, Cocowitch often observes
that, 'People have this belief that they glb not
have a health care system in their community
unless it has two stories of brick and an emer-
gency room and a hospital sign.' But if he can get
hospital CEOs and trustees to confront the mag-
nitude of the changes they must make to survive
in the new health care environment, they quickly
see that they cannot do it alone and begin to
appreciate how important I is to bring others
into the process. At that point, the ripples of con-
cern that have spread to the community and to
physicians can be merged with those of the hos-
pital. And in so doing, hospital officials may real-
ie, for example, that it is not just possible but

necessary to move the public health department
inside its walls or work with physicians to form a

FPO or capiated systemn
Steve McDowell learned the basic principles

of community education and decision-nuking
from one of the founders and most successful
practitioners of rural health systems develop-
ment. Several years ago, he asked Jim Bernstein,
Director of the North Carolina Office of Rural
Health and Resource Development, how to

* develop rual health systems. McDowell recalls
him sayig, 'You need four things to aflect
change: data, an outside facilitator, money, and
leadership' Since then, McDowell, a former
Director of the Kansas Office of Rural Health and
currently the Director of the Integrated
Community Health Development Project for the
Kansas Health Foundation, has been putting
those words of advice into practice. Through the
project, the Foundation provides support for data
collection and analysis, outside hacilitation and
financial assistance, although it cannot supply
local leadership.

Developing such leadership is one of the
most imortant functions of community needs
assessment, education and decision-making,
McDowell said. When done correctly, these
methods not only develop community leaders,
but help them reach consensus about an appro-
priate scope of services and a structure for the
delivery of those services. The real sign of suc-
cess, he said, is when 'people know exactly
what those words meant

McDowell too finds the hardest part of dthe
process is getting rural communities to change
their perception of the hospital as the beginning
and end of a health care system Unfortunately,
the EACH Program requirements don't help; they
assume that hospitals are at the center of deci-
sion making and restrict the health network
*requirements to the hospital.

Geoing people to understand that a health
care system means more than just a hospital is
half the battle, he said. It helps to perform a com-
munity health assessment on a complete scope
of sevices, from public health and home health

.3
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services to hospital and nursing homes. It also
helps to provide information about current uti-
lization patterns and financial performance, so
people begin to understand what's working and
what's not. And when the community group is
ready to examine various alternatives, it is espe-
cially important to provide rura-specific options.
'Rur is not small urban. You cannot downsize
an urban model and make it work," McDowell
said.

Whlle it is important to offer as much techni-
cal assistance and information to local communi-
ties as possible, the state government's role in
initiating change at the local level is more encom-
passing, according to Paul FztzPatrick, Director of
New York State's Office of Rural Health. State
officials must also work to create a positive cl-
mate for change in rural health delivery systems
by educating other state-level poicymakers,
including state legislators, state provider associa-
tions, and state executive agencies about how
they can help.

In New York, a State Rural Health Council was
formed for this purpose. It has been instrumental
in persuading state policymakers to approve
$50,000 grants to local communities to help
them develop rural health networks or systems.
In addition to these financial incentives, the state
has set up a framework to ensure that state4evel
and local-level 'conversations for change,' as
Fitzpatrick called the two processes, are compli-
mentary. The framework is expressed in a set of

rural health development guidelines which per-
mit local fxibility, while still assuring some
basic accountability to state policymakers.

Lindy Nelson, Director of Rural and Primary
Health Poliey and Planning for the Colorado
Department of Health, stressed that meaningful
opportunities for involvement are as important at
the state level as they are at the local level. In
Colorado, for instance, a state task force was set
up to help plan the EACH Program. Task foree
members were given responsibility for develop-,
ing criteria, drafting regulations, and approving

- the applications of hospitals that wanted to be
designated as EACHs or PCHs. This not only
involved them personally, but gave them incen-
tive to get input on the structure of rural health
networks from other people in each of the com-
munities they represented.

At what point should state program officials
involve the community in the development of
networks? When should they transfer major
responsibility for network development to the
local level? The sooner the better, panelists
agreed. While most of the states participating in
the EACH Program were unable to involve every
affected community in the process of change
before submitting their federal application, pan-
elsts made it dear that it is never too late. The
product is the process, they said. Delaying the
community's involvement will only make it more
difficult to change the light bulb.

M
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Profiles of State EACH Programs

f his section of the report discusses the
Essential Access Community Hospital

(EACH) Program as it is being developed in the
seven states that have received grant funding
from the Health Care Fiancing Administration.
The information is based on progress reports that
were presented by the states at a recent work-
shop conducted by the Alpha Center for federal
and state officials responsible for implementing
the EACH Program. Maps identifying the rural
health networks under development in each state
were prepared by Mathematica Policy Research,

Inc. and updated by the Alpha Center. The
following symbols are used to designate various
types Of facile or netviorks.

E * Essential Access Community Hospital
(EACH) Grantee

P * Rural Primary Care Hospital (PCH) Grantee

M * Member Hospital, not an EACH or
PCH Grantee

* * State Program Network, not receiving
federal funds

21
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California

E| afnia's recent involvent in shaping
*the health care delivery system in nual

areas dates back to 1978, when the state legisla-
ture established criteria to identify small, niral
hospitals for planning purposes. A decade later
the legislature passed Assembly Bill No. 2148
wich directed the Office of Statewide Health
Planning and Development (OSHPD) to review
acute care operating and building code regula-
tions; to assume responsibility for granting
waivers or exceptions to regulations that were
determined to be excessively burdensome to rur-
al hospitals; and to research existing alternative
rural hospital models and develop a new modd
for California.

Under this authority, OSHPD appointed a
technical advisory committee which was charged
with the development of the Altemative Rural
Hospital Model (ARHM) Program. In some ways a
precursor to the federal EACH Program, the
states application to the federal government was
a direct outgrowth of its work on the ARHM pro-
gram. Indeed, the two programs have become
dosely linked; participation in the ARHM pro-
gram is an eligibility requirement for PCH desig-
nation in California.

The ARHM program provides exceptions
from cerain state hospital certification and licen-
sure requirements for hospitals in rural or remote
areas of the state, whose financial viability has
been jeopardized by these rules. The program
adopted a limited service hospital model by
allowing ARHM hospitals to drop inpatient surgi-
cal services. All ARHM facilities must offer five
basic core services: standby emergency medical
services; basic medical holding/stabilization
capacity, basic ambulatory care for outpatient
services; basic laboratory services; and basic radi-
ology services. Beyond that, ARHM rules allow
facilities to select their own scope of services
using a building block approach! Facilities have
the option of adding additional Service modules
such as ambulatory surgical services, obstetric
services, and expanded radiology services

Individuals involved in the planning process

for the state's EACH application believe that the
federal program introduced an important new
requirement for limited service facilties-
networking and local integration of services.
California currently has two networks (and one
network that was initially rejected by HCFA for
technical reasons, which is now under appeal).
The two networks were developed with substan-
tial input from EMS personnel, the public health
department, primary care groups, and private
practice groups. While several faclties in other
areas have expressed interest in the concept of
networks, they are waiting to see the Health Care
Financing Administration's final regulations for
the EACH Program before seeking PCH designa-
tion. In the meantime, however, the fact that all
PCHs are also designated ARHM facilities sug-
geast that the ARHM process may become an
incremental step in the hospital downsizing
process in Califrnia.
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Colorado

ver the past several years, the problem of

assuring access to health care in

Colorado's rural and frontier areas has become

more pronounced due to hospital financial pres

sures and a dwindling supply of rural physicians.

Such factors led the state to experiment with a

number of innovative rual health delivery mod
cis that in turn, spurred the state's interest in

participating in the federal EACH Program.
For example, in 1979, Colorado established a

new class of health facility, called the
"Community Clinic Emergency Center' (CCEC),

which integrates ambulatory primary care with

limited inpatient services. The CCEC can be con

sidered a prototype to the rural primary care hos-

pital (PCH), because it too, may have a maximum

of only six beds in which patients can stay for no

more than 72 hours. Most CCECs cannot be des-

ignated as PCHs, however, because they have
never been licensed as hospitals, which is a

requirement for receiving Medicare certificatiun.
Another model program is the Silverheels

Health Center in mountainous and isolated Park

County After a nine-bed county hospital dosed,
energetic local leaders opened this primary

care/emergency care center, that is staffed by

non-physician providers and integrates public

health services. A third program-the Rural
Healthcare Initiative-is sponsored by The
Colorado Trust, a state-based foundation. This

program has supported the development of local,

regional health care systems by awarding grants

to groups of rural health care centers, rather than
individual facilities.

In order to build on these programs, the
Colorado Department of Health decided to apply

for participation in the EACH Program as a TIype

B' state because more time was needed to design

a statewide approach for developing rur health

networks. State officials have pursued a strategy

that easures the networks are designed to meet

the needs of local communities. It has approved

funds for six selfidentified networks to hire their
own consultants who can perform local needs

assessment and other plan-ing activities. The net-

2U

works must also establish advisory and oversight
boards comprised of representatives from local
social service agencies, public health depart-

ments, schools, and local government bodies.
The state health department has also sought

to involve local representatives in the design of
the state's overall strategy State officials created a

task force which includes interested individuals,

hospital administrators, and state personnel. The
task force is charged with establishing state crite-

ria for PCHs, EACHs, and networks, reviewing all

facility grant applications, and making recom-
mendations to HCFA for designation.

Currently, Colorado officials are trying to
determine how to implement the 72 hour maxi-
mum length of stay for PCHs. Substantial dis-
tances between the EACHs and PCHs makes this
a potential problem for some facilities. Lindy

Neson, Director of Rural and Primary Health

Policy and Planning in Colorado, remarked, 'The
v-jh af tQ ."

1 o nmehodv 70 or 100
miles down the road when they could actually be

taken care of within their own community is
something that our hospitals are struggling with.7
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Kansas

D he EACH Program in Kansas, whidh con-
sists of 10 networks, is the largest among

the seven state grantees. Cunrently, there are
eight EACH hospitals, two supporting hospitals,
fourteen PCH facilities, and nineteen member
hospitals induded in the program. Eight of the 10
networks have received federal funding while the
remaining two did not qualify for the federal
grant. Those two indude one that cmsses state
lines and is based on a supporting hospital in
Oklahoma, and another that depends on an
urban supporting hospital.

The Kansas Hospital Association and private
foundations have been instrumental in support-
ing the development of several nural health initia-
tives in Kansas induding the EACH Program. In
1985, The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
awarded a grant to the Kansas Hospital
Association to analyze the potential for providing
nontraditional health and human services in
small rural hospitals. Additionally;, the Kansas
Health Foundation (formerly known as the
Wesley Foundation) has funded a special Primary
Care Bridging Program that supports residency
training in rural communities. Perhaps the great-
est impact on the state's EACH Program came
from a 1990 Kansas Health Foundation grant that
jointly funded the Kansas Hospital Association,
the Department of Health and Environment, and
the Emergency Medical Services Board to analyze
the potertial for EACH/PCH networks in Kansas
and to prepare an application for a HCFA grant.

Kansas has created a thre-pronged approach
to developing their networks. The first involves
community education. Kansas program officials
found that the Initial process of designati net-
watts failed to educate the aflited communities
adequately about the EACH Programn
Consequenly, network participants find tiem-
selves in communities that have no knowledge of
the puipam, and have heard some negative pub

*licty suirounding the proposed regulations and
standards. Kansas officials believe it is important
to ensure that residents in these communities
understand the EACH Program and its goals.
Program staff are working with each hospital in
the program to conduct an objective appraisal of
community and provider perceptions and, based
on that appraisal, develop a plan for community
education.

The second area of the network development
process focuses on the Emergency Medical
Services (EMS) plan. EMS systems must be capa-
bie of providing care to patients with urgent
medical problems and ensure that the services of
a physician or midlevel provider are available
within a reasonable length of time. The PCH will
be responsible for providing an initial diagnostic
evaluation, a limited range of definitive treat-
*ments, necessary resuscitation and stabilization,
and for initiating transport to the EACH or other
back-up hospital for services not offered at the
PCH.

The final area of the network development
process examines physician relationships and
referral protocols. The purpose of this process is
to devise ways for physicians within a network to
relate to each other and decide how medical
staffs at EACis and PCHs will interact on a regu-
lar and formalized basis.

Because of dthe varying situations of the indi-
vidual networks, Kansas decided not to impose a
stut-wide approach or a single type of consult-
lig procedure to the process of network devel-
opment. Istead, they have issued a request for
proposals for consultants to work with the net-
works on the three major planning tasks. The
objective Is for each network to select its own
consultant In order to develop a process that it
fels will best fit its needs.

A unique feature about the Kansas program is
the kadusion of facilities that are neither EACIs
rior PC~s Kansas reft to these networks as
member facIWes Many hospitals were Inteest-

;
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ed in participating in a network, but were not eli- funl communities. They have discussed three

gible to become PCHs or were not willing to levels of potential network systems: first, the

enter into the designation process. Kansas saw EA PCH netwottc as defined and conceived in
no logical reason to exclude these hospitals from the federal program; second, a network which is

taling part in a mutually supportive networking based on the EACH/POi concept, but without

process and have included them from the begin- the federal rules and guidelines; and third, an
ning. integrated service model network which includes

Additionally, Kansas views the EACH Program a broader set of services in a network system

and other alternative service delivery models has concept that goes beyond hospitals envisioned in

being on a continuum with options available to the EACH Program.
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New York

ew York State was actively involved in the
development of rural health networks

even before the EACH Program. Since 1982, the
state has provided network planning grants to
over twenty projects under its Rural Health
Network Demonstration Program. The state
asked the Health Care Ftnancing Administration
to accept four of these networks under the EACH
Program, but only one of the sites has been
awarded EACH/PCH grant funding. The other
three applications were not accepted for techni-
cal reasons.

InJune 1992, the New York State Department
of Health, in cooperation with the New York
State Rural Health Council, drafted a set of
Proposed Rural Heaitb Network Guidelines and
Requirements to assist with the state's rural
health network initiative. The document presents
guidelines for two different alternative facility
models, one of which is a 'primary care hospi-
tal7 The other model envisions an upgraded
diagnostic and treatment center that would
enable community health centers to add capacity
to serve urgent and limited emergency medical
care needs.

The proposed guidelines are intended to
serve several purposes in rural health network
development. Furst, they outline the current poli-
cy directions being promoted by the Rural Health
Council and the Department of Health. Second,
they define the process and establish require-
ments for rural health network development that
will allow rural communities throughout New
York to avail themselves of the fiscal benefits and
regulatory flexibility of this initiative. Third, the
document provides a framework for identifying
and assessing other new approaches to organla-
Ing and financing rural health services. Finally,
the network guidelines provide an overall struc-
ture for state support of network delivery

.approaches.

In addition to these guidelines, the
Department of Health and the Rural Health
Council have developed three strategies to
enhance the effectiveness of the proposed
EACH/PCH networks in New York. Ftrst, all four
networks have developed operational plans that
describe the networks' mission, goals, organiza-
tional structure, operating principles, service
area, and functions and ability to conform with
selected service delivery model. Currently, these
operational plans are being evaluated for confor-
mity with New York's proposed rural health net-
work guidelines and requirements.

The second strategy is the development of a
legislative proposal to be incorporated into the
next set of changes in New York's hospital reim-
bursement methodology. The proposed legisla-
tion defines networks, alternative service
faclities, including upgraded ambulatory care
centers and primary care hospitals, and core full-
service hospitals (including EACHs). It also estab-
lishes a three-part grant program for promoting
the development of networks: a planning grant
to provide up to $50,O0O a year for up to two
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years to allow communitiesand providers to
develop a network operational plan; a strt-up
grant of up to $500,000 to support infiastructure
costs associated with implementing the network;
and an administrative grant of $100,000 to
$200,000 per year for up to three years to pro-
vide operational support for the administration of
the network. The legislation would also establish
a permanent reimbursement stream for key net-
work providers once they have become fully
operational. Annual rate enhancements would be
provided to the core full service hospital to cov-
er its additional costs for supporting the network,
and to upgraded care centers for the additional

costs of providing emergency services Faiallty
the tegislation would allow a facity that converts
to a primary care hospital to maintain its histori-
cal revenue stream under the current hospital
reimbursemnent system. It is estimated that on
avetage this packae would amount to $5.75 mil-
lion annually

The,third strategy is the creation of a rural
health provider panel to assist in establishing
admissions criteria, developing an exceptions
process, and ssessing the currently proposed
criteria and standatds for primary care hospitals.

2?
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Nordh

he approach to the EACH Program in
North Carolina is consistent with many

years of work in the development of rural health

resources. It combines support to communities

to ensure their active involvement in decision-

making with a comprehensive range of tedchical

assistance to facilities and community leaders.

Wvhen it becomes dear that their hospital can

no longer survive in its current form, state pro-

gram officials believe that community members

must be involved in decisions regarding the pre-

ferred type of service delivery model. At the

same time, they understand that information and

technical assistance can help these communities

make informned choices and implement changes

most appropriate to their area.

Consequently, North Carolina s Program pro-

vides many types of technical assistance to EACH

and PCH facilities to support their conversion

efforts and strengthen their networks. The Office

of Rural Health and Resource Development

(ORHRD) spends a great deal of time on basic

organizational development with both hospitals

and communities, which includes strategic plan-

ning sessions with the hospitals' board of direc-

tors and board of trustees, as well as

development of public relations strategies for

overcoming problems often associated with the

. -E
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Carolina

transnion to PCH hospitals. ORHRD staff also

assess management strengths and weaknesses

and are in the process of developing training pro-

grams for all of the EACH and PCH facilities.

Reimbursement is another area in which

ORHRD staff spend a great deal of effort. For

example, one of its specialists helps hospitals

analyze financing options, such as the relative

advantages of Rural Health Clinic versus Federally

Qualified Health Clinics (FQHC) reimbursement

for outpatient services. They also work with pri-

vate physician practices, particularly where they

are having trouble surviving and their retention is

key to staffing the PCHs. Therefore, ORHRD is

devoting more time in reimbursement and billing

procedures to help those struggling practices.

Finalty, North Carolina officials provide assis-

tance to the networks in health professional

recruitment, fundraising, and specific program

development. Over the course of the past year

they have helped to find 10 to 12 physicians for

EACH and PCH hospitals in the state. They have

also conducted two fundraising drives with PCH

facilities, which raised $65,000 and $250,000 to

support conversions. They have also helped to

set up long-term care units in hospitals and are

currently in the process of developing Medicaid

case management programs for the elderly.
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South Dakota

* major goal of the South Dakota EACH
Program is to preserve and Improve

access to a set of basic or essential health ser-
vices in rural areas of the state. These services
have been defined as primary care (which
indudes preventive health services), acute care
(which indudes emergency moom services),
ambulance services, and nursing care. To accom-
plish this goal, South Dakota has developed sev-
end strategies.

The first step involves a basic detennination
regarding which rural hospitals are either at-
risk or accesscritical." The former indudes
hospitals that face a high probability of dosing in
the next year as well as those in which continued
operation over a two to five year period is in
question. Access-critical runal hospitals are
those that provide access to essential health ser-
vices (emergency primary, acute, and nursing
care) in a service area where few, if any, other
providers of such essential services exist. By iden-
tifying hospitals that fit into these two categories,
South Dakota has been able to structure the type
and level of technical assistance needed to help
stabilize their operations.

Since it is difficult to accurately predict which
hospitals are likely to dose, South Dakota offi-
cials have developed a system to assess the rda-
tive risk of dosure. They have Identified
characteristics of hospitals that have dosed,
developed standards to measure degrees of risk,
and applied these standards to each hospital to
determine its degree of risk. Through the risk-
identification process, and provision of tednical
assistance, three hospitals that were at greatest
risk of dosing are still operating. They are in the
process of converting to PCHs and are establish-
ing networks with EACHs.

South Dakota s second strategy focuses on
providing technical assistance to designated
EACHs and PCHs as well as activities designed to
ibster the development of health care networks.

One area involves resolving critical health profes-
sional shortages in rural areas. For example, they
have begun to study the feasibility of sharing per-
sonnd among network facilities. Although the
study is not yet complete, one EACH has already
started a locum tenens program which brokers
professional services on a temporary basis. Other
technical assistance areas indude improving the
delivery of emergency medical services within
networks, establishing telecommunication link-
ages between EACHs and PCHs and examining
finandal reimbursement issues for PCHs.

Additionally, South Dakota offers two services
to assist communities with financing health pro-
jects and community-based planning efforts. The
first is the 'Health Project list," which is a roster
of projects that have been approved by the
Department of Health, in accordance with crite-
ria and standards of the state's Primary Care Plan.
Those on the list are eligible to receive funding
from the Govemor's Office of Economic Devel-
opment and its Community Development Block
Grant Program.
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The second Is the Chartlng a Healthy Future"
program which helps communities give local res-
idents a voice in configuring a health care deliv-
ery system that meets their needs more
effectively. This program fits well with one of
the state EACH Pmgram's highest prlorities of
getting broader community participation in the
process of network development. As Bernard

Osberg, Branch Managr of the South Dakota
Office of Rural Health explained, 'we need to
spend more time working with folks In the com-
munity to Lnform them about the purpose and
the goals of the program.' The Chartin a Healthy
Future process not only educates the community
but helps residents become involved in decisions
affectdng community health care services.

U
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West Viriia

D he West Virginia EACH Program has
already made great headway Its networks

are conducting thorough comrmunity needs
assessments, carrying out financial analyses, and
purchasing sorely needed equipment for provid-
ing emergency medical services.

These early achievements are due in large part
to a strong and committed leadership. A solid
partnership has been formed between the state
Office of Community and Rural Health Services
and the West Virginia Hospital Association,
which fosters open communication between the
two organizations and allows frequent discus-
sdons about program goals and directions.
Furthermore, the state's EACH Advisory Council
has been operational since 1990 and continues to
be instrumental in directing program policy.

The Council has developed a two-step
process for network desination. Upon receiving
t****e** j - … - ,,,nlrmcaSaths

a community needs assessment according to
state specifications, conduct a financial feasibility
study, and submit a budget to the state before
applying for final designation. Throughout this
process, the state periodically brings togeer the
grantees to provide advice, clarify state require-
ments, and allow the grantees to share their
experiences with one another. Finally, a public
hearing is held in the networks area before the
commissioner of public health makes the final
designation.

Improvements in emergency medical services
constitute a central component of West Virginia's
EACH Program. The state has Installed a micro-
wave tower in mountainous Webster County in
order to enhance direct communication between
ambulance personnel, the PCH, and a regional
emergency medical command center. The use of
this technology allows the emergency medical
command center to direct an emergency case to
the most appropriate care facility and, most
importantiy, bypass the PCH when treatment is

recommended in a higher4leve facility. Currently,
the startes microwave communications network
covers 40 percent of the state's population.

In addition to the EACH/PCH model, West
Virginia officials are interested in promoting
other network models for areas with different
combinations of providers. 'We are looking for
state resources, foundation resources, grants,
etc., because there are hospitals and primary came
centers that are ready to implement other mod-
els, said Mary Huntley, Director of the Office of
Community and Rural Health Services.

lb further their efforts, the state has initiated
a study to determine which models can work in
three areas of the state: one with a primary care
center, two physicians, and a local health depart-
ment, but no hospital; one with two competing
hospitals and a primary care center; and one
with a tertiary care center that currently has an
affiliation with three nsrul hospitals. The study is
to be completed by early March.
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Appendix I
Rural Primary Care Hospital (PCH) Facility Requirements

Crieria for the Designation of Fadlties

.Be located in a rural area (an area outside a met-
ropolitan statistical ares) or in an urban county
whose geographic area is substantially larger than
the average area for urban counties and whose
hospital service area is similar to the service area
of hospitals located in rural areas (OBRA-90).

* Comply with Medicare hospital conditions of
participation at the time it applies.

EParticipate in the network's communication
and data-sharing system.

.May have been dosed for not more than one
year prior to the application date for PCH desig-
nation (OBRA-90).

Service Criteria'

* "Make available" 24-hour emergency care.

wAgree to cease providing inpatient care, except
as specified below:

tNot more than 6 inpatient beds

3Temporary inpatient care for periods of
72 hours or less (unless a longer period is
required because transfer to a hospital is
precluded due to inclement weather or
other emergency conditions) provided to
patients who require stabilization before
being discharged or transferred to anoth-
er hospital

EMay maintain swing beds.

*Have a physician, physician's assistant or nurse
practitioner available to provide services, provide
routine diagnostic services (including clinical lab
services), and dispense drugs and blologicals in
compliance with state and federal law.

Inkages and Rekffrl Relationship Chiera

* Enter into agreements with the EACH for the
referral and tiansfer of patients.

mAgree to participate In the network's cotnmuni-
cations system including electronic sharing of
patient data, telemetry, and medical records if the
network operates such a system.

Personnel/Staffing Criteria

.Meets staffing requirements of other rural hos-
pitals, except as described below.

* Need not meet standards for hours or days of
operation, as long as it meets requirement to pro-
vide 24-hour emergency care.

*Fumish the services of a dietician, pharmacist,
laboratory technican, medical technologist, or
radiological technologist on a part-time, off-site
basis.

EMay allow a physician's assistant or nurse practi-
tioner to provide required inpatient care subject
to oversight by a physician.

Medicate Reimbursement

a inpatient PCH services to be covered under
Medicare Part A and defined the same as inpa-
tient services delivered in any other hospital.
Payment will be made only if a physician certifies
that services had to be furnished immediately on
a temporary, inpatient basis, as described below:

oFor the first 12-month cost reporting
period: a per diem payment to be made
based on the reasonable costs of the
fkcilty

t
Applies to PCHs ihat ale members of a rral heafds

network. The Secatry is feqsired to gOm pediace to
fahlitics pattcipting in a nurl healt network, but may
dste not nine titan 15 PCHs oraside gwanee stats dta
wnold not ens nail health network reqsirnenes as

defined in the law.

U

SOJtCta oBRA-1959, exoem as noted, as sumiarized by
uzanne Red nd OGeorge wrihn I amiy in Stairs

Ewiy vlmf lentton of E4CHP-rms, MeatheIatI
Policy Researh, n.,Jay 27, 1992.

"Ibe Serxsay has autorlry to wa}v the 6bed, 72-ho4
terice rML
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jlater periods: payments to be the per- . Outpatient PCH services to be covered
diem payment amount for the preceding under Medicare Part B, for services defined as
12-month cost repotIng period, hospital outpatient services, as described below-
increased by the PPS update fatctor for ie~~fZUdS~dinaeased y the m pdate Actr for . Before 1993, faidlities tnay elect either
runsl hospttals of two payment methods:

oOn or afterianuary I, 1993: a prspec- (1) a cost-based lacility service fee
tive payment system to be used for . w o itfr pms
inpatent P smices sbonal services billed separately, or

(2) an all-indusv ate acombining
both the professional and facility
service components.

aByJanuary 1, 1993, a prospective pay
ment system for outpatient PCH services
is to be developed

U
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Appendix II
Essential Access Community Hospital (EACH) Facility Requirements

Criteria for the Designation of Facilities

* Be located in a rural area (an area outside a
metropolitan Statistical area).

mBe located more than 35 miles from any hospi-
tal that Is designated as an EACH, classified as a
rural referral center, or located in an urban area
but meets the criteria for classification as a
regional referral center; or meet other geographic
criteria imposed by the state and approved by
the Secretary of Health and Human Services.

itHave at least 75 inpatient beds, or be located
more than 35 miles form any other hospital (the
Secretary may waive these restrictions).

mAgree to provide emergency and medical back-
up services to PCHs in its rural health network
and staff privileges to PCH physicians.

mAccept patients transferred from PCHs.

mAgree to receive data from and transmut data to
.PCHs.

.Meet any other requirements imposed by the
state with the approval of the Secretary.

Medicare Reimbursement

n Hospitals designated as EACHs by the Secretary
will be treated as 'sole community hospitals" for
payment purposes.

* If the Secretary determines that an EACH incurs
increases in reasonable costs during a cost
reporting period and will incur increases in sub-
sequent periods because it became a member of
a nual health network, the hospital's target pay-
ment amount will be increased to account for the
increased costs.

34

SORMl EL4,199, as msumiartd by Sumn Fel and
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Clarification of adicae and Medicaid Support for
Wealth Professions Thaining at

RUzal Kalit Clinics aad Pederally Qualified
ealth Centers

Located in underserved areas, rural health Clinics C(tC) I and
federally qualified health centers (FQlCs) offer comprehensive
primary car- to millions of patients. IEC. erd r(MCs make
potentially strong helth professiona training sites because of the
coupreensivenese of their cars, the standards that apply to their
certification, and the quality of their clinical staff.
Unscourging training at tbse site isi extremely important because
of the *erious recrsithent difficulties they face (thes
difficulties have been exacerbated by the decline in funding
support for the National Health Service Corps). Eperts believe
that increasing Medicare end Medicaid support for health
professions training programs carried out at RECs and JQHCs night
significantly help both recruitment and retention as well as add to
the quality of primary care training.

Many FQOCs and RHCS currently participate in approved health
professions training programs, end some receive Mdicare and /r
Medicaid reimbursement for these activities.2 However, ECFA policy
regarding RHC/FQMC reimbursemant for costs associated with health
professions training is not clearly net forth. As a result, health
professions prograns may be making far less active use of these
provider thn tey might, end a critical opportunity to attract

and retain rural nd urcan primary care professionals is being
lost.

Given the broad definition of allowable cost for providers
reimbursed on a cost basis under Medicare end Medicaid, HCFA could
use its authority to lend far greater policy and financial support
to health professions training at rural health clinics and
federally qualified health centers. The reasonable cost of
training physicians, dentists, nurse, nurse midwives, licensed
professional midwives, nurse practitioners, physician assistants,
podiatrists, clinical psychologists, clinicaL social vorkers oa
other nllied health professionale could be expressly recognized and
built into FoEC and DEC reimbursement rates.

currenlt isV raordinc Kedicare and Medicaid avmantrs
for trainina at PORCs and RHCs

The following analysis provides an overview of current law
pertaining to SEC and FQEC reimbursement.

a Coverage of both RIC end VIC services is established at
S52832(a)(Z)(D) and lS05(a)(2)(3) and (C) of the social
Security Act. Payment for care and services furnished by lUICe
and YQECs is to be ade in accordance with Medicare's
reasonable cost principles, which apply to both Medicare and
Kedicaid reimburseaent. 551833(a) (2) CD) and 1902(a) (13) (E).

a In the case of Medicare, the 51833 reasonable cost payment
requireaents (as defined at 51861(v)) govern payment for those
services offered by lIEC and 1QMCs that fall within the core,
definition of FoQC and RSC services. These are physician,
physician assistant, n1urse practitioner, clinical
psychologist, and clinical social work services. 51861(aa) (1).
In the case of Medicaid, the 51833 cost principles govern both
the -core' services set forth at 51061(aa) (1) as well as all
other ambulatory services furnished by lECe end FOICs which
are covered under a state's Medicaid plan. 51905 (a) (2) (5) end
(C). Thus, the services of health professionals such as
dentists and therapists, if included in the state's Medicaid
plan, must be reimbursed on a reasonable cost basis when
furnished by an igC or RIC.

'Rural health clinics include both PES-funded clinics msuc
as migrant health centers) end office-hzsed private physician
practices eploying mid-level healthz profesionals. Thum, both
publicly supre end private practices qualify for RC
reibrsement sttute. Tis mens, of cours, that initiatives
aed at RIacarry the added attraction of reaching physician in
bot public end private pracice

8 See the attached study prepared by staff at the suzeeu of.
lealth Professions.
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* I can find nothing in the statute appears to prohibit
inclusion of teaching costs in ?QKCs' and RECs' reasonable
cost rates. Indeed, as the accompanying paper shows, teaching
costs already are recognized to sme degree under both
programs. Nor does there appear to be any 'provision in the
statute which would limit recognition of reasonable teaching
costs to hospitals only. Moreover, because payments to XKCe
end FQBCs ara governed by coat principles normally applicable
only to providers, the Secretary has the discretion (if not\
the duty) to recognize their teaching costs as reimhursable,
even though FQaCe and RBC ere not Part A 'providera under
S1861(v) but are instead pert B suppliers'.

a currently there are no rules governing Medicare and Medicaid
reishursement for health professions training at YgQcs and
PRes.' Regulations implementing the. 5S1833 end 1861(v) cost
principles are found at 42 CYR 5413. These regulations
contain only very general eost principles for health
professions training costs, as wall as specific principles
governing hospital training programs authorized under 51586 (h)
of the Act. The rules do net othatwise set forth principles
governing payment of training costs incurred by other entities
paid on a reasonable cost basis under the Act.

Thus, there is no clarity rejarding:

(a) the classes of health professionals whoa. training
costs can be supported;'

(b) the types of costs that can be taken into account;
and

(c) how the reasonableriess of training costs is to be
determined and reimbursed.

(d) how to compensate for other indirect losses from.
training programs (e.g.,; lost revenues from other sources
because of lover productivity).

Payment Principles for ieeltb Prozessions Training costs
I-curred bF PRSC nd Fgaes

In order to bring clarity and consistency to treatment of imC
and FQHC teaching costs and to en~curag- these entitles to become
part of an approved teaching progra, EC=A should develop standards
setting forth the circumstances tinder which the programs can be
paid, the reiibursement principles that are to be applied, and the
triainig programs that qualiy ,for payment. Civen the high
proportion of NEC end FQIC activities are either Medicare or
Meiid rbursable, clear nardc could significantly improve
their ability to develop such programs end would have a negligible
impact on the budget (sifet special payment rules would apply only
to providers who are pert of an approved training programs, this
would necessarily limit the number of clinics qualifying as,
teaching sites). As noted, Medicare already pays at least some
centers, and at least several sate Medicaid programs also recognize
their costs.

In developing naw payment standards ECQA would have to
consider several issues:

* Classes ef esalthl pofes93eanls eoVered To assure that
training achieves 4xi re ituant and retention reaslts,
ZC7A shuld expand the typa of health professional who

J Note tat the Bureau paper alludes to teaching rules under
developoeat. I have no idea who is developing these rules or what
the look like, an oinous ien. hqIvevr, s that aeeording to the
Bureau paper, the rules would ehe * productivity standards
as ruls governing payment to'nonAteaching sites.
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practice at 33C mod IQEm beyoz physicians. PlC and =iQc
coverage of physician ,asistant, nuse practitioner, clinical
psychology and social work makes training of thee
profes ional at these sites possible. Many Clinics are A
coiunety' sole dental provider, so dental training is a
strog possibility.

* Productivity standards end administrative costs- PKymant
principles should recognize the lover productivity levels that
can be wpected in a training program, as well as the higher
intensity of patient care that can from training. The current
productivity standard of 4200 encounters per year must be
relaxed, and other methodological caps that reduce the
daptation of thsse sties to training must be identified and

revised.

* Participation in en approved training program: payment for
training mut of course be conditioned on participation in an
approved training program, hut payments should be madu
directly to these entitles as part of thair FQC end ]MC
reinhursement * and not passed through a hospital.

* Zndirect costs: There probably vould have to be some
additional adjustment takig into account lost productivity
that cost teaching centers other revenues.

* YgAC end UNC payment caps: Current ECFA rules cap FPEC
payment levels. Undoubtedly, these caps will need to be
adjusted once the higher costs incurred by teaching programs
are estimated (none of this was taken into account when thb
1992 caps were set, to the beat of my knolefdge). The FAC Cap
problem is nor. difficult, since it is set by statute. We
might try some Congressional history clarifying that when the
statutory cap vas set, it applied to non-teaching sites only
and did not take teaching sites into account. This might be
enough to giv. Acr.A _-Q 4o eat naz upper payment
limits for teaching programs. altarnatively, ICFA night nave
the discretion to deal with the problem by treating teaching
costs as a pass-through not subject to the caps.

4 qhis of course seazs that you will be in asasnce rasing the
current YRC and JQEC upper payment limits in the case of antitles
that are training sites.

72-182 (172)
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